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“What an amazing compilation of resources and tools for working with students to teach about the Vietnam War and 
era. This is a well-organized and detailed listing that will help any individual and/or group who wants to learn more in a 
successful manner. I would be proud to present your Teachers’ Toolkit to others and discuss opportunities included.  Well 
done.”

Andy Demko
U.S. History Teacher Social Studies Teacher at Jr./Sr. Rainier High School in Rainier, Oregon
Social Studies Department Liaison
2010-2011 President, Oregon Council for the Social Studies
2012-2015 Board Member, National Council for the Social Studies Board Member,  
Rho Kappa Advisory Board (NCSS)

“The guide you sent looks great, and I look forward to being able to share it.  It is well-organized, clear and highly useful.  
I look forward to using it to enhance my unit on Vietnam.”  

Susan Tomlinson
U.S. History and Sociology Teacher at Franklin Central High School in Indianapolis, Indiana
History Club Sponsor
Indiana Council for the Social Studies, Past President 

“I think what you have done is outstanding and very comprehensive.”

Jerry Martin
Retired Social Studies Teacher at Manassas City Public Schools (MCPS) in Manassas, Virginia 
Taught a course, “Lessons of the Vietnam War,” at the High School level to Juniors and Seniors.   
Currently substitute teach 5th and 6th grade students for MCPS
Retired LTC USMC (served in Vietnam, 1968-1969)

“This does meet the goals and objectives of the program and offers a thorough resource that our teachers/aides can use to 
teach students about the Vietnam War.  This is exactly what we are looking for.”

Kathryn Kigera
Interim Director, Out of School Time Programs in Washington, DC

“What I really like about this is the diversity and variety of the resources that have been compiled.  Digital and Social 
Media, Online exhibits, places to visit, project ideas and more, there is something for every teacher in this toolkit. Well 
done!”

Steve Quesinberry
Chairman:  History and Social Studies Department at Newnan High School in Newnan, GA

“Educators interested in teaching about the Vietnam War, and especially in those who served our country during this 
crucial time period in American history, will greatly appreciate the timely and wide-ranging resources and service-
learning projects presented to them in The United States of America 50th Anniversary Vietnam War Commemoration 
Teachers’ Toolkit.  This is a guide that is appropriate for grades K-12—and beyond!”

Lindy G. Poling
Lessons of Vietnam and U.S. History Social Studies Department Chair, Millbrook High School in Raleigh, NC
Gilder Lehrman North Carolina History Teacher of the Year, 2006 
Veterans of Foreign Wars National Citizenship Education Teacher of the Year, 2002

TEACHER ENDORSEMENTS
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INTRODUCTION

Dear Educator,

Thank you for your interest in The United States of America Vietnam War Commemoration Teachers’ 
Toolkit, developed by the History and Legacy Branch.  This toolkit offers educators a comprehensive packet 
of information to support our national effort to thank and honor our Vietnam veterans and their families.  
The packet features recommended service-learning projects, educational posters that cover a variety of 
subjects, and suggested websites and resources for activities and events from notable sources. It is highly 
recommended that you periodically check the links to ensure the most up-to-date materials are still available.

The History and Legacy Branch’s goal is to provide historically accurate materials and interactive experiences 
that will help teachers and students better understand and appreciate the service of our Vietnam veterans and 
the history of U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War.

While we do not endorse any particular resource, we encourage you to take advantage of the suggested 
materials and ideas for use in elementary to college classrooms and afterschool programs so that schools, 
school districts, and educational organizations can develop programs to thank and honor Vietnam veterans 
locally and nationally.

In addition, this packet provides you with a brief overview of the Commemorative Partner Program.  If you 
or your school chooses to become a Commemorative Partner, you can access more detailed information via 
the website, including the procedures necessary to order materials, view a complete list of commemorative 
partners, or request support for your event. 

We look forward to partnering with you.  Please contact us through our website:

www.vietnamwar50th.com/commemorative_partners/commemorative_partner_program/

Photos courtesy of the U.S. Army, U.S. Marines, U.S. Navy, U.S. Air Force, U.S. Coast Guard, and U.S. Merchant 
Marines.
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According to The Education Commission of The 
States’ 2016 policy, “Service-learning is a unique 
teaching and learning strategy that encourages 
students to use academic knowledge and skills to 
find viable solutions to real community needs. It is 
neither a packaged curriculum nor a cut-and-dried 
program, and no two service-learning projects are 
completely alike. Service-learning is an experien-
tial approach that engages students holistically in 

their learning, which allows them to identify and address issues in their school and community that real-
ly matter to them. The National K-12 Service-Learning Standards for Quality Service- Learning Practice 
provides a framework of critical elements that teachers can use to guide projects and ensure rigor, rele-
vance, and student success throughout the learning process. The more involved they are in the process of 
selecting and mapping out their project, the more likely they are to buy into the work.”

Service-Learning provides a myriad of opportunities to foster civic responsibility and community in-
volvement in meaningful ways such as the recommended programs focused on the military and veterans, 
and more specifically projects that honor Vietnam veterans.

WHAT IS  
SERVICE-LEARNING?
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SUGGESTED SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECTS
For your convenience, we have provided a list of service-learning activities and projects that may be useful for your 
students.  Along with that list, we have added links to specific resources to guide the implementation of this teaching 
tool.  You may choose to center your lesson or student service-learning activity around a particular holiday, school 
theme, curriculum objective, etc.  Teachers of all subject areas may find these service-learning strategies beneficial to 
reinforce a specific curriculum objective as well.  The range of course offerings for students may vary according to the 
educational authority.  The U.S. Vietnam War Commemoration (VWC) has provided guidance referencing courses 
that are offered by most school districts and universities, i.e., art, English language arts, mathematics, music, science, 
social studies, and technology/engineering.

Source Link Summary

Character.org (DC) https://character.org/our-priorities/
schools-education/

This website provides a wealth of resourc-
es dedicated to helping youth become 
“ethical and engaged citizens” as well as 
service-learning and opportunities to con-
nect with the military and veterans in the 
Washington, D.C. metropolitan area.

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools (NC) https://www.cmsk12.org/site/De-
fault.aspx?PageType=6&SiteID=4&-
SearchString=service%20learnig%20
projects%20for%20students#gsc.
tab=0&gsc.q=service%20learnig%20
projects%20for%20students&gsc.
page=1

This website defines Service-Learning and 
provides guidelines on how to implement 
an academic curriculum connected to 
civic responsibility for K-12 students.  In 
addition, there are links to resources for 
service-learning ideas, character education, 
and volunteering in the community.

HISTORY (NY) https://www.history.com/teacher-resources The HISTORY website provides a sample 
agenda and “How-To” guide for organizing 
a “Take a Veteran to School Day” event as 
well as many excellent internet resources, 
activities, and service-learning projects for 
middle and high school students

Illinois Veterans & Community Classroom 
Project (IL)

https://ww2il.com/veterans-classroom-proj-
ect/

K-12 students in over 25 Illinois schools 
participate in preserving the digital stories of 
the service and sacrifice of men and women 
who served our country in World War II, 
Korea, Vietnam, Gulf War, etc. Students 
have an opportunity to become digital 
historians and preserve historical resources 
(videos, audio recordings, books, journals, 
manuscripts, slides, maps, photographs, 
prints, and posters).

Teacher Information Resources
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Learning to Give https://www.learningtogive.org/resources/
veterans-and-community-helpers-ser-
vice-learning-toolkit
https://www.wildwood.org

This website provides service-learning 
project ideas, lesson plans, and various 
educational resources recognizing veterans 
and others who served their community in 
myriad ways.

Louisiana 4H (LA) https://www.lsuagcenter.com/topics/kids_
teens/projects/citizenship/service_learning/
parish_projects/cadd0-parish-cares

The Louisiana 4H-Club supports the state 
service-learning focus, including veterans’ 
programs in their communities and reaching 
out to men and women in the U.S. Armed 
Forces serving overseas. The site has many 
valuable resources, ideas, and materials to 
aid in planning service-learning programs 
inside and outside the classroom setting.

Veterans Heritage Project (AZ) http://www.VeteransHeritage.org This organization is dedicated to connect-
ing students with veterans to record and 
preserve their stories of service to our nation 
and adding them to the Library of Congress 
for future generations to access.  Middle 
school, high school, and college students 
can learn history from primary sources and 
gain skills in communication, writing, tech-
nology, and project management.

Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund Home-
town Heroes Service-Learning Project (VA)

http://www.vvmf.org/hometown-heroes This project provides excellent service-learn-
ing opportunities for middle and high 
school students to connect with veterans.  
Students  plan a commemoration ceremony, 
collect photos of fallen servicemembers, or 
preserve stories of veterans whose names are 
inscribed on the Memorial or Vietnam vet-
erans who returned from the Vietnam War.

Westlake High school (TX) http://virtualvietnam.eanesisd.net/home The Virtual Vietnam Project is a companion 
research project to Tim O’Brien’s book, The 
Things They Carried.  Students in English 
III and AP classes research a person whose 
name appears on the Vietnam Veterans Me-
morial and create a presentation honoring 
the individual’s life and the time in which 
they lived.  Over 1800 videos are housed on 
the website honoring the men and women 
who gave their lives in Vietnam.

Wildwood School (CA) https://www.wildwood.org/ The Wildwood School is dedicated to 
empowering elementary, middle, and high 
school students to become advocates for 
community and global involvement, such 
as veterans’ initiatives through curriculum 
and on-site work experience for 7th and 8th 
graders.

Suggestions for project ideas, please refer to the service-learning activities and events listed on pages 9 – 10.
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These suggested activities and events are intended to help educators engage students, elementary to college level, specifically in 
service-learning opportunities to thank and honor Vietnam veterans within their local communities. 

• These suggested activities and events are intended to help educators engage students, elementary to college level, 
specifically in service-learning opportunities to thank and honor Vietnam veterans within their local communities.

• Collect missing photos of servicemembers – inscribed on the Vietnam Veterans Memorial – and submit to the 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund (VVMF) to add to the digital collection of photographs.

• Thank a Vietnam veteran for his/her service to our country; visit a local veterans’ retirement home or nursing home 
such as the Armed Forces Retirement Home in Washington, D.C. or Gulfport, Mississippi (e.g., present thank you 
cards or letters, organize a chorale group to sing songs, write and recite poems, make posters and banners thanking 
veterans).

• Collect missing photos of servicemembers – inscribed on the Vietnam Veterans Memorial – and submit to the 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund (VVMF) to add to the digital collection of photographs, Wall of Faces. Refer 
to the Hometown Heroes Service-Learning Project for more details and use the VVMF website, library resources, 
internet articles, school newspapers, and local newspapers to locate missing photos and conduct research.

• Conduct interviews with veterans, using the Library of Congress’ Veterans History Project (VHP) guidelines. 
Contact VHP directly for resources.  Students make a presentation to their class members.

• Partner with a Commemorative Partner to plan and organize a ceremony or reception honoring a local Vietnam 
veteran(s). Request promotional materials from the United States of America Vietnam War Commemoration, such 
as certificates, stickers, and lapel pins to present to the veteran(s).

• Take a Veteran to School Day Project.  Refer to the HISTORY.com website for guidance in planning this event.

• Develop a webpage dedicated to telling a story of a hometown hero or local Vietnam veteran(s).

• Contact a VA hospital and arrange to ask veterans to share their stories. Write an article for a school newspaper, PTA 
newsletter, or local newspaper.

• Make a video that tells the story of a local Vietnam veteran or take a photograph of a hometown hero and post 
to social media.  Students can post a summary of their experience of connecting with a hometown hero or local 
Vietnam veteran. 

• Partner with a local art museum or local artist to develop an art project honoring local veterans (e.g., quilt, painting, 
or sculpture.).

• Pick up trash at a veteran’s cemetery and place or pick up holiday wreaths at Arlington National Cemetery in 
Arlington, Virginia, or other national cemeteries. Contact Arlington Cemetery directly or volunteer via Wreaths 
Across America.

• Volunteer to help at a local or national Veterans Day parade.

• Volunteer at the United Service Organizations, the American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars, or other 
organizations that honor and assist Vietnam veterans.

• Commemorate Vietnam Veterans Day on March 29th by volunteering to help homeless veterans at a local shelter. 
Students can post a blog or make a class presentation about their volunteer experiences.

• Inspired by the “Step Into Their Boots” campaign, students can get a pair of boots and dedicate them to a fallen 
Vietnam veteran and conduct one year of volunteer service in honor of the veteran.  

SUGGESTED SERVICE-LEARNING  
ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS
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These additional activities and events are suggestions that are not specific to service-learning and intended to help 
students, inside and outside the classroom setting, by encouraging involvement in programs honoring and thanking 
Vietnam veterans at every possible opportunity.

• Study Maya Lin’s design of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and encourage students to design a military 
memorial of their own honoring a veteran(s) using a free version of Google Sketchup, recyclable materials, 
or model building.

• Encourage students to create their own poster using primary sources, charts, and texts.  Refer to the U.S. 
Vietnam War Commemoration Poster Series in this Toolkit as a guide.

• Organize field trips to exhibits, memorials, museums, and monuments with the National Park Service (as 
applicable), CloseUp Foundation, Pentagon Tours, military service organizations or associations, to learn 
about the service and sacrifices of veterans.

• Encourage school groups to visit local military installations; discuss significance of the Vietnam War and 
how it relates to our military history and our country today.

• Invite Vietnam veterans or family members of veterans to visit schools and classrooms to share their 
personal stories and discuss the significance of the Vietnam War.

• Encourage students/youth to participate in Vietnam map, essay, video, speech, and poster contests such as 
the one sponsored annually by the Department of Veterans Affairs.

• Produce video-recorded messages to Vietnam veterans and their families and share them via local military 
installation commanders and community leaders.

• Work with a local radio station to develop Public Service Announcements for events honoring Vietnam 
veterans that can be aired on local radio and TV stations.

• Explore the story behind Maya Lin’s design of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial – competition, criticism, 
and acceptance.  Use internet resources, magazine, and newspaper articles, and books on Vietnam 
memorials around the United States to learn more about the design, history, and stories of veterans who 
served and sacrificed. For more information, see the Toolkit list of recommended books.

• Plan and organize a 24-hour Read-A-Thon, specifically reading books about Vietnam.  Have students write 
a brief essay, short story, poem, or song inspired by the literature.

• Highlight veterans by making a presentation on a classroom service-learning project or school program at a 
conference (e.g., National Council for the Social Studies, National Council on Youth Leadership).

• Research the topic of POWs and Unaccounted-for Personnel to learn more about the topic as it relates to 
Vietnam and compare to more recent conflicts.  Contact government officials and organizations such as 
Sons and Daughters in Touch and The National League of POW/MIA Families.

• Participate in activities at school to commemorate Vietnam Veterans Day, Memorial Day, Veterans 
Day, and other military-related holidays throughout the year.  Refer to the List of Annual Holidays and 
Observances in Appendix A.

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS

Suggestions for more ideas on events and activities are also located on the Commemoration website at:  
www.vietnamwar50th.com
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SUGGESTED STEM RELATED 
SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECTS

The U.S. Vietnam War Commemoration (VWC) has provided a suggested list of service-learning research topics, 
projects, and activities that introduce STEM content into the study of history.  Exploring these projects and/or 
activities inspires discovery and decision-making related to STEM while adding to students’ historical knowledge.  
These suggestions are designed to provoke inquiry, entice analysis and evaluation of phenomenon, and stimulate 
new perspectives concerning the history of the Vietnam War and the importance of thanking and honoring its 
veterans.  The chart below identifies suggested course(s) and STEM applications that could be embedded within 
a history course curriculum to allow students to engage in service-learning projects or activities.  In addition, a 
sampling of suggested prompt questions to guide students’ investigation is given.  Lastly, the chart offers a listing of 
accompanying education posters that may be used to give students a visual representation of historical content to 
generate further research and inquiry.                                                                                          

Course Subject Matter 
Application

Project Suggested 
Questions for Students

Resource Poster

Engineering
Science
Social Studies 

Effective engineering; Aircraft Aircraft:  What types of aircraft 
were used during the Vietnam 
War and why?  What lessons 
were learned from using these 
aircraft during the Vietnam 
War?  How has aircraft changed 
since the Vietnam War?
a) Engineering
b) Aesthetics
c) Purpose  

a) Making the Modern World
b) U.S. Army Airmobility in the 
Vietnam War
c) U.S. Sensor Technology in the 
Vietnam War

Science Adaptation to environment; 
Survival techniques

Camouflage:  What type(s) 
of camouflage uniforms did 
soldiers use in the Vietnam War?  
What did the landscape look 
like?  Did the type of camou-
flage used change as the terrain 
changed?  Determine some of 
the advantages and disadvantag-
es of using this strategy during 
the Vietnam War. 

Riverine Operations in the 
Vietnam War

Mathematics 
Social Studies 

Statistics; Population and 
location

Demographics of Populations:  
Are there any Vietnam veterans 
that reside in your hometown?  
For each of the following demo-
graphic areas, what did you find 
was the:
a) Age
b) Gender
c) Race
d) Ethnicity
What patterns do you observe 
that arise from the demographic 
information you obtained?  

a) African Americans in the 
Vietnam War 
b) U.S. Servicewomen in the 
Vietnam War

Science 
Social Studies

Effects of fighting disease, 
climate, and the environment on 
human behavior

Effects of Weather and En-
vironment:  How did some 
soldiers adapt to the stress of 
combat?  How did  climate and 

a) Casualties by Other Means in 
the Vietnam War
b) Combat Medicine in the 
Vietnam War
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the environment effect Ameri-
can servicemembers during the 
war and when returning to the 
United States?
a) Damp tropical regions
b) Witnessing death
c) Becoming a POW
d) Drug abuse 
e) Threat of disease or debilitat-
ing injury  
Were any of those effects long 
term?   

c) Making the Modern World
d) Medical Advancements of the 
Vietnam War
e) Military Nurses in the Viet-
nam War
f ) The POW Experience in the 
Vietnam War

Mathematics 
Social Studies

Human and social adjustment; 
Statistics

Social Adjustment:  What was 
the average age range of indi-
viduals who participated in the 
Vietnam War?  Were there any 
soldiers that volunteered to fight 
in the War that were minors 
(under the age of 18)?  Were 
there any social adjustments 
that young soldiers experienced?  
Please explain.  How did the 
maturity level of American 
young soldiers affect them 
during and after the war?  Are 
there any accounts of difficulty  
young soldiers endured when 
re-entering American society 
after the War?  If so, please 
explain.

a) African Americans in the 
Vietnam War 
b) Military Nurses in the Viet-
nam War 
c) U.S. Servicewoman in the 
Vietnam War

Engineering
Social Studies
Technology 
Science 

Evolution and Advances in 
Technology 

Technology:  How was technol-
ogy used in the Vietnam War?  
What advances in technology 
were employed during the War?  
Are these technological advances 
used today?  If so, what are they 
and how have they changed?
a) Application
b) Purpose
c) Production

a) Medical Advancements in the 
Vietnam War 
b) Making the Modern World
c) U.S. Sensor Technology in the 
Vietnam War
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SUGGESTED HUMANITIES RELATED 
SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECTS

Rationale and Explanation:  The Vietnam War generated a swath of media across many formats intended to 
illustrate and explain the climate of the times on and off the battlefield.  Though many of these works were produced 
during the Vietnam War, artists continue to produce more works even in the present day.  The wide range of artistic 
compositions spans decades and ranges from literature to music to television to film and even video games.  

As the wealth of humanities related works referencing the Vietnam War is expansive, no suggestions are given in this 
section, opting to the teacher’s choice and course objectives.  However, you will find suggested question prompts, 
grouped by media source, to guide students in investigation and research.  Additionally, when applicable, we suggest 
accompanying education posters that may be used to give students a visual representation of historical content and 
inspire further research and inquiry.  This section of the toolkit is divided into five different media sources:  1) films, 
2) literature, 3) music, 4) television, and 5) video games.  

Media Source: Films

Suggested Question Prompts for Students Resource Poster
1. What do you think is the film’s creator trying to say about the Vietnam War?  

a. How does he or she portray the servicemembers and veterans of the Vietnam 
War?  

2. Compare and contrast several films’ treatments of servicemembers and veterans.  
3. How do the films color the public’s perceptions of the war, servicemembers, and 
veterans?  
4. Have race and changing race relations been portrayed in these films?  
5. How are gender dynamics, masculinity, and femininity portrayed?
6. Based on your study, where are the films accurate/inaccurate?
7. How has your view on the Vietnam War, the servicemember, and the veteran 
changed by viewing this media?

a) African Americans in the Vietnam War 
b) Casualties by Other Means in the Vietnam 
War
c) Reclaiming What Was Lost in the Vietnam 
War
d) The POW Experience in the Vietnam War
e) U.S. Army Air mobility in the Vietnam War

Media Source: Literature

Suggested Question Prompts for Students Resource Poster
1. What does literature tell us about?

a. the combat experience 
b. servicemembers’ experience(s) in Vietnam? 

i. drafted 
ii. enlisted

a. What themes cross texts? 
2. How is race portrayed in Vietnam War literature?  

a. Does it share any similarities or differences to the way race is portrayed in 
other wars?  Why or why not?

3. What can literature tell us about veteran reintegration following the end of the 
Vietnam War? 
4. Can we compare Vietnam War literature with fiction written about other wars? 

a. Where are there similarities? 
b. What differences do you uncover? 

5. After reading the assigned literature about the Vietnam War, what bias(es) do you 
see that the author displayed and how are they represented?  

a) African Americans in the Vietnam War 
b) Casualties by Other Means in the Vietnam 
War
c) Counterinsurgency in the Vietnam War
d) Intelligence in the Vietnam War 
e) Reclaiming What Was Lost in the Vietnam 
War
f ) The POW Experience in the Vietnam War
g) The United States Road to War in Vietnam: 
1945 – 1965
h) United States Allies in the Vietnam War
a) U.S. Army Airmobility in the Vietnam War 
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Media Source: Video Games

Suggested Question Prompts for Students Resource Poster
1. What do these games have to say about the Vietnam War, the servicemember, and 
the veteran in general? 
2. Where do you believe these games are most accurate?  
3. How may they have influenced the player in considering the war, the servicemem-
ber, and the veteran? 
4. How do you believe these games have influenced the audience’s perception of the 
Vietnam War?  
5. Can you cite an example(s) of a video game about the Vietnam War when bias is 
present and how is it revealed?
6. How has your view on the Vietnam War, the servicemember, and the veteran 
changed by this media?

a) Counterinsurgency in the Vietnam War 
b) Riverine Operations in the Vietnam War 
c) The Coast Guard in the Vietnam War
d) United States Allies in the Vietnam War
a) U.S. Army Airmobility in the Vietnam War
b) U.S. Sensor Technology in the Vietnam War

Media Source: Music

Question Prompts for Students
1. What were some messages musicians tried to send during and after the Vietnam War?  
2. What effect did those messages have on society?  
3. Can you cite an example in this media about the Vietnam War when the author(s) showed bias?  What was that bias(es)?  How was it 
revealed?  
4. What do you think society might learn from the application of those messages?  
5. Are any of those messages relevant after the Vietnam War ended and for today?  If so, in what way?  
6. How has the emotion that music provokes used to move people toward action?  

a. What did that action look like during the Vietnam War?  
b. What does that action look like today?  Please provide examples.

Note: The U.S. Vietnam War Commemoration (VWC) has provided only suggested question prompts for students 
in the next two media sections as the Commemoration’s current poster selections do not directly relate to musi or 
television

Media Source: Television

Question Prompts for Students
1. Give examples of how television was used during the Vietnam War to send a message to the masses?  

a. What were some of those messages?  
b. What was the response(s) of that message from the masses? 
c. How was that message analyzed in terms of its validity, authenticity, and worth?

2. Select one television program about the Vietnam War.  What is this work’s view of the war?  Do you observe evidence of bias?  If so, 
how is it displayed?
3. Only a few television serials have given direct treatment to the Vietnam War.

a. Why do you think this is the case? 
b. What themes do they explore? 
c. How do they portray the servicemember?
d. How do these serial television shows treat race, if at all? 

4. How has your view on the Vietnam War, the servicemember, and the veteran changed by viewing this media? 
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CLASSROOM MATERIALS
The U.S. Vietnam War Commemoration (VWC) provides a variety of materials online for teachers, students, and 
the public, including fact sheets, pins, flags, brochures, and posters, as shown below. Please check the website regularly 
for new poster series, including a poster on Hispanic veterans.

In honor of Vietnam War veterans who served from November 1, 1955, to May 15, 1975, and their families that 
supported them, the U.S. Vietnam War Commemoration (VWC) has created a variety of posters that discuss the 
history and legacies of the Vietnam War.  These works provide a cursory view of the selected topic and reinforce 
the importance of maintaining and preserving the legacy of the Vietnam War, as well as those who served during 
the Vietnam War.  To that end, you will find that each poster depicts a variety of pictures, quotes from veterans, 
and historical facts and explanations that contextualize the importance of the veteran, and the war’s legacies.  
Additionally, we have provided a list of suggested questions to prompt classroom discussion and investigation.  
These questions are provided as optional tools; they are not intended to discourage or replace other 
educational methodologies.

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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CLASSROOM MATERIALS (CONTINUED)
Posters

African Americans in the Vietnam War

African American troops served in the military with distinction during the Vietnam War.  In the 1960s and 1970s, 
the United States’ long history of racial inequality and segregation culminated in the civil rights movement.  The 
social and political turmoil crept through American society, including the U.S. military.

Question Prompts
1. Is there an African American Experience in the Vietnam War?  

a. If so, what do you think that experience looks like?  
b. How is it different from the way Caucasians experienced the war? 

2. Imagine you are an African American soldier serving alongside other African Americans and Caucasians in a 
combat unit.  

a. Describe your experience.  
b. What has changed for you when you have completed your tour? 
c. What has changed about the United States in the past several years since you began your service?  

3. Why were there such large numbers of African Americans placed in combat specializations?
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a. Why was it difficult for some African Americans with specialized combat experience to transfer those 
skills to the workforce after returning to the United States? 

4. The author of the poster cites one African American lieutenant commander saying, “You could go aboard a 
carrier with 5,000 people .... walk into the areas where I work with all the sophisticated computers, and it would 
look as if there were no blacks on the entire ship.”  

a. What might be the reason(s) the Lieutenant Commander saw few African Americans where he worked?  
b. Do you think there were other African Americans on that ship?  If so, where might they be located?

5. Soldiers reported that they bound together and were willing to fight for one another.  Why do you think that 
was the case?  

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Posters

Air Base Defense in the Vietnam War

1. What made air base defense different in Vietnam than U.S. air base defense in previous wars?  
a.  What kind of training did Air Force personnel receive to prepare for this challenge?  
b.  Why were North Vietnamese and Viet Cong units compelled to attack U.S. air bases?

2. How did the Viet Cong conduct a typical raid on American air bases?  
a.  What means did they use to gain access to sensitive intelligence?  

On November 1, 1964, the Viet Cong positioned six 81-millimeter mortars outside Bien Hoa Air Base and fired 
between 60 and 80 rounds onto parked aircraft and troop billets before withdrawing unmolested.  The mortars 
killed four and wounded 30, destroyed five jet bombers and severely damaged eight others, and slightly damaged 
seven additional aircraft.  The attack made plainly clear: in a conflict with no front lines and an armed local 
insurgency, base commanders, and personnel needed to stiffen defenses and proactively guard air bases.

Question Prompts

CLASSROOM MATERIALS (CONTINUED)
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b.  What did the enemy do with this information?  
3. How did the U.S. military adapt in Vietnam to enhance air base defense?

a. What did military policeman do to ensure the safety of air bases throughout the war? 

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Casualties by Other Means in the Vietnam War
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Diseases were not the only a�ictions in Vietnam; when U.S. personnel 
arrived in increasing numbers in 1965, they provided a ready source of 
income to Southeast Asia drug merchants from �ailand, Burma, Laos, 
and Vietnam who were accustomed to planting, harvesting, processing, 
transporting, and marketing drugs—to include heroin, an opioid. By the 
late 1960s, the United States military feared the casual use of so� and hard 
drugs within the ranks threatened its mission. In response, the military 
immediately instituted procedures, regulations, and programs to combat 
rising drug use. �ey aimed to �nd users, eliminate them from the ranks, 
and, where possible, cure drug addiction to restore combat power. 

DRUG USE IN UNITED STATES AND  
SOUTH VIETNAM
Illicit drug use was a signi�cant cultural phenomenon in 1960s and 1970s 
America and was indicative of the social and cultural transformation 
underway in the Nation. Drug use was common among youth, who, as part 
of the countercultural movement, rejected the social norms of previous 
generations; yet these values never took hold among the U.S. political elite. In 
the months leading up to and following his inauguration in 1969, President 
Richard Nixon harkened to what he referred to as the “silent majority” of 
Americans that quietly held traditional values—to include the sharp rejection 
of drug culture. President Nixon and the silent majority believed drug 
use signaled the erosion of American values. At a press conference on  
June 17, 1971, Nixon declared drug abuse “public enemy number one.” 

U.S. military e�orts to identify users had already begun prior to Nixon’s 
announcement. In the late 1960s, the military established a drug 
treatment program at the 98th Medical Detachment in Nha Trang. 
To identify users, the military established urinalysis clinics and called 
upon its junior leaders to closely examine their personnel. �ough these 
urinalysis programs heavily taxed medical laboratory personnel and 
resources, they were exceptionally e�ective at identifying users. 

Initially, the U.S. military took the stance of “zero tolerance” to push 
users into psychiatric care, its legal system, and out of military service. 
For instance, the Army deployed Regulation 635-212 to drum users out 
on the grounds that they were un�t to serve. Yet, as time wore on, the 
military services increasingly found their legal and mental healthcare 
systems clogged and overwhelmed. �e services began to change course, 
and increasingly sent abusers for hospital care and treatment (that o�en 
also included psychiatric care). �e military enacted rehabilitation 
programs to grant users a second chance. �ese programs were commonly 
known as “Amnesty.”

As early as 1969, the U.S. military began testing the e�cacy of Amnesty 
programs. Whether the user was found through urinalysis screening or 
voluntarily admitted, Amnesty provided them the “assistance to overcome 
[their] need for the drug.” �e goal was “to have every individual return 
to [the U.S.] in a drug-free condition.” �e Amnesty program stated 
it was “a humane and compassionate approach to the drug user who 
exhibits sincere desire to stop using drugs.” �is was “the essence of the 
exemption program.”

By 1971, however, drug use was still prevalent. �ough statistics 
vary on the degree to which U.S. military personnel represented 
“true addicts,”—a term applied to persons who were physically and 
psychologically addicted—roughly 20 percent of U.S. Service members 
in South Vietnam admitted using drugs. Some studies and reports 
placed the percentage much higher. Drugs were plentiful, cheaper, and 
purer than their counterparts in the United States. Heroin that went for 
$100 in the U.S. frequently cost less than $15 in South Vietnam. One 
observer noted, “Fourteen year-old girls were selling heroin at roadside 
stands on the main highway from Saigon to the U.S. Army base at Long-
Binh; Saigon street peddlers stu�ed vials of 95 percent pure heroin into 
the pockets of [personnel] as they strolled through downtown.” 

ASSESSMENT OF DRUG USE PREVENTION 
EFFECTIVENESS
�e U.S. military conducted an internal assessment of its alcohol and drug 
education and prevention programs in 1973. �e review found that, in the 
short term, the military failed to discourage alcohol and drug abuse among 
its youngest personnel, who were lower grade enlisted Service members, 
where abuse was at its worst. �e report argued that programs placed too 
much importance on “personal feelings, motivations, and behavior by 
presenting facts alone.” �e military had failed to recognize that “some 
young soldiers belong to a youth or drug sub-culture which legitimizes 
drug use; they use drugs because they enjoy them,” while “other young 
soldiers use drugs out of boredom or to relieve their personal problems.” 
Success, the report argued, depended upon persuasively addressing these 
two groups. Adjustments needed to be made.

CONCLUSION
�e U.S. military was unprepared for drug use in South Vietnam. �ough 
its mitigation e�orts saw some successes, ultimately, the end of the war 
and the creation of the all-volunteer force were the principle reasons drug 
use in the military sharply declined. By removing the Service member 
from an environment where drugs were plentiful and cheap,  and shi�ing 
the U.S. military toward volunteerism—and the bene�ts a�orded to 
volunteers—the branches of service were able to exert greater control 
over personnel and the environment in which they operated. With these 
changes in e�ect, the U.S. military cra�ed lessons learned from the 
Vietnam War that sharply curtailed drug use in its general population, 
and even insulated the institution from further national and worldwide 
drug outbreaks, to include, most recently, the opioid epidemic.

LEGACIES
During the Vietnam War, United States military personnel and citizens 
alike faced a�ictions. Many of their remedies would seem familiar to those 
who experienced the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus of 
2020. Military personnel and citizens limited their exposure to pathogens, 
enacted simple yet e�ective measures to control the spread of disease, 
vaccinated to build immunity among the population, and reframed how 
they de�ned mental health. �e Vietnam War le� indelible legacies on the 
United States. One of the war’s most important is a frequently forgotten 
reminder that, in dictating human events, the a�iction gets a vote.

�e U.S. military had at its disposal three types of urinalysis tests, which 
were able to identify users for about three days following their last usage. 
Urine screening tied down signi�cant resources. For their part, U.S. 
military personnel dubbed the requirement “Operation Golden Flow.” 
(Courtesy of the Defense Health Agency)

A contemporary take on a “Groovy Bus,” a colorfully painted vehicle 
typically associated with the 1960s and 1970s counterculture. �e 
counterculture was made up of many social, cultural, and political 
movements that rejected U.S. mores, norms, and laws, to include long-
established prejudices against drug use. (Courtesy of James Stave)

�e U.S. military wasted little time in establishing urine collection stations 
throughout South Vietnam. All commands instituted involuntary screening 
and expanded testing for amphetamine and barbiturates, as well as heroin. 
Clean urine became a requirement to travel back to the United States. In 
its e�orts to cure users before they came home, the Nixon administration’s 
methods were not unlike the quarantine procedures governments use to 
slow the spread of disease. (Courtesy of the Defense Health Agency)

America’s public enemy number one in the United States is drug abuse. In order to �ght and defeat 
this enemy, it is necessary to wage a new, all-out o�ensive. �is will be a worldwide o�ensive dealing 
with the problems of sources of supply, as well as Americans who may be stationed abroad, wherever 
they are in the world.

— President Richard Nixon, 1971

37th President of the United States Richard Nixon briefs the press on a bi-partisan Congressional leadership meeting on drug abuse in June 1971. President 
Nixon is �anked by Jerome H. Ja�e, John Ehrlichman, and Egil Krogh. Jerome Ja�e served as the head of Nixon’s drug o�ce. He instituted policies and 
procedures requiring returning U.S. military personnel to be drug free. (Courtesy of the Richard Nixon Presidential Library and Museum) 
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Psychiatrist Robert J. Lifton, MD was called to testify before Congress in 1969. �ere he stated, “�e Vietnam veteran serves as a psychological crucible 
of the entire country’s doubts and misgivings about the war.” Lifton believed war’s trauma did not end when personnel returned home to civilian life.  
(Courtesy of the State Library and Archives of Florida)

Part 3 of 4

�ough Americans tend to think of their military and civilian worlds 
as separate, in truth, they are interconnected in subtle and complex 
ways, to include medicine. �e Vietnam War le� indelible legacies on 
U.S. military and civilian medical systems, and exchanges between the 
two propelled the specialization of medicine forward. �is included 
scienti�c understanding and treatment of mental health. In the years 
following the war, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) became one 
of the war’s signature legacies. 

More broadly, e�orts to address doctor shortages in the U.S. military 
spurred the creation of medical specialties. Exchanges between military 
and civilian medicine greatly bene�ted both. �ey occurred under 
what was called “�e Berry Plan.”

BERRY PLAN

�e Berry Plan was �rst conceived 
in the early 1950s by Dr. Frank 
Berry, then Assistant Secretary of 
Defense, Health and Medical, to 
address shortages of physicians in 
the military services. Rather than 
dra� the physicians needed, Berry 
proposed a plan to incentivize 
physicians to volunteer for a 
reserve commission at a mutually 
acceptable time for the service 
and physician. 

Under Berry’s proposed rubric, 
young physicians began in civilian 
wards and then rotated into military 
service for further education and 
training. �e exchange connected 
civilian and military medicine in 
ways mutually bene�cial to both 

because physicians bene�ted from knowledge and experience gained 
from civilian and military medicine. �e U.S. military services predicted 
their future personnel requirements, and, through the Berry Plan, took 
medical school graduates to ful�ll their needs. As the Vietnam War 
escalated in 1965, demand for physicians increased. 

For the doctors themselves, Berry’s plan o�ered the following: First, 
those who desired to join the military were able to join the service of 
their choosing immediately following internship. Second, those serving 

�ere is a great di�erence between incidence of psychiatric disturbance during the war and 
what happens to young men a�er the war. 

— Robert Jay Li�on, MD, 1969

in their civilian residencies were allowed to return to them following 
their military service. �ird, doctors could choose full training in 
a medical specialty of their choice. Many physicians used the Berry 
Plan to complete their residency and their obligation to the military 
simultaneously. 

�e Berry Plan incentivized specialization. Physician specialists were 
a�orded greater military ranks, and with those ranks, higher pay. Berry 
Plan participants typically chose medical specialties that kept them out 
of harm’s way. By the 1970s, nearly all Berry Plan participants were fully 
trained specialists. According to the Navy Surgeon General, Vice Admiral 
D.L. Custis, the 1970s brought in some of “the military services’ most 
talented o�cers.” Many rose to become service or department chiefs in 
military hospitals, where they trained interns, residents, and fellows. 

POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER
Vietnam veterans had many stigmas attached to them. Media depictions 
portrayed them as moody and disa�ected outsiders. Even before the 
war ended, some Americans colloquially used the term “Vietnam 
Syndrome” to publicly diagnose veterans. For some, the clinical term 
that replaced Vietnam Syndrome, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD), is heavily laden with meaning. 

PTSD marked a major shi� in mental healthcare. It served as a pivot 
point from previous clinical understandings and diagnoses of stress, 
anxiety, and trauma. �e term came about following clinical mental 
health investigations into Vietnam veterans, and �rst appeared in 
the third volume of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (DSM III) in 1980. 

When the American Psychiatric Association released the �rst edition of 
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders in 1952, the 
work used the term “gross stress reaction” to encompass all descriptions 
of psychological stress previously applied to World Wars I and II, such 
as “shell-shock,” “battle fatigue,” “combat fatigue,” “combat exhaustion,” 
and “combat stress reaction.” “Gross stress reaction” was diagnosed “in 
situations in which the individual has been exposed to severe physical 
demands or extreme emotional stress, such as in combat or in civilian 
catastrophe (�re, earthquake, explosion, etc.).” �e manual went on 
to state “in many instances this diagnosis applies to previously more 
or less ‘normal’ persons who have experienced intolerable stress.” �e 
treatment removed the person from the stressor for a brief time and 
provided them comfort and support. �e presumption was this would 
return the person to normalcy. �is meant removing personnel from 

the battle�eld and providing them bed rest, food, and clean showers 
for a few days. Presumably, Service members then returned to their 
units in a �t mental state.

In 1968, at the height of the Vietnam War, the American Psychiatric 
Association released the second volume of the DSM, which removed the 
term “gross stress reaction” and replaced it with “transient situational 
disorder.” �e DSM II’s clinical diagnosis stated that “fear associated with 
military combat and manifested by trembling, running and hiding” was 
a “transient situational disorder,” an acute and treatable maladjustment 
to adult life. �is assumption proved to be incorrect, paving the way for 
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. 

As the Vietnam War wound to a 
close, psychiatrist Robert J. Li�on 
(himself a veteran of the Korean 
War) and his team of mental 
health specialists conducted 
sessions with Vietnam veterans to 
talk about their war and postwar 
experiences. Li�on and his team 
concluded that veterans’ anxiety, 
stress, and trauma did not 
disappear following their return 
to civilian life. Li�on argued that 
removing the individual from 
the stressor was not enough and 
that anxiety, stress, and trauma 
were not limited to military 
service. Because the e�ects of 
trauma could linger, continued 
psychological treatment was 
required. �ese conclusions 
led to the introduction of Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorder into 
the third volume of the Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders, which dramatically 
reshaped Service member, 
veteran, and civilian mental 
healthcare in the United States. 

CONCLUSION
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and the Berry Plan are evidence that the 
Vietnam War drove into being new scienti�c medical understandings. 
�e war brought greater education, knowledge, legitimization, and 
specialization among physicians to the bene�t of military and civilian 
medicine alike. More than 42,000 physicians participated in the Berry 
Plan from 1954 to 1974, and they, along with their colleagues who served 
during the Vietnam War, returned to the U.S. to take up residence in 
hospitals, medical research centers, and private practices throughout the 
Nation. �ese physicians directly contributed to the growth of medical 
specialties, and, over time, their proliferation has become essential to 
advancing military and civilian medical science. Today, many of these 
specialties operate at the forefront of the 2020 pandemic and include 
virology, epidemiology, pathology, serology, and immunology, among 
many hundreds of others.

CASUALTIES BY OTHER MEANS
Disease and Drug Use in the 

Senator Alan Cranston began his political career as an ardent proponent 
for veterans’ rights. He was instrumental in bringing Robert J. Lifton, 
MD and his research to the public eye. Cranston served as the Chair of 
the Veterans A�airs Committee from 1977 to 1981, where he championed 
federal assistance programs in education, mental healthcare, and housing 
for veterans. He served in Congress from 1968 to 1992.  (Courtesy of the 
Library of Congress)

Frank Berry, MD, author of the 
“Berry Plan.” More than 47,000 
physicians served in the U.S. 
military under the Berry plan, 
and U.S. civilian and military 
medical specialization �ourished as 
result. (Courtesy of the O�ce of the 
Secretary of Defense Historical O�ce)

Robert J. Lifton, MD outlined his 
own beliefs on the Vietnam War’s 
traumatic in�uence on the Nation 
in his book “Home from the War: 
Vietnam Veterans Neither Victims 
nor Executioners.” Post-Traumatic 
Stress Disorder’s inclusion in the 
third edition of the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
was the end result of his work with 
psychiatrists, veterans, and the U.S. 
Congress. (Courtesy of the University of 
Hawaii Library System, West Oahu)
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Human illness does not respect international boundaries. In this era of rapid transportation it is possible to 
transmit communicable diseases rapidly over wide areas and into di�erent countries. A person infected with 
such a disease may leave one country and enter another while his disease is still in the incubation period 
and consequently unrecognizable only to become infectious to others. 

— Industrial College of the Armed Services Committee Report, 1947

Medical students eat with surgical masks covering their noses. Along with hundreds of other students at the school, they wore masks to curtail the spread of 
Hong Kong Flu.  (Courtesy of Getty Images)

Part 2 of 4

�e Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus of 2020 caused 
roughly 500,000 deaths worldwide in six months following outbreak. 
�e pandemic made clear that the world’s sophisticated transportation 
systems were the highways upon which disease spread. 

In 1968, at the height of the Vietnam War, U.S. troops returning to 
California unknowingly introduced the Hong Kong Flu to the west 
coast of the United States. From there the disease spread east to every 
state in the Nation. Over the course of two years, this new �u strain 
killed 100,000 Americans, and more than one million worldwide.

HONG KONG FLU 
�e Hong Kong Flu was named a�er its origin city. �e virus is type A 
(H3N2), and it is believed to be a “reassortment” of the 1918 (H1N1) 
and 1957 (H1N2) in�uenzas. Reassortments occur when similar 
viruses mix their genetic materials through hosts (like humans) to 
create new viruses. 

�ough the sickness was reported among U.S. troops stationed in 
Southeast Asia, the �u’s e�ects were rarely dire. �e duration of illness 
varied between one and fourteen days. Most were sick three to four 
days. On average, only 2.6 days were lost to illness. Ultimately, the U.S. 
military found the disease nonlethal to its personnel. No more than 
1.5 percent were sick at any given time. 

�e Hong Kong Flu was far more dangerous to the homefront. 
Following its arrival in September 1968, the �u quickly made its way 
east. Peak infections occurred from December to January 1968-1969, 
as is o�en the case with the �u. Hospital admissions began increasing 
in December 1968, and by early 1969, 74 percent of pneumonia 
patients showed signs of the virus. A second, less severe wave of illness 
occurred in the United States late in the following season (1969–
1970). Of the two, the �rst wave was by far the deadliest. Over these 
two seasons, 70 percent of excess pneumonia and in�uenza deaths in 
the United States occurred during the �rst season. �e rapid national 
deployment of a vaccine greatly reduced the Hong Kong Flu’s lethality 
the following year.

�e Hong Kong Flu also presented one of the �rst opportunities to 
assess the e�ect of antiviral drugs during a �u pandemic. In 1966, the 
Food and Drug Administration approved Amantadine, an antiviral 

EHRLICHIOSIS 
�e Hong Kong Flu was not the only disease outbreak the United States 
faced in 1968. �at year a pathogen emerged among military working 
dogs in South Vietnam. German Shepherds were particularly vulnerable. 
�e disease was a tickborne bacteria (rickettsiae) called ehrlichiosis—
also referred to as tropical canine pancytopenia. �is was an epizootic 
disease—an epidemic limited to animals.

In 1968, there were more than 1,000 scout, sentry, and tracker dogs 
in South Vietnam. �e disease caused nosebleeds in its initial stages 
and quickly progressed from there. It destroyed the military dogs’ red 
and white blood cells, and platelets. �e animals experienced lethargy, 
anemia, and eventually perished from infection or blood disorders. More 
than 140 canines died from it in 1969 alone. By war’s end, ehrlichiosis 
had killed 200 to 300 dogs.

�e slowdown in death rate was primarily due to the reduction of 
working dogs in South Vietnam and veterinary research. Initial 
drug trials saw promising results in administering the antibiotic, 
tetracycline, for a period of two weeks. �e drug made such a strong 
impression that the U.S. Army’s Vietnam Sta� Veterinarian cited 
the antibiotic as a potential reason for the decline in ehrlichiosis. 
Tetracyclene came into widespread commercial use in 1978.

CONCLUSION
�e pandemic of 2020 and the quickness with which it spread proved just 
how small and interconnected the world has become. It also illustrated 
the complications that arise when species from di�erent environments 
are suddenly thrust together. Such was also the case in the Vietnam War. 
When the U.S. introduced the German Shepherd and other European 
dog breeds into Southeast Asia, they inadvertently created an incubator 
for a disease that not only threatened the dog’s mission, but its life. 
Moreover, the disease initially limited the United States’ response. �e 
U.S. military was unable to send sick canines back to the U.S. for fear of 
spreading the infection to domesticated animals within the Nation. 

�e U.S. could not, however, contain the Hong Kong Flu under the same 
measures. Like the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus, 
the Hong Kong Flu has a lengthy incubation period that when combined 
with rapid international transport home, made near inevitable the 
disease’s landfall. Once within the States, the virus quickly spread, where 
it threatened the Nation’s vulnerable young and elderly populations, and 
created one of the worst �u seasons the U.S. experienced in years. H3N2 
remains a seasonal �u in the United States to this day.

shown to be e�ective against the previous �u strain, which caused 
an epidemic in 1957. Studies showed that Amantadine inhibited 
infections of type A in�uenza viruses by slowing or outright blocking 
the disease’s entry into cells. It took health experts time to warm to the 
drug as initial drug trials were conducted on small test groups. Overall, 
the results in slowing the Hong Kong Flu were mixed. Nevertheless, 
antivirals remained promising for future use. However, over time �u 
strains became resistant to the drug. As a result, Amantadine is no 
longer used to treat type A viruses. 

CASUALTIES BY OTHER MEANS
Disease and Drug Use in the 

A �re�ghter receives a �u shot made available to city workers to avoid 
contracting the Hong Kong Flu. Medical advancements in the 1960s, to 
include the advent of antiviral medications and the expansion of in�uenza 
vaccines, limited the �u’s duration and deadliness. (Courtesy of USA Today)

Ehrlichiosis killed 200 to 300 military working dogs. �e disease also 
caused a constant drain on veterinary resources from 1968 to 1972. 
�e disease occupied much in the way of veterinary service care. It also 
demanded valuable time, resources, and personnel in veterinary research 
at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research. (Courtesy of the U.S. Army 
O�ce of Medical History)

A response to the 1968 Hong Kong Flu epidemic. (Courtesy of Duke  
University Library)
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SKIN DISEASE
In 1968, the U.S. Army conducted the “Paddy Review,” so named 
because U.S. Army units frequently operated in rice paddies. To the 
U.S. Army’s surprise, the review found that a signi�cant number of U.S. 
Army units lacked strength su�cient to conduct military operations 
because many of their personnel were permanently attending sick 
call from debilitating foot and leg ailments. �e culprits were fungus, 
bacteria, and oversaturated skin. Muddy paddy water had severely 
weakened the U.S. Army. 

�ough the U.S. Army recognized that foot disease posed a serious 
medical threat in wet regions in South Vietnam, the service had 
underestimated its danger. In 1969, for instance, reports found that 
skin disease accounted for an average of 47 percent of the total combat 
man-days lost in certain units. 

�e Army immediately launched a medical investigation in three 
areas; the nature of the diseases’ cause; the actual manpower lost; 
and e�ective control measures. �e service quickly determined two 
important facts: First, only infantry soldiers developed incapacitating 
diseases on their feet and lower legs. Second, skin disease was nearly 
impossible to avoid when operating in South Vietnam’s wet terrain. 

�e service looked for solutions in medicine, changes to equipment, 
and, to whatever degree possible, limiting interactions with saturated 
environments. �e Army launched Operation SAFE STEP and, as part 
of its approach, conducted controlled experiments on the perimeter 
of Dong Tam Base. Volunteers tested six experimental boot models, 
four experimental boot socks, and three di�erent types of protective 
ointments and lotions. As a result of Operation SAFE STEP, the 
Army developed mitigation strategies to three skin diseases. �e 
Army issued improved socks 
and footwear and developed 
regulations to prevent and treat 
skin disease. 

Fungal infections caused red, 
in�amed, and itchy skin. When 
personnel scratched it, o�en their 
skin cracked and bled. Bacteria 
spread into the broken skin and 
caused secondary infection. In 
answer, the Army prescribed a 
topical antibiotic. With the other 
two skin diseases, “Immersion 
Foot” and “Pyoderma Bacterial 
Skin Infections,” the Army found 
these resulted from continuous 
underwater exposure in the 
former, and bacteria’s rapid 
growth and spread in the 
tropical climate’s heat and 
moisture in the latter. In these 
cases medicine was of limited 
use. �e Army recommended 
limiting combat actions to less 
than 48 hours—except in cases 
of extreme emergencies—and 
24-hour periods of drying out.

Part 1 of 4

�e year 2020 brought with it the powerful reminder that pathogens 
can dictate human life. 2020 demonstrated the ease with which 
diseases spread, the value of preparation in the face of pandemics, 
and the importance of applying even the simplest countermeasures. 
�ough not well-remembered, disease presented challenges during 
the Vietnam War as well.  Moreover, the war’s a�ictions were not 
limited to South Vietnam. Service members brought a�ictions 
home to the United States. Owing to the war’s voracious demands for 
physicians and new ways of thinking in medicine, the United States’ 
military and civilian healthcare systems were transformed as a result. 

MALARIA
Prior to the Vietnam War, scientists believed they had developed 
adequate control for malaria. �ey speculated the disease no longer 
posed a threat to �eld armies or even world health. 

In 1960, U.S. military and civilian personnel stationed in Korea were 
placed on weekly C-P (chloroquine-primaquine) tablets in a large-
scale �eld trial involving more than 50,000 adults. �e results were 
so successful that C-P tablets became the standard Army regimen 
by 1962. Scientists believed chloroquine-primaquine was a miracle 
drug. �e malarial parasite ultimately proved resilient.

As the U.S. increased its troop presence in South Vietnam, isolated 
cases emerged world-wide indicating a certain strain of malaria had 
grown resistant to drugs. �e continued and routine use of drugs like 
chloroquine-primaquine spurred drug-resistant mutations within 
the malaria parasite. By December 1965, the overall malaria rate in 
South Vietnam reached a peak of 98.4 cases per 1,000 individuals per 
year. Certain units operating in the Ia Drang valley experienced rates 
up to 600 cases per 1,000 individuals per year. Malaria rendered at 
least two maneuver battalions ine�ective. 

Medical science scrambled to catch up. Owing to the eventual 
development of new compounds such as amino alcohols and 
quinazolines, U.S. medicine once again e�ectively combatted the 
disease. 

Malaria’s role in the Vietnam War reinforced the importance of 
establishing permanent federal scienti�c research programs for 
diseases where there was no adequate civilian research. Just as in war, 
so was the case with malaria; there was no room for complacency. 
Indeed, in its postwar analysis, the U.S. military concluded “the ability 
of the malarial parasite to repeatedly meet the challenge of manmade 
chemical assault demands continued skepticism toward any claim to 
the development of a ‘�nal chapter’ in the history of malaria.”

�e battle between man and the pathogenic organisms with which he shares this planet has been a seesaw 
a�air. Finding himself for years essentially defenseless against a disease, man has sometimes, by dint of 
hard work and a bit of luck, slowly turned the tide. With apparent victory in his grasp, his complacency has 
more o�en than not been abruptly interrupted by a vicious counter-thrust from the enemy and he has found 
himself in battle newly joined.

 — Colonel Marshall McCabe, 1966.

RABIES
South Vietnam’s domesticated animals were not routinely immunized 
for rabies. When the United States deployed personnel to South Vietnam 
in greater numbers, the risks increased exponentially. In 1969 alone U.S. 
personnel reported 2,967 animal exposures to include licks, scratches, or 
bites. As a result, 1,628 individuals were vaccinated. 76 were administered 
an immune serum—a treatment given as a last resort when there is no 
time for vaccination.

South Vietnam’s animal population was beyond the control of the U.S. 
military; therefore, the United States relied upon information and 
preparation prior to deployment to prepare and execute a course of 
action. �e U.S. obtained and followed the World Health Organization’s 
recommendations on at-risk animal populations and the use of serum 
following exposure. In South Vietnam, post-exposure treatments were a 
large part of the rabies program, and pre-exposure immunizations were 
administered to veterinary personnel who regularly handled animals. 
Reporting animal bites was mandatory, and these wounds were then 
treated with immunizations. As a result, within the entirety of the U.S. 
Army, only one rabies death occurred by war’s end. 

In the United States, pets routinely receive rabies vaccinations. �is was 
not the case in South Vietnam. �e United States prepared for the disease 
and successfully executed a plan of action to minimize its e�ects. When 
testing for rabies, scientists remove the brain from the animal’s skull. 
Preserved brains of suspected rabies cases were received for testing in water-
tight, metal containers that were refrigerated with ice and insulated with 
sawdust. (Courtesy of the National Museum of Health and Medicine) Immersion foot was caused by 

prolonged exposure to rice paddy water 
and mud in tropical environments. It 
caused the feet’s soles to become soggy 
with deep wrinkles. Frequently, the top 
layer of skin peeled o� when rubbed at 
friction points in the boot, which made 
it painful to walk. �e Army’s solution 
was to limit exposure to reduce risk. 
In October 1968, the Army issued a 
directive to limit combat operations to 
48 hours, followed by a 24-hour drying 
out period. (Courtesy of the U.S. Army 
O�ce of Medical History)

CASUALTIES BY OTHER MEANS
Disease and Drug Use in the 

South Vietnam’s tropical climate acted as an incubator for bacteria on the 
skin. When the skin was punctured, surface bacteria made its way into the 
blood stream. Skin disease became so detrimental to military operations 
that many United States Army units added a weekly dermatological sick 
call to assess casualties. Often the simplest solutions, such as antibiotic 
creams and changes of clothes, were the most e�ective. (Courtesy of the U.S. 
Army O�ce of Medical History)

�ese World War Two images show that malaria has historically threatened military operations, and in some cases killed more personnel than combat. �e military 
services have often used morbid humor to shock personnel into taking protection measures. �e tactic remains commonplace today—though not with human skulls. 
(Courtesy of the National Museum of Health and Medicine and the National Library of Medicine)

1. What types of diseases were widespread during the war?  
a. How did they threaten U.S. military operations?
b. What types of strategies did the U.S. use to guard against disease during the Vietnam War?
c. How did science adapt and learn to develop these countermeasures?  Were they effective?

2. The U.S. experienced a pandemic in 1968 during the height of the Vietnam War.  What was the response to the 

This past year brought with it a powerful reminder that pathogens can dramatically affect our daily lives.  United 
States military personnel and citizens alike encountered this lesson during the Vietnam War.  Many mitigation 
processes developed during that period seemed to foreshadow those employed during 2020 in our struggle with 
COVID-19.  Military personnel and citizens limited their exposure to pathogens, enacted simple yet effective 
measures to control the spread of disease, vaccinated to build immunity among the population, and reframed how 
they defined mental health.  The Vietnam War left indelible legacies on the United States, one of the most important 
being the frequently forgotten reminder that, in dictating human events, affliction gets a vote.

Question Prompts
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flu on the home front?
a. Are any of these responses familiar to pandemics or diseases you have experienced?  Please explain and 
provide examples.
b. Do you believe there are any lessons learned from 1968 that were applicable to 2020?  If so, what were 
they?

3. Prior to the Vietnam War, why was it difficult to find military doctors? 
a. How did the U.S. address this challenge in the 1950s?
b. What do you think military medicine might teach a physician that he/she might not learn from medical 
practice as a civilian?  
c. What types of conditions do you believe military doctors regularly see that civilian doctors rarely 
experience?
d. After reviewing this poster, how can military and civilian medicine practitioners can learn from one 
another? 

4. What does PTSD stand for? 
a. What was different about diagnoses that came before PTSD?  
b. How did the PTSD diagnosis change the nature of how we think of mental health?  

5. What is the connection between PTSD and the symptoms that servicemembers experience because of long-
term traumatic encounters?  

a. Compare the types of support that Vietnam veterans suffering from PTSD received upon returning from 
the war to the support servicemembers receive returning from wars since the Vietnam War.  

i. In what ways are they different?
b. In what ways has the treatment of PTSD affected individuals outside of the military community?  
c. Can you think of ways we can support Vietnam veterans as they continue to suffer from PTSD? 

6. How were illegal drugs introduced to the U.S. military in Vietnam?  
a. What drugs were most prevalent?  
b. What are some of the factors that led to them becoming so popular?  
c. What impact did drug usage have on the U.S. military?  
d. What were some of the measures the military took to reduce drug use during the war?  
e. Were these measures effective?  Why or why not? 

7. What steps did the medical community take during the Vietnam War to help support servicemembers in their 
effort/need to recover from drug abuse?  

a. What incentives were given to encourage servicemembers to come forth and seek help?

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Patients being loaded onto an Air Force Casualty Bus at the 3d Field Hospital, Saigon, South Vietnam, (Darryl Henley Collection, �e Vietnam Center and Archive,  
Texas Tech University)
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�eater Hospitals
Once the �ight crew retrieved the patient from the battle�eld, they 
communicated with nearby hospitals to determine which facility was 
best equipped to treat the patient. �e crew provided the hospital with 
the estimated time of arrival and type of injuries en route, allowing 
the hospital to prepare for the patients’ admissions. Depending upon 
the severity of the wound or illness and the patient load at in-country 
hospitals, patients could be transported to a variety of Army, Air  
Force, and Naval facilities, including two hospital ships, the USS 
Repose and USS Sanctuary. While �ying to the hospital, the �ight 
medic continued to administer �rst aid and resuscitative interventions 
as needed.

Once the patient arrived at the hospital, medical teams assessed 
the patient, treated life-threatening injuries, and provided urgent 
resuscitative measures. Common procedures included arti�cial 
respiration, the insertion of an intravenous catheter to administer 
�uids, and the administration of an electrocardiogram to monitor 
heart activity. �e leading causes of death within the �rst 24 hours 
were hemorrhagic shock (or organ failure resulting from extreme 
blood loss) and sepsis, an infection of the bloodstream caused by an 
external agent. Sepsis is a serious concern for patients with gunshot  
or shrapnel wounds; if uncontrolled, it quickly can lead to tissue 
damage, organ failure, and even death. A�er 24 hours, teams  
continued to monitor for pulmonary insu�ciency and sepsis. 
�e medical teams also performed cutting-edge surgeries, such 

as repairing major vessels, and developed innovative treatments, 
such as using topical antimicrobials to prevent infections resulting 
from burns. Physicians and nurses also treated patients for venereal  
disease, neuropsychiatric conditions, including anxiety attacks, 
seizures, and encephalitis (i.e., an in�ammation of the brain), and 
acute respiratory distress syndrome, an in�ammation of the lungs  
commonly referred to as “Da Nang lung” or “shock lung.”

During the Vietnam War, accidents, illnesses, and hostile �re claimed 
the lives of 20 military physicians and 10 military nurses.

Aeromedical Evacuation
If a medical team determined that a patient required hospitalization 
for more than 30 days, then they transported the patient to bases in 
Hawaii, Japan, Okinawa, and the Philippines. Prior to 1965, the Air 
Force �ew smaller C-118s, C-130s, and C-124s to move patients to  
out-of-country hospitals, but, as the number of aeromedical 
evacuations increased, the Air Force switched transport to the larger 
C-141 Starli�er. Paci�c Air Forces (PACAF, a regional command 
of the U.S. Air Force) typically coordinated aeromedical evacuation 
to hospitals in Asia, while Military Airli� Command managed all 
�ights to the United States.

If medical teams in allied countries determined that patients required 
further care, then preparations were made to transport the patient to 

a facility in the United States. A�er 1966, patients o�en �ew back to 
the United States in the C-141 Starli�er. �e C-141 could transport 
patients from the Philippines to the West Coast of the United States 
in 13 hours with only one stop. �e C-141 could be con�gured to 
carry over 100 ambulatory and supine patients. A paramedical crew 
traveled with the patients, and, if needed, a physician medical o�cer 
to administer care en route. �e C-141 became known as the “Hanoi 
Taxi” a�er it transported prisoners of war from Gia Lam Airport in 
Hanoi, North Vietnam, to Clark Air Base, Philippines, on February 
12, 1973, as part of Operation HOMECOMING. 

Once the C-141 landed at an air base in the United States, patients 
were divided into groups.  �ose patients who could be treated and 
returned to duty were transported to military hospitals on active 
military bases. �ose patients who would never return to active 
duty because of the severity of their wounds were transported to 
the Veterans Administration facility closest to their hometown and 
eventually medically discharged from the armed forces. 

Conclusion
�e medical professionals who served during the Vietnam War 
radically improved combat medicine. As a result of these daring 
accomplishments, servicemembers in Vietnam survived traumatic 
wounds and debilitating illnesses that would have incapacitated or 
mortally wounded them in previous con�icts. Advancements in 
prehospital care, medical evacuation, and surgical techniques and 
treatments also in�uenced civilian medicine in the decades following 
the war. Many military doctors, nurses, and medics transitioned into 
private practice and published their wartime discoveries in medical 
journals, both of which expanded the use of new techniques and 
procedures among civilian practitioners. �ese advancements in 
combat medicine, however, came at the expense of the United States 
servicemembers who lost their lives or su�ered irrecoverable injuries 
during the Vietnam War.    

References can be found on  
�e United States of America Vietnam War Commemoration website 

http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/

A U.S. Air Force C-141 Starlifter aeromedical evacuation aircraft waits at 
Tan Son Nhut Air Base, South Vietnam, as American wounded are placed 
on board. �e patients will be transported to hospitals in the United States. 
(National Archives)

Wounded servicemen are shown on board a U.S. Air Force C-141 Starlifter 
en route to the United States in September 1966. (National Archives)

A U.S. Air Force �ight nurse with the 56th Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron 
serves lunch to litter patients aboard a C-141 jet transport returning the service-
men to the United States from Vietnam in September 1966. (National Archives)

Combat Medicine in the

A soldier who was wounded in Vietnam receives care in a military hospital 
in the United States in 1971.  (National Archives)
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A wounded soldier is lifted into a UH-1D helicopter by means of the forest penetration seat attached to the rescue hoist in Long Binh, South Vietnam, in October 1967. 
(National Archives)
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Medical Evacuation
When servicemembers sustained injuries in the �eld, the military 
airli
ed patients by helicopter directly from the battle�eld to a 
theater hospital in the rear. Although the concept of air evacuation 
did not originate during the Vietnam War—the French used the 
Dorand II biplane to move patients during World War I—the U.S. 
military standardized helicopter evacuations during this con�ict. 
 e military commonly evacuated patients in the H-13 Sioux 
helicopter during the Korean War; however, this vehicle’s 
e�ectiveness was limited because it could transport only 1-2 patients 
per �ight and it required that the wounded lay on litters outside 
the aircra
, where they were exposed to enemy �re and extreme 
weather. In Vietnam, the military operated the iconic UH-1 Iroquois 
or “Huey,” a faster and more maneuverable helicopter that could 
carry more patients inside the aircra
. As a result of this superior 
vehicle, the wounded in Vietnam received treatment faster than 
in any previous con�ict. During World War II, patients usually 
were evacuated and treated within 12-18 hours; during the Korean 
War, this time compressed to 2-6 hours. During the Vietnam War, 

According to the DUSTOFF Association, more than 200 air 
ambulance crewmembers were killed during the Vietnam War. Two 
Dust O� pilots received the Congressional Medal of Honor; as a 
result of these two individuals’ heroism under intense enemy �re, 
at least 80 servicemembers were rescued.

Doctors and nurses transport a patient from a Huey helicopter to the 
85th Evacuation Hospital in Phu Bai, South Vietnam, 1970-1971. 
(Photo courtesy of Mike Clark)

evacuation of patients frequently occurred within 30-35 minutes. 
According to emergency medical guidelines, patient survivability 
greatly increases when they receive de�nitive care less than two 
hours a
er injury.

When a soldier su�ered a wound in the �eld, a medic, corpsman, 
or o�cer usually requested air evacuation over the radio. Protocol 
required the medic on the ground to give the air ambulance unit the 
number of patients, location of the landing zone, and information 
about area security.  e medevac crew typically consisted of a 
pilot, copilot, crew chief, and medic on board the helicopter.  ese 
crews o
en �ew into dangerous situations; if needed, gunships 
accompanied the medevac helicopters to clear hostiles from the 
area. If the terrain was too di�cult to land, the helicopter crew 
would lower a bullet-shaped, metal device, commonly referred to 
as a forest or jungle penetrator, and troops on the ground would 
then strap the patient onto the mechanism. Once the patient was 
strapped to the gurney, an electric motor retracted the patient into 
the helicopter. Hoist missions were particularly dangerous because 
they exposed the helicopter and patient to ground �re.

 e U.S. Army advanced medical evacuation capabilities.  e 57th 
Medical Detachment (Helicopter Ambulance), which famously 
adopted the call sign “Dust O�,” arrived in Vietnam in April 1962 
to support the 8th Field Hospital.  is out�t was one of the �rst 
medical units to arrive in Vietnam, and it was one of the last to leave 
in March 1973.  e �nal words uttered by one of its commanders, 
Major Charles L. Kelley, a
er being told to leave an area under 
heavy �re, epitomized the creed of Dust O� pilots and their crews: 
“When I have your wounded.”

 e U.S. Air Force also provided invaluable aeromedical support 
during the war.  e Army and the Marines o
en evacuated casualties 
directly from the battle�eld, while the Air Force transported 
patients between in-country hospitals, primarily in C-130s, C-123s, 
and C-118s, and it occasionally evacuated patients from forward 
operating bases.  e 903d Aeromedical Evacuation Flight, which 
was the �rst Air Force tactical aeromedical unit used in a combat 
area, provided support during the battles of Dak To in 1967 and 
Khe Sanh in 1968.

Combat Medicine in the

Doctors and nurses working in a busy operating room at the 85th Evacuation
Hospital in Phu Bai, South Vietnam, 1970-1971. (Photo courtesy of 
Gus Kappler)

A U.S. Navy Nurse Corps o�cer tends a patient following surgery in the 
intensive care unit of the hospital ship USS Repose, o� the coast of Vietnam 
in the South China Sea. (National Archives)

Aerial view of 3d Field Hospital, Saigon, South Vietnam, (Darryl Henley 
Collection, �e Vietnam Center and Archive, Texas Tech University)
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Combat Medicine in the

Soldiers carry a wounded comrade through a swampy area in 1969. (National Archives)
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Combat Medicine in Vietnam
It is a tragic consequence of war that advances in combat medicine 
o
en come as the result of personal sacri�ces made by those 
who intimately engage in battle. With each new con�ict, medical 
professionals build upon previous knowledge to improve care for 
the wounded on the battle�eld and in the hospital. �e American 
Civil War (1861-1865) saw military physicians establish a triage 
and evacuation system that made use of horse-drawn “�ying 
ambulances,” an innovation �rst developed by French surgeons 
during the Napoleonic Wars (1792-1815). During World War I 
(1914-1918), American physicians imitated British and French 
militaries by constructing mobile surgical hospitals near the 
trenches to reduce the time between injury and the reception 
of care. Toward the end of World War II (1939-1945), the U.S. 
military developed a comprehensive blood transfusion system that 
expanded on the experiences of transfusionists during the Spanish 
Civil War (1936-39) and British physicians in both world wars.

treated maladies produced by the hot and wet environment, such 
as heat exhaustion and heat stroke, leech and snake bites, and 
jungle rot. Illness also accounted for a large proportion of hospital 
admissions. �e most common diseases were malaria (Plasmodium 
vivax and Plasmodium falciparum), hepatitis, diarrhea, respiratory 
and skin infections, and fevers of unknown origin. 

More than 1,100 medics and 680 corpsmen were killed in action 
and many more were wounded during the Vietnam War. Fi
een 
Army medics and four Navy corpsmen received the Congressional 
Medal of Honor for heroic actions they performed in this con�ict. 
Ten of these citations were awarded posthumously. 

�e Vietnam War presented medical units with new obstacles. 
Unlike previous con�icts, frontlines became blurred in Vietnam: 
Combat operations were conducted in the country’s diverse terrain 
of jungles, mountains, rice paddies, and coastal waters. �e 
unconventional nature of the �ghting le
 the roads unsecured, 
making evacuation of the wounded problematic. Inconsistent 
contact with the enemy meant medical teams had to admit in�uxes 
of wounded servicepeople at a moment’s notice. �e foreign 
environment forced medical personnel to confront diseases that 
did not exist in the United States. Despite these challenges, medical 
teams provided exceptional care during the Vietnam War, and 
military medical practitioners revolutionized crucial aspects of 
combat and civilian medicine. 

Point of Injury/Illness
And it was just constant: trying to get somebody through that time and 
making sure that they weren’t alone; that they had somebody there; 
that we were talking with them—each other—and working through the 
nightmare that they’d just experienced. 

— Mike Clark, Army Combat Medic

A
er sustaining an injury or su�ering an illness, a servicemember 
received initial care from an Army or Air Force medic or a Navy 
corpsman, who were attached to Marine units. �e medics and 
corpsmen, or “docs” as they were a�ectionately called, provided 
the initial evaluation of the patient, o
en treating victims while 
under �re. �e “docs” administered �rst aid, such as securing 
the airway, stopping bleeding, dressing wounds, and splinting 
fractures. �ey stabilized servicemembers who su�ered serious 
wounds for evacuation to hospitals in the rear.

Small arms, artillery and mortars, mines, and booby traps (such 
as punji sticks, or sharpened pieces of wood or bamboo that 
were capable of penetrating combat boots) in�icted the majority 
of wounds in the Vietnam War. Early in the con�ict, gunshot 
wounds were extremely common; later in the war, the Communists 
acquired more sophisticated weaponry, so wounds caused by 
shrapnel from rockets and artillery became just as common. 
Wounds were predominantly located in the lower and upper 
extremities; however, some weapons, such as mines and artillery, 
caused wounds in multiple locations at the same time. Medics also 

A U.S. Navy corpsman administers �rst aid to a wounded Marine during 
Operation SALINE II in Quang Tri Province on 12 March 1968. 
(Department of Defense)

U.S. Army medics give �rst aid to a soldier after his hand was injured by a 
booby trap in Tan Tru Province in April 1967. (National Archives)

A soldier is medically evacuated after being wounded during Operation WAHIAWA 
in Xa Ba Phuoc Province on 21 May 1966. (National Archives)

Richard Anthony, an Army combat medic, sutures the hand of an ARVN 
soldier at a Battalion Aid Station in Quan Loi, South Vietnam, April 1970.  
(Photo courtesy of Richard Anthony)

1. What new obstacles did medical units face during the Vietnam War that were unlike conflicts of the past?  
2. What was the process medical teams followed when receiving a wounded servicemember?  

a. What types of injuries did soldiers experience in battle?
b. What types of illnesses did servicemembers experience during the war?  

3. Army medics, Air Force medics and Navy corpsman were called to provide the initial evaluation of a patient.  

Medical teams provided exceptional, innovative care under extraordinary circumstances during the Vietnam War, 
and many servicemembers survived traumatic wounds and debilitating illnesses that would have incapacitated 
or mortally wounded them in previous conflicts.  As a result of these efforts, military medical practitioners 
revolutionized crucial aspects of combat and civilian medicine.  From the courageous medics, daring flight crews, 
tireless physicians, nurses, and medical technicians, the medical system that developed during the Vietnam War 
ensured that servicemembers received preeminent care throughout the health care continuum.

Question Prompts
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a. By what nickname were these first responders given?  
b. Who were the members of a MEDEVAC crew?  

i. What was the procedure the team followed when rescuing a wounded soldier in battle?  
ii. What was the procedure employed when a patient was rescued from a very dangerous area of 
combat? 

c.  What similarities can be found in the duties of MEDEVAC team members and a soldier’s  commitment 
to comrades in battle?

4. After triage, how were patients transported to the hospital?  
a. How did the U.S. Air Force collaborate with the Army and the Marine Corps in transporting casualties in 
war?
b. What were the initial challenges in using that mode in previous wars?  
c. What improvements to the helicopter were made during the Vietnam War to increase the number of 
patients serviced and transported to hospitals?  
d. How did these changes affect the survival rate of servicemembers wounded in battle and why?  

5. What information did the MEDEVAC crew provide the hospital upon arrival?  
a. How did the crew decide what hospital to take a wounded patient/soldier? 

6. What treatments did doctors provide for uniformed personnel serving in the Vietnam War?
a. What was the procedure when patients needed more than 30 days of treatment?  Why do you think the 
30-day limit was established?  
b. Upon arriving in the United States, how were patients dispersed?  What was the criterion used to decide 
what hospital a patient would be admitted to in the States?

7. Imagine you are a young medic assigned to treat soldiers that were wounded in battle.  
a. How many years did you train to qualify for that job?  
b. Imagine treating a patient while under attack from the enemy. What helps you overcome your own fear 
and focus upon saving your patient?

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Counterinsurgency in the

�e First and Second Indochina War are captured in a single image. A wounded ARVN Soldier lies at the feet of ARVN Air Force troops near the center of an 
old French Cemetery on the southwestern perimeter of Tan Son Nhut Air Force Base. Following U.S. withdrawal and Vietnam’s consolidation into a single 
state, Vietnam engaged in intermittent wars with its neighbors in Laos, Cambodia, and China from 1975 to 1991. �is became known as the �ird Indochina 
War. (Courtesy of the National Archives)

Part 4 of 4

In the half-century since the North Vietnamese Army’s capture of Saigon on 
April 30th, 1975, marking the Vietnam War’s end, the con�ict’s divisiveness 
remains evident to this day; scholars disagree on the primary root cause(s) 
of failure. Nevertheless, most historians’ questions have centered on one 
or more of the three interconnected but poorly coordinated aims: the war 
against the Viet Cong, the war against the North Vietnamese Army, and 
state-building in South Vietnam.

THE WAR AGAINST THE VIET CONG
�e U.S., South Vietnam, and its allies failed to destroy the Viet Cong fast 
enough to eliminate their threat. �e Communist insurgents lived among 
the people and frequently engaged and disengaged from combat at will. 
�eir familiarity with the terrain and their grip over the local population 
allowed them to control their losses. For its part, South Vietnam failed to 
extend its political and military control over the population to root out the 
Viet Cong. 

�e insurgents’ substantial presence was put on worldwide display during 
the Tet holiday in 1968 when the North Vietnamese commanded the Viet 
Cong to rise up and engage in conventional combat across South Vietnam. 
In a few short weeks, U.S., South Vietnam, and allied forces in�icted more 
than 50,000 casualties, e�ectively ending the Viet Cong as a �ghting force. 
Yet the Viet Cong’s destruction owed less to e�orts to root them out than 
to their own strategic error. �eir surprise attack during the Tet holiday 
demonstrated to the world just how little progress the U.S., South Vietnam, 
and its allies had made in neutralizing the insurgency and expanding South 
Vietnamese government control. Subsequently, U.S. home front support 
for the war waned. 

THE WAR AGAINST NORTH VIETNAM
�e U.S., South Vietnam, and its allies failed to eliminate the North 
Vietnamese threat. U.S. military units actively sought to �nd and destroy 
the North Vietnamese Army and the Viet Cong and isolate the North from 
the South. Using helicopters to exponentially increase mobility, the U.S. 
Army relentlessly sought battle with North Vietnamese and Viet Cong 
units. Meanwhile, the U.S. Navy and Air Force actively tried to isolate 
North Vietnam from South Vietnam by bombing targets of military value 
in the North and in�ltration routes along the Ho Chi Minh Trail in Laos 
and Cambodia. �e Air Force deployed sensors along the demilitarized 

zone and Ho Chi Minh Trail and the Navy enacted a ship blockade along 
South Vietnam’s coast. 

Yet none of these e�orts isolated South Vietnam from the North, nor 
did it bleed North Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong quick enough to 
neutralize their threat. �e North Vietnamese Army and insurgent forces 
reconstituted themselves as quickly as they were destroyed, in�ltration 
into South Vietnam continued unabated (and even increased as the war 
wound on), and North Vietnam maintained few war-making industrial 
facilities worth targeting—most of its weaponry was acquired from the 
Soviet Union and China.

STATE-BUILDING IN SOUTH VIETNAM
South Vietnam failed to transform into a viable state. �is was not for lack 
of resources. Between 1954 and 1960, the U.S. poured $1.5 billion dollars to 
pay for state-building in Vietnam—today that number would equal more 
than $13 billion. Historian James Carter noted these e�orts “consisted of 
installing a president; building a civil service and training bureaucrats 
around him; creating a domestic economy, currency, and an industrial 
base; building ports and air�elds, hospitals, and schools; dredging canals 

and harbors to create a transportation grid; constructing an elaborate 
network of modern roadways; establishing a telecommunications system; 
and training, equipping, and funding a national police force and a military, 
among others.” Even if these tasks were performed in a peacetime setting 
by e�cient, ethical, and principled leaders, the challenges would have been 
monumental. Yet this e�ort was primarily led by corrupt, ine�cient, and 
authoritarian leaders who, in addition to engaging in internal political 
strife, had also to contend with the North Vietnamese Army and a growing 
insurgency. 

�roughout the war the U.S. acted as South Vietnam’s principal benefactor. 
�e situation was not unlike an infant to its mother; without U.S. support, 
the South would never survive. South Vietnam endured so long as the U.S. 
supplied military, logistical, and �nancial aid. When the U.S. withdrew the 
bulk of its military forces and signi�cantly reduced �nancial aid, North 
Vietnam attacked with overwhelming conventional �repower. �e United 
States did not come to South Vietnam’s aid. Its fate was sealed.

THE LEGACIES OF VIETNAM’S PARADOX
U.S. history is rife with insurgent and counterinsurgent warfare. �e 
nation was founded on a successful war of exhaustion to destroy Great 
Britain’s power over the colonies. In the 19th century, the U.S. sought 
to pacify Indian tribes and expand U.S. sovereignty to the West Coast. 
Once U.S. in�uence moved beyond its continental borders, the nation 
waged a counterinsurgent war in the Philippines, where U.S. commercial 
interests led the military to conduct paci�cation missions against the 
First Philippine Republic. Yet, for all of the U.S.’s 
experience with counterinsurgent warfare, it was 
the long and frustrating con�ict in Vietnam that 
burned itself into the nation’s collective memory. 
Words and phrases such as “search and destroy,” 
“winning hearts and minds,” and “paci�cation” 
still echo to this day.

So goes the maxim: “History doesn’t repeat 
itself, but it o�en rhymes.” �e U.S. is again 
enmeshed in long wars in similar circumstances 
to South Vietnam. Just as then, the nation must 
reconcile the challenge of aligning the defense 
of vulnerable foreign nations with U.S. policy 
aims, while at the same time eliminating internal 
and external threats to those nations and U.S. 
forces. Counterinsurgency’s paradox of creation 
and destruction will continue to test current 
and future American generations. As with the 
Vietnam War, it will provide no easy answers.

South Vietnamese ships are docked at the Mariana Islands in Guam 
while Vietnamese aircra� are parked on the pier. Building the South 
Vietnamese state required signi�cant economic and logistical means to 
deliver goods to market. (Courtesy of the National Archives)

Vietnamization in action. LTC Phan Phouc of the 5th Regional Forces 
addresses the assembled troops during a transition ceremony. His unit 
took over Fire Support Base “Tomahawk” from the U.S. 101st Airborne 
Division. (Courtesy of the National Archives)

U.S. soldiers patrol an open �eld in search of Viet Cong. For Americans, the 
Vietnam War will be remembered as roads traveled and roads not taken for 
many years to come. (Courtesy of the National Archives)

We o�en say how impressive power is. But I do not �nd it impressive at all. �e guns and the 
bombs, the rockets and the warships, are all symbols of human failure. �ey are necessary 
symbols. �ey protect what we cherish. But they are witness to human folly. A dam built across 
a great river is impressive. Electri�cation of the countryside …. A rich harvest in a hungry land 
is impressive. �e sight of healthy children in a classroom is impressive. �ese—not mighty 
arms—are the achievements which the American Nation believes to be impressive. And, if we 
are steadfast, the time may come when all other nations will also �nd it so. 

— President Lyndon Johnson
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A U.S. Soldier looks on while a hut used to store grain and rice by the Viet Cong is burned. (Courtesy of the National Archives)
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When writing a�er the war, Westmoreland o�en used analogies. He likened the 
Viet Cong to “termites” who were “eating away” at the “structure of the South 
Vietnamese government. Some distance away,” he said, “hid the main forces, 
or big units.” �ese were the “bully boys,” who were “armed with crowbars 
and waiting for the propitious moment to move in and destroy the weakened” 
South Vietnamese state. To Westmoreland, the Viet Cong were a threat; the 
North Vietnamese Army were the bigger threat. He eagerly welcomed the 
opportunity to destroy the North Vietnamese Army’s larger military units. 
�e U.S. military sought battle against them. 

�e U.S. Navy and Air Force bombed, blockaded, deployed sensors, and even 
eventually mined harbors later in the war to slow in�ltration and isolate the 
South from the North. Meanwhile, the Army, the Marines, South Vietnam’s 
military, and its allies worked to destroy North Vietnamese and Viet Cong 
units inside South Vietnam. 

NAVY
Under Operation MARKET TIME, the U.S. Navy cra�ed a three-pronged patrol 
system consisting of outer and inner ship blockades supported by aircra� to 
block the North from the South’s waterways. �e outer ship barrier operated 
within forty miles of the entirety of the South Vietnamese coast. �e inner 
ship barrier worked the shallow waters along the South Vietnamese coastline. 
From there, U.S. Navy fast patrol cra�, or Swi� Boats, and U.S. Coast Guard 
82-foot patrol boats rapidly maneuvered in search of illegal Viet Cong activity. 

In the interior of Vietnam, as part of Operation GAME WARDEN, the Navy 
deployed an improvised brown water navy of �berglass patrol boats and �re-
support “monitors” to deny use of the South Vietnamese waterways to North 

Vietnam and the Viet Cong. �e Navy also deployed landing cra� capable of 
transporting a full U.S. Army platoon to search for nearby Viet Cong troops 
and supply caches. 

Naval aviation launched targeted strikes in Cambodia, Laos, North and South 
Vietnam. Where possible, naval ship guns acted as waterborne artillery, 
providing �re support to ground operations near the coast. 

AIR FORCE 
Beginning in March 1965, the U.S. unleashed its Air Force on Vietnam as part 
of Operation ROLLING THUNDER. �e U.S. hoped the bombing campaign 
would persuade the North to end its support for the insurgency. In total, the 
U.S. �ew more than 700,000 missions over North Vietnam. �e Air Force 
claimed nearly 500,000 of those missions; the U.S. Navy and Marines �ew 
the remainder. ROLLING THUNDER ended in October 1968. In total, U.S. 
aircra� dropped more than 600,000 tons of bombs on North Vietnam. 

Following ROLLING THUNDER, the U.S. launched Operation COMMANDO 
HUNT. From November 1968 to April 1972, aircra� dropped nearly 3 million 
tons of bombs in Laos on in�ltration routes and supply depots. 

In addition to the role it played in isolating the battle�eld, the Air Force 
also supported ground operations in South Vietnam. �e service’s B-52 
Stratofortresses dropped some 4 million tons of bombs on suspected 
Communist base camps, troop concentrations, and supply lines. �e Air Force 
also dropped lea�ets on known Communist pooling locations to encourage 
defection. As part of Operation RANCH HAND, the Air Force sprayed 
defoliants to kill vegetation and remove cover for Communist ambushes. 

MARINES
�e Marines’ area of operation at the northern-most portion of South 
Vietnam placed them in the direct path of North Vietnamese units crossing 
the Demilitarized Zone. In response, the Marines constructed bases at Phu 
Bai and Dong Ha to support combat operations parallel to the Demilitarized 
Zone, and fought North Vietnamese Army regulars at �on Khe Tri, Con 
�ien, Gio Linh, Cam Lo, Khe Sanh, and elsewhere.

In addition to �ghting against the North Vietnamese Army, the Marines also 
conducted paci�cation operations. �e struggle, according to Marine Corps 
General Lewis Walt, was “in and among the people, not passing through, but 
living among them.” �is pressed the Marines into two wars: a war against 
North Vietnamese Army regulars and a war of paci�cation. �roughout the 
war, the North Vietnamese Army threat forced the Marines to divert resources 
away from their paci�cation programs.

�e Marines used Combined Action Platoons in their counterinsurgency 
operations. Each platoon consisted of one Marine ri�e squad and one Navy 
corpsman working alongside one platoon of South Vietnamese Territorial 
Force soldiers. �ese units worked to build small networks of connected 
villages by aggressively patrolling and aiding locals with civic and health 
projects. As the U.S. pressed forward with Vietnamization and the Marine 

presence in Vietnam decreased, the program changed to Combined Action 
Groups, which brought together a Marine company and a combined Regional 
Force/Popular Force battalion. 

ARMY
When the Army deployed to Vietnam, it had just completed a service-wide 
reorganization to upgrade �repower and speed at the small unit level. At 
the small unit level, the service upgraded its mortars, machine guns, and 
standard-issue assault ri�e. To transport these Soldiers, the Army began 
fully incorporating its newly acquired “Huey” troop-carrying helicopters 
throughout the service. It further supported these Soldiers with far-ranging 
artillery situated on mountains and hilltops in “�rebases.” To provide its 
Soldiers with direct �re support, the service added machine guns, grenade 
launchers, and rocket pods to its helicopters, which the Army called “gunships.”

�e Army envisioned a conventional war with the Soviet Union in Europe, but 
instead found itself engaged in a quasi-conventional con�ict at the small unit 
level in Southeast Asia. Here, the service predominantly relied upon its captains 
and lieutenants who commanded companies and led platoons, respectively. 
�ese units conducted search and destroy missions, whose job it was to �nd 
the enemy, �x them in place, and �nish them. Once the battle was completed, 
the Army tallied body counts to report the number of Communists killed. 
�en, the Soldiers abandoned the freshly captured ground in the search of 
North Vietnamese or Viet Cong elsewhere. �e practice earned Westmoreland 
the unpleasant nickname “Wastemoreland.” �ough the U.S. Army gradually 
embraced less destructive counterinsurgency methodologies as the Vietnam 
War progressed, throughout much of the con�ict, it engaged in a bloody war 
of attrition.

CONCLUSION
War planners believed that South Vietnam’s insurgency was wholly dependent 
upon North Vietnam for survival. If the U.S. were able to interdict and eliminate 
North Vietnam’s access South Vietnam, then the North Vietnamese Army 
would cease to be a threat. Moreover, cut o� from its principal supplier, the 
Viet Cong would wither on the vine and die. With these two military threats 
removed from South Vietnam, the state would �ourish. Yet the combined 
might of the U.S., South Vietnam, and its allies were unable to neither stop 
North Vietnamese incursion, nor completely destroy the North Vietnamese 
Army or the Viet Cong.

Clouds of smoke stream from a string of 750 pound bombs dropped by U.S. 
Air Force B-52 bombers. A line of craters from previous bombing attacks can 
be seen to the left of the explosions. Many experts argued the �repower was 
excessive. �ey believed indiscriminate and massed bombing against insur-
gents was the equivalent of “using a sledgehammer to crack a nut.” (Courtesy 
of the National Archives)

�ough Vietnamization took on greater emphasis later in the war, U.S. ser-
vice members worked closely with the South Vietnamese throughout. Here, 
Americans and South Vietnamese patrol an area near Truoi Bridge south of 
Phu Bai as a combined unit. (Courtesy of the National Archives)

�e U.S. military aggressively searched South Vietnam for large military 
units. Troops from an Armored Cavalry Regiment enter the jungle on a 
search and clear operation. �e size and noise of U.S. units often gave them 
away to their North Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong opponents. �e com-
munists frequently dictated the terms of battle. (Courtesy of the National 
Archives)

It was not enough merely to contain the big units. �ey had to be pounded with artillery 
and bombs and eventually brought to battle on the ground if they were not forever to 
remain a threat. 

— General Westmoreland
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From 1954 to 1964, the U.S. sought to invigorate South Vietnam and extend 
its government’s reach throughout the countryside by providing massive 
�nancial and logistical investments backed by military advisory support. If 
South Vietnam was able to pacify the countryside, then the U.S. reasoned the 
�edgling state would transform into a viable, free, and democratic nation. 
Backed by growing U.S. investments, South Vietnam worked with U.S. 
advisors to spread government power and in�uence throughout the country, 
expand its economy and state infrastructure, and root out the Viet Cong. 

STRATEGIC HAMLET PROGRAM
South Vietnam’s Strategic Hamlet Program was one of the most ambitious 
e�orts to pacify the countryside and neutralize the Viet Cong insurgents. 
Inaugurated in 1961, its goal was to move rural populaces to protected 
hamlets under government control. �e strategic hamlets would physically 
and politically isolate the Viet Cong from the people. 

In concept, the program would place villagers in hamlets attached to a 
communications network from which they would summon local defense and 
quick reaction forces in case of emergency. In directly tying their protection 
to the South Vietnamese government, the program would bind the people 
South Vietnam’s government and spread its control. To further cement the 
government’s in�uence, the program promised to improve living standards.

�e program’s architects set overly ambitious goals. �ey called for the 
completion of 14,000 hamlets by early 1963 and another 5,000 by 1964. For 
their part, South Vietnam’s locals were intimately tied to their ancestor’s 
land and were reluctant to leave. In execution, the program was rife with 
corruption. Local o�cials fabricated numbers to appease leadership in 
Saigon. American o�cials inspecting the sites found the settlements wildly 
varied in terms of quality of defense and percentage of population under 
control. Once political turmoil took hold in Saigon in November of 1963, 
the Strategic Hamlet Program �zzled. �ough South Vietnam’s leadership 
implemented similar concepts throughout the war, these programs too 
su�ered poor implementation, corruption, and Communist disruption.

the South Vietnamese generals quietly noti�ed U.S. o�cials they were 
planning a coup. In November of 1963, the U.S. government stood aside as 
these generals deposed President Ngo Din Diem. Events quickly unfolded 
from there and hardliners executed President Diem and his brother, Ngo 
Dinh Nhu. 

�e war in Vietnam required a �rm and steady hand, and the coup failed to 
bring one about. From November of 1963 to June of 1965, South Vietnam 
experienced seven regime changes and with them, further political and 
military deterioration. �e situation spiraled so signi�cantly that Senator 
Mike Mans�eld remarked in the summer of 1965, “We are no longer dealing 
with anyone [in Saigon] who represents anybody in a political sense. We are 
simply acting to prevent a collapse of the Vietnamese military forces which we 
pay for and supply.” By the time Army Republic of Vietnam General Nguyen 
Van �ieu assumed leadership in 1965, South Vietnam’s dire situation 
necessitated direct U.S. military intervention. 

TERRITORIAL FORCES
Territorial Forces made up about one-half of South Vietnam’s military 
strength during the war, and were further supplemented by Republic of 
Vietnam National Police. �ese Territorial Forces were referred to as the 
Regional and Popular Forces. U.S. service members called them “Ru� Pu�s” 
for short. Territorial Forces were static in organization and speci�cally 
tasked with protecting South Vietnam’s di�use population. At their height, 
Regional Forces possessed 312,000 personnel while Popular Forces possessed 
220,800. �e Regional Forces acted as a National Guard and protected South 
Vietnam’s government infrastructure and installations, while the Popular 
Forces served as the local militia. Popular Force teams lived and worked 
among the villages they defended. �eoretically, working as a part of the 
Strategic Hamlet program, a Popular Force unit could call upon the Regional 
Forces for rapid response in the event of attack. �e Territorial Forces were 
to be South Vietnam’s own paci�cation force.

Early in the war, the Territorial Forces were limited in their e�ectiveness. 
Neither the U.S. nor South Vietnam placed emphasis on training or equipping 
them. In fact, the Army of the Republic of Vietnam regulars viewed them with 
contempt. Nevertheless, Territorial Forces disproportionately accounted for 
roughly 30 percent of the Viet Cong casualties in�icted throughout the war. 
�ey also endured far greater casualties than their Army of the Republic of 
Vietnam counterparts. �e Viet Cong required access to the local population 
for their own survival, and the Territorial Forces were their most immediate 
barrier. �ough Viet Cong units tended to operate in smaller numbers, 
they also proved capable of quickly forming larger military units and 
overwhelming their Regional and Popular Force counterparts. �is o�en 
necessitated direct intervention by Army of the Republic of Vietnam or U.S. 
Army forces. 

As the U.S. military deescalated its presence in Vietnam, Regional and Popular 
Forces took on a greater role in “Vietnamization,” the U.S. program to expand, 
equip, and train South Vietnamese forces to take over the U.S. military’s 
role in the war. With the start of the Civil Operations and Revolutionary 
Development Support program in 1967, the number of personnel in the 
Territorial Forces grew dramatically over the next four years, and South 
Vietnam’s paci�cation e�orts improved markedly. Yet their improvements 
coincided with the North Vietnamese Army’s growing presence in the South. 
Static and lightly equipped, the Territorial Forces were no match for their 
North Vietnamese Army counterparts.

U.S. MILITARY UNITS ARRIVE
�e South Vietnamese government’s ine�ciency and corruption in the 
face of the Viet Cong insurgency pushed the South’s political and military 
leadership to a critical juncture by November of 1963. Rising instability in 
the South led a few South Vietnamese generals and certain U.S. military and 
political o�cials to believe the war was turning against them. In response, 

�e Viet Cong built a vast tunnel system underneath South Vietnam to 
ambush U.S., South Vietnamese, and allied troops, and to protect them-
selves from airpower and artillery. Within these vast tunnel complexes, 
they also maintained �eld hospitals, supply caches, and planned opera-
tions. When entrance holes were discovered, U.S. units frequently sent in 
their smallest and most nimble troops. �e task was extremely dangerous, 
and the troops who entered earned the moniker “Tunnel Rats.”  (Courtesy 
of the National Archives)

To win the support of the South Vietnamese people and grow South Viet-
nam’s government, U.S., South Vietnam, and allied forces engaged in 
civic action projects to improve the lives of civilians. Here they are seen 
administering medicine to a South Vietnamese child. (Courtesy of the 
National Archives)

South Vietnamese Civil Defense Group trainees are given a class in patrolling and ambush prior to participating in a practical exercise at �ua �ien 
training camp. �ese forces acted as the precursor to the Territorial Forces, and, as the war wound on, many of the more successful Civil Defense Groups 
were converted into Regional Force Units. (Courtesy of the National Archives)

�ere is another type of warfare—new in its intensity, ancient in its origin—war by 
guerrillas, subversives, insurgents, and assassins—war by ambush instead of combat, by 
in�ltration instead of aggression—seeking victory by eroding and exhausting the enemy 
instead of engaging him. 

— President John F. Kennedy

Villagers in South Vietnam north of Saigon plant peanuts with the 
assistance of Regional Force personnel, who provided protection to the 
village. (Courtesy of the National Archives)
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A banner is displayed by civilians and members of the Vietnamese military welcoming U.S. Soldiers to the war in South Vietnam. (Courtesy of the National 
Archives)
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�e United States committed to South Vietnam to prevent further 
Communist expansion into mainland Southeast Asia. Success hinged on 
unifying two distinct goals: the creation of legitimate political authority, 
state infrastructure, and a free-market economy in South Vietnam, and the 
destruction of internal and external military threats. To reconcile the two, 
the U.S. and South Vietnam turned to noted experts in counterinsurgency: 
Sir Robert �ompson, a British military o�cer; U.S. Air Force o�cer and 
Central Intelligence Agency operative Edward Lansdale; and U.S. Army 
o�cer Sam Wilson. �ey concluded, as Wilson put it, the war in South 
Vietnam was as “political in nature as…military.” Yet though the U.S., 
South Vietnam, and its allies were in agreement on the end goal, their 
approach to state-building and defeating South Vietnam’s enemies were 
o�en divided and disconnected.

By contrast, the Communists were far more cooperative in aim and 
execution. North Vietnam sought to undermine U.S. and South 
Vietnamese aims, collapse the South’s government, and unify Vietnam as 
a single Communist nation. To that end it deployed the North Vietnamese 
Army (NVA) to �ght in South Vietnam and to aid the Viet Cong (VC), a 
South Vietnam-based Communist paramilitary organization made up of 
insurgents who were eager to topple the �edgling government. Hardened 
political-military �ghters well-versed in the North’s aims dominated the 
ranks of the North Vietnamese Army. NVA regulars had previously fought 
against the Japanese in the 1940s and the French in the 1950s. �ey stood 
ready for decades more �ghting against the U.S. and South Vietnam.

U.S. deployed its Navy to patrol South Vietnam’s waterways and block the 
North’s entry to the South through the Gulf of Tonkin and the South China 
Sea. Later in the war, the U.S. mined Haiphong harbor in North Vietnam. 
To slow North Vietnam’s access to the South on land, the U.S. Air Force and 
naval aviation bombed facilities in North Vietnam, and North Vietnamese 
forces as they traveled through Laos and Cambodia. Excepting clandestine 
operations across the borders, and intensive bombing campaigns carried 
out by the U.S. Air Force and Navy, the bulk of U.S. ground operations 
centered on state-building e�orts and defeating the North Vietnamese 
and Viet Cong from within South Vietnam’s borders. 

MULTIPLE OVERLAPPING EFFORTS
U.S. aims to build a stable South Vietnamese state and defeat the North 
Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong were inextricably linked. At stake was 
far more than countering the Viet Cong insurgents. �ey were merely one 
barrier to success, yet the U.S., South Vietnam, and its allies frequently 
disagreed on where the central focus in Vietnam ought to rest. Regardless 
of disagreement, successful counterinsurgency in Vietnam needed to 
remove the North Vietnamese Army threat, sever ties between North 
Vietnam and the Viet Cong, root out the Viet Cong, establish governance, 
and bind locals to a growing South Vietnamese state. 

U.S. experts hoped that equipping South Vietnam with �nancial, logistical, 
and military advisory support in the mid-1950s would be enough to see 
the state �ourish without the intervention of large U.S. military units. 
U.S. engagement in South Vietnam began with state-building and the war 
against the Viet Cong. 

�roughout the 1950s and early 1960s, NVA and VC successes forced the 
U.S. to steadily increase its aid to South Vietnam until, �nally, in 1965, 
the U.S. deployed its military to assume the bulk of �ghting and stave 
o� collapse. U.S. political and military experts believed stability in South 
Vietnam impossible so long as in�ltration and insurrection continued 
unabated. Faced with an externally supported insurgency, the U.S., South 
Vietnam, and its allies simultaneously fought to eliminate the NVA and 
VC threats while developing South Vietnam into a stable non-Communist 
nation-state. Counterinsurgency’s purpose in Vietnam was to bring these 
goals together into a single cohesive strategy. �e strategy was the paradox 
of destroying an enemy threat while creating a viable state. It fell to the 
U.S., South Vietnam, and its allies’ to resolve this contradiction.

SETTING THE STAGE
South Vietnam’s climate, geography, and the dispersion of its population 
posed a daunting challenge. State-building, defeating the Viet Cong, and 
throwing back the North Vietnamese Army required a signi�cant ground 
force.  Yet,  barring  a few densely populated cities, South Vietnam’s 
population was spread far too thin for government forces to be present 
everywhere at once. Most of the South’s population lived in small 
communities and worked in agriculture. In the south, they were found in 
the wet lowlands; further north, they lived among high mountains that 
rested underneath a tremendous jungle canopy. Much of the arable land 
was �ooded to grow rice and taro, which made traveling by foot treacherous 
and slow; South Vietnam’s extreme heat, humidity, and frequent rain made 
soldiering miserable further still. �ough similar in total square miles to 
Oklahoma, South Vietnam’s land mass was compressed into a long and 
narrow state whose western border ran for more than 1000 miles. 

On the other side of that border, the North Vietnamese Army and coolie 
laborers developed the Ho Chi Minh Trail through the nations of Laos 
and Cambodia. From this trail, they traveled south to multiple entry 
points in South Vietnam beyond the reach of U.S. and South Vietnamese 
ground forces. �eir many points of entry pulled military forces away 
from South Vietnam’s population, forced the U.S., South Vietnam, and 
its allies to defend the entirety of the nation, and spread South Vietnam’s 
defenders thin.

�e U.S.’s geopolitical concerns limited its willingness to carry the �ght 
beyond South Vietnam’s borders. Fearful of provoking Chinese or Soviet 
intervention, the U.S. deliberately restricted its ground units to South 
Vietnam for most of the war. To isolate the South from the North, the 

It was di�cult to tell the Viet Cong from South Vietnamese citizens. Not all 
Viet Cong were men wearing black pajamas. �ese prisoners were captured in 
mountain caves. A young woman in pink counts herself among the prisoners. 
(Courtesy of the National Archives)

�e American military worked closely with the South Vietnamese to 
improve their combat capabilities. Here, an American advisor wades 
through a rice paddy with a Vietnamese machine gun crew. (Courtesy of 
the National Archives)

A U.S. Soldier takes cover to detect enemy movement while on a long range 
patrol armed with his M-16 ri�e. �ese patrols often traveled silently over 
great distances to ambush Viet Cong or North Vietnamese Army units. Once 
the battle began, U.S. forces called in �re support from helicopters, artillery, 
and aircraft. (Courtesy of the National Archives)

[Military Assistance Command Vietnam’s Mission was] to assist the Government of 
Vietnam and its armed forces to defeat externally directed and supported communist 
subversion and aggression and attain an independent South Vietnam functioning in a 
secure environment. 

— General William Westmoreland 

1. What is conventional warfare?  What is insurgent warfare?  How do they differ? 
a.  How was the insurgency in Vietnam different from wars the U.S. had previously fought?

i. What did the U.S. do to counter the insurgency in Vietnam?  
ii. What limitations did the U.S. face in fighting the war? 
iii. How did the landscape in Vietnam aid the insurgents? 

The United States committed to South Vietnam to prevent further Communist expansion into Southeast Asia.  
The Vietnam War presented the paradox of eliminating a threat while simultaneously creating a viable state. U.S. 
aims to build a stable South Vietnam and defeat the North Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong were inextricably 
linked.  Success in counterinsurgency hinged on removing the North Vietnamese Army threat, severing its ties to 
the Viet Cong, rooting out the insurgents and replacing them with peaceful and stable governance, and binding 
South Vietnam’s people to a growing South Vietnamese state.  This paradox became one of the war’s chief legacies; 
historians and contemporary policymakers continue to reconcile its significance to this day.

Question Prompts

CLASSROOM MATERIALS (CONTINUED)
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b. U.S. Armed Forces and the South Vietnamese united to fight the war against the Viet Cong and the 
North Vietnamese.  Why do you believe they worked well or didn’t work well together?  

2. How were the goals of building a stable South Vietnamese state linked to the way in which the U.S. and South 
Vietnamese fought the war?  

a. How were the North Vietnamese able to force the South Vietnamese and its allies to defend the entire 
country’s landscape rather than concentrate on specific locations?  
b. Why did the U.S. resort to primarily defend the South Vietnamese against the Viet Cong and the North 
Vietnamese within the boundaries of the South Vietnamese borders?

3. Provide examples of the United States’ efforts to defend the South Vietnamese while building up the South 
Vietnamese government.  
4. Much of what was seen in the Vietnam War was seen in the duration and fall of the war in Afghanistan.  

a. What lessons can we learn from wars of this nature?  
b. What have we learned from Vietnam?  
c. What have we failed to learn from Vietnam?  

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Interrogation. A detainee listens to Biem Vu �u interpreting for Nathan Hale in the interrogation room of the Americal Division prisoner of war collection point. 
(Courtesy of the National Archives)
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Combined Document Exploitation Center. In the CDEC, Vietnamese civilians 
and U.S. military evaluate captured enemy �eld documents. (Courtesy of the 
National Archives)

Language Barrier Mitigation. A Hark Box, a�ectionately called 
an Elephant Counter, “…the size of an Army walkie-talkie…” 
transmitted data to overhead aircraft. (Courtesy of CIA)

INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION
Intelligence collection during the Vietnam War was vital to the war e�ort and faced 
numerous challenges owing to language barriers and its time sensitive nature. �e 
U.S. primarily relied on South Vietnamese translators. Collected intelligence was 
not processed at the source of collection, and required transmission for further 
processing, which was time consuming. Supplying intelligence analysts with 
information sometimes meant rushing the collection process. In order to satisfy 
information requests in a timely manner while maintaining the integrity of the 
information, intelligence personnel corroborated information from as many 
sources as possible.

Experimental technology was sometimes used to automate, expedite, or simplify 
the collection process, but reconnaissance operations collecting information 
behind enemy lines were crucial. During one ground combat mission, a soldier 
recalled “What they found was – a map that showed every logistics support base 
on the Ho Chi Minh Trail…about one hundred miles of the trail.” Instances like 
these provided signi�cant intelligence, but only a�er hard work in determining 
the value and meaning of collected intelligence.

�e Americans occasionally mitigated the language barrier with technological 
advancements. One airman described a device called an “elephant counter” 
used by indigenous reconnaissance personnel transmitting troop and vehicle 
movements on the Ho Chi Minh Trail, “�e teams had little black boxes that were 
about the size of an Army Walkie-Talkie, but it didn’t have numbers on it, it had 
trucks and little stick �gures for people.”  

INTELLIGENCE PROCESSING
Once intelligence was collected, it was then processed and analyzed to determine 
its signi�cance. Once analyzed, intelligence was then developed into products for 
dissemination.

Veri�ed intelligence was then assessed for its potential value based on the  
priority of the Intelligence Requirements Listing. Analysts would cross-reference 
intelligence reports against those previously received to develop products. 

�e process of con�rming intelligence reports was time consuming and required 
attention to detail. To be e�ective, intelligence analysts pulled data from multiple 
sources.  As one analyst put it, “A little bit here doesn’t mean very much by itself, 
but if you put that little bit with this little bit with the other little bit; it really 
starts building a picture for you.” In some instances, intelligence might not be of 
immediate use but prove valuable later.

Regardless of its need to be translated, all intelligence posed challenges. Photos 
and imagery had to be developed before they could be analyzed to determine 
their value. Electronic intelligence needed to be interpreted and then 
plotted on situation maps prior to distribution to those who 
needed it. Situation maps were covered in acetate, and grease 
pencils were used to mark unit locations. Situation maps enabled 
local commanders to concentrate combat patrols near suspected 
enemy units. 

Intelligence analysts worked around the clock to process thousands 
of documents and reports to piece together actionable information 
for a positive e�ect on the battle�eld.

Language Barrier

�e complexity of languages created di�culties for intelligence 
personnel. Chinese was frequently used across Southeast Asia due 
to the region’s proximity to China, and the region’s long history of 
resisting Chinese incursion. �e use of French owed to Indochina’s 
once colonial position. In addition to Chinese, Vietnamese, French, 
and English, there were also approximately two dozen ethnic groups 
that each spoke their own language. Publications

�e Department of Defense created numerous publications during 
the war on topics such as Viet Cong withdrawal tactics, Viet Cong 
weapons retrieval from battle�elds, and Viet Cong and North 
Vietnamese Army night operations. Publications drew from 
many intelligence sources, especially captured equipment. A few 
examples: �e Department of the Army Pamphlet 381-10 Weapons 
and Equipment Recognition Guide (Southeast Asia) provided 
information on weapons and equipment used in Southeast Asia. 
�e Department of the Army Pamphlet 381-11 Guide to Viet Cong 
Booby-traps & Explosive Devices taught service members the 
dangers of improvised enemy hazards. Both were updated several 
times throughout the Vietnam War.

DISSEMINATION OF 
INTELLIGENCE
Intelligence dissemination was a crucial step in the intelligence cycle; until it was 
disseminated to decision makers and units in combat, collected intelligence had 
zero e�ect on friendly forces. Only once it was disseminated could it be used to 
the bene�t of U.S. and allied forces.

Intelligence Dissemination. Replacement troops receive training on the Viet 
Cong’s use of mines and booby-traps. Following nine hours of instruction, 
troops were required to navigate a booby-trapped course. (Courtesy of the 
National Archives)

Specialists transformed vetted intelligence into instructional products. �e 
Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam mailed these products directly to 
commanders, service schools, and intelligence organizations. In some cases, it 
was simple for analysts to deliver what individual units required. In instances were 
information would bene�t a broader military audience, such as descriptions of 
enemy weapons and equipment, publications were produced. Specialists deemed 
some publications important enough to be mailed to commanders in the �eld 
automatically.

Intelligence disseminated to combat units allowed them to take action with �re 
missions, close air support missions in support of ground combat units, or even 
the insertion of special operations forces or quick reaction forces to engage or 
further observe enemy units.

LEGACY
Vietnam’s decentralized intelligence e�orts gave the modern American military 
“lessons learned” that, in the years following, saw streamlining, centralizing, 
and cross talk among various intelligence agencies. �ese lessons from the 
Vietnam War continue to drive developments in intelligence techniques and 
procedures today. Our engagements with the Viet Cong also provided a template 
to understand modern violent extremist organizations. In countering the Viet 
Cong, a CIA o�cer reminisced, “We took actionable intelligence and linked it to 
the strike force, which is now the centerpiece of counterterrorism operations in 
the U.S., everywhere.” 

�e legacy of American intelligence operations can be seen across today’s 
integrated intelligence community. Department of Defense agencies participate 
in this multidiscipline e�ort to facilitate information sharing among Combatant 
Commanders, interagency partners, and law enforcement organizations, while 
continuing to shape the future of intelligence operations. �e Defense Intelligence 
Agency coordinates and integrates the e�orts of intelligence organizations, 
ensuring that the organizations pool intelligence for their mutual bene�t to 
mitigate or eliminate the challenges with intelligence coordination that occurred 
during the Vietnam War. �at integration and coordination has had signi�cant 
positive e�ects within the intelligence community.
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Electronic Intelligence Collection. An aircrewman plots radar sightings 
by radar technicians aboard an Air Force EC-121 Warning Star aircraft. 
(Courtesy of the National Archives)

Communications Intelligence. A U.S. Army Special Forces o�cer used this notebook to draft reports of his 
observations and intercepted radio transmissions broadcast unencrypted in French by communists along 
the Ho Chi Minh trail on the South Vietnamese-Cambodian border in 1970. (Courtesy of retired U.S. 
Army Colonel Denny Lane)
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Processed Imagery. Politicians and military commanders both relied on aerial reconnaissance imagery throughout the war. Secretary of Defense Robert S. 
McNamara presented this aerial reconnaissance image to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to show a convoy staging area in Laos in early 1964. (Courtesy of 
the National Archives)

ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE
Electronic intelligence (ELINT) intercepted radar and navigation 
signals to determine the Communists’ location and capabilities. 
Most ELINT came from U.S. airpower conducting operations 
over North Vietnamese airspace. �e U.S. Navy also collected 
electronic intelligence from the coast of North Vietnam. ELINT 
operations conducted near North Vietnam were closer to the 
signals’ points of origin; this aided interception and exploitation.

Electronic intelligence proved valuable against North 
Vietnamese air defense systems relying on radar to target United 
States and allied aircra�. U.S. pilots used ELINT to determine 
the capabilities of enemy defenses and their location.

Chieu Hoi

�e Chieu Hoi Program  encouraged defections among Viet Cong and 
North Vietnamese Army troops. �e psychological operation used 
lea�ets and radio broadcasts. Roughly translated to Open Arms in 
English, Hoi Chanhs, or ralliers to the Chieu Hoi Program received 
education, �nancial compensation, and reuni�cation with their 
family as incentives. For their part, the U.S. and South Vietnamese 
bene�ted from intelligence provided. Many enemy troops “rallied” 
during the war; over 47,000 Hoi Chanhs in 1969 alone, and an 
estimated 200,000 from 1963 to 1972.

COMMUNICATIONS 
INTELLIGENCE
Communication intelligence (COMINT) derived from 
interception and analysis of phone calls and radio transmissions.  
U.S. forces wiretapped enemy landlines, an act akin to adding 
listening devices to a phone line. Wiretaps were convenient 
due to their simplicity but the e�ort required continuous 
attention and concentration of U.S. personnel. U.S. personnel 
became so pro�cient at intercepting and processing enemy 
communications that parts of the process had to be automated 
in order to keep up with the volume of intelligence collection.

Recognizing the opportunity the language barrier a�orded 
them; Communists o�en used unsecure methods to 
communicate. One American soldier recounted, “I sat 
there for two weeks with earphones on and a notebook 
transcribing clear text French.” Since much of Indochina 
was a former French colony, the language was common. 

Communications intelligence collection became 
more di�cult when Communists encrypted their 
messages with codes and cyphers. �ey further 
added complexity to their codes and cyphers by 
assigning them to speci�c Viet Cong and North 
Vietnamese Army units. Moreover, cyphers and 
codes were regularly replaced or changed. Each 
time a change took place, U.S. personnel began 
the decrypting process anew. Intelligence 
is perishable, and codebreaking is time 
consuming, which caused delays in processing 
intercepted communications, thus limiting 
the value of the intelligence.

 

AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
All services �ew aerial reconnaissance missions. �ese missions 
identi�ed the location and intent of communist forces. Aircra� 
equipped with side-looking airborne radar were e�ective at 
detecting nightime enemy movement on roads and rivers. Side-
looking airborne radar allowed U.S. aircra� �y alongside roads 
and rivers, instead of directly above them, to observe movement. 
Aircra� also dropped seismic and auditory sensors into the 
jungle to detect enemy movement. From the aircra�, personnel 
also directly photographed enemy positions, movements, and 
other activity. 

Cameras were mounted to reconnaisance-speci�c platforms, 
such as the OV-1 Mohawk, the SR-71 Blackbird, and the U-2 
Dragon Lady aircra�, or hand-carried by airborne forward air 
controllers. U.S. policy makers and senior military commanders 
relied heavily upon intelligence captured through these means 
in their decision-making throughout the war. 

Cartographers also used aerial photographs to revise and 
replace the obsolete French topographic maps of Vietnam used 
during America’s early involvement in the region. �ough aerial 
reconnaissance was a source of vital intelligence, it required 
constant updating as enemy forces relocated or reinforced their 
positions.
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Civilian Irregular Defense Group. CIDG forces, seen here conducting a 
search and clear operation, regularly contributed to intelligence by capturing 
equipment and documents in the �eld. (Courtesy of the National Archives)

Birth of the CIDG. Gate to Buon Enao in 1962, the �rst CIDG village. 
�e success of Buon Enao lead to the continuation of the Civilian Irregular 
Defense Group program. (Courtesy of the Central Intelligence Agency)
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Provincial Reconnaissance Units. A PRU team, based out of Duc Pho, and their 
American Advisors pose for a group photograph in 1970. (Courtesy of Roger 
Jordheim)

Signals Intelligence Collection. �e Monkey Mountain Facility, a SIGINT site. 
(Courtesy of Earl Morgan)

CIVILIAN AGENCIES
Civilian intelligence agencies from the United States in Southeast Asia, 
including the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the National 
Security Agency (NSA), worked alongside their military counterparts to 
deepen military and political decision makers’ knowledge of the local 
and strategic situation in South Vietnam.

�e CIA and NSA played a vital role in the Vietnam War. Government 
civilians were o�en co-located with military personnel, and shared 
danger with their military counterparts. Many lived among the native 
population with little protection. Since government civilians tended to 
stay in Vietnam longer than their military counterparts did, they tended 
to form stronger relationships with the South Vietnamese.

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCY
MACV and CIA intelligence priorities di�ered across Southeast Asia. 
�ough unity was never fully achieved, and competition between the 
two threaded the war, some cooperation and coordination evolved 
over time.

�e CIA worked closely with militant civilian organizations such 
as Civilian Irregular Defense Groups (CIDGs), Combat Youth, and 
Provincial Reconnaissance Units (PRUs) to collect intelligence. CIDGs 
were typically made up of recruits from various ethnic groups, especially 
the indigenous Montagnard peoples of the mountain regions. �e 
Combat Youth consisted of Vietnamese Catholics, mostly across southern 
South Vietnam. PRUs were primarily made up of local South Vietnamese 
villagers. Collectively, these organizations gathered intelligence and 
trained South Vietnam’s population in local defense.

Intelligence Advisors. A member of the 3rd Radio Research Unit looks over the 
shoulder of a Vietnamese Army direction-�nding specialist, symbolic of ASA’s 
advisory role in the war prior to 1965. (U.S. Army photo)

Phoenix Program

One intelligence collection program was the Phoenix Program. 
Supported by both MACV and the CIA; its name stemmed from 
the mythological birds found in East Asian folklore known as 
Phuong Hoang. �e South Vietnamese Provincial Reconnaissance 
Units played a signi�cant role in the Phoenix Program. �ey were 
speci�cally tasked with �nding and neutralizing the Viet Cong cadre 
and their sympathizers. �e PRU’s preferred method was to capture 
and interrogate Viet Cong insurgents. Still highly controversial today 
because of its association with assassinations, a CIA participant in 
the Phoenix Program noted, “It’s not in your interest to kill anybody, 
because dead people don’t talk. So, our primary objective was to 
capture, and interrogate, and exploit for information.” At the height 
of Phoenix Program, 1968 to 1972, PRUs exploited information from 
more than 67,000 Viet Cong personnel to neutralize the e�ectiveness 
of the Viet Cong in the South.

Signals Intelligence

Gen. Arthur S. Collins, commander of the U.S. 4th Infantry Division 
operating near the Cambodian border in 1966, said, “in our area, 
we couldn’t possibly �nd the enemy physically if he didn’t want to be 
found. Special Intelligence, the cover name for SIGINT was the best 
indication of his location. �ere is absolutely no question as to its 
great value.”

CIDGs, Combat Youth, and PRUs collected intelligence on enemy activity 
near their villages. Because they operated in the countryside where the 
Viet Cong were strongest, their intelligence primarily centered on these 
communist insurgents. 

U.S. Special Forces personnel paired with and trained South Vietnamese 
forces in reconnaissance and patrolling. Aggressive patrolling o�en gleaned 
the size of Viet Cong units operating in the area, and the likelihood of 
attack. Gathered intelligence was sent to local Special Forces personnel, CIA 
o�cers, and Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV). CIDGs, 
Combat Youth, and PRUs rooted out Viet Cong political and military 
organizers throughout South Vietnam, and their teams built relationships 
that facilitated the collection of intelligence from villagers not involved in 
the programs. Human intelligence was vital to defeating the Viet Cong in 
the villages where they operated. A CIA o�cer remarked, “We worked 
with members of our unit who lived in these villages. �ese organizations 
overcame language barriers between U.S. personnel and natives to 
complete their objectives. As one U.S. service member and Phoenix 
Program advisor to a PRU put it, “the language barrier was di�cult and 
frustrating…so I had to learn Vietnamese…you learn to survive in it and 
learning to communicate is one of the �rst things you have to do.” Owing 
to the success of local and indigenous intelligence gathering programs, 
MACV incorporated a number of CIA programs under its control. 

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
�e National Security Agency (NSA) deployed electronic intelligence 
and communications intelligence in signals intelligence (SIGINT) 
operations. �e Army’s Security Agency (ASA), which also focused on 
signals intelligence, fell under the director of the NSA. NSA civilians 
accompanied army personnel at ASA facilities throughout the Vietnam 
War, and accompanied army personnel, and both military and civilian 
personnel faced great danger as the enemy regularly targeted the sites.

ASA and NSA personnel, with assistance from U.S. airpower, intercepted 
Viet Cong and North Vietnamese communications regularly. �e 
National Security Agency provided career cryptologists to analyze 
these intercepted communications. In 1970, there were 8,500 American 
cryptologists in Vietnam, and they played a signi�cant role in assisting 
interdiction e�orts on the Ho Chi Minh Trail.
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Signals Intelligence Collection. An E-1 Tracer, which is a �ying radar platform, lands aboard the USS Enterprise (CVN-65). United States Navy personnel �ew 
many intelligence collection missions over Southeast Asia. All �ve Services contributed to the intelligence e�ort throughout the Vietnam War. (Courtesy of the 
National Archives)  
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Display of Captured Weapons. �ese rocket rounds, mortar rounds, ammo, 
grenades, and rocket launchers were captured by South Vietnamese Army 
troops. Friendly forces then examined the captured enemy weapons in detail. 
(Courtesy of the National Archives)

INTRODUCTION
Sound military and political decisions depend upon timely, accurate, 
adequate and useable intelligence. �e intelligence process is a 
continuous cycle, of planning, collecting, analyzing, and disseminating 
data. Intelligence must be timely and accurate. It includes, but is not 
limited to, knowledge of the enemy’s history, people, customs, languages, 
weapons, equipment, tactics, and the strategy of their leaders. 

Intelligence agencies in Vietnam strove to provide accurate and timely 
intelligence to military commanders and civilian decision makers. �ese 
organizations, agencies, units, and teams pioneered new methods of 
operation, re�ned the intelligence cycle, and le� an indelible legacy on 
the future of the U.S. civilian and military intelligence community for 
years to come.

�ough intelligence goals remained consistent throughout the war, 
these organizations and their operations changed signi�cantly as 
U.S. involvement in Vietnam wore on. �is poster series focuses on 
intelligence organizations at their peak operation during the war. 
American intelligence operations were vital to the success of combat 
operations; and civilian and military intelligence personnel e�orts were 
pivotal to the development of modern intelligence operations, policy, 
and doctrine.

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE 
ORGANIZATIONS
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV) conducted and 
coordinated U.S. intelligence operations using organic intelligence 
assets. As the war progressed, MACV consolidated outside e�orts 
to eliminate redundancies and further streamline intelligence 
operations. Working with South Vietnam, MACV created the 
Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam, the Combined Materiel 
Exploitation Center, and the Combined Military Interrogation Center 
to supplement its own e�orts. �ese organizations fell under U.S. and 
the South Vietnamese Joint General Sta�.

Combined Intelligence Center, Vietnam
MACV created the Combined Intelligence Center Vietnam (CICV), 
an intelligence conglomerate to compile and disseminate military 
intelligence. CICV possessed decentralized operating sections to 
streamline the intelligence process through a hierarchy. Stove piping 
the missions of the operating sections maximized resources while 
minimizing redundancies, although some overlap did occur. CICV 
consolidated intelligence for MACV, taking it from the other combined 
centers, as well as subordinate combat units, and processing it for MACV 
and the South Vietnamese Joint General Sta�. 

CICV had two Order of Battle (OB) o�ces to document the North 
Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong: a Ground OB section, with �ve 
teams assigned to geographic areas; and a Political OB section, with 
seven teams assigned by military regions. �e Ground and Political 

POWs provided human intelligence. Tagged Viet Cong prisoners await 
transportation and interrogation. Tactical units usually forwarded prisoners to a 
central location for interrogation. (Courtesy of the National Archives)

Enemy Weapons and Equipment

North Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong forces mostly relied upon 
the Chinese and Soviets for their weapons and equipment. Some 
communist �ghters used American and French-made holdovers from 
World War II, or the colonial wars against the French. �e Viet Cong  
constructed improvised booby-traps and homemade mines out of 
discarded junk as well.

OBs gathered intelligence on individual unit composition, disposition, 
strength, combat e�ectiveness, tactics, training, logistics and other 
important military information. CICV’s Technical Intelligence section 
analyzed captured weapon systems to instruct U.S. forces on Vietnamese 
communist capabilities.  

Combined Military Interrogation Center
�e Combined Military Interrogation Center (CMIC) acquired human 
intelligence from prisoners of war, and from those who defected to 
the government of South Vietnam; defectors (or Hoi Chanhs) were 
individuals who defected. Captured prisoners of war normally �owed 
from the capturing unit to the brigade or division detention areas for 
interrogation. Hoi Chanhs were usually transferred to the nearest Chieu 
Hoi center as captives, but were given special treatment. Hoi Chanhs 
were housed in separate dormitories, and endured few restrictions. �e 
level of interrogation was determined by the prisoner’s knowledge and 
the importance of their information. Most expected torture, and were 
surprised when CMIC’s interrogators treated the prisoners well, to earn 
their trust. 

CMIC was designated the location for interrogation of individuals likely 
to possess intelligence of the greatest value. As the war progressed, U.S. 
intelligence created numerous interrogation centers throughout Vietnam 
to address the increasingly large volume of enemy prisoners.

Combined Materiel Exploitation Center
MACV created the Combined Materiel Exploitation Center (CMEC) in 
1965 to analyze the Communist’s use of increasingly sophisticated arms 
and equipment. �e CMEC conducted the initial analysis of everything 
“materiel,” from missiles, to tanks, to handguns. CMEC’s analysis of 
intelligence operations included performance limitations, from which 
military countermeasures were developed. CMEC then passed the 
necessary information to CICV to develop publications for U.S. forces 
prior to their arrival in Vietnam.

Armed with this intelligence, the CICV Technical Intelligence branch 
created courses on enemy techniques that included topics such as the 
North Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong’s construction and use of 
booby-traps, and the types and capabilities of their military equipment. 
�ese courses prepared soldiers for the dangers they were likely to face 
in Vietnam.

POW Collection Points. �e process of receiving, �ngerprinting, interrogating, 
and classifying prisoners of war and other detained personnel was initially 
carried out at POW Collection Points, before detainees were forwarded to the 
Combined Military Interrogation Center. �is photo shows the Chu Lai POW 
Collection Point in 1968. (Courtesy of the National Archives)

1. From a military and/or national perspective, how is intelligence defined?  
a. What does it entail?  
b. What is the intelligence process?  
c. Why is it so very important for the military to have intelligence that is both timely and accurate?  
d. How did U.S. armed forces use that information?  

During the two decades of American involvement in the Vietnam War, age-old intelligence goals remained 
consistent:  produce accurate, reliable, timely, and relevant intelligence to support military and political decision-
making.  As the war progressed, intelligence agencies grew and evolved, as did the technology and techniques 
used for intelligence collection and dissemination.  This four-panel-poster provides snapshots of intelligence 
organizations, types of intelligence, and some dissemination methods at their peak during the war.  American 
intelligence operations were vital to the success of combat operations; and civilian and military intelligence personnel 
efforts established a foundation for the development of modern intelligence operations, policy, and doctrine.

Question Prompts

CLASSROOM MATERIALS (CONTINUED)
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2. What were some of the similarities between the CIA and the NSA?  
a. What were some of their differences?  
b. As the two agencies had the same shared mission, why do you think it was difficult for the two agencies 
to initially work together?

3. What enabled the U.S. to capture so many POWs and gain valuable information?  
a. Why do you think so many North Vietnam servicemembers defected to South Vietnam?

4. Why were Combat Youth and Provincial Reconnaissance Units (PRU)s more prone to gather information 
from the enemy?
5. How were the following used to obtain intelligence about the enemy?  

a. aerial photography
b. electronic intelligence
c. transcription of enemy encryptions

6. What lessons do you think we have learned from the Vietnam War that will aid in understanding modern day 
extremists’ mindset?

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Sociologist Daniel Yankelovitch later coined this “�e 
McNamara Fallacy.” He argued it consisted of an over-
reliance on measurable data and summarized it as “if it 
cannot be measured, it is not important.” War is both 
an art and a science. Poetically, humans contain more 
variables than numbers can account for alone.

SOCIAL HISTORY 
Advances in technology and data collection also 
fundamentally altered the way historians interpreted 
humanity’s role in shaping history. Owing to changes to 
mores and norms in the 1960s as well, young historians 
used digital computing to build large and complex data 

Part 4 of 4

Making the 
Modern World
Public-Private Partnerships and Advancements in Science and Technology from 1955 to 1975

Wehrner Von Braun began his career in rocketry during World War Two where he developed rockets for the German Army to attack U.S. and allied forces. Following his surrender to the 
United States, the U.S. Army harnessed his knowledge to radically expand its rocket and missile programs. Von Braun later became a director at NASA, thus ensuring his career began 
under the auspices of destruction and ended under the aegis of exploration. (Courtesy of Getty Images)

Social scientists have worked for the U.S. federal 
government in shaping policy since the 19th century. 
Beginning in the late 1950s, they came to the federal 
government armed with digital computing power, 
which equipped them with large data sets. Secretary 
of Defense Robert McNamara was one of the earliest 
reformers to use digital computing and big data. 
Shown here pointing to a map of Laos and South 
Vietnam, McNamara’s overreliance on data produced 
a complicated legacy. (Courtesy of Getty Images)

Science, all by itself, has no moral dimension. �e same applies to technology. �e knife may save a life 
when yielded by a skillful surgeon, but will kill if thrust only a few inches deeper. 

—Wernher von Braun, Director of NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center

INTRODUCTION
Public-private partnerships were reciprocal in nature 
and a�orded pipelines to bring private-sector expertise 
to government work. �ese individuals believed they had 
a role to play in national security, and they came from 
universities, nonpro�ts, and businesses to improve the 
function of U.S. government. By the 1960s, droves of 
social scientists came to work in the federal bureaucracy. 

Backed by rapid growth in computing power, which 
a�orded the opportunity to collect, store, and analyze 
greater amounts of data, experts applied statistical 
analysis to human behavior and bureaucratic systems. 
Practitioners were o�en referred to as management 
scientists or system analysts, and they aimed to make 
human a�airs more e�cient.  

Of the many federal agencies where analysts worked, 
the Department of Defense presented a particularly 
appealing challenge. To strengthen national defense, 
they believed the young leviathan needed reform. When 
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara arrived at the 
Department of Defense, he brought experts (referred 
to as “Whiz Kids”) and a zealous belief that data-driven 
solutions could improve global readiness.

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE  
ROBERT MCNAMARA
When he accepted the position of Secretary of Defense 
under President John Kennedy, Robert McNamara 
brought to the Pentagon a team of young professionals 
from businesses he revitalized such as the Ford Motor 
Company, from universities, and from nonpro�ts familiar 
with government work like the RAND Corporation. 

Following McNamara’s arrival, he and his team soon 
installed a long-term planning system referred to as the 
Planning, Programming and Budgeting System (PPBS). 

To manage it, McNamara relied on Charles Hitch—who 
had come to the DoD from RAND—and who became 
the Assistant Secretary of Defense Comptroller. PPBS 
was designed to rationalize long-term planning in the 
Department of Defense by organizing the budget around 
the military’s capabilities, rather than requests from the 
services as had been done in the past. PPBS eliminated 
redundant programs, lowered agency costs and granted 
greater budgetary �exibility. Today, the DoD refers to 
the process as Planning, Programming, Budgeting and 
Execution (PPBE). 

McNamara soon encountered the limitations of data-
driven solutions that, by their very de�nition, could 
not account for unknown quantities. Although decisive 
victory in South Vietnam eluded the U.S., McNamara 
remained slavishly devoted to his metrics. His ruthless 
adherence to this methodology reduced human beings 
to statistics he used to express the war’s progress. Under 
his leadership, the U.S. adopted the grisly and morbid 
“body count” metric that soured civilians and military 
leadership on the war’s handling.  

Simply expressed, body counts were the number of North 
Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong killed by U.S. and allied 
forces in any given engagement. �ese numbers (o�en 
in�ated and incorrect) were then reported up the chain 
of command. �ey were then tallied against estimated 
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong total strength, and by 
attrition, the enemy presumably weakened. McNamara 
believed that once enemy deaths were too great, they 
would have to relent. In his 1995 memoir, he admitted 
the U.S. “undertook [the body count] because one of 
[General Westmoreland’s] objectives was to reach a so-
called crossover point. To reach such a point, we needed 
to have some idea of what [the enemy] could sustain and 
what their losses were.”

sets of ordinary persons; from this data, they developed 
new questions about the past and new methodologies 
to explain change over time. Historians began to 
examine previously unexplored themes such as culture, 
race, gender, and more. �eir answers illuminated the 
important roles previously non-documented persons, 
communities, and cultures represented in shaping the 
United States and the world, while also creating new 
avenues for historical inquiry. New inquiry then spurred 
further innovation, which included cross-disciplinary 
dialogues, and led to intersections with sociology, 
anthropology, ethnography, gender studies, and political 
science, among others. 

Social historian Peter Stearns wrote, “I once argued 
that no aspect of human behavior should be denied to 
social history.” �is strident belief drove social historians 
to �nd new and innovative ways to document and 
express the past. One of the most prominent includes 
oral history, and it is a staple in thanking and honoring 
veterans at the United States of America’s Vietnam War 
Commemoration; oral history is also used at other federal 
agencies, universities, and businesses. In capturing the 
experiences of men and women from diverse ethnic, 
social, and cultural backgrounds, the Commemoration 
and other participating programs generate a holistic view 
of the veteran experience so that the nation may not only 
thank and honor them, but better understand their role in 
shaping the nation and its past. 

LEGACIES
Public-private partnerships lent public personnel, 
funds, and equipment to scienti�c expertise at 
nonpro�ts, universities, and private companies across 
the United States to place the nation at the forefront of 
global readiness. From 1955 to 1975, the U.S. created 
and deployed sensors to detect adversaries, global 
positioning systems to accurately navigate its own and 
allied forces, unmanned aircra� to safely monitor areas 
of national interest, networked communications systems 
to quickly transmit strategic information, and smart 
munitions to limit collateral damage. �ese inventions 
grew beyond their original purpose to become staples of 
modern civilian life. 

Knowledge is permeable, developmental, cumulative, 
and advanced by asking new questions. Inquiry drives 
its growth from �edgling understanding to more 
advanced and complex states. �e nature of inquiry is 
o�en �ckle, and it can lead to unforeseen, unimagined, 
and unpredictable results. At the dawn of the Cold 
War, the U.S. government engaged in public-private 
partnerships to accomplish the extraordinary task of 
strengthening the nation’s defense and global position. 
Yet, the nation’s Cold War goals pale in comparison to 
its accomplishments. Inadvertently, scienti�c inquiry 
and technological advancement in the service of 
national defense combined to make the modern world. 
Technology, science, and knowledge now pervade 
every facet of human existence even as they continue to 
transform it and be transformed by it.

An example of social history in action. �e United States 
of America’s Vietnam War Commemoration’s History 
and Legacy program conducts a holistic oral history with 
a veteran; the interview examines veterans’ lives before, 
during, and after the war. In addition to thanking 
and honoring veterans for their service, the interview 
generates a historical record that will be housed in 
perpetuity at the Library of Congress that scholars and 
the public may use to better understand the Vietnam 
War and veterans’ histories. (Courtesy of the United 
States of America Vietnam War Commemoration)
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With the ninth generation of consoles released in 2020, 
games have become more ubiquitous than ever before, 
and are available on cell phones, tablets, virtual reality 
systems, and home computers worldwide.

Beyond the “Brown Box’s” 1970s aesthetic, the birth of 
video games and consoles was also indicative of their 
Cold War origins. Early video game design mirrored 
principles guiding military hardware itself: It must be 
simple to learn and easy to use. In designing controllers 
to his system, Baer drew inspiration from his work in 
military hardware. He used dials akin to tuning a radio, 
and attached metallic life-like �rearms with interior 
electronics that communicated with the console system. 
Later video game consoles came with “joysticks” that 
mimicked the �ight controls of military aircra�.

CONCLUSION
Like their colleagues developing transistors and 
microchips, GPS navigation, and networked computing, 
early game designers developed technologies in 
laboratories, technology, and equipment subsidized by 
the U.S. government that transcended their immediate 
Cold War purposes to shape our modern world. In the 
process, video game pioneers invented a novel virtual 
medium that fundamentally melded art and science. 
Yet their creation was more than engineers following 
their passion; video game inventors revisited existing 
technology with fresh perspectives to ask new questions 
and drive innovation. Public-private partnerships 
incentivized and exponentially increased the speed of 
scienti�c inquiry, modernization, and the rate with 
which these processes in�ltrated all facets of human life.

Following Magnavox’s introduction to the market, the 
world required only three generations of video game 
console systems to establish the industry as a leading 
global entertainment medium and art form, easily 
rivaling that of television and �lm. Emblematic of the 
second generation of consoles, in September of 1977, 
Atari released the 2600 console. Across its lifetime, the 
Atari 2600 sold more than 30 million units worldwide. 
�e Nintendo Entertainment System was introduced to 
the United States in February of 1986, and, throughout 
its lifetime, sold more than 60 million units worldwide. 
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In developing a prototype video game console, Ralph Baer wrote a four-page proposal to his superiors at Sanders 
Associates and was given $2,500 and the aid of his colleagues Bill Harrison and Bill Rusch to develop the “Brown Box.” 
Baer was awarded a patent for the machine on April 17, 1973 and in his �ling, he de�ned a video game console as “an 
apparatus for generating ‘dots’ upon the screen of the receiver to be manipulated by a participant.” In recognition of 
Ralph Baer’s e�orts, President George Bush awarded him the National Medal of Technology in 2006. (Courtesy of the 
Smithsonian Museum of American History)

I’m in a military electronics company and I’m starting to write a 
document saying to myself, ‘How do I write this? �is has nothing to 
do with anything!’ So, I made it sound like it applied to whatever the 
hell it was I was supposed to be doing. �e �rst thing I don’t do is call 
it a toy. But I can call it gaming. 

—Ralph Baer, �e Father of Video Games

INTRODUCTION

Physicists, computer scientists and hardware engineers 
invented video games during the Cold War; military 
concerns framed the work lives of William Higinbotham, 
Steve Russell, and Ralph Baer. Higginbotham had 
previously worked at the atomic laboratory in Los 
Alamos, where he designed electronics for the world’s 
�rst atomic bomb. Steve Russell worked in a laboratory 
at MIT principally concerned with the development 
of arti�cial intelligence. Defense contractor Sanders 
Associates employed Ralph Baer in the construction of 
electronic circuit boards.

�eir lives did not occur in a vacuum. Higginbotham, 
Russell, and Baer all let their imaginations take them 
beyond their immediate tasks. �e three gra�ed 
interactive concepts of visual play onto hardware 
originally designed for military purposes. As each man 
built upon their predecessor’s work, the progenitor to 

video game and the video game console was made 
real.

VIDEO GAMES
In 1958, American physicist William Higinbotham 
created and displayed the game Tennis for Two on an 
oscilloscope at Brookhaven National Laboratory in Long 
Island, New York. The laboratory was established in the 
1940s under the then U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
(now the U.S. Department of Energy) to conduct 
research in atomic energy, where it benefited from 
prominent public-private partnerships with Columbia 
University, Cornell University, Harvard University, 
Johns Hopkins University, MIT University, Princeton 
University, University of Pennsylvania, University 
of Rochester, and Yale University, among others. 
Realizing that science exhibits tended to be static and 
noninteractive, Higinbotham created Tennis for Two 
to showcase the power of digital computing. He stated, 
“[it] might liven up the place to have a game that people 
could play, and which would convey the message that 
our scientific endeavors have relevance for society.” 

�e 1962 game Spacewar! is considered the originator 
of the modern video game. �e game featured two ships 
�ghting in outer space, which �ttingly placed it at the 
center of the U.S. and Soviet struggle for dominance 
in the “Space Race.” �e game’s 1962 release occurred 
�ve years a�er Sputnik I took orbit, and seven years 
before the U.S. successfully landed on the moon. 
In stark contrast to Tennis for Two, creator Steve 
Russell and his team at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology laboratory used technology that would be 
familiar to modern gamers. Spacewar! players used 
buttons to maneuver their ship and �re weapons; 
their physical inputs were then visually displayed on 
a monitor. Because Russell and his team programmed 
the game on a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-1 
microcomputer using a programming language called 
LISP, Spacewar! could be installed on other PDP-1 
computers at other institutes, making it the �rst video 
game to become available outside a single research 
institute. In appearance and style of play, Tennis for Two 
and Spacewar! foreshadowed games like Pong, Asteroids, 
and Pac-Man, which were commercially released in 1972, 
1979, and 1980, respectively.

GAMING CONSOLES 
�ough Steven Russell invented the �rst distributable 
video game, the computer it ran on sold for $120,000 
in the 1960s, which was equivalent to more than 
$1,000,0000 dollars in 2020. While working for Sanders 
Associates, an electronics company that constructed 
�exible circuit boards for the U.S. military, German-
American hardware engineer Ralph Baer recognized the 
proliferation of cheap home television sets made mass 
development of video games possible. He persuaded 
his supervisors at Sanders to grant him �nancial and 
personnel resources to develop a prototype, which the 
team named the “Brown Box,” so-called because the 
brown tape that covered the console gave it a wood 
veneer. Sanders Associates licensed Baer’s creation to 
Magnavox, which released the world’s �rst video game 
console, the Odyssey, in 1972. 

Baer’s “Brown Box” was sold for distribution to the 
Magnavox, a television company, which designed and 
released the Odyssey in September of 1972 as the world’s 
�rst commercially available video game console system. 
Sales were initially poor due to price and consumers’ 
poor understanding of the technology; many customers 
believed a Magnavox television was required to make 
the system function. To buoy sales, Magnavox lowered 
the console’s price and bundled it with televisions. By the 
time of its discontinuation in 1975, the console had sold 
more than 350,000 units worldwide. (Courtesy of the 
Smithsonian Museum of American History)

From their nascent beginnings, modern video games are now a staple of global culture and feature prominently in 
electronic sports, literature, �lm, and television. Despite mainstream success, as was the case with their invention, 
independent developers continue to wield great influence in the industry over story-telling, graphics, and 
gameplay design. (Courtesy of Raccoon Logic and Neon Giant)
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�e two had a moment of revelation and later wrote, 
“We could positively identify [Sputnik 1] as a near 
Earth satellite!” �ey honed their e�orts, quanti�ed the 
Doppler data, and, with the aid of other physicists and 
improvements to their equipment—to include a newly 
acquired UNIVAC 1200F digital computer—they were 
able to predict the satellite’s orbit.

Guier and Wei�enbach later wrote that on March 17, 
1958, Frank McClure, the deputy director of APL, “called 
us to his o�ce and asked us to close the door.” Sensing 
his query, the two physicists began work on determining 
the inverse: Could the receiver of a signal determine its 
own position from a satellite signal in a known orbit? 

������������ 
On October 4, 1957, the Soviet space program 
launched Sputnik 1 into Earth’s orbit. �e 184-pound 
satellite roughly the size of a beach ball shattered 
the globe’s presumption that the Soviet Union was a 
technologically inept and underdeveloped state. �ough 
U.S. o�cials minimized Sputnik’s launch publicly, the 
Federal Government quietly and quickly went to work 
establishing the Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(ARPA) within the Department of Defense. Formed 
in February of 1958, ARPA was tasked with directing 
public-private partnerships to close the technological 
gap. ARPA collaborated with experts in academia, 
industry, and other government agencies on research and 
development projects to push the frontiers of technology 
and science. 

Among its many projects, the agency was particularly 
interested in the development and deployment of U.S. 
satellites. Little did ARPA know, a battery and radio 
transmitter inside Sputnik 1 held the keys to realizing the 
agency’s goals, and with them, a new way of envisioning 
humanity’s navigational relationship to the world. 

For 21 days following its launch, Sputnik 1 transmitted 
radio signals. Among those listening were two American 
physicists, William Guier and George Wei�enbach, 
who worked at the Johns Hopkins University’s Applied 
Physics Laboratory (APL).

THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM
As William Guier and George Wei�enbach listened 
to Sputnik 1 orbit the planet, they observed a strange 
phenomenon: �e frequency of radio signals transmitted 
increased as the satellite approached, and the signal 
decreased as the satellite moved away. Here was the 
Doppler E�ect in action. Listening, they tracked the 
satellite’s movement.

By 1972, American electrical engineer Robert Kahn 
joined the Information Processing Techniques O�ce 
(IPTO) within DARPA. �at fall he demonstrated 
ARPANET by connecting 20 di�erent computers at the 
International Computer Communication Conference. 
He later developed the TCP/IP protocols for connecting 
diverse computer networks. When connected, those 
networks formed the basis for the Internet. 

Fittingly, some of Baran’s last communications with 
Davies were e-mails written in 2000, a few months 
before Davies’ death. In the spirit of collaboration, Baran 
stated, “You and I share a common view of what packet 
switching is all about, since you and I independently 
came up with the same ingredient. I view your e�ort 
as totally independently coming up with the notion of 
packet switching, naming it and being the �rst to reduce 
it to practice.”

����������
From the U.S. military’s original navigational designs 
for its ballistic missile submarine force and its desire to 
protect national security communications in the event of 
an attack, the ideas that drove the development of GPS 
navigation and the Internet surpassed military constraints 
and exploded onto mass commercial markets in the 1990s. 

Like their creations, scientists’ worldviews eclipsed the 
narrow con�nes of their immediate tasks. In considering 
the pursuit of knowledge, many thoughtfully drew from 
moral codes, beliefs, and imaginations spurred by leisure 
activities. For instance, the growth of science �ction 
during this period fascinated many scientists, and led them 
to make real the science and technology of �ctional worlds.

McClure persuaded a colleague at John Hopkins, a 
brilliant mathematician named Richard Kershner, 
to design a system of satellites that would transmit 
navigational information to the U.S. Navy. �ey 
developed the Navy Navigation Satellite System (NNSS, 
sometimes called NAVSAT), which they colloquially 
referred to as Transit. ARPA funded the Transit 
program in 1958 and Transit launched its �rst satellite 
by 1960. By 1968, a fully operational constellation of 
36 satellites was in place. �e Transit system provided 
accurate, all-weather navigation to both military and 
commercial vessels, including the U.S. Navy’s ballistic 
missile submarine force. Transit established the basis for 
wide acceptance of satellite navigation systems, yet was 
nevertheless limited in its capabilities. 

In the early 1970s, the U.S. Air Force selected Colonel 
Bradley Parkinson to become director of the vaguely 
named Joint Program O�ce (JPO) to head up the equally 
ambiguously named �edgling project 621B (later called 
NAVSTAR), which was tasked with launching a more 
accurate system of global positioning satellites into orbit. 
Parkinson quickly got to work putting a team of talented 
military and civilian experts together. By June 1974, his 
o�ce selected Rockwell International as the satellite 
contractor. �e JPO oversaw the deployment of the �rst 
operational prototype in February 1978 at the Army’s 
Yuma proving ground in Arizona. 

�������������������
While experts feverishly worked to create networked 
navigational systems from space, networking computers 
back on earth proved equally popular; yet ironically, 
networked computing came about because of two 
experts who independently came to the same idea 
during the 1960s. Welsh computer scientist Donald 
Davies and Polish-American computer engineer Paul 
Baran separately proposed “packet switching,” which is 
a method of grouping data into packages that are then 
transmitted over a digital network. While working for 
the RAND Corporation, which is short for “Research and 
Development,” Baran explained his vision for networked 
computers in On Distributed Communications, which 
he published in 1964. To provide for the defense of the 
United States if war ever arrived on its soil, ARPA was 
attempting to tie an array of defense computers together 
into a network called ARPANET. Yet Baran’s ideas were 
unknown to them. In October 1967, Davies’ presentation 
at a “Symposium on Operating Systems Principles,” 
caught the attention of ARPA. Using Davies’ ideas and 
Baran’s direction, ARPA began the development of 
ARPANET in earnest. In 1969, Baran’s “distributed” 
concept was given its �rst large-scale test, with the �rst 
node installed at UCLA and the seventh node at RAND 
in Santa Monica. 
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�e Cold War was a global and political battleground that framed all aspects of civil life. When the Soviet Union 
launched Sputnik, many U.S. citizens feared the nation had lost its technological edge. In his presidential campaign, John 
F. Kennedy seized on these anxieties. He promised to close the gap between the two nations and place a U.S. astronaut on 
the moon. (Courtesy of the Smithsonian Air and Space Museum)

Dr. Leonard Kleinrock at the Interface Message Processor that sent the �rst internet transmission in 1969. Kleinrock 
was instrumental in the development of ARPANET. �e �rst message was sent by a UCLA student, Charley Kline, who 
Kleinrock supervised. �e message text was “login;” however, the system crashed following the “l” and the “o” letters, 
e�ectively making “lo” the �rst message transmitted over ARPANET. An hour later, with the system restored, the full 
“login” was retrieved. (Courtesy of the UCLA Samueli School of Engineering). 

�e delivery of the Scienti�c Data Systems (SDS) Sigma 
7 computer to Boelter Hall at UCLA in 1967. SDS 
machines were early adopters of integrated circuits 
and silicon transistors; yet, despite this, their machines 
still contained considerable heft. To deliver this unit, 
a hole was cut into the outside wall of the building, 
where a forklift elevated the machine to its destination. 
(Courtesy of the UCLA Samueli School of Engineering)

�e Doppler e�ect, or the Doppler shift as it sometimes 
is referred, describes the changes in occurrence of 
sound or light produced by the emitter with respect to 
its observer. Waves produced by an object traveling 
toward the observer occur at a higher frequency than 
waves emitted by the source traveling away from the 
observer. In day-to-day life, we note this with a passing 
emergency vehicle’s siren. (Courtesy of the O�ce of the 
Secretary of Defense)

Oh little Sputnik �ying high with made-in-Moscow beep, you tell the 

world it’s a Commie sky and Uncle Sam’s asleep.

– Gerhard Mennen Williams, Governor of Michigan
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Like many of his peers in the 1930s, 40s, and 50s, Yale 
epidemiologist John Rodman Paul devoted his energies to 
the study of poliomyelitis (Polio), which is an especially 
virulent disease of the central nervous system that le� 
many children temporarily or permanently paralyzed. 
During World War II, Paul served as director of the 
Neurotropic Virus Disease Commission of the Armed Forces 
Epidemiological Board (AFEB). �e U.S. military tasked 
the board with studying global medical health challenges. 
Paul traveled to Egypt and con�rmed polio infections among 
U.S. and British troops. �ough the disease was unknown 
among the adult Egyptian population, Paul hypothesized 
that young Egyptian children had acquired immunity 
following an early exposure to the virus. Following the 
war, Paul partnered with the U.S. Navy to visit indigenous 
populations in outlying American regions, where he drew 
and froze their blood. From these studies, he discovered 
that a single experience with Polio resulted in lifelong 
immunity. His research proved essential to the development 
of the polio vaccine. 

CONCLUSION
Public-private partnerships laid the foundation for 
future global success. In July 1968, Robert Noyce 
and Gordon Moore le� Fairchild Semiconductor and 
founded the Intel Corporation. In 1969, Jerry Sanders 
le� Fairchild Semiconductor and founded Advanced 
Micro Devices, or AMD, which remains a principal 
competitor of Intel to this day. For his part, John 
Rodman Paul used his experiences with indigenous 
populations to justify a broader program of serological 
(or blood) surveillance that was ultimately adopted by 
the World Health Organization. From 1961 to 1966, Paul 
served as the director of the World Health Organization 
Serum Reference Bank located in the Yale Department of 
Epidemiology and Public Health. 

�e implications of the digital future quickly became far 
greater than the military sphere alone. For instance, in 
the early 1960s, the newly formed National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) attracted scientists 
from the U.S. military’s rocketry programs to develop 
spacecra� capable of reaching the moon. From 1961 to 
1965, NASA was the single largest consumer of mass-
produced integrated circuits. In 1965, Noyce’s colleague, 
Gordon Moore, was asked by Electronics Magazine to 
forecast the future of computers. Moore anticipated a 
kind of snowballing e�ect. He predicted electronics would 
exponentially increase in power. His response became the 
basis for what is today referred to as Moore’s Law. 

Moore’s Law proved correct. 1950s public-private 
partnership successes fueled private-sector growth. 
Private demand for digital computers grew, and so did 
their reliability, intricacy, capability, and power. Hardware 
advancements subsequently required more powerful and 
complex so�ware to run them. As a result, programming 
languages advanced at a remarkable pace as well. By 1972, 
Bell Laboratories introduced the language C, which runs 
many modern desktop applications, including video 
games, e-commerce, web searches, and operating systems.

FROZEN BLOOD
Fearing an apocalyptic nuclear war and wishing 
to capitalize on the growing capabilities of digital 
computing, experts in biomedicine sought to create 
repositories of human blood. With blood properly 
stored, frozen, and preserved, experts created an archive 
of humanity from which to conduct future study. 

Much of this work was performed during the Vietnam War 
period from 1955 to 1975. During this time, public-private 
partnerships advanced science, medicine, and technology 
in ways that profoundly shaped our modern world.

THE DIGITAL COMPUTER
�e modern digital computer’s development was the 
cornerstone upon which all future scienti�c, medical, 
and technological developments were built. Faster and 
more powerful computers enabled greater advances at 
increasing speeds in all aspects of human life. In the 
1950s, digital computers began to replace their much 
slower and ine�cient analog predecessors, which 
brought about the nascent beginnings of the digital, 
media, and information revolution.

From 1949 to 1959, nearly 60% of corporate funding in 
computer development came from the U.S. government. 
Major corporations developing computer hardware 
included IBM, General Electric, Bell Laboratories, 
the Fairchild Semiconductor Corporation, and Texas 
Instruments, among others. �ey were bankrolled  
by the U.S. government and tasked with developing 
smaller and more powerful electronics to strengthen 
national defense. 

By the late ��ies, hardware engineers Egyptian-
American Mohamed Attalla and Korean-American 
Dawon Kahng, partners at Bell Laboratories, invented 
the metal-oxide-silicon �eld-e�ect transistor. �is device 
became the basis of modern electronics. At the same 
time, working for Texas Instruments, American electrical 
engineer Jack Kilby developed the �rst hybrid integrated 
circuit from germanium. When American physicist 
Robert Noyce cofounded the Fairchild Semiconductor 
Corporation in Mountain View, California, he examined 
Kilby’s invention and concluded the device required 
some re�nement to be mass produced. Noyce and his 
team went to work creating the world’s �rst monolithic 
integrated circuit chip using silicon. �ey drew 
from methods developed by Attala and Kahng. With 
Fairchild’s development of a silicon microchip, the 
California valley’s namesake began in earnest. 
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Dr. John Rodman Paul’s global travels with the U.S. 
Armed Forces Epidemiological Board led Rodman to 
methodologically map diseases’ passage through human 
civilization. By the 1960s, his methodology and newly 
acquired technologies made it possible for the World 
Health Organization to adopt his serological surveillance 
program. (Courtesy of Yale University Library) 

�e front page of an IBM four panel advertisement released in 1976, highlighting computers at the expense of the 
nuclear age. In truth, the two were inextricably linked. Fear of the Cold War escalating into nuclear con�ict led the 
U.S. government to exponentially advance microchip technology to gain an edge in the space race and conventional 
armaments. �ese digital advancements soon cascaded into civil society.  (Courtesy of the Computer History Museum)

Robert Noyce co-founded Fairchild Semiconductor and the 
Intel Corporation in 1957 and 1968, respectively. Noyce 
engaged in public-private partnerships throughout his 
professional life, during which he co-invented the integrated 
circuit and used silicon to advance microchip technology. 
In 1987, three years prior to his death, Noyce became the 
�rst head of Semiconductor Manufacturing Technology 
(SEMATECH), a non-pro�t consortium and partnership 
between the U.S. government and 14 U.S.-based semiconductor 
manufacturers. For more than �ve years at the cost of $500 
million, the consortium was funded in part by Department of 
Defense subsidies. (Courtesy of the Intel Corporation)

Public-Private Partnerships and Advancements in Science and Technology from 1955 to 1975

Public-private partnerships in medicine from the 1950s through the 1970s incentivized exchanges in science, technology, 
and medical practices to the great bene�t of public health and private healthcare alike. Medical knowledge exponentially 
increased as a result and, by the 1970s, the U.S. saw the beginnings of medical centers of excellence with specialized 
expertise in medical research, education, and care. (Courtesy of National Museum for Health and Medicine)

In the early ��ies, it was the DoD that supported transistors by 
buying them for the guidance systems of its rockets and missiles. �e 
computerization of society, then, has essentially been a side e�ect of 
the computerization of war.

 -Frank Rose, Digital Anthropologist

INTRODUCTION 
In the a�ermath of World War II, the United States and 
Soviet Union emerged as the globe’s two superpowers. 
Locked in an ideological zero-sum game, each possessed 
long-range bombers, aircra� carriers, missiles, and 
nuclear �repower that nulli�ed the safety once granted 
by the lands and oceans between them. �e world shrank 
dramatically as a result. Armed with atomic �repower, 
humanity was now capable of self-destruction.

�roughout the Cold War, the U.S. made the deliberate 
choice to limit the size of its military, and instead 
depended upon allies, the nation’s own economic might, 
and developing technological superiority in conventional 
armaments to limit con�ict. U.S. leaders believed war 
would need to be tightly controlled to avoid nuclear 
devastation, and limiting it framed every aspect of the 
Cold War. Even where the U.S. engaged in military 
action, the nation made self-limiting decisions. For 
instance, during the Vietnam War, the United States 
made the deliberate choice not to invade North Vietnam 
to avoid antagonizing nuclear capable China and the 
Soviet Union.

Scienti�c learning and expertise brought the world into 
the nuclear age; the United States Federal Government 
once again turned to scienti�c expertise to safeguard the 
nation. Yet innovation alone was not enough; national 
defense demanded the expeditious deployment of 
advancements in science, medicine, and technology to 
enhance the nation’s global readiness. Even as scienti�c 
and technological enhancements were put into operation, 
national security necessitated the scienti�c community 
continue to re�ne its work to exponentially increase the 
rate by which knowledge could be harnessed. To achieve 
this end, the Federal Government and military branches 
of service streamlined public-private partnerships, 
which are collaborations between government and 
non-government entities. �ese partnerships created 
a pipeline between public sector o�cials who funded 
research and experts outside of government who required 
only the means to realize their ideas. �is arrangement 
established a process that minimized the time from 
technology’s inception to its deployment.

1. What compelled the federal government and military branches of service to partner with public and private 
nongovernment entities?  

a. How were advancements in technology used to facilitate America’s goal of sustaining security and 
defense? 
b. From 1955 to 1975 (throughout the Vietnam War span), how has the collaboration of public and private 

Public-private partnerships lent public personnel, funds, and equipment to scientific expertise at nonprofits, 
universities, and private companies across the United States to place the nation at the forefront of global readiness. 
From 1955 to 1975, the U.S. created and deployed sensors to detect adversaries, global positioning systems 
to accurately navigate its own and allied forces, unmanned aircraft to safely monitor areas of national interest, 
networked communications systems to quickly transmit strategic information, and smart munitions to limit 
collateral damage. These inventions grew beyond their original purpose to become staples of modern civilian life.

Question Prompts
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sectors shaped our modern world? 
i. How did that collaboration pave the way for technological advancements in the computer industry 
to explode exponentially?
ii. How did continual advances in computer (hardware and software) launch opportunities for global 
success and the “information age” as we know it today?

2. What was the significance of a small beach ball size satellite called “Sputnik” to the U.S. government?  
a. What did its presence over the Earth’s atmosphere urgently prompt America to explore?
b. What findings did scientists make that allowed the U.S. to track Sputnik’s proximity to earth?  
c. What did networked computer systems enable U.S. defense to do regarding satellites in space?  
d. How did networked computer access open the door for GPS navigation and the internet as we now know 
it today? 

3. How did a video game about two ships fighting in space (Spacewar) be connected to the race for dominance in 
the space between the United States and the Soviet Union?

a. How did PDP-1 add to research?
b. How did the “Brown Box” influence the video gaming industry?
c. What effect did the development of the console have on gaming?

4. Why do you think technological innovations derived from gaming defense simulations and research 
stimulated scientific inquiry and modernization at exponential rates?
5. Why does using only a data driven approach to understand human behavior have limitations?

a. What was Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara’s fallacy?  
b. How did it effect decisions made regarding defense against the Viet Cong throughout the Vietnam War?
c. Why did sociologist Daniel Yankelovitch call McNamara’s misjudgment, “The McNamara Fallacy.”?

i. What is the sociologist’s reasoning?
d. How did historians propose to rectify this fallacy?
e. What did the alternative methods propose?

i. What solutions come out of that change in methodology?
ii. What did it cause to happen in sociology research?

6. The period from 1955 to 1975 (from the beginning to the end of the Vietnam War), a wealth of innovations, 
creations, and solutions sprung from curiosity and the need to defend and protect the United States.  To that end, 
an incredible legacy was born.  What does that legacy look like today?  Please explain and give examples.   
 

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Dr. Norman Rich performs surgery at the 2nd Surgical Hospital in An Khe, South Vietnam, 1965-66.  (Rich Collection, Otis Historical Archives, 
National Museum of Health and Medicine)
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Specialty Fields

Anesthesiology – �roughout South Vietnam, anesthesiologists 
and nurse anesthetists were stationed at military treatment facilities 
(MTFs), where they helped evaluate patients in the triage area and 
worked in operating rooms to administer anesthesia. Two anesthetic 
medications commonly used during the war were halothane and 
methoxy�urane. Ketamine, an ideal anesthetic for hypovolemic 
trauma patients (those su�ering from a decrease in blood plasma 
volume), was discovered in the 1960s; in 1970, the U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration approved this sedative for medical use. Major 
Casey Blitt, chief of anesthesia from 1970 to 1971 at the 85th 
Evacuation Hospital in Phu Bai, stated that he had colleagues from 
UCLA mail ketamine to him in South Vietnam because his facility 
was unable to obtain the medication through military channels. “We 
had good surgeons and we provided good care, and we had an illegal 
drug that was good for our patients,” he recalled. Today ketamine is 
listed in the World Health Organization’s Essential Drugs List for 
health care systems to use worldwide. 

At the beginning of the Vietnam War, MTFs were equipped with 
the adequate but antiquated World War II-era Heidbrink anesthesia 
machine. In 1967, the modern Ohio Model 785 Field Anesthesia 
Machine, which was capable of administering anesthetic agents, such 
as halothane, methoxy�urane, and ketamine, replaced the Heidbrink. 
During the Vietnam War, American researchers also developed a 
standardized �eld-anesthesia chest, which contained a three-day supply 
of anesthetic drugs. �e standardization of medication, equipment, 
and supplies ensured that MTF’s possessed adequate stores to meet 
the diverse needs of the wounded during the Vietnam War. 

Behavioral Health – As a result of studies of Vietnam veterans, 
Holocaust survivors, and other trauma victims, the American 
Psychiatric Association recognized Post-traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD) as a psychological ailment in 1980. Psychiatrists understood 
PTSD to be a mental malady caused by the stresses of combat or 
similar traumatic incidents. Research conducted on veterans during 

From front-line trauma care and evacuation of the wounded to treatment 
protocols for diseases such as malaria and meningitis, military medical 
advancements during the Vietnam War came about through the e�orts of 
ingenuous and caring healthcare professionals.

and after they returned from Vietnam led to the establishment of 
this diagnosis. As servicemembers return from the battle�elds of 
Iraq and Afghanistan, mental health professionals continue to study 
this condition and make innovations in the diagnosis and treatment  
of PTSD.   

During the Vietnam War, the military established the �rst amnesty and 
drug treatment programs to address the rise of illicit drug use among 
uniformed personnel. Servicemembers who voluntarily admitted 
drug use to their commanding o�cer, chaplain, or unit surgeon often 
received treatment and sometimes avoided punishment. In 1970, 
Major Michael Grossman, chief of medicine and pharmacy at the 85th 

Evacuation Hospital in Phu Bai, South Vietnam, developed a drug 
treatment program for opioids, such as heroin and opium, and other 
widely-abused narcotics like hashish. “I trained in San Francisco, so I 
had some experience in drug rehabilitation. [At the 85th Evacuation 
Hospital] We helped people get straightened out, and it was an 
amazingly rewarding thing for me and everybody around me.” 

Physician Assistants – Medical practice in the United States became 
increasingly specialized after World War II. By the 1960s, there was 
a shortage of family practice doctors, especially in rural regions of 
the country. To help alleviate the rising shortage of primary care 
physicians in 1965, Duke University Medical Center in Durham, 
North Carolina, began a two-year Physician Assistant training 
program. Simultaneously, corpsmen and medics returning from the 
Vietnam War possessed a plethora of trauma skills, which made them 
ideal applicants for this novel medical �eld. In fact, the original Duke 
University physician assistant’s class was comprised of four veteran 
Navy corpsmen. Now there are thousands of physician assistants 
who practice medicine in civilian and military health care settings 
throughout the United States and in at least 12 foreign countries. 

Vascular Surgery – Major Norman Rich, MC, chief of surgery 
from 1966 to 1967 at the 2nd Surgical Hospital in Lai Khe, South 
Vietnam, pioneered venous repair for military trauma that helped 
salvage badly wounded limbs. He established the Vietnam Vascular 
Registry, a database that contains more than 7,500 records of surgical 
cases, which is still used by battle�eld surgeons. Innovative techniques 
in vascular reconstruction led to an amputation rate in Vietnam that 
was 25 percent lower than the amputation rate in World War II. 
Venous repair techniques established in Vietnam became the standard 
of practice employed by civilian vascular surgeons.  

Conclusion
During each war our nation has endured, military medical research has 
led to advancements in meeting the needs of America’s servicepeople. 
From front-line trauma care and evacuation of the wounded to 
treatment protocols for diseases such as malaria and meningitis, 
military medical advancements during the Vietnam War came about 
through the e�orts of ingenious and caring healthcare professionals. 
�ese dedicated professionals heralded innovations in health care for 
our citizens and the world. 

References can be found on �e United States of America  
Vietnam War Commemoration website  

http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/

First Lieutenant Naomi Holtzer, and anesthetist Captain Ivan Dunlap 
prepare a patient for surgery at the 24th Evacuation Hospital in Long Binh, 
South Vietnam, on November 7, 1969. (National Archives)

Halfway House Drug Program located at the 85th Evacuation Hospital in 
Phu Bai, South Vietnam, 1970 – 1971. (Courtesy of Gus Kappler, MD)

Medical Advancements of the

Veteran Navy Corpsmen Victor Germino (center) and Kenneth Ferrell (right) 
practice intubation skills as Physician Assistant students in 1966. Photo appeared in 
September 6, 1966 issue of Look Magazine; produced by Roland Berg, photographed 
by Phillip Harrington. (Courtesy of the Physician Assistant History Society)
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From 1965 to 1969, nearly two-thirds of in-country military hospital 
admissions resulted from malaria, viral hepatitis, diarrheal ailments, 
skin infections, and fevers of unknown origin. Preventive interventions 
kept these numbers from climbing even higher. 

Specialist Fourth Class James S. Woods prepares to give an injection to Private First Class Nelson E. Graham at the 774th Medical Dispensary, Can �o 
Army Air�eld, South Vietnam, on June 16, 1970. (National Archives)
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Contributions to Global Health through  
Preventive Treatment

�e �ght against malaria during the Vietnam War serves as a 
prime example of the struggle to manage tropical disease in its 
natural environment. Malaria is spread to humans through the 
bite of female Anopheles mosquitos infected with Plasmodium 
parasites. �e two Plasmodium species that pose the greatest 
threat to humans are P. falciparum and P. vivax. In 1965, P. 
falciparum incapacitated infected servicemembers for an average 
of �ve weeks, while P. vivax caused soldiers to miss an average of 
21 days of duty. In 1966, Major Robert J.T. Joy, MC (Medical 
Corps), chief of the Army Medical Research Team in Vietnam, 
conducted studies which documented signi�cantly lower rates of 
malaria in servicemembers who ingested the medication dapsone 
by mouth daily and took weekly doses of chloroquine-primaquine 
when they operated in areas with known malaria risk. Field 
commanders stressed to their troops the importance of personal 
protective measures, such as wearing long sleeves, applying skin 
repellents, and using bednets and headnets. Physicians discerned 
that adherence to a post-exposure antimalarial medication 
regimen minimized the risk of contracting and spreading 
malaria. �en in 1967, a team of scientists at the Walter Reed 
Army Institute of Research collaborated in the development of 
the antimalarial drug me�oquine. By 1969, patients who had 
been infected with P. falciparum returned to duty in 17 to 19 
days and patients su�ering from P. vivax returned in 5 to 8 days. 
Currently, as U.S. servicemembers deploy to parts of the world 
where malaria remains endemic, chemoprophylaxis (the use of 
drugs to prevent disease) and mosquito repellents continue to 
help minimize the risk of contracting malaria. Military physicians 
perfected these tactics during the Vietnam War.  

wounded patients survived their wounds. Some of the ASBP 
innovations during the war included the development of a 
styrofoam container, which allowed storage of blood for several 
days in the �eld. Fresh frozen plasma (the colorless �uid part 
of blood in which the red and white cells are suspended) was 
determined to aid with volume replacement and help control 
bleeding in patients. By 1969, at the peak of the Vietnam War, 
the ASBP provided some 36,000 units of blood per month to 
100 surgical teams. Today the ASBP has a “worldwide mission 
to provide quality blood products for servicemembers, veterans, 
and their families in both war and peace.”

First Lieutenant Mary Ann Caldwell takes a blood smear for a malaria 
test from Specialist Fourth Class Tryg C. Rydberg, 11th Infantry Brigade, 
Americal Division, at the 3rd Field Hospital Saigon, South Vietnam,  
on July 12, 1971. (National Archives)

Aboard the Naval Hospital Ship USS Repose in the South China Sea, 
November 1967 – November 1968, Lieutenant Carmen Marshall, Medical 
Service Corps, and Hospital Corpsman Second Class Abe Conrique check 
the reconstitution process on a unit of frozen blood using the Huggins 
Cytoglomerator (an apparatus that stores frozen blood). �e frozen units 
were developed for emergency use when the regular blood supply was low or 
shipments were interrupted. (Courtesy of Carmen Marshall Adams)

Meningococcal meningitis, a serious bacterial infection of the 
meninges (the protective membranes covering the brain and 
spinal cord) can be contracted while living in close quarters such 
as in military barracks. In March 1963, Navy Commander Jack 
Millar, MC, and his team demonstrated that, despite treating 
naval recruits with sulfa antibiotics, a signi�cant number of 
recruits became carriers of sulfa-resistant group B meningococci. 
Another team, led by Army Lieutenant Colonel Joseph Cataldo, 
MC, noticed a similar pattern at a post in 1964. In response 
to the dangers of antibiotic-resistant meningococci, a research 
team led by Dr. Malcolm Artenstein at the Walter Reed Army 
Institute of Research documented that vaccinations would 
need to be developed against each serogroup (distinct variations 
of a bacteria) of meningococci. By 1968, the team produced 
and tested a vaccine against serogroup C meningococci, which 
caused the largest number of cases of meningococcal meningitis 
at the time. �roughout the 1970s, scientists developed 
vaccines against three of the other serogroups of meningococcal 
meningitis. Today, all U.S. military recruits receive a vaccine to 
prevent the four most common serogroups of meningococcal 
meningitis before they begin basic training. Meningococcal 
meningitis vaccines help protect U.S. servicemembers and 
civilian populations around the world. In 2003, one source 
estimated 60 to 80 million doses of meningococcal vaccine were 
required annually for worldwide epidemic control.  

In 1962, the Department of Defense established the Armed 
Services Blood Program (ASBP) to provide blood for the U.S. 
military. During the Vietnam War, the ASBP created a system 
to ensure that the blood supply was su�cient to meet demand. 
�e quick administration of fresh whole blood at forward aid 
stations was one of the most important reasons why severely 
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Medical Advancements of the

A UH-1B “Huey” helicopter prepares to land in a rice paddy to pick up a wounded soldier during Operation COOK, Quang Ngai Province, on September 4, 1967. 
(National Archives)
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Whether on patrol in hot, humid jungles, steep mountain  
ridges, or in remote rice paddies and villages, U.S. 
servicemembers, allies, and civilians received extraordinary 
health care during the Vietnam War. According to one source, 
97.4 percent of casualties who reached the hospital survived. 
Rapid and e�ective air evacuation and advancements in pre-
hospital care were partly responsible for the higher number of 
wounded servicemembers who survived their injuries. Many 
of the medical advancements �rst pioneered by military 
healthcare professionals during the Vietnam War have become 
common practice in healthcare systems around the globe.  

Medical Evacuation and Pre-Hospital Care

Perhaps the most enduring innovation of the Vietnam War 
was medical air evacuation by helicopter. Prior to the Vietnam 
War, medical air evacuation had been conducted using �xed-
wing aircraft; however, �xed-wing aircraft are limited by 
the need to use runways for takeo�s and landings. During 
the Korean War, the U.S. military �rst experimented with 
medical air evacuations by helicopter. Able to land without a 
runway, the Bell H-13 Sioux and Hiller H-23 Raven ferried 
supplies to troops in the �eld, undertook reconnaissance 
missions, and retrieved wounded servicemembers from 
forward locations. Both of these aircraft could transport two 
patients via external, skid-mounted litters. �e Vietnam War 
saw air evacuation expand substantially with the introduction 
of larger, faster helicopters that were specially con�gured 
to evacuate up to nine wounded at one time and provide 
emergency medical care en route to hospitals.  

Servicemembers in Vietnam who required hospitalization 
often sustained multiple injuries or contracted serious 

�roughout our nation’s history, armed con�icts have compelled the military 
and medical profession to introduce innovations for the care and treatment of 
America’s servicemembers. �e Vietnam War was no exception. 

�e Vietnam War also accelerated advancements in pre-
hospital care. Medics and corpsmen utilized new treatments 
such as opening surgical airways and conducting thoracic 
needle decompressions and aggressive shock resuscitation 
on patients prior to transportation to �eld hospitals. �ese 
techniques are now employed by Emergency Medical 
Technicians and paramedics throughout the United States. 
“�e golden hour,” a term used to describe the concept that 
a patients’ prognosis improves substantially if they receive 
de�nitive treatment within the �rst hour after su�ering 
a traumatic wound, became a reality during the Vietnam 
War. Innovations in �eld medicine, such as �ight crews 
stabilizing the wounded during air evacuations and surgical 
teams treating patients for hemorrhagic and traumatic 
shock, contributed to reducing the time between injury and 
treatment. “�e golden hour” still serves as a benchmark of 
civilian emergency care.

diseases, such as malaria, 
viral hepatitis, and diarrheal 
disorders. �e UH-1 Iroquois 
helicopter, commonly known 
as the “Huey,” transported the 
wounded to treatment faster 
than in any previous war. 
“Dust O�” was a nickname 
for Army helicopter 
ambulance missions. �e 
name originated with the 
call sign of the 57th Medical 
Detachment, one of the �rst 
aeromedical evacuation units 
to arrive in Vietnam in 1962, 
and its commander, Major 
Charles Kelly, who became 
one of the earliest Vietnam 

War “�ying medics,” before being killed in action in 1964. 
When ground troops radioed for Dust O�s, helicopter 
ambulances—often “Hueys”—landed, frequently under 
�re, to remove, treat, and transport the wounded to medical 
facilities. 

�e crews of Army, Navy, Marine, and Air Force rotary 
and �xed-wing aeromedical evacuation crews demonstrated 
uncompromising dedication, which saved many lives during 
the con�ict. From 1962 to 1973, air ambulances transported 
and assisted thousands of casualties, often at great peril. Today, 
civilian helicopter medical evacuation, trauma centers, and 
helipads are common at hospitals across the United States.

 

In 1967, near Cu Chi, South Vietnam, 27th Infantry Regiment medics 
�ght to keep a wounded soldier alive during Operation MANHATTAN. 
(National Archives)

Corpsman D.R. Howe treats the wounds of Private First Class D. A. Crum,  
5th Marine Regiment, during Operation HUE CITY on February 6, 1968.  
(National Archives)

Personnel of the 21st Casualty Staging Flight at Tan Son Nhut Air Base, 
South Vietnam, remove wounded personnel from an ambulance and load 
them onto a C-130 transport aircraft. �ese patients are being medically 
evacuated to Clark Air Base, Philippines, in May 1967. (National Archives)

A corpsman administers plasma to a 
wounded Marine at a �eld hospital 
in Tam Ky, South Vietnam, during 
Operation UNION on May 3, 1967. 
(National Archives)

1. Prior to the Vietnam War, medical air evacuation had been conducted using fixed-wing aircraft.  What 
limitations did physicians encounter using that model?  

a. What innovations came out of the need to alleviate those limitations?  
b. How did those novel approach(es) to medical evacuation protocols change as the Vietnam War 
progressed?

Throughout our nation’s history, armed conflicts have compelled the military and medical profession to introduce 
innovations for the care and treatment of America’s servicemembers.  The Vietnam War was no exception.  
According to one source, 97.4 percent of casualties who reached the hospital survived. Rapid and effective air 
evacuation by “Dust Off” helicopter pilots and advancements in pre-hospital care were partly responsible for the 
higher number of wounded servicemembers who survived their injuries.  Many of the medical advancements first 
pioneered by ingenuous and caring military healthcare professionals during the Vietnam War have become common 
practice in healthcare systems around the globe.
Question Prompts
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2. What did the term “Dust Off ” refer to during the Vietnam War?   
a. Why was it easier to transport wounded soldiers by helicopter during the war?  
b. Why did it appear to be safer despite being open on both sides to enemy fire?  

3. What were some of the accelerated advancements in pre-hospital care as medics and corpsmen discovered 
new treatments for injured and sick servicemembers during the Vietnam War?  

a. Are any of those new discoveries being utilized in modern day medical practice today?  Please elaborate.  
b. What does the term “The golden hour” mean in reference to a patient’s survival rate?   
c. How did flight crew’s stabilization of wounded servicemembers during air evacuations along with 
surgical teams’ treatment of patients for hemorrhagic and traumatic shock influence a patient’s survival 
rate?   

4. How did anesthesiologists improve diagnosis and treatment of injured and sick servicemembers during the 
Vietnam War?

a. How did the Armed Services Blood Program (ASBP) ensure that the blood supply was sufficient to meet 
demand during the Vietnam War?

5.  How is malaria spread and why was the spread of that disease so challenging for doctors during the Vietnam 
War?  

a. How were doctors able to treat patients with malaria and prevent its spread?  
b. What new discoveries did doctors uncover about the root causes of malaria and how to properly inform 
and train soldiers about proactive preventive actions to take?

6. What are the four types of serogroups of meningococcalmeningitis?  What did doctors discover about each 
disease?  

a. What patterns did doctors discover about patients who encountered each disease?   
b. What patterns did doctors observe in the treatment outcomes of patients suffering from these illnesses?  
c. How did doctors use that information to develop new vaccines and possible cures for those diseases?  
d. How are those discoveries being utilized in modern day medical practice?  

7. What precautions does the U.S. military take today to ensure the safety of servicemembers against infectious 
and deadly diseases?  

a. How does the military train new recruits to be proactive against being infected with these diseases 
around the world?

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Military Nurses in the

Navy Nurse LCDR Dorothy Ryan checks the medical chart of Marine Cpl Roy Hadaway aboard the hospital ship USS Repose off South Vietnam. LCDR Ryan is 
one of 29 nurses aboard the hospital ship selected from 500 volunteers of the Navy Nurse Corps, April 22, 1966. U.S. Navy photo, National Archives
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�ree illustrations of military nurses’ exemplary courage 
under �re:  In 1964, a Viet Cong saboteur bombed the Brink 
Bachelor O�cer’s Quarters in Saigon.  Four Navy Nurse 
Corps o�cers, Lieutenants Ruth A. Mason (Wilson), Frances 
Crumpton, Barbara J. Wooster, and Lieutenant Junior Grade 
Ann D. Reynolds, sel�essly cared for the multiple victims 
even though they themselves were wounded.  �ese o�cers 
were the �rst females to be awarded the Purple Heart Medal 
for action in Vietnam, “an honor bestowed in the name 
of the President of the United States to service members 
wounded or killed as a result of combat.”  First Lieutenant 
Diane M. Lindsay, an Army Nurse Corps o�cer stationed at 
the 95th Evacuation Hospital in Da Nang, was awarded the 
Soldier’s Medal in 1970 for valiantly restraining a distraught 
soldier who had thrown a live grenade.  Many additional 
casualties were prevented by the quick interventions of 1LT 
Lindsay and a male o�cer who, while subduing the soldier, 
convinced him to turn over a second grenade.  1LT Lindsay 
was the �rst African-American woman to be presented the 
Soldier’s Medal, “the highest honor a soldier can receive for 
an act of valor in a non-combat situation.”  On April 4, 
1975, First Lieutenant Regina C. Aune, an Air Force �ight 
nurse with the 10th Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron, was 
severely wounded as the C-5A Galaxy she was aboard crashed 
near Ton Son Nhut Air Base, South Vietnam.  1Lt Aune and 
other surviving crew members carried over 140 Vietnamese 
orphans to safety from the wreckage.  �e orphans were 
being transported to the United States from Vietnam as a 
part of Operation Babylift. 1Lt Aune was the �rst woman to 
be awarded the Air Force’s Cheney Award for her heroic and 

Military nurse corps o�cers in Vietnam ranged from novice clinicians 
in their early twenties, who recently graduated from the O�cer Basic 
Course, to seasoned veterans.  Possessing a broad range of clinical 
experience and leadership skills, military nurses quickly learned the 
technical skills necessary to be pro�cient war time nurses.   

sel�ess act of valor “in a humanitarian interest performed in 
connection with aircraft.”

Key federal legislation impacting women in the military was 
enacted during the Vietnam War. One outcome was the 
opening of senior o�cer ranks to women.  Anna Mae V. 
Hays, Chief, Army Nurse Corps, was the �rst female general 
o�cer in U.S. history.  She was promoted to the rank of 
brigadier general on June 11, 1970.  Alene B. Duerk, Chief, 

Navy Nurse Corps, became the �rst woman in the Navy to 
be promoted (on June 1, 1972) to the rank of rear admiral 
(lower half ), the Navy’s equivalent to brigadier general.  �e 
�rst Chief, Air Force Nurse Corps to be promoted (on July 
1, 1972) to brigadier general was E. Ann Hoe�y.*  Another 
noteworthy development created through legislation during 
the Vietnam War was the opportunity for male nurses to 
apply for regular commissions in the military nurse corps.  

Ten military nurse corps o�cers died while serving in 
Vietnam—nine Army and one Air Force Nurse Corps o�cers:  
Second Lieutenants Carol Ann Drazba and Elizabeth Jones of 
the 3rd Field Hospital died in a helicopter crash on February 
18, 1966, near Saigon; Captain Eleanor G. Alexander and 
First Lieutenant Jerome E. Olmstead of the 85th Evacuation 
Hospital, and First Lieutenants Hedwig D. Orlowski and 
Kenneth R. Shoemaker of the 67th Evacuation Hospital 
perished in a plane crash near Qui Nhon on November 30, 
1967; Second Lieutenant Pamela D. Donovan of the 85th 
Evacuation Hospital, Qui Nhon, died of pneumonia on 
July 8, 1968, while undergoing treatment at the hospital; 
Lieutenant Colonel Annie R. Graham, Chief Nurse, 91st 
Evacuation Hospital, Tuy Hoa and a veteran of WWII and 
the Korean War, died in Japan on August 14, 1968, a few 
days after su�ering a stroke; First Lieutenant Sharon A. Lane, 
the only nurse killed by hostile enemy �re, died of shrapnel 
wounds sustained during an enemy rocket attack on June 8, 
1969, while she was on duty at the 312th Evacuation Hospital, 
Chu Lai; and the last military nurse to die in Vietnam was Air 
Force Captain Mary T. Klinker of the 10th Air Evacuation 
Squadron.  Captain Klinker perished aboard a C-5A Galaxy 
that crashed on April 4, 1975, during Operation Babylift.  
�e names of these brave military nurses are included on the 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C. 

References can be found on �e United States of America Vietnam War 
Commemoration website http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/. 

* Women other than nurses were promoted to general/�ag rank in the early 
1970’s. See the Service Women in Vietnam poster.

2LT Kathleen M. Sullivan treats a Vietnamese child during “Operation 
MEDCAP”, a USAF Civic Action Program in which a team of doctors, nurses, 
and aides travel to Vietnamese villages, treat the sick and teach villagers the basics 
of sanitation and cleanliness, 1967. U.S. Air Force photo, National Archives

Army nurses, assigned to the 85th Evacuation Hospital in Qui Nhon, arrive in 
Vietnam aboard the transport ship USNS Barrett, September 1, 1965. Front: 
First Lieutenant Joan Schwerman. Back row, left to right:  First Lieutenants 
Kathleen Gilluly, Sharon Forman (later Bystran), and Mary Rum (later Caspers). 
Sharon (Forman) Bystran Collection, Women’s Memorial Foundation Collection

VietnamANC_ANC-VN-5.jpg: National Archives
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Military Nurses in the

Renowned for their ingenuity, compassionate care, and leadership 
abilities, military nurses in Vietnam treated 153,303 wounded warriors.
�e expert quality care provided by military nurse corps o�cers greatly 
contributed to the fact that 97.4 percent of wounded service members 
admitted to military hospitals survived.

1Lt Linda J. Bowser, an Air Force nurse with the 8th TFW MEDCAP team, examines a Thai girl. Bong Son Village, Thailand, January 10, 1974.  
Photo by CPT George B. Clemmons, U.S. Air Force photo, National Archives
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Air mobility of the wounded and increased patient acuity 
characterized service in Vietnam. Evacuation by helicopter 
(which began in 1962) brought severely wounded servicemen, 
who in previous wars would have died from their injuries, 
to medical facilities within minutes �ying time from the 

�e vast majority of nurses who served in Vietnam were 
volunteers.  A tour of duty was 12 months with the nurses 
working an average of six days per week, 12-hour shifts, 
and longer when mass casualties came in from battle.  In 
addition to their primary mission, nurse corps o�cers often 
spent o� duty time as members of Medical Civic Action 
Program (MEDCAP) teams providing out-patient health 
care services to South Vietnamese in outlying villages, 
hamlets, and orphanages.  Whether stationed with training 
units, in hospitals, on planes, or aboard ships, in the Paci�c 
�eater, or the United States, military nurses served with 
distinction throughout the Vietnam War caring for U.S. 
military personnel, Allied troops, and civilians.    

U.S. Navy Hospital Ship USS Sanctuary. In 1967, the USS Sanctuary joined 
the USS Repose, the Navy’s other hospital ship operating in the South China Sea 
during the Vietnam War. After recording over 10,000 helicopter landings, per-
forming over 4,600 major surgical operations, admitting 13,500 patients, and 
treating about 35,000 servicemen, the USS Sanctuary departed Vietnam from 
Da Nang Harbor in April 1971. U.S. Navy photo, Gift of The National Society 
of The Colonial Dames of America, Women’s Memorial Foundation Collection

A Navy nurse offers a word of encouragement to a patient about to leave the 
Navy hospital ship USS Repose for further treatment in the United States, 
October 1967. The USS Repose was then operating in the South China Sea, 
a few miles south of the Seventeenth Parallel off the coast of the Republic of 
Vietnam. Photo by JOC R.D. Moeser. U.S. Navy photo, National Archives. 
Courtesy Women’s Memorial Foundation Collection

battle�eld.  Artillery, mortars, high velocity bullets, rocket 
propelled grenades, booby traps, punji sticks, and claymore 
mines all in�icted vicious multiple wounds.  Trauma care 
specialization as well as shock/trauma units were developed 
from this experience.  

Military nurse corps o�cers in Vietnam ranged from novice 
clinicians in their early twenties, who recently graduated from 
the O�cer Basic Course, to seasoned veterans.  Possessing 
a broad range of clinical experience and leadership skills, 
military nurses quickly learned the technical skills necessary 
to be pro�cient war time nurses.  

�e “guerrilla warfare tactics” employed by the North 
Vietnamese and Viet Cong meant there was no battle front 
in Vietnam.  �is constant threat of enemy mortar, small 
arms, and rocket �re into the bases where the hospitals were 
located did not stop the nurses from their mission.  When 
the alert sirens sounded, military nurse corps o�cers and 
medics quickly protected their patients and themselves, as 
well as treated fresh casualties.  

Renowned for their ingenuity, compassionate care, and 
leadership abilities, military nurses in Vietnam treated 
153,303 wounded warriors as well as those incapacitated 
by tropical diseases such as malaria.  �e expert quality care 
provided by military nurse corps o�cers greatly contributed 
to the fact that 97.4 percent of wounded service members 
admitted to military hospitals survived.   

Army nurses, 93rd Evacuation Hospital, Long Binh, Vietnam, 1968. B.J. 
(Greenway) Rasmussen Collection, Women’s Memorial Foundation Collection
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MAJ Patricia McIntyre ANC, Chief Anesthetist, 93rd Evacuation Hospital, gives anesthesia to a patient before an operation, Long Binh, Vietnam, June 28, 1967. 
Photo by SSG Howard C. Breedlove. U.S. Army photo, National Archives
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In April of 1956, three Army Nurse Corps o�cers became 
the �rst U.S. servicewomen to serve in Vietnam.  Majors 
Jane Becker, Francis Smith, and her sister, Helen Smith, were 
placed on a temporary duty assignment with the United 
States Military Assistance Advisory Group’s Medical Training 
Team in Saigon, Vietnam.  �eir principal responsibilities 
were to educate South Vietnamese nurses in modern nursing 
care practices.  One of the tools developed and translated 
into Vietnamese was a nursing procedure manual.  In 1962, 
as America’s commitment expanded in the Republic of 
Vietnam, Army Nurse Corps o�cers helped establish the 
8th Field Hospital in Nha Trang, South Vietnam.  

Whether stationed with training units, in hospitals, on planes, or aboard 
ships, in the Paci�c �eater, or the United States, military nurses served 
with distinction throughout the Vietnam War caring for U.S. military 
personnel, Allied troops, and civilians.    

military hospitals in Japan, Okinawa, the Philippines, and 
the United States. During the Tet O�ensive in February of 
1968 the Air Force evacuated more than 10,000 patients. 

By December of 1968, Army Nurse Corps o�cers were 
assigned to seven surgical, �ve �eld, eleven evacuation, and 
one convalescent hospital within the four Corps Tactical  
Zones of South Vietnam.  �ese hospitals provided regional 
medical support to U.S. forces as far north as the 18th Surgical 
Hospital, Camp Evans near Quand Tri (only 21 miles from 
the DMZ), and south to the 29th Evacuation Hospital, Can 
�o, South Vietnam, in the Mekong Delta region.  Reserve 
and National Guard medical units were also deployed. 

In 1963, the �rst Navy Nurse Corps o�cers arrived in South 
Vietnam to help establish the U.S. Naval Station Hospital, 
Saigon.  Within a few years, additional Navy Nurse Corps 
o�cers served on board two hospital ships, the USS Repose 
and USS Sanctuary, o� the coast of South Vietnam.  �ese 
�oating hospitals arrived in 1966 and 1967, respectively.  
�eir primary mission was o�shore medical support for 
American and Allied Forces in the I Corps Tactical Zone 
from Da Nang to the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) at the 
17th parallel.  In 1966, Navy Nurse Corps o�cers helped 
establish the Navy Support Activity (Naval Station Hospital) 
in Da Nang, which was to become one of the busiest combat 
casualty treatment facilities in theater.  

In February of 1965, as �ghting intensi�ed and U.S. combat 
forces were committed to Vietnam, the Air Force Nurse 
Corps augmented the 9th Air Evacuation Squadron, Clark 
Air Base, Philippines with male nurses to help evacuate 
wounded American servicemen from Vietnam.  In February 
of 1966, the �rst contingent of female Air Force Nurse Corps 
o�cers arrived for duty at the newly established 12th U.S. 
Air Force Hospital and the casualty staging unit in Cam 
Ranh Bay.  Other Air Force nurses soon followed, serving 
in aeromedical evacuation squadrons, such as the 903d, and 
dispensaries throughout the Paci�c �eater.  �e Air Force 
assigned nurses to two types of air evacuation missions during 
the war:  “intratheater” or in-country �ights transporting 
the sick and wounded to military hospitals within South 
Vietnam; and “intertheater” �ights from Vietnam to U.S. 

An aerial view of the 93rd Evacuation Hospital. The helipad of the 45th Air 
Ambulance Medical Company is in the background. Long Binh, Vietnam, 
November 10, 1969. Photo by LT Berlin. U.S. Army photo, National Archives

Members of the 4th Battalion, 173rd Airborne Brigade, load casualties aboard a 
UH-1D (Dust Off) helicopter to be extracted from Hill 875, located 15 miles south-
west of Dak To, in preparation for the final assault. Republic of Vietnam, November 
22, 1967.  Photo by SSG Alfred Batungbacal. U.S. Army photo, National Archives

CPT Beatrice Scott, ANC and LT David Van Voohris ANC, cut the field 
bandages from a newly arrived patient at the 2nd Surgical Hospital. Lai Khe, 
Vietnam, September 23, 1969. Photo by SSG Ronald DeLaurier. U.S. Army 
photo, National Archives

A U.S. Air Force flight nurse and a Red Cross nurse attend to American wounded 
aboard an Air Force C-141 prior to an aeromedical evacuation from Tan Son Nhut 
Air Base in Vietnam directly back to the United States, January 5, 1967. U.S. Air 
Force photo, National Archives. Courtesy Women’s Memorial Foundation Collection 

1. When were nurses commissioned to serve in Vietnam?  
a. Where did they serve?  At what levels?    
b. What were their responsibilities? 

2. Explain the impact that care provided by military nurse corps officers had on the survival rate of uniformed 
personnel?  

a. What types of wounds and illnesses (psychological or physical) did nurses have to treat during the 
Vietnam War?  

3. In what ways did Navy Nurse Corps officers contribute to building up South Vietnam?  

Whether stationed with training units, in hospitals, on planes, or aboard ships, in the Pacific Theater or the United 
States, military nurses served with distinction throughout the Vietnam War caring for U.S. military personnel, Allied 
troops, and civilians.

Question Prompts

CLASSROOM MATERIALS (CONTINUED)
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a. How did the United States Military Assistance Advisory Group’s Medical Training Team support South 
Vietnamese nurses?  

4. How did technology interface with the medical community?  
5. Compare and contrast the duties of a nurse and the duties of airmobility helicopter ambulance first 
responders?  
6. In addition to providing medical care to servicemembers, many military nurses performed the same 
functions as other uniformed personnel in and outside of the battlefield.  In what ways did these nurses sacrifice 
themselves beyond the call of duty?

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Posters

Reclaiming What Was Lost in the Vietnam War
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RECLAIMING WHAT WAS LOST
The Legacies of Unaccounted-For Personnel in the

�e POW/MIA �ag visible atop the White House in December 2019. �e �ag �ew over the White House from July 
20, 1984 to Flag Day, June 14, 2020, when it was moved to the South Lawn. Beginning on April 9, 2021, the �ag 
once again �ew over the White House. (Courtesy of Patrick J. Hughes) 
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COLONEL FREDRIC MELLOR, ACCOUNTED FOR

U.S. Air Force Colonel Fredric Mellor’s remains returned home on 
September 28, 2018. On the nature of his mission and death, the 
DPAA wrote:

From the moment his remains touched down at T.F. Green Airport, 
Mellor’s home state of Rhode Island honored him. �e funeral home 
placed U.S. Air Force emblems on his hearse. �e processional was 
provided a full escort from Patriot Guard Riders, as well as local and 
state police. Police o�cers saluted at every intersection. Local motorists 
pulled to the side of the road, and many stepped out of their cars to pay 
their respects as the processional passed. Children and teenagers from 
local middle and high schools lined the roadways to solemnly watch. 
Mellor had died before many of their parents were born.

Finally, the procession arrived at Veterans Memorial Cemetery in Exeter, 
Rhode Island. Veterans stood in the rain and saluted. �ey included young 
members of Mellor’s Air Force unit who had traveled from Nebraska to 
pay their respects. �e family were overwhelmed by the outpouring of 
support. One cousin recalled, “Freddie would have liked this.”

More than 53 years following his death, Fredric Mellor’s journey home 
was complete. He was laid to rest with full military honors.

On October 11, 2018, the city of Cranston dedicated a plaque to Fredric 
Mellor on its MIA Vietnam War Memorial. His status on the memorial 
was changed from “missing” to “killed in action.”

SERGEANT FIRST CLASS WILLIAM BOYLE, 
UNACCOUNTED-FOR

On or about March 3, 1970, Mrs. Mary J. Rippe received a telegram 
from Western Union. It stated:  

Boyle was aboard a CH-34 Choctaw helicopter that took o� to conduct 
a resupply/medical evacuation in Attopeu Province, Laos. Boyle had just 
�nished loading the injured onto the aircra� when it was hit by an enemy 
rocket. �e explosion cut the helicopter in two, separating the pilots from 
the crew. �e pilot and copilot successfully escaped the aircra�. �e rear half 
absorbed the bulk of the explosion and caught �re. Boyle and the wounded 
were in this portion when the rocket struck.

On or about April 22, 1970, Mary Rippe received a second telegram from 
Western Union. �is telegram informed her that a “board of o�cers 
convened in Vietnam which carefully investigated the circumstances 

surrounding [her son’s] missing status. �e crash was witnessed by those 
who knew your son and they immediately conducted a search of the area 
as soon as the wreckage had cooled enough.” �e soldiers who bore witness 
to the explosion knew Boyle. �ey diligently searched for him. Yet they 
also knew he could not have survived the explosion and subsequent �ames. 
Boyle’s remains could not be found. 

In October 1995, a recovery team was dispatched to Laos to search the crash 
site but was unable to �nd his remains. His mother died two years later. 

William Boyle has a memorial marker in his memory at Knowlton 
Cemetery, Tioga County, Pennsylvania. A bridge over Pine Creek in 
Watrous, Pennsylvania is named for him. He is listed as unaccounted-for.

CONCLUSION

�e legacies of the mission to account as fully as possible for unreturned 
Vietnam War personnel lost in Southeast Asia may best be understood 
by examining what the Nation lost and what it has reclaimed. In working 
together, civilians and the U.S. Government have accomplished a great 
deal. �ey made the e�ort to account as fully as possible for those captured, 
missing, and unaccounted-for a matter of highest national priority within 
Federal policy; they established and maintained formal diplomatic 
relations with former adversaries; they built Federal agencies, programs, 
and advanced the science of recovering and identifying remains of those 
lost serving our country; they institutionalized the accounting mission, 
thus signaling all who serve today and will serve in the future that the 
Nation and its people will not abandon them if captured, missing, killed, 
and not recovered at the time of loss. 

�ese accomplishments are signi�cant; yet there is much still to be done 
and time is of the essence. Soil and weather conditions in Southeast Asia are 
causing rapid deterioration of the remains of more than 1,500 unaccounted-
for personnel. Dr. Timothy McMahon, director of DoD DNA Operations at 
the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System, concluded, “�e acidic nature 
of the soil in Vietnam has damaged the DNA within the remaining long 
bones and teeth, making it necessary for AFMES to develop new forensic 
testing methods as traditional testing methods will not work.”

�e Nation must continue to put forth this e�ort. Without it, the United 
States may never �nd those lost in Southeast Asia during the Vietnam War.

Members of the Patriot Honor Guard from Hanscom Air Force Base, 
Massachusetts, carry the remains of U.S. Air Force Colonel Fredric Mellor  
as he is laid to rest at Rhode Island Veterans Memorial Cemetery on 
September 28, 2018. (Courtesy of the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency)

A photographed copy of the Western Union Telegram 
sent to U.S. Army Sergeant First Class William Boyle’s 
mother after his helicopter was shot down. SFC Boyle’s 
Missing in Action board proceedings and notices of his 
death may be viewed at LOC.gov. (Photo Courtesy of 
the Library of Congress)

Positive identi�cation was made of Fredric Mellor’s remains by the Armed Force Medical Examiner 
System on July 13, 2018. — Obituary for Colonel Fredric Mellor 

�e remains could not be located and it is the �nding of the investigation that [Sergeant First 
Class William Boyle] could not have survived the crash. Please accept my deepest sympathy. 

— Telegram to Mrs. Mary J. Rippe  

U.S. Air Force Colonel Mellor survived his ejection 
and attempted to evade the enemy. Initial radio 
contact with friendly forces was established; however, 
contact was lost, and, despite a two-day search, 
neither Colonel Mellor nor his aircraft were found. 
(Courtesy of the Mellor Family) 

�e DPAA’s page for U.S. Army Sergeant First Class William Boyle.  
Note his status notated above. (Courtesy of the Defense POW/MIA 
Accounting Agency)

call sign “Wolf 41”) that was one of two aircraft on a 
photo reconnaissance mission over North Vietnam. 
His aircraft was shot down during the mission, but 

beeper contact with friendly rescue aircraft. However, 
helicopter crews sent to rescue him could not locate 

members a short time later. He was initially buried 
near Pu Khou Stream and Nang Stream in Vietnam.

The Secretary of the Army has asked me to inform 

Boyle has been reported missing in action in South 

as a passenger on a military aircraft on a military 

hostile ground force, crashed and burned. Search 
is in progress. You will be promptly advised when 
further information is received. In order to protect 
any information that might be used to your son’s 
detriment, your cooperation is requested in making 
public only information concerning his name, rank, 
service number, and date of birth. Please accept my 
deepest sympathy during this most trying period.
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Senior o�cials initially worked to normalize relations with Vietnam to 
repatriate unaccounted-for personnel. Vietnam’s leadership understood 
U.S. aims and carefully planned its strategy: Vietnam would grant access 
to unaccounted-for personnel, and in return, asked the United States 
to end economic sanctions against the nation and pay reparations. �e 
talks stalled. Meanwhile, in Washington, DC, the National League of 
POW/MIA Families, a nonpro�t organization, advocated to the U.S. 
Government on behalf of families of missing and unaccounted for 
personnel. From inception, the organization’s goal has been the return 
of all prisoners, the fullest possible accounting of the missing and 
repatriation of all recoverable remains of those who died serving our 
nation during the Vietnam War.

ESTABLISHING RELATIONS  
AND A RECOVERY PROGRAM 
In the years following the war, the National League of POW/MIA 
Families made inroads within the Federal Government. By the late 
1970s, its Executive Director was a founding member of the POW/MIA 
Interagency Group. �is group consisted of the Assistant Secretary 
of Defense for International Security A�airs, the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of State for Asian and Paci�c A�airs, the National Security 
Council Deputy Director for Asian A�airs, the Defense Intelligence 
Agency, the Central Intelligence Agency, and other Federal agencies with 
a stake in normalizing relations with Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia.

�e task before the League and the Nation seemed formidable and 
recovery statistics immediately following the war o�ered little hope. 
By 1979, of the 2,646 originally unaccounted-for personnel, only 78 
remains had been repatriated. 

repatriating remains of unaccounted-for personnel. As the painful events 
of the Vietnam War receded from public memory and focus, the League 
fought to keep accounting and repatriation in the national spotlight.

Evolving science changed the nature of the mission as well. By the 1990s, 
advancing DNA identi�cation technology made an impact. In 1992, for 
the �rst time, DNA was used to identify recovered remains; however, the 
process was far from perfect. When a DNA test result failed to persuade 
a skeptical family, they turned to the University of California, Berkeley, 
for a second opinion. �e University’s results contradicted the Federal 
Government’s results. �e Government placed a temporary moratorium 
on DNA’s use while having an independent laboratory perform testing. 
�e independent laboratory validated the Government’s results. 

THE MISSION EXPANDS

Following on the National League of POW/MIA Families’ successes, 
similar organizations lobbied the Federal Government to repatriate 
remains from other global con�icts. For its part, the U.S. Government 
has gradually allocated greater resources to the mission and centralized 
its e�orts into a single agency, the Defense POW/MIA Accounting 
Agency. Despite substantial increases in the DPAA’s resources, its 
mission is monumental. More than 72,000 remain unaccounted for from 
World War II alone, and 7,567 from the Korean War. Of the original 
2,646 from the Vietnam War, as of October 2020, 1,585 personnel were 
still unaccounted-for.

While the Nation’s e�orts to improve relations with Vietnam lagged, 
the Federal Government began construction of a laboratory in Hawaii 
to identify recovered remains. In 1978, following the lab’s completion, 
a team of specialists conducted a recovery operation in Papua New 
Guinea from World War II. �e lab was originally sta�ed by morticians, 
who typically worked with so� tissue and �esh. However, experts 
quickly found recovered remains possessed neither. By 1983, the lab 
hired its �rst forensic anthropologists and forensic dentists, also 
called odontologists. 

President Reagan’s election in 1980 spurred e�orts to develop working 
relationships with Vietnam and Laos. Reagan made the Vietnam War 
accounting e�ort a priority. President Reagan’s appointment of U.S. 
Army General John Vessey to the role of special envoy to Vietnam 
was instrumental to breaking the impasse. Gen. Vessey brought to 
Vietnam several delegations from the Interagency Working Group to 
forge a path ahead for both nations. He also recruited military and 
civilians who specialized in investigation and recovery and made 
every e�ort to ensure they or their successors were made a part of the 
accounting mission in the long term. Gen. Vessey believed familiarity 
bred understanding and the opportunity for progress. It was important 
that discussions between Vietnam and United States o�cials maintain 
continuity in the accounting e�ort.

By 1984, the United States and Vietnam had agreed that accounting 
recovery e�orts of unaccounted-for U.S. personnel remains would be 
pursued as a humanitarian matter separate from other considerations 
between the two nations. In 1985, ten years a�er departing from South 
Vietnam, American specialists returned to Vietnam to conduct the 
�rst joint recovery. Diplomacy proved the essential step to repatriating 
remains of unaccounted-for personnel. It remains an integral part of 
the process to this day.

BUILDING UPON PROGRESS 

�e National League of POW/MIA Families acted as an intermediary 
and honest broker between the Federal Government and its constituent 
families. As e�orts to build the Nation’s account mission evolved, 
a signi�cant number of League members remained skeptical of 
Government claims concerning their loved ones. During the war, the 
United States had conducted secret operations in Laos and Cambodia and 
several personnel were killed and went missing during those missions. 
Yet, due to their secrecy, family members with loved ones unaccounted-for 
in Laos and Cambodia were misinformed about the country of loss. 

�e League provided a single source for its constituents to exercise their 
voice to an ever-expanding Federal bureaucracy tasked with locating and 

Ronald Reagan, 40th President of the United States, speaks before delegates on July 20, 1984 at the inauguration of National POW/MIA Recognition Day. Reagan 
made unaccounted-for personnel a national priority. He proclaimed, “Until the P.O.W./M.I.A. issue is resolved, it will remain a matter of the highest national 
priority. On July 20, 1984, the POW/MIA Flag will �y over the White House, the Departments of State and Defense, and the Veterans’ Administration as a symbol of 
our unswerving commitment to achieve the fullest possible accounting for the servicemen and civilians.” (Courtesy of the National League of POW/MIA Families) 

�e League’s single, threefold mission supporting our POW/MIA [s] and KIA/BNR from 
the Vietnam War is to obtain the release and return of all prisoners, the fullest possible 
accounting for the missing, and the repatriation of remains of those not yet recovered 
who died while serving our nation.  

— �e National League of POW/MIA Families

A 2009 League Delegation to Laos. �is photo includes League Chairman  
Ann Mills-Gri�ths and a Joint POW/MIA Accounting Command (JPAC)  
Det. 3 Recovery Team. JPAC would later be folded into the Defense POW/MIA 
Accounting Agency. (Courtesy of the National League of POW/MIA Families)

An Armed Forces Medical Examiner System analyst sands a vertebra 
in February 2019. Sanding the bones helps to remove any external 
contaminants such as dirt or oil that could contaminate DNA samples. 
(Courtesy of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System)

Ann Mills-Gri�ths, then Executive Director of the National League of 
POW/MIA Families, with Colonel Khamla Keopithoune, head of the Lao 
Ministry of National Defense Team at a U.S. crash site as part of the �rst 
League Delegation to Laos and Vietnam in 1982. (Courtesy of the National 
League of POW/MIA Families)  

On January 27, 1973, the United States and South Vietnam 
signed the Agreement on Ending the War and Restoring 
Peace in Vietnam with representatives of North Vietnam and 
the Viet Cong. The agreement stipulated the return of 591 U.S. 
Prisoners of War from South Vietnam and Hanoi, nine from 
Laos, and three from China. Regarding unreturned missing 
and unaccounted-for personnel, the Department of Defense, 
working through the Service Secretaries, convened review 

the Nation’s complete withdrawal from South Vietnam, these 
personnel were now listed as Killed-in-Action/Body Not 
Recovered. To return to Southeast Asia and account as fully 
as possible for these personnel, the United States required 
direct cooperation from its former adversaries. 
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A soldier from the 3rd U.S. Infantry Regiment (Old Guard) renders honors on October 18, 2018, in Section 55 of Arlington National Cemetery, Arlington, Virginia 
for a U.S. Army Lieutenant Colonel who died during the Vietnam War. (Courtesy of Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency)
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Much was lost when the United States departed South Vietnam in 1975. 
�e war, civil strife, social upheaval, and political scandal le� its citizens 
questioning the Nation’s institutions and promises. While many wished 
to put the war behind them, some 2,646 missing and unaccounted-for 
U.S. personnel had not returned from Southeast Asia.

Finding and returning these personnel required the Nation’s strength 
and commitment. United States o�cials tasked with recovery had to 
communicate openly and honestly about a war shrouded in secrecy. On an 
international level, the Nation required sustained relations with former 
adversaries. Accounting as fully as possible for missing and unaccounted-
for U.S. personnel became a process where civilians and Government 
o�cials worked together to restore trust in the nation’s institutions to 
return the missing. Much has been accomplished; more work remains.

THE MISSION AND ITS CHALLENGE

Achieving the fullest possible accounting for personnel not returned 
from Southeast Asia is a time-sensitive mission. Full skeletons are no 
longer recovered from Southeast Asia. Many unaccounted-for personnel 
originally perished in aircra� crashes. �e trauma of impact, exploding 
fuel, and resulting �res all contributed to making recovery extremely 
di�cult. In the years following, animal and humans picked apart the crash 
locations. Even for those buried intact, the soil’s acidity—a quality unique 
to Southeast Asia—eats away at skeletal remains. Years of monsoons shi� 
and deteriorate sites and remains further still. 

�e United States military attempted the �rst recovery missions even 
as the war was being fought. Yet, owing to combat operations at the 
time, the odds of success were remote and the missions themselves were 
dangerous. �e agencies charged with accounting for the missing and 
recovering remains have, over time, evolved and consolidated into the 
Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA). 

In locating remains, Jack Kull, the DPAA’s former Senior Vietnam War 
Policy O�cer, stated, “You have to build a case �le.” From this �le, 
detective work begins. �e work is historical and archeological in nature. 
For instance, case-�le analysts might ask, “If the missing personnel were 
in an aircra�, then what type? What was the nature of the crash? Was the 
person able to get out prior to impact?” An F-4 Phantom impact at high 
speed may hurl the disintegrating aircra� hundreds of meters, whereas a 
helicopter may come to rest near the site of impact.

Once remains are located, they are given a joint forensic review by U.S. 
and host nation experts to determine whether remains belong to United 
States personnel, indigenous persons, or even animals. Following review, 
remains are transported to a forensic laboratory in Hawaii for scienti�c 
identi�cation. (�e United States also maintains a forensic laboratory at 
O�utt Air Force Base in Nebraska which analyzes and identi�es remains 
recovered from Europe and other parts of the world.) �ese state-of-
the-art laboratories are manned by scientists skilled and experienced in 
identifying human remains. 

�e DPAA’s Deputy Director of Outreach and Communications 
Johnnie Webb explained that once repatriated remains reach the 
laboratory, “previous medical records gathered while in the service 
prove essential to their identi�cation.” Forensic anthropologists and 
odontologists—otherwise known as forensic dentists—use advanced 
equipment to remove any commingling of animal and human remains. 
�e odontologists use dental records and dental history to identify 
persons based on teeth and jaws. 

To further narrow the results, these laboratories use stable isotope 
analysis, which has provided one of the most novel means of 
identifying human remains. Stable isotope ratios examine elements 
found in human bones to determine what foods make up their 
structure. �is science identi�es and distinguishes bones made up of 
high concentrations of corn (found in U.S. diets) or rice (found in 
Asian diets). Stable isotype examinations are also able to identify the 
geographic location where drinking water was found. As it turns out, 
you are, in fact, what you eat.

With the examination narrowed, remains are then securely sent to 
the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System (AFMES) in Delaware 
for identi�cation. As seen on television, laboratories rely upon 
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) testing to identify remains. AFMES 
uses both nuclear (auSTR or YSTR) and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 
testing during the identi�cation process. Testing is dependent on having 
an appropriate family reference available. �e mtDNA test can use any 
family member along the maternal line, YSTR testing can use any family 
member along the paternal line, and auSTR can use mother/father or 
siblings as references.

Politics and geography in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia also greatly 
in�uence investigations and excavations. Weather is a factor; excavations 
cannot occur during the heavy rain season. Cooperation with locals is 
vital. �e remains of U.S. personnel now o�en rest in the land locals use in 
their everyday lives. Additionally, in many cases, it fell to the Vietnamese 
to bury their former adversaries. �ese memories are useful in locating 
sites that may contain remains. 

Excavations are referred to as Joint Field Activities, and they are made 
up of multiple teams, each of which consist of civilian and military 
personnel with specialized expertise. Some Joint Field Activities 
are made up of nearly 100 people divided into three to four recovery 
teams working separate sites, usually in proximity. �ese teams are led 
by civilian forensic anthropologists and archeologists (called SREs, or 
Senior Recovery Experts/Science Recovery Experts). �eir expertise is in 
excavating sites believed to hold skeletal remains. �ey work closely with 
a United States military o�cer. 

�e civilian scientist chooses the site while the military o�cer leads 
a specialized team of military personnel that includes an explosives 
ordinance expert, a photographer, a medic, a linguist, and others to ensure 
the documentation of a safe, accurate, and well-executed excavation. 
O�en the team is further augmented to meet any speci�c needs. For 
instance, if remains are believed to be underwater, the team will come 
equipped with personnel trained in self-contained underwater breathing 
apparatus, or SCUBA, diving.

A U.S. Army Sergeant 1st Class assigned to the Defense POW/MIA Accounting 
Agency SCUBA dives in the Gulf of Tonkin o� the coast of northern Vietnam in 
May 2017 in search of two aviators believed to have crashed in the area during 
the Vietnam War. (Courtesy of the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency) 

I’m mindful that I stand here before the families of many of the missing. I’m mindful that 
you gave your sons and husbands and fathers into the care of our Government when 
they le� to �ght for our Nation. You knew they might die in battle. But you had, and will 
always have, every right to expect that your Government will not abandon those who 
failed to return. 

— President Ronald Reagan, 1984

An Armed Forces Medical Examiner System analyst collects a DNA 
sample during a POW/MIA Accounting Agency Family Member Update 
in Louisville, Kentucky, May 19, 2018. DNA can be used to support the 
recovery of skeletal remains or directly aid in remains identi�cation. 
(Courtesy of the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System) 

Members of the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency and local villagers 
conduct excavation operations in Khammauon province, Lao People’s 
Democratic Republic, on March 28, 2017. (Courtesy of the Defense  
POW/MIA Accounting Agency) 

1. What is the definition of the term “unaccounted-for personnel”? 
a. Why do you think families struggle so intensely when a loved one is designated as unaccounted-for 
personnel in battle?  

Much was lost when the United States departed South Vietnam in 1975.  The war, civil strife, social upheaval, and 
political scandal left our citizens questioning the Nation’s institutions and promises.  While many wished to put the 
war behind them, the families of the 2,646 missing and unaccounted-for U.S. personnel who had not returned from 
Southeast Asia found themselves unable to do so.  Finding and returning these personnel required national will and 
a firm commitment by our leaders. U.S. officials tasked with recovery had to communicate openly and honestly 
about a war shrouded in secrecy.  On an international level, the Nation required sustained relations with former 
adversaries. Accounting as fully as possible for missing and unaccounted-for U.S. personnel became a process where 
civilians and Government officials worked together to restore trust in the Nation’s institutions to return the missing.  
Much has been accomplished; more work remains.

Question Prompts
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a. On July 20, 1984, President Reagan declared that day as National POW/Unaccounted-for Personnel 
Recognition Day.  Why do you think recognizing unaccounted-for personnel was merged with recognizing 
POWs?  

2. What made the experience of American uniformed personnel serving in the Vietnam War different from 
experiences of American servicemembers fighting in other wars, prior to or after the Vietnam War?  
3. Why did civilian and government officials consider it urgent to quickly find servicemembers that have been 
designated as unaccounted-for personnel stationed in South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia during the Vietnam 
War?  

a. What are some of the circumstances that investigators and search teams face, during and after the 
Vietnam War ended, that can hinder rescue operations of accounted-for personnel?  

i. What are some of the steps taken to overcome these obstacles?
b. Explain the process that scientists use when determining if remains are human.  
c. What evidence do scientists use to determine the origin of the remains?
d. Why is it now necessary for the Armed Forces Medical Examiner System (AFMES) to develop new 
forensic testing methods as traditional testing methods no longer work?

i. Why is there a call for young people today to contribute to this effort?
4. After the war ended, why was it necessary to have full cooperation from the former enemy and the Socialist 
Republic of Vietnam, to find Americans that were Unaccounted-for Personnel during the Vietnam War?

a. Why do you think diplomacy and relationship building were and remain so important in making this 
happen?  
b. Do you consider these actions important in all international relations?  Why or Why not? 

5. How did the advent of DNA testing change the direction of identifying remains? 
a. Are full skeletons recovered from Southeast Asia?  Why, or why not?
b. Why do you think it is equally important to recover the personal objects carried by unaccounted-for 
personnel, as it is to find human remains?

6. What do you think the author means by saying, “ … what the Nation lost and what it has reclaimed”?  Please 
explain.
7. What lessons are learned from the search and rescue missions established to find those that were 
unaccounted-for or presumed POW?  

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Riverine Operations in the 

A UH-1 “Huey” helicopter attached to the Navy’s Helicopter Attack (Light) Squadron Three, nicknamed the Seawolves, lands on the tank landing ship USS Harnett County  
(LST-821), on the Co Chien River in the Mekong Delta, October 1967. As riverine forces pursued enemy troops into more remote parts of the Delta after the Tet Offensive, 
helicopter air support grew increasingly important (Department of Defense photo). 

Part 3 of 3

SEALORDS 

Tet decimated the ranks of the Viet Cong, but the insurgents found 
sanctuaries along the more remote streams and canals of the upper 
Delta, near the Cambodian border. From there, they continued 
guerrilla activities and facilitated the ongoing movement of enemy 
troops, ammunition, arms, and supplies into South Vietnam from 
Cambodia, partially frustrating overall allied progress.   

�e Tet O�ensive was a tactical victory for American and allied forces, but 1968 and 1969 were the 
deadliest years of the war for American troops, and the United States appeared no closer to winning. 
Task Force 116 and the Mobile Riverine Force secured most of the key waterways in the Rung Sat 
and the lower two-thirds of the Mekong Delta by late 1968. But the North Vietnamese remained 
committed to the war, the Viet Cong insurgency regrouped in the more remote waterways of the upper 
Delta and Cambodia, and enemy troops and weapons continued to �ow into South Vietnam. 

In order to secure the remaining waters of the Delta and 
interdict in�ltration across the Cambodian border, U.S. leaders 
formed a new task force, which launched the Southeast Asia 
Lake, Ocean, River, and Delta Strategy (SEALORDS). Known 
as Task Force 194, it combined elements from Task Force 116, 
the Mobile Riverine Force, and coastal surveillance units to 
patrol the upper regions of the Delta, from Tay Ninh to the 
Gulf of �ailand. �ere it harassed enemy forces and formed 
barriers and blockades near the border where Communist  
troops regularly in�ltrated South Vietnam by water.

A Navy UH-1 “Huey” provides air cover for a patrol vessel attached to Task Force 194, 
conducting a SEALORDS mission, February 1969. Watercraft and helicopters often 
worked in concert during riverine operations (USN photo). 

Captain Emera S. Bailey, Assistant Chief of Staff for Technical Matters, Naval Support 
Activity, Saigon (left), accompanies Captain Nguyen Van Lich, commanding officer of the 
South Vietnamese navy’s Logistics Support Command (right) during a turnover ceremony 
at the naval support base at Long Xuyen, September 23, 1971. Long Xuyen was one of 
many naval facilities handed over to the South Vietnamese navy late in the war.

South Vietnamese sailors aboard river patrol craft during the Vietnamization period 
of U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War. As U.S. forces gradually withdrew from 
Southeast Asia after 1968, the South Vietnamese navy took on greater responsibility for 
riverine operations (Department of Defense photo)

MEDAL OF HONOR RECIPIENT,  
PETTY OFFICER FIRST CLASS JAMES WILLIAMS, 

U.S. NAVY 

On October 31, 1966, two PBRs 
under the command of Petty 
Officer First Class James Williams 
encountered multiple Viet Cong 
troops aboard two sampans. The 
enemy boats attacked, and the 
PBRs returned fire, sinking one 
sampan while the other fled up 
a small stream. Williams’s two 
PBRs followed the fleeing  
sampan, but quickly came under 
heavy fire from additional Viet 
Cong forces along the shore. 
Pressing ahead, the U.S. boats 

encountered a large number of enemy vessels. After calling for 
helicopter gunship support, Williams ordered his PBRs to attack, 
and they pressed their assault for three hours. Only after the  
PBRs’ ammunition was exhausted did Williams order a withdrawal. 
American forces destroyed a total of 70 enemy watercraft in  
the engagement.  

SEALORDS operations o�cially began in October 1968. 
Within a year, Communist forces began to lose their grip on 
the upper Delta. Task Force 194 helped to disrupt the �ow of 
troops and supplies entering from Cambodia, and eventually it 
made forays across the border, participating in the short-lived 
Cambodian incursion in mid-1970. �e task force extended its 
reach to Viet Cong strongholds along Cambodia’s waterways 
and captured a vital ferry crossing at Neak Luong, while South 
Vietnamese riverine units moved all the way to Phnom Penh, the 
Cambodian capital.

VIETNAMIZATION

Even with these accomplishments in the Mekong Delta, the war 
dragged on, and President Richard M. Nixon was elected in 1968 
promising to extricate the United States from Southeast Asia. 
His administration committed to “Vietnamization”: gradually 
handing responsibility for the war over to the South Vietnamese 
while incrementally withdrawing American troops. By the middle 
of 1969, the United States disestablished the MRF, turning over 
its vessels, equipment, and patrol duties to the South Vietnamese 
military. Other American riverine and maritime forces soon 
followed, and coastal surveillance personnel and Task Force 116 
transferred most of their vessels and aircraft to South Vietnam’s 
navy by 1971. �ose turnovers largely ended major U.S. riverine 
operations in Vietnam. �e United States reached a peace agreement 
with North Vietnam in early 1973, but the war continued and 
South Vietnam ultimately fell to Communist forces in 1975.

Members of the 4th Battalion, 47th Infantry Regiment, 9th Infantry Division climb 
aboard an air cushion patrol vehicle from the MRF’s Air Cushion Vehicle Unit, 9th 
Infantry Division, to be transported to their area of operations, October 10–15, 1968 
(photograph by Dennis D. Connell).
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Riverine Operations in the 

At the end of 1966, U.S. o�cials estimated that there were as many as 50,000 Viet 
Cong combatants in the Mekong Delta and the Rung Sat mangrove swamp, representing 
perhaps 45 percent of the total strength of the insurgency. GAME WARDEN operations 
prevented insurgents from openly using most waterways, but to pursue and engage the 
Viet Cong in the �elds, paddies, and lowlands of the Delta, the United States established 
the joint Army-Navy Mobile Riverine Force (MRF). 

Troops of the Mobile Riverine Force (47th Infantry Regiment, 9th Infantry Division) aboard ATCs move to dock with a barracks vessel, April 24, 1968. Floating bases 
allowed MRF Sailors and Soldiers to be stationed closer to their areas of operations and were more defensible against guerrilla attacks than shore facilities (USN photo).

Part 2 of 3

MOBILE RIVERINE FORCE

�e Mobile Riverine Force became operational in early  
1967. Navy transport and assault vessels assigned to the MRF 
carried troops of the Army 9th Infantry Division, which  
engaged enemy forces in amphibious search-and-destroy 
operations near waterways. MRF vessels then remained 
on station to provide gun�re support and to pick up the 
infantrymen once the battle ended. MRF actions could 
last from hours to days, after which personnel returned to 
their bases, either on shore or aboard �oating barracks and 
maintenance ships. �e force’s main shore base was at Dong 
Tam, northwest of My �o between the Delta and the Rung 
Sat, but the MRF’s �oating mobile bases moved where they 
were needed.

�e MRF consisted of a host of patrol boats and armored  
troop carriers (ATCs), while heavily armored and armed 
mechanized landing craft, nicknamed “monitors” for their 
likeness to nineteenth-century warships, served as the 
“battleships” of the force. Additional watercraft functioned 
as helicopter landing pads, medical boats, and refueling 
and resupply vessels. �e MRF’s greatest strengths were its 
mobility and �exibility. It could transport over 500 Soldiers 
nearly anywhere in the Mekong Delta within 24 hours and 
then provide them with logistics and �re support. �e force 
conducted operations in nine provinces during its �rst year  
of existence, �ghting to reduce the Viet Cong’s strength in 
the Delta. 

“�e Mobile Riverine Force saved the Delta 
[during Tet].”
— GEN William C. Westmoreland,  

former commander, Military Assistance Command, Vietnam 

THE TET OFFENSIVE

In January 1968, Communist forces launched the Tet 
O�ensive. Over 84,000 troops, mostly Viet Cong, 
simultaneously attacked hundreds of bases, cities, and towns 
across South Vietnam. In the Delta, the scale of the o�ensive 
caught Task Force 116 and the Mobile Riverine Force o� 
guard. However, they recovered quickly and proved crucial 
in repelling attacks on numerous regional towns. 

A Soldier with the 9th Infantry Division carries an M-79 grenade launcher 
and wades through knee-deep mud to board an ATC, June 1968. The Delta 
environment presented unique challenges, and amphibious combat troops endured 
hot, dirty, and soggy conditions while pursuing insurgents (USN photo).  

Within weeks, Task Force 116 and the MRF reestablished 
control over the major river towns and were able to provide 
critical �re support for besieged allied troops. U.S. riverine  
units were instrumental in defending My �o, Ben Tre, Vinh 
Long, and Can �o, among other towns. �e MRF’s e�orts  
were especially signi�cant during Tet. �e force’s ability 
to quickly bring �repower and ground forces into action 
throughout the sprawling Delta made it di�cult for the Viet 
Cong to exploit or consolidate any initial gains. �e MRF 
conducted operations in eight provinces during February alone. 
Task Force 116, and additional riverine units further north near  
the Demilitarized Zone, also played vital roles in defeating  
the Tet O�ensive, particularly by providing combat support for 
the defenders of Khe Sanh and the city of Hue. 

Mobile Riverine Force troops disembark from an ATC for a search-and-destroy 
mission along a river bank. The MRF’s ability to quickly move to remote locations 
in South Vietnam’s vast network of waterways proved crucial during the initial 
turmoil of the Tet Offensive in early 1968 (Department of Defense photo)

MEDAL OF HONOR RECIPIENT  
SPECIALIST FOURTH CLASS THOMAS KINSMAN  

U.S. ARMY 

On February 6, 1968, near Vinh Long 
in the Mekong Delta, Specialist Fourth 
Class Thomas Kinsman (then Private 
First Class), a rifleman in 3d Battalion, 
60th Infantry Regiment, 9th Infantry 
Division, was along on a reconnaissance-
in-force mission. As his company moved 
up a narrow canal aboard ATCs, it came 

under sudden, intense rocket and automatic fire from a well-
entrenched Viet Cong force. The company immediately 
beached their vessels and attacked the enemy position, which 
was hidden in dense vegetation. With limited visibility, a 
group of eight men, including Kinsman, were cut off from 
the main company. While the men attempted to linkup with 
their comrades, a Viet Cong soldier hurled a grenade into their 
midst. Kinsman quickly alerted the group and threw himself 
on the grenade, blocking the explosion with his body. As a 
result of his courageous action, he received severe head and 
chest wounds. Kinsman’s bravery, complete disregard for his 
own safety, and concern for his fellow Soldiers averted loss of 
life and injury to the other seven men around him.  
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Riverine Operations in the 

A river patrol boat crew searches a sampan for enemy materiel on the Perfume River on August 20, 1968. Viet Cong insurgents often used small rivercraft to covertly 
transport weapons, supplies, and intelligence throughout South Vietnam’s complex network of waterways, requiring U.S. patrol crews to stop and inspect many of 
the boats they encountered (USN photo)

Part 1 of 3

With its rich, fertile soil and plentiful water, the Delta produced 
most of the country’s rice crop, and its 3,000-mile network of 
waterways a�orded farmers with an e�cient means to transport 
their produce to market. But in 1965, a group of Communist 
insurgents, known to U.S. troops as the Viet Cong, dominated 
the Mekong Delta and the adjacent Rung Sat mangrove swamp. 
From their concealed bases in the Delta, Viet Cong troops 
launched attacks against nearby allied forces and harassed water 
tra�c moving in and out of the port at Saigon. �e Delta became 
a stronghold for the Viet Cong, and they exploited the area as 
a source of food and supplies, collecting taxes from the local 
populace. In order to secure the Delta and restore it to Saigon’s 
control, the United States determined to clear out the insurgents 
with a series of riverine campaigns. 

�e Mekong Delta, where the Mekong River fans out and empties into the South China 
Sea, was one of the most economically and strategically important areas of Southeast 
Asia during the Vietnam War. Six million people, nearly 40 percent of South Vietnam’s 
population, lived in this humid wetland region south of Saigon. 

TASK FORCE 116 AND OPERATION GAME WARDEN

To loosen the Viet Cong’s grip on the Delta, the U.S. Navy 
established Task Force 116 in late 1965. Comprised of armed 
patrol boats, landing craft, helicopters, and other vessels, Task 
Force 116 initiated Operation GAME WARDEN: the campaign 
to interdict Communist military activity along the waterways  
of the Mekong Delta and Rung Sat. 

�e �rst crews of Task Force 116 arrived in Vietnam in early 1966. 
�ey manned river patrol boats (PBRs), which were organized 
into divisions and based around tank landing ships (LSTs)  
and dock landing ships (LSDs) anchored in rivers. �e task 
force also incorporated a squadron of UH-1 “Huey” helicopters, 
nicknamed the “Seawolves,” for air support. Typical GAME 
WARDEN missions included patrolling rivers and canals 
searching boats, junks, and sampans for enemy contraband, 
enforcing curfews, supporting allied ground troops, and  
clearing mines and enemies from shipping channels, especially 
between Saigon and the South China Sea. 

By the end of 1967, Task Force 116 had secured substantial 
portions of the Mekong Delta and the Rung Sat. During that 
year alone, task force personnel inspected tens of thousands of 
vessels and destroyed, damaged, or captured about 2,000 Viet 
Cong watercraft along with large amounts of enemy supplies 
and equipment. �ese e�orts made it di�cult for the Viet Cong 
to continue using the Delta and the Rung Sat as refuges and 
bases of operations.

Hainan

MAP OF SOUTH VIETNAM -  delineating the following areas:
Mekong Delta, GAME WARDEN operating area, 
Mobile Riverine Force Operating Area, SEALORDS operating area, 
Hue and Perfume Rivers Operating area, Gulf of Thailand, 
Parrot’s Beak, towns of My Tho, Vinh Long.
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RIVER PATROL BOATS

The Navy introduced the 31-foot long river patrol boat (officially: 
Patrol Boat, River; or PBR) in early 1966. It became an iconic 
riverine operations vessel in Vietnam, and it was the workhorse boat 
of Task Force 116 and Operation GAME WARDEN. PBRs typically 
were manned by a crew of four and equipped with surface radar and 
VHF radios. They were armed with twin .50-caliber machine guns 
mounted forward, an M-60 machine gun and a grenade launcher 
port and starboard, and a single .50-caliber machine gun aft. PBRs 
traditionally operated in pairs, with a “lead” and “cover” boat. They 
were fast and maneuverable, using water-jet engines to reach speeds 
of 30 knots and operate in as little as two feet of water. 

PBRs berthed alongside the tank landing ship USS Harnett County (LST 821). 
LSTs anchored in rivers served as floating bases for PBRs and helicopters attached 
to Task Force 116, providing food, berthing, maintenance, and supplies, among 
other services (USN photo)

1. Why was the Delta so important to Vietnam?  
a. What did it provide and how was it used?
b. What was the motivation for the Viet Cong to dominate the Mekong Delta and the adjacent Rung Sat 
mangrove swamp?  

With its rich, fertile soil and plentiful water, the Delta produced most of the country’s rice crop and its 3,000-mile 
network of waterways afforded farmers with an efficient means to transport their produce to market.  But in 1965, 
a group of Communist insurgents, known to U.S. troops as the Viet Cong, dominated the Mekong Delta and the 
adjacent Rung Sat mangrove swamp.  From their concealed bases in the Delta, Viet Cong troops launched attacks 
against nearby allied forces and harassed water traffic moving in and out of the port at Saigon.  The Delta became a 
stronghold for the Viet Cong, and they exploited the area as a source of food and supplies, collecting taxes from the 
local populace. In order to secure the Delta and restore it to Saigon’s control, the United States determined to clear 
out the insurgents with a series of riverine campaigns.

Question Prompts

CLASSROOM MATERIALS (CONTINUED)
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c. What was the U.S. military charged to do in this region?
2. From its inception until 1967, how was GAMEWARDEN able to secure a substantial portion of the Mekong 
Delta and the Rung Sat by the year 1967?  
3. What did the MRF consist of?

a. How did the MRF fight to reduce the Viet Cong’s strength in the Delta?   
4. What was the Tet Offensive?  

a. In what way(s) was that battle challenging for GAMEWARDEN and MRF?  
b. How did MRF and GAME WARDEN recover from the challenge and what was the outcome?

5. What happened in 1973 that caused the U.S. to reach a peace agreement with North Vietnam?  
a. Why did the war continue after that agreement was made?

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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the coast guard in the

82-Foot Patrol Boats. Described as “the backbone of the MARKET TIME operation,” a crew of 
11 men and two o�cers manned each of the 26 patrol boats supplied by the Coast Guard. Each 
spent up to six days at a time on active patrol supporting Operation MARKET TIME. Each 
crewmember was armed with a .45-caliber pistol and had access to a robust small-arms locker 
that included M-16s, shotguns, and M-79 grenade launchers. Each patrol boat was armed with four 
M-2 (.50-caliber) machine guns; the bow-mount was a combined over-under .50-caliber machine gun 
and 81millimeter trigger-�red mortar. �e 81mm/.50 caliber “piggyback” was a unique Coast Guard 
innovation, to ensure 360 degree coverage for the cutters. (O�cial USCG photo)

Buoy Tenders. �e Coast Guard Cutter Basswood (WLB-388) hauling aboard a 2,200 pound 
buoy near Vung Tau harbor in 1967 as Vietnamese �shermen travel to their �shing grounds in 
the South China Sea. Basswood made three deployments along South Vietnam’s coast: 1967, 
1971, and 1972. None of the four U.S. Coast Guard buoy tenders that served in Vietnam were 
permanently assigned there; instead, they rotated in and out on short tours. While “in-country” 
the Coast Guard buoy tenders worked to place and maintain navigational markers while 
training South Vietnamese personnel to do the same. (O�cial USCG photo)

Coast Guard Casualties. LT Jack C. Rittichier, a Coast Guard aviator serving in Vietnam 
on exchange with the Air Force, became the �rst USCG combat casualty of the war when the 
enemy shot down his HH-3E “Jolly Green Giant” as he attempted to rescue a downed Marine 
aviator. Six other Coast Guardsmen lost their lives while serving in Southeast Asia, and 59 were 
wounded. (Photo courtesy of Naval Aviation News)

High Endurance Cutters. USCGC Point Lomas (WPB-82321) alongside the 327-foot USCGC 
Duane (WHEC-33) in the South China Sea to drop o� engine parts and pick up mail to ferry 
into Da Nang, 1968. �e high endurance cutters regularly coordinated their MARKET TIME 
e�orts with the 82-foot Coast Guard patrol boats and Navy swift boats. �e 11-man crews 
on the patrol boats were mostly self-sustaining for �ve days at sea, but the Navy’s smaller 
50-foot swift boats depended upon the larger ships for support. �e six-man swift boat crews 
normally spent 24 hours on patrol, then switched crews for the next 24. On many MARKET 
TIME stations, swift boat relief crews lived aboard the large cutters while waiting for their 
next patrol. (O�cial USCG photo)
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Vietnamization. �e U.S. Coast Guard’s 82-foot patrol boats had all been transferred to the South Vietnamese Navy by the summer of 1970. South Vietnamese �ags �y from two WPBs after being 
ceremoniously transferred to the Vietnamese Navy by their former U.S. Coast Guard crews. (O�cial USCG photo)VIETNAMIZATION AND 

DISESTABLISHMENT: 
Vietnamization was the name given to President Richard Nixon’s policy to  
end American involvement in the Vietnam War. During Vietnamization, 
U.S. Forces trained, equipped, and enabled South Vietnamese forces to 
shoulder more of the war while Americans reduced their presence in 
the region. �e U.S. Coast Guard eventually turned over all of its patrol 
boats and four of its high endurance cutters to the South Vietnamese 
Navy. Each turnover was precipitated by an 11-week program where new 
Vietnamese crews trained alongside American counterparts. �e cutter’s 
missions under the Vietnamese Navy remained the same: to halt enemy 
smuggling and provide gun�re support for allied forces operating near 
South Vietnam’s Coastal Zones.

SENIOR COAST GUARD  
OFFICER VIETNAM (SCGOV)
�e o�ce of the Senior Coast Guard O�cer Vietnam was established on 
August 15, 1970, when Coast Guard Squadron One was disestablished. 
From his o�ce in Saigon, the SCGOV was responsible for “the last 100,” 
the small group of 100 Coast Guardsmen that remained “in-country” 
to carry out the variety of missions across South Vietnam. �e SCGOV 
and his sta� coordinated all Coast Guard activities and provided support 
for the Coast Guardsmen arriving or departing Vietnam. Other duties 
included administrative control of most Coast Guard personnel in-
country, and operational control of the Aids to Navigation detail and all 
buoy tenders deployed to Vietnam. �e post was also a liaison to the U.S. 
Naval Forces – Vietnam commander for the turnover of Coast Guard 
assets when speci�c turnover personnel were not attached or available to 
perform required tasks.

Did You Know???

�e term “cutter” identi�es a Coast Guard vessel 65 feet in 
length or greater, with accommodations for a crew to live 
aboard. 

Did You Know???

If a ship’s hull classi�cation symbol begins with a “W”, it is a 
commissioned cutter of the U.S. Coast Guard. For example, 
WPB identi�es the Coast Guard’s Patrol Boats, WHEC 
identi�es the high-endurance cutters, and WLB identi�es its 
buoy tenders.

�e Coast Guard in Vietnam
Naval Gun�re Support Missions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5,975 
Junks, Trawlers, etc., Destroyed  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2,642 
Enemy Strong Points Damaged/Destroyed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9,687 
Coast Guardsmen Killed in Action (KIA)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
Coast Guardsmen Wounded in Action (WIA) . . . . . . . . . . . .  59 

Coast Guard Squadron One  •  May 27, 1965 to August 15, 1970 
Miles Cruised  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4,215,116 
Vessels Detected  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   838,299 
Vessels Boarded  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  236,296 
Vessels Inspected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   283,527 
Personnel Detained  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10,286 
Enemy KIA/WIA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   1,055 
Structures Damaged/Destroyed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4,727 

Coast Guard Squadron �ree  •  April 14, 1967 to January 31, 1972 
Miles Cruised  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,292,094 
Vessels Detected  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  69,517 
Vessels Boarded  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1,094 
Vessels Inspected       . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  50,000 
Personnel Detained  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   138 
Enemy KIA/WIA  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   772 
Structures Damaged/Destroyed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5,288 

Coast Guard Ships Turned Over to the Vietnamese Navy
USCG Patrol Boats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  26 
USCG High Endurance Cutters   . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 

“�e mission of 

the advisory e�ort…  

‘is to work ourselves out of a job’ –  

to bring the Vietnamese Navy from  

the junk age to a modern sea force with  

high-powered steel ships and their  

sophisticated equipment.”

Commander A. L. Lonsdale, 

Commander, Gulf of �ailand 

Surveillance Group 

(CTG 115.4)

LEGACY AND IMPACT
In �ve years, Coast Guard cutters cruised more than 5.5 million miles, 
and inspected more than a quarter of a million junks and sampans to stop 
the enemy in�ltration of men and supplies into South Vietnam. In July 
1967, the 82-foot cutter Point Orient engaged and destroyed a trawler 
o� Chu Lai. In February 1968, the Coast Guard  played a pivotal role 
in the largest naval engagement of the Vietnam War; high-endurance 
cutters Winona and Androscoggin engaged enemy trawlers and destroyed 
them with the aid of Coast Guard and Navy patrol boats while the cutter 
Minnetonka drove o� another. In November 1970, cutters Rush and 
Sherman destroyed a trawler o� the Ca Mau peninsula, and in April 1971, 
cutters Rush and Morgenthau engaged and sank a 150-foot trawler near 
the Ganh Hao River. Coast Guard cutters also participated in nearly 6,000 
naval gun�re support missions, causing extensive damage to the enemy. 

Of the 56 U.S. Coast Guard vessels to serve in Vietnam, 30 were turned 
over to the Vietnamese. �e U.S. Coast Guard played a signi�cant role in 
training the Vietnamese Navy to operate these vessels. �e former U.S. 
Coast Guard cutters and the Vietnamese sailors on board them formed 
the nucleus of the Vietnamese Navy in the early 1970s.

More than 8,000 U.S. Coast Guardsmen served in Vietnam; each one lived 
up to the Coast Guard Motto, Semper Paratus, meaning “Always Ready.” 
�eir ready e�orts curtailed maritime smuggling and enemy in�ltration, 
saved hundreds of lives, and were vital to the war e�ort in Vietnam.
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SHIPPING ADVISORY UNIT AND 
THE MERCHANT MARINE DETAIL 
Vietnamese authorities rarely confronted unruly merchant mariners ashore in 
Vietnam, and U.S. Military Police authorities were not authorized to intervene 
until 1968, when all civilians accompanying the armed force, including 
merchant seamen, became subject to military law. Personnel of the Merchant 
Marine Detail, established in 1966, provided investigative and judicial services. 
Coast Guard o�cers assigned to Merchant Marine Details had the authority 
to remove sailors from ships, order violations corrected, or stop a ship from 
sailing. �ough normally in the background, these o�cers were vital to the 
supply e�ort as they assisted merchant sailors encumbered by all the regular 
personnel problems that occurred a�oat and ashore, including sickness, deaths, 
accidents, assaults, and smuggling.

PORT SECURITY AND 
WATERWAYS DETAIL (PS&WD) 
AND EXPLOSIVES LOADING 
DETACHMENTS (ELD TEAMS) 
Port Security and Waterways Details provided advice and assistance in port 
security matters including the safe handling of explosives, as well as assistance 
on waterways matters, boat operations and safe handling, stowing and storage 
of dangerous cargo on vessels and waterfront cargo facilities. Four Explosives 
Loading Detachments were subordinate to the PS&WD, whose headquarters was 
in Long Binh. ELDs were located in Nha Be (Saigon), Cam Rahn Bay, Da Nang 
and Qui Nhon. �e primary mission of the ELDs was to supervise the deep dra� 
merchant vessels while discharging or backloading cargo in South Vietnam’s 
deep-water ports. ELDs provided port security advice to port commanders and 
recommendations for the safe loading of dangerous cargo on board shallow dra� 
amphibious vessels. ELD personnel were highly trained in explosives handling, 
�re�ghting, port security, and small boat operations and maintenance; they 
routinely taught U.S. Army and Vietnamese personnel to operate small boats, 
�ght port �res, inspect piers, and to properly handle and store cargo.

Aids to Navigation. Vietnamese children observe and play nearby as a Coast Guardsman 
replaces the batteries in a range marker. Aids in Vietnam had four threats: weather, enemy 
action, collision, and theft, so they required constant maintenance or repair. Coast Guard teams 
repaired aids or changed batteries on shore or at sea, to ensure vessels could navigate South 
Vietnam’s busy harbors and waterways. (O�cial USCG photo)

Medical Civic Action Programs (MEDCAP). Coastguardsmen from a patrol boat give a package 
of pencils, paper, candy, and plastic toys to a young Vietnamese child during a civic action visit 
to the remote island of Hon Nam Du in 1966. Each of the 82-footers adopted a remote island to 
support with gifts of medical and school supplies, and other items the villagers had little access 
to. (O�cial USCG photo)

Explosives Loading Detachments. A Coastguardsman assigned to ELD #3 oversees munitions 
being unloaded from a ship at Da Nang’s Tien Sha Ramp in 1969. ELD personnel were highly 
trained in explosives handling, �re�ghting, port security, and small boat operations and 
maintenance. �ey were authorized to do anything necessary to enforce regulations. (O�cial 
USCG photo)

Aviator Exchange Program. LT Jack Stice (in the “Snoopy Cap”), a Coast Guard aviator on 
loan to the U.S. Air Force in Vietnam, displaying the Coast Guard Ensign after rescuing Wolf 
04. Most helicopter rescues in Southeast Asia were over land, but for those that were over water, 
the Coast Guard aviators brought a wealth of “feet wet” experience appreciated by both their 
Air Force copilots, and the downed crewmembers being rescued. (Photo courtesy of retired Coast 
Guard Captain John “Bear” Moseley)
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Naval Gun�re Support. U.S. Coast Guard vessels in Vietnam regularly engaged the enemy ashore. U.S. Coast Guard high 
endurance cutters used their 5-inch guns to support American and allied troops against the enemy. High endurance cutters 
regularly bombarded enemy staging areas, supply points, and troop concentrations several miles inland. On the left, USCGC 
Barataria (WHEC-381) shoots its 5-inch gun at an enemy target onshore; the ship �red Squadron �ree’s �rst �re support 
mission on May 22, 1967. On the right, the crew of an 82-foot patrol boat �res mortar shells at a cave occupied by Viet Cong 
along a beach near Da Nang in 1966. (O�cial USCG photos)

AIDS TO NAVIGATION
Aids to Navigation are devices that assist navigators in determining their position 
or safe course, or to warn them of dangers or obstructions to sea travel. �e Coast 
Guard used buoy tenders to maintain and repair Aids to Navigation. �e U.S. 
Coast Guard worked for the Army and with USAID on navigation aid projects in 
Vietnam, and employed four di�erent buoy tenders to mark South Vietnamese 
channels to keep the tra�c moving, construct and repair navigation markers on 
shore, and to replace batteries in lighthouses along the South Vietnamese coast. 
�e cutter Blackhaw earned more Combat Action Ribbons than any other cutter 
in Vietnam. �eir proximity to the shore in rivers made them opportune targets.

AVIATION EXCHANGE PROGRAM 
�e Coast Guard-Air Force Aviator Exchange Program resulted from a mutual 
need for more experienced helicopter pilots. �e Coast Guard needed a cadre of 
instructor pilots for its receipt of new HH-3 medium range recovery helicopters 
in 1969. U.S. Air Force replacement pilot demands had increased to support 
escalated bombing campaigns.

In 1967, the Air Force agreed to train Coast Guard o�cers to the instructor level 
in HH-3 helicopters. In exchange, the Coast Guard made the newly trained, 
rescue-experienced aviators available to the Air Force for duty. Coast Guard pilots 
received one-year of training, and then served a one-year tour of duty with an 
Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Squadron in Vietnam.

From 1968-1972, as part of a service exchange program, ten Coast Guard 
helicopter aviators �ew Air Force HH-3s (known as the Jolly Green Giants) and 
later HH-53s, while two Coast Guard �xed wing aviators �ew Air Force C-130s. 
As a testament to their heroism, this small group of Coastguardsmen earned 4 
Silver Star Medals, 16 Distinguished Flying Crosses, and 87 Air Medals. 

�e Coast Guard aviators on loan to the Air Force were well-received and well-
respected. One Air Force helicopter crewman said, “�e crews liked to �y with 
the Coast Guard pilots. It went beyond personalities. �e Coasties were all 
experienced and excellent helicopter pilots and when on a mission they were able 
to readily adapt to any situation. ”

MEDICAL CIVIC ACTION 
PROGRAMS (MEDCAP) 
�e U.S. military conducted humanitarian and civic action programs to “win  
the hearts and minds” of the people. �ese programs are known collectively as 
Medical Civic Action Programs (MEDCAP). In Vietnam, MEDCAPs provided 
humanitarian assistance to locals caught in a con�ict and with inadequate medical 
resources. MEDCAPs were also intended to counter Viet Cong propaganda and 
promote a better understanding of the South Vietnamese government and USAID 
rural development programs. 

U.S. Coast Guard personnel supported the Vietnamese people in various formal 
and voluntary humanitarian actions. In August 1966, the patrol boats instituted 
an island adoption program. Each crew built a rapport with their village during 
regular visits to support it with improvement projects. Visits were limited to no 
more than once every two weeks, for only three hours, and a liaison from the 
South Vietnamese Navy had to be present. Crews regularly distributed clothing 
and school supplies that Americans donated.

“�e heat in 

Vietnam is oppressive and prior 

to 1967 the ships were not  

air-conditioned.”

Commander Edward F. Oliver, 

�e  �rst

USCG Shipping Advisor

in Vietnam.

LORAN STATIONS 
Long Range Aids to Navigation (LORAN) was a radio navigation system used to 
help mariners and aviators �x their positions, day or night, and in any weather. 
�e use of LORAN to support military operations in Vietnam was known as 
Operation TIGHT REIGN. �e accuracy of this navigation system was especially 
helpful when navigating or bombing at night or in poor weather, it was accurate 
to within yards. In Southeast Asia, the U.S. Coast Guard set up and manned �ve 
LORAN stations: Lampang, Udorn, and Sattahip in �ailand; and Tan My and 
Con Son Island in South Vietnam.

MARINE POLICE ADVISOR 
�e Marine Police Advisor position lasted only from May 7, 1970, to March 18, 
1971. It was short-lived due to the American draw-down of forces. �e duty of 
the marine police advisor was to collect, prepare, and catalog a law library of 
pertinent Vietnamese laws and decrees for the South Vietnamese government. 
�ese included maritime law, ship inspection regulations, ship licensing, crew 
licensing, motor boat licensing and inspection, �sheries law, and navigation laws. 
�e advisor also helped the Vietnamese Marine Police obtain suitable boats.
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Squadron �ree. Older high-endurance cutters used in Vietnam from 1967-1969 were replaced by new and more-capable Hamilton-class cutters in November 1969. �e Coast Guard Cutter Chase 
(WHEC-718), seen here on patrol in the South China Sea in 1970, illustrates these 378-foot ships were equipped with a �ight deck, and their top speed of 29 knots. By the time Chase arrived in 
Vietnam, Navy destroyers were withdrawn from Vietnam, leaving the Coast Guard’s high-endurance cutters as the only large ships maintaining the outer barrier. (O�cial USCG photo)
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Joint-service role. �e Coast Guard patrol boats not only intercepted junks for MARKET TIME, 
but also proved very useful for special operations insertions and gun�re support. Civil Irregular 
Defense Group soldiers on board the 82-foot Point Comfort are seen on the eve of an early 
morning raid into Viet Cong territory on Phu Quoc Island in September 1965. For this raid, two 
Division 11 patrol boats each carried 17 CIDG soldiers and a U.S. Army Special Forces advisor. 
(O�cial USCG photo) 

Squadron One Operating Area. A map of South 
Vietnam shows the approximate locations of the 
bases from which U.S. Coast Guard Squadron 
One’s Divisions 11, 12, and 13 operated as part 
of the U.S. Navy Coastal Surveillance Force. �e 
divisions were strategically located to provide as 
much coverage as possible along South Vietnam’s 
1,200 miles of coastline, roughly the length of 
the California coastline. Divisions 11 and 12 
arrived �rst on July 29, 1965. Division 13 was 
added months later, arriving at Cat Lo near Vung 
Tau, on February 22, 1966. �e three divisions 
operated under Coast Guard Squadron One until 
August 15, 1970, when they signed over their 
remaining assets to the South Vietnamese Navy. 
(O�cial USCG photo)

Operation MARKET TIME

�e U.S. Coast Guard supplied two types of vessels to cover its 
share of the closely coordinated, multi-service MARKET TIME 
mission. �is operation sought to prohibit the smuggling of enemy 
men and arms into South Vietnam from the sea. �e Coast Guard 
operated 26 82-foot patrol boats (WPB) in South Vietnam’s near-
shore waters from 1965 to 1970. Coast Guard high-endurance 
cutters worked with Navy destroyers between 1967 and 1971 to 
form the outermost ring of the Coastal Surveillance Force.

Other agents in the MARKET TIME operation included the U.S. 
and South Vietnamese Navies. �e U.S. Navy’s extremely fast 
and highly maneuverable 50-foot “Swi�” cra� were smaller 
and lighter than the Coast Guard WPBs. �e Swi� boats 
worked inshore of the WPBs because they did not have the 
range or heavy-seas capability of the Coast Guard’s WPBs. U.S. 
Navy patrol aircra� �ew round-the-clock airborne surveillance 
missions. Coastal Surveillance Force vessels were directed to 
suspicious waterborne targets spotted by airborne Navy aircrews. 

�e Coastal Surveillance Forces operations were e�ective. By 
August 1968, MARKET TIME interdiction practically eliminated 
the smuggling of men and supplies to the enemy by sea, and forced 
the communists to rely heavily on over-land supply routes, like 
the Ho Chi Minh Trail.

DIVISION 13
In August 1965, General William Westmoreland, the Commander of the 
U.S. Military Advisory Command in Vietnam, requested an increase in 
the number of 82-foot patrol boats. �e Coast Guard had Division 13 
manned, equipped, and ready for Vietnam by December 1965.

Division 13 was homeported in Vung Tau, about 35 miles southeast of 
Saigon. It patrolled the Rung Sat Special Zone, an area of tidal mangrove 
swamp southeast of Saigon that straddled the Long Tau River, which was 

both a main stronghold for the Viet Cong and the main shipping channel to 
the Port of Saigon. Division 13’s nine patrol boats also patrolled the central 

South Vietnam coast from Qui Nhon to the delta south of Saigon.

COAST GUARD SQUADRON 
THREE
Coast Guard Squadron �ree consisted of U.S. Coast Guard high-endurance 
cutters ranging in size from 255 to 378 feet. With support from U.S. Navy 
supply ships the cutters could remain at sea almost inde�nitely; by using a 
procedure known as underway replenishment, their food, supplies, and fuel 
were resupplied at sea. Typically, their deployments were 10-11 months long.

�e Coast Guard sent eight deployments of high-endurance cutters to support 
Coast Guard Squadron �ree from May 1967 to December 1971. �e �rst �ve 
deployments were each comprised of �ve high-endurance cutters. �e sixth 
deployment included three high-endurance cutters. �e seventh and eighth 
deployments each included just two cutters. 

�e high-endurance cutters ful�lled many roles. By default, they acted as 
a barrier patrol from in�ltration by sea. �ey inspected vessels in the open 

ocean by sending specially trained crew teams onboard. High-endurance cutters 
provided �re support to amphibious assaults and troops onshore. As motherships, 
the high-endurance cutters provided logistical support for Coast Guard patrol 
vessels and the Navy PCFs (Patrol Cra�, Fast), known as swi�s. Every few weeks, 
cutter medical sta�s would visit local villages on missions known as “MEDCAPs,” 
(Medical Civic Action Program) to provide medical aid to the local populace and 
military personnel stationed in the area. Occasionally, search and rescue expertise 
was also needed – a traditional and familiar duty for the cutter crews.

Coast Guard Squadron One. USCG 82-footers leaving Subic Bay in August 1965 en route to their 
new home in South Vietnam. On April 29, 1965, President Johnson approved U.S. Coast Guard 
service in Vietnam under operational control of the U.S. Navy. �e white paint scheme was a 
holdover from their former duties o� the United States shores. For success in their wartime role, the 
commander of the U.S. Navy Coastal Surveillance Task Force (CTF 115) directed Squadron One to 
paint its patrol boats “formula 20 deck grey” in September 1965.(O�cial USCG photo)

“Squadron �ree operations 

resemble [traditional U.S. Coast 

Guard] ocean station patrol work 

in many ways, but, of course, 

there are obvious di�erences.

�is is a war-oriented mission.”

LCDR R.H. Beiter

Executive O�cer USCGC Owasco 

(WHEC- 39)

Operation MARKET TIME. A U.S. Coastguardsman pokes through a load of sand on board a 
Vietnamese junk o� the coast of South Vietnam. Coast Guard boarding teams routinely searched 
vessels for contraband. (O�cial USCG Photo)

INTRODUCTION
Early in 1965, Navy commanders requested assistance with military operations 
to patrol the 1,200 miles of coastline, and conduct inspections for contraband 
on more than 60,000 native small cra� that traversed Vietnamese waters. �e 
Navy petitioned the Coast Guard, which which initially contributed 17 of its 82-
foot patrol boats and crews to conduct nearshore operations. �e Navy and the 
Treasury Departments agreed Coast Guard assets in Vietnam would rest under 
operational control of the Navy while on patrol or on special assignment. All other 
times, the patrol boats were under autonomous Coast Guard control. President 
Johnson approved this plan in April 1965. 

�e Coast Guard’s 1965 arrival in Vietnam corresponded with the beginning of 
Operation MARKET TIME, and their primary mission was to help the U.S. Navy’s 
Coastal Surveillance Force stop the in�ltration of men and supplies along South 
Vietnam’s waterways. U.S. Coast Guard was critical to this mission. 

COAST GUARD SQUADRON ONE
Coast Guard Squadron One was commissioned on May 27, 1965 to support the U.S. 
Navy Coastal Surveillance Force (Task Force 115). �e squadron’s 26 patrol boats 
were split into three divisions to cover Vietnam’s entire coastline.

At �rst, Squadron One’s patrol boats acted as gate-keepers by patrolling along the 
north and south borders from the shore to the ocean to cut o� the enemy as they 
entered South Vietnamese waters. Smugglers responded by sending their cargo in 
ocean-going trawlers that went around the barriers and approached the shore from 
the open ocean. To counter this, the Coast Guard and the Coastal Surveillance Force 
engaged the smugglers as they approached the shore.

DIVISION 11
�e 82-foot patrol boat crews assigned to Division 11 were homeported at 
An �oi on Phu Quoc Island in the Gulf of �ailand. �ey patrolled the 
southernmost waters of South Vietnam with nine patrol boats, guarding 
the border between Cambodia and Vietnam. During their �rst month 
plying Vietnamese coastal waters, Division 11’s Coastguardsmen stopped 
and boarded more than 1,100 junks and sampans, and their tempo remained the 
same throughout the war. 

DIVISION 12
�e men of Division 12 arrived at their homeport city of Da Nang on July 20, 1965, 
earning Division 12 the distinction as the �rst U.S. Coast Guard unit stationed 
in South Vietnam. �e morning following their arrival, �ve of the Division’s 
eight cutters were underway for their �rst patrols in the Da Nang area as part of 
Operation MARKET TIME. �e cutters of Division 12 operated from the 17th 
Parallel to the city of Qui Nhon in II Corps (Military Region II).

1. What is the purpose or mission of the U.S. Coast Guard?  
a. How does it support the other branches of the armed forces?  
b. How does it support American citizens?

2. Why did the U.S. Navy decide to petition the Coast Guard to take part in protecting the Vietnamese waterways 
during the Vietnam War?  

The U.S. Coast Guard maintained a presence in Vietnam for ten years. In July 1965, USCGC Point Orient 
exchanged fire with Viet Cong in the Service’s first combat since World War II, and it was not until April 1975 that 
this Military Service shut down its last LORAN-C station in Vietnam. In that time, approximately 8,000 Coast 
Guardsmen served in Vietnam.  This three-panel poster highlights the Coast Guard’s organization in Vietnam, and 
the many roles Coast Guardsmen performed while serving there. It also details the vessels the Coast Guard brought 
with it, and how the U.S. Coast Guard presence enhanced the U.S. Military’s mission in Southeast Asia.

Question Prompts

CLASSROOM MATERIALS (CONTINUED)
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a. How did the Navy, the Treasury Department, and the Coast Guard collaborate to ensure that the waters 
were protected from the North Vietnamese and the Viet Cong?

3. What were some of the challenges that the Coast Guard faced?  
a. What efforts were made to combat those challenges or avoid enemy infiltration or attacks?

4. Why was the accuracy of navigation so very critical to the mission of the U.S. Coast Guard?  
a. Consider how navigation is used today.  How has today’s navigation been influenced by the navigation 
practices that the Coast Guard applied during the Vietnam War?  

5. How did the policy for the U.S. Coast Guard change between the Johnson administration and the Nixon 
administration?  

a. How were the needs of servicemembers different during the two administrations?  
6. The U.S. Coast Guard’s motto is to always be ready.  

a. What does the U.S. Coast Guard need to be “always ready” for?  
b. Why must it continually exist in a state of full readiness?  
c. How did the intervention of the U.S. Coast Guard help save hundreds of lives during the Vietnam War?  

7. The U.S. Coast Guard is often overlooked relative to its history in the Vietnam War. Why should their 
importance be noted?

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Reconciliation
On January 27, 1973, the United States and South Vietnam signed the 
Agreement on Ending the War and Restoring Peace in Vietnam with 
representatives of North Vietnam and the Viet Cong. �e cease�re 
agreement stipulated the return of 591 POWs from South Vietnam and 
Hanoi, nine from Laos, and three from China. �e Secretary of Defense 
named it Operation HOMECOMING. To retrieve the POWs, the U.S. 
sent C-141 transport planes to Hanoi, North Vietnam and a C-9A aircra� 
to Saigon, where POWs in South Vietnam were being ferried following 
their exchanges. �e �rst �ight of 40 U.S. prisoners of war le� Hanoi in a 
C-141 later known as the “Hanoi Taxi.” In total, 54 C-141 missions �ew
out of Hanoi from February 12, 1973, to April 4, 1973.

As the �nal days of their imprisonment drew near, food improved 
dramatically. �e POWs reasoned their captors were fattening them up 
for public release. The prison guards came to them, gave them clothes, 
and told the POWs to “‘put it on.’” Jose Anzaldua stated he was given a 
bag and told “‘You’re going home.’” He thought, “‘Well, I ain’t believing 
this.’” �e clothes included “cotton slacks, a cotton shirt, a belt, and 
shoes,” Kenneth Cordier said. “�ey looked like real shoes, but they 
were mostly cardboard….But they looked good.” �e bag was a “black 
AWOL bag,” Hal Kushner recalled, “and it had things like Vietnamese 
cigarettes in it, Vietnamese toothpaste…little souvenirs.” 

“When we saw the hangars,” David Harker remembered, “and saw that 
C-141 with the wings down on the ground…your heart jumps up in
your throat.” “One by one our names were called,” Kenneth Cordier
stated, and the men “stepped forward, and saluted the U.S. Air Force
brigadier general.” �ey were saluting Brigadier General Russell
Ogan, who Hal Kushner described as a burly man with real meat on
him, a stark contrast to the emaciated POWs. Ogan’s o�cer assistants,
according to Jose Anzaldua, told the newly freed men to “‘walk very

More bittersweet and painful were the individualized �les created for 
each POW. �e records, according to Hal Kushner, “told you what 
happened to your family…guys lost their parents, and…their wives 
le� ’em….in my case, I was very fortunate. My parents were still alive. 
I was still married. I had had a son. My wife had had a baby in April of 
1968. And I knew that she was pregnant, but I didn’t know if he was a 
boy or a girl; if he had been born; if he was healthy….the �rst time I 
met my son was the week before his ��h birthday.” For others, the news 
served as a painful reminder that time refused to stand still during their 
incarceration. Everett Alverez stated, “When I �nally got back eight-and-
a-half years later, I had found out already that I was no longer married. 
She had remarried and had a family.” U.S. military o�cers broke the 
news to Joe Crecca personally. “Your wife divorced you,” they said. He 
was in complete shock. He asked when it happened, and they replied, 
“January, 1972.” She had remarried. Crecca thanked the o�cers for their 
time when they stated, “that’s not all of it…. Your father died.”

Re�ecting on the experience, Michael Brazelton stated, “Six years, seven 
months…. like the best years of your life. What years do you not want 
to be locked up? 24 to 31.” Hal Kushner tried not to dwell on the lost 
years. He said, “I don’t like to, you know, talk about the past. I want to 
look forward.” True to Kushner’s words, the former POWs set about 
shaping their lives and their nation’s future as free men. Such was the 
greatest expression of their newfound freedom.

Conclusion 
For all involved, the POW experience felt like a contradiction of time: 
while life marched forward for the rest of the world, the lives of POWs 
and their families were interrupted and paused. For prisoners, this 
suspension of time began with their capture. For those on the home 
front, it began with the arrival of a “Missing in Action” report. While 
Operation HOMECOMING brought resolution to the POWs and their 
loved ones, nothing could give back the days, months, and years lost. 
In the period of time between capture and reconciliation, loved ones 
anxiously hoped for catharsis. Some waited to see their loved ones 
again. Some did not. Still others wait to this day. 

*As of this writing, the Defense Prisoner of War/Missing in Action
Accounting Agency estimates a total of 1,588 Missing in Action from
Vietnam. Of those, 34 are presumed to have died in captivity.

briskly to that airplane.’” Anzaldua added, “�ey didn’t have to tell me 
twice.” As Michael Brazelton walked to the C-141, an airman took him 
by the arm, and Brazelton joked in recollection, “like I was gonna go 
somewhere else!”

Each aircra� carried soda, cigarettes, cigars, candy, and other 
enticements. “�ey had these real cute �ight nurses,” Hal Kushner 
wistfully remembered, “I know they picked ‘em. �ey were tall, all these 
tall girls… blonde, French twist haircuts.” One of the �ight attendants 
approached Kushner in his seat and told him, “‘We have anything you 
want on this airplane. We have a soda fountain, we have cigarettes, we 
have cigars….What do you want?’” He asked for a Coke with crushed 
ice. Finally, the gears came up, and Kenneth Cordier described the 
moment as “Pandemonium….Boy, we were cheering and hugging each 
other and carrying on. It was really something.” As the aircra� traveled 
skyward, Jose Anzaldua peered out the window at North Vietnam 
below. He said this was “the last time I ever saw North Vietnam. And I 
was glad. Very glad.” 

�e aircra� �ew to Clark Air Base in the Philippines, where a special 
wing on the top �oor of the base’s hospital was set aside for them. Over 
the next few days, they were provided medical treatment, reintroduced 
to regular food, briefed on their military bene�ts, and given a �nancial 
allowance to purchase any goods they needed at the Base Exchange, 
a retail store commonly found on United States military installations. 
From the hospital, the former POWs began reconnecting with the world 
as free men. Many POWs were unaware of the July 20, 1969 moon landing, 
or were unfamiliar with the concept of a “Super Bowl,” as the �rst game 
had been played in 1967. Michael Brazelton approached a large bank of 
telephones. He was told he could call anywhere he wanted. As it turned 
out, he had been released within a day of his mother’s birthday. When 
they spoke over the phone, he explained that he was sorry he “hadn’t 
written her in a while…I’ve been tied up.” �ey laughed. 

(Part 4 of 4)

Captain Allen Colby Brady holds “Today is the �rst day of the rest of your life,” a gift presented to him by the 
Enlisted Wives Club members. (Courtesy of National Archives) American service members cheer as the C-141 Starlifter takes o� from an air�eld near Hanoi. (Courtesy of National Archives)

Getting on that C-141 and having that feeling that you had descended into 
the dungeons…you’ve met the dragon, and you’ve won. You come home.

–Everett Alvarez

Hal Kushner shaking hands with Brigadier General Russell Ogan. Kushner later recalled that Ogan was “a big, burly Air 
Force brigadier general….the guy had breadth. He had meat on him. I mean, he had thickness that we didn’t have….and he 
had plump grey hair that had tonic on it. And we were like all straw, our hair was straw.” (Courtesy of Hal Kushner)
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capture dates, method of capture, and personal information of roughly 
256 prisoners to the tune of the nursery rhyme “Old MacDonald Had 
a Farm,” had revealed her brother was a prisoner. A�er three years of 
uncertainty, Virginia learned John was alive.

Virginia Nasmyth’s �erce desire to know the truth kept hope alive. In 
other cases, hope led to denial. Alice Stratton recalled, “I saw a man 
putting on his hat across the parking lot of the commissary store. 
�at one characteristic gesture brought back all the intense longing 
and hurt with a painful rush of emotion, and I found myself running 
for a few seconds to get a better look.” When she realized the man 
was not her husband, “[a]ll the tears of disappointment and sadness 
�owed again, as though I had only then heard the dreadful news of 
my husband’s capture.” 

Wives were sent their husband’s possessions. Some placed the items 
in their husband’s spaces believing they might return home at any 
moment. Others found the artifacts too painful, and discarded them. 
Following her husband’s capture, Andrea Rander stopped listening “to 
the tapes he made before he was captured. �e other night my younger 
daughter wanted to listen to them. I suddenly realized she couldn’t 
remember her daddy’s voice.” Lynda Gray reported she completed 
her grief a year following her husband’s capture, and reconciled that 
he had been killed. When she discovered her husband was alive and 
returning home soon, she said “I’ve ordered all of his things out of 
storage. I don’t know what he’d feel if he walked in here now. His 
clothes, his personal things aren’t here. I want him to feel he belongs 
here, to see his old football helmet, his toy soldiers.” Even personal 
letters took their toll. Eileen Cormier stated, “I’m lucky enough to get 
letters, and the military has furnished me with a complete analysis of 
my husband’s mental health…. �ree years ago they told me that he 
was deteriorating and wasn’t going to survive—which I thought was 
really groovy,” she sarcastically concluded.

A�er the �rst year, the “tears dried up,” Stratton said, but “depression 
was always there, buried, perhaps, but there until the �nal resolution.” 
As with the prisoners, loneliness became a companion while normalcy 
seemed a foreigner. “I had the worst times…when I was out with other 
couples. �at was when I really felt alone,” Nona Clarke reported. Like 
their imprisoned loved ones, “[w]e learned to cope with each day (or 

(Part 3 of 4)

�e Home Front

Following the moment their loved one was reported “Missing in 
Action,” POW families entered a state of uncertainty. Many existed in 
suspended disbelief, forced to put logic and reason aside and face the 
unknown armed only with hope, faith, and what little information 
they gleaned from the U.S. government, the media, and the distant 
possibility of hearing from their loved one through letter writing. 
Lynda Gray, whose husband was imprisoned for more than six years, 
referred to this time as “�e fear of hope.” Eileen Cormier, whose 
husband was held for more than seven years, stated, “We’re not 
divorced, not widowed, and we’re not really married either.” �e war 
made prisoners out of loved ones as well. 

“�ere is nothing to face,” June Nelson stated. “You can’t say he is 
dead and you can’t say he is alive.” �e families had little to go on 
beyond that their loved ones were unaccounted for. “�ere o�en were 
simply too few facts to know whether the man was dead or alive,” 
Alice Stratton stated. Stratton learned her husband had been shot 
down on January 5, 1967. Four months later she gained con�rmation 
that he was a prisoner of war from an unlikely source, she spotted 
his picture in an April 7, 1967 issue of Life magazine. He appeared 
“drugged or brainwashed.” �e image devastated her. Subsequently, 
Stratton avoided the news.

Just as there was no single POW experience, the same applied to 
those at home. For her part, Virginia Nasmyth ceased waiting. 
A�er the U.S. Air Force listed her brother, John Nasmyth, missing 
on September 4, 1966, Virginia waited three years and heard little 
during that time. She wrote letters to an address she had been given 
but received no response. In the latter half of 1969, Nasmyth traveled 
to Paris to speak with the North Vietnamese and see if John was 
alive. �e o�cial she spoke with proved evasive. When she told him 
her letters went unanswered, he gave her a new address. Even if her 
brother was alive, he told her it would not be fair to give the prisoners 
back, because North Vietnamese people were losing their lives in the 
war. Apart from an address of dubious worth, the o�cial was no help. 
It appeared she had made her trip to Paris in vain. By chance, she 
received a phone call a few hours later from her parents. Recently 
released prisoner Douglas Hegdahl, who had memorized the names, 

U.S. Navy Captain Robert Byron Fuller shares a moment with his wife, 
Mary Anne Fuller from his hospital suite. Mary Anne Fuller said, “For 
two years I lived in that limbo of saying ‘if ’ instead of ‘when.’ When the 
next war starts, I hope that from the �rst day a man is shot down and 
captured, a picture of him runs in the newspaper once a week. So that 
prisoners don’t come as a big surprise to the whole country �ve years after 
they have been shot down.” (Courtesy of National Archives)

A shot of the crowd at Clark Air Force Base, Philippines, as they wait for former 
prisoners of war to debark the C-141 Starlifter. (Courtesy of National Archives)

Wives place American �ags on the beds of returning prisoners of war. Divorce rates were signi�cantly higher for POWs than other veterans. Most divorces 
occurred within the �rst year of return. (Courtesy of National Archives)

I feel like I’m in a vacuum, a spectator on life. 
— Mary Anne Fuller

The POW Experience in the

moment) at a time, became involved with helping each other and in 
our community” to get out of what Stratton called their “ghetto of 
unhappiness.”

“People think the fact that your husband is missing is your only 
problem. �ey forget you are still living in a very real world and you 
have to put up with other very real problems,” Irene Davis stated. 
Time marched forward and the mundane a�airs of everyday life 
required tending, while even monumental achievements brought 
heavy emotion. “I think when we landed on the moon is when I went 
under,” Eileen Cormier recalled, “because we can land on the moon, 
but we can’t reach this man on the face of this earth.” Nevertheless, she 
fashioned a new life out of the experience. “All right, my husband has 
been gone �ve years,” she thought, “but have they been total wastes? 
Finally I was able to get my master’s [degree], which I couldn’t do 
[before] because we were always moving. Finally we have been able to 
save some money. Finally we have been able to get a home. You have 
to look for salvation in this.” For her part, Mary Ann Fuller found 
salvation in her children: “I have them every night to �x dinner for, 
I have them to love. It must be so hard for my husband because he 
doesn’t have them to touch,” she said.

Certain aspects of the home front’s experience mirrored that of the 
POWs’. Like the POW, families and loved ones found themselves 
suspended in time and, in particular ways, isolated from others. Hope, 
faith, resilience, community, and survival were their watchwords. As 
Lynda Gray poignantly noted, “Returned prisoners have told us that 
when you’re captured, you decide whether you’ll make it or not. �en 
everything goes toward that. �e same thing is true for the families. I 
must survive.”
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convinced his torturers that he was unable to read or write. His captors 
renamed him “the Incredibly Stupid One” and he was given nearly free 
rein of the camp therea�er. 

�ough there were several methods practiced, POWs strongly recalled “the 
rope” technique. Ropes pulled the prisoner’s arms behind him to squeeze 
his elbows together in an unnatural position. �e torturer then placed their 
foot between the prisoner’s shoulder blades, and used leverage to draw their 
arms back. �is placed intense pressure on the prisoner’s lungs and shoulder 
joints, depriving them of breath and occasionally dislocating their shoulders. 
According to Kenneth Cordier, once you had screamed “loud enough 
and long enough..�ey’d loosen the ropes and resume the interrogation.” 
Unfortunately, once the ropes were released, the pressure eased and blood 
rushed back into the prisoner’s distended limbs and joints, which awakened 
the nerves and caused the intense pain to begin anew.

Prisoners broke. On his ninth day of torture, Murphy Neal Jones stated he 
“signed a written confession….And it said: I condemn the United States 
government for its aggressive war against the Democratic Republic of 
Vietnam. Two: I have encroached upon the airspace of the Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam. �ree: I am a war criminal. And four: I have 
received humane and lenient treatment from the Vietnamese people 
and government.”

Tap Code
Isolated from one another in individual cells, the POWs invented the 
“Tap Code” to communicate, stay resilient, and maintain morale. In sharp 
de�ance of torture and interrogation, they brazenly transmitted the code 
to each other by carving it on the underside of the prisoner’s side of the 
interrogation table. Everett Alvarez stated “Our interdependence on each 
other; tapping, using that tap code where you tap on the wall, keeping each 
other’s spirits going; keeping each other aware of what’s happening” de�ned 
their reliance on one another. Human connection, resilience, and dignity 
were maintained through taps and scratches against walls that separated 
and isolated them.

POWs were generally malnourished and denied access to medicine. 
Subsequently, illnesses became common throughout the camps. One such 
malady was known as “prickly heat.” �is condition was caused by blocked 
sweat glands, and owed its existence to the grime covering the prisoners’ skin 
and Vietnam’s sti�ing heat and humidity. In one instance, the POWs tapped 
out requests to communally join blankets and form a mat so the a�icted 
might sleep on a more comfortable surface. �e prisoners passed the blankets 
during their brief periods together. When it became his turn, Kenneth Cordier 
tapped out: “When does this stop?” �e response epitomized their morbid 
humor: “When it covers from your head to your toes.”

Imprisonment became a test of wills between the powerful and the 
powerless. As David Harker noted, “It takes a lot of courage; but 
sometimes without the ri�e it takes even more courage. And we found 
that out living in that POW camp. To be able to �ght them without any 
weapons, just our mind and our words.”

as the POW’s toilet. �e box loudspeaker piped in propaganda in the 
morning, a�ernoon, and evening. �e recordings were written by the 
North Vietnamese Army and read by Trịnh �ị Ngọ, known colloquially 
as Hanoi Hannah. Her programs usually consisted of naming newly 
killed or imprisoned U.S. service members and playing popular anti-war 
songs in an attempt to persuade the imprisoned of the war’s immorality. 

With little to do in the hot summer months, most of the camp took naps 
in the middle of the day—including the guards. Prisoners were le� to �ll 
the long hours in their cells. Red McDaniel pondered in retrospect, “Can 
you imagine living in a vacuum for six years? �e only thing we had was 
what we brought in in our hearts and our minds. And for the �rst time 
in my life, in captivity I got serious about academics….I learned some 
French, Spanish, German, some Russian; committed to memory some 65 
di�erent poems.”

Kenneth Cordier made peace over a year into his ordeal.“I was sitting 
on my board one day,” he said, “And it just came to me like a revelation, 
the words ‘�is is your life. Make big things out of little things; do things  
in as much detail as you can; learn to communicate’….And above all, 
‘Be optimistic.’” 

Torture
“We were war criminals. �ey told me that early on, and to forget about 
the Geneva Convention and stu�; that we were criminals and we would be 
treated as criminals,” Hal Kushner stated. �e term “criminal” �lled the 
POW’s throat with bile. �e Viet Cong and North Vietnamese referred to 
them as Criminals of War, or “COW.”

U.S. POWs were tortured. �ose tortured recalled similar techniques and 
experiences. �e earliest and most readily available evidence occurred in 
1966 when POW Jeremiah Denton blinked out the letters T-O-R-T-U-R-E 
in Morse code while being interviewed for a propaganda �lm. Many POWs 
asserted that torture suddenly ceased in 1969 following Ho Chi Minh’s 
death, though speculation still remains as to why the practice ended.

“You hear the guards coming. And you hear the jangle of the keys . . . . when 
it was your door, your throat just dropped. I mean, it just dropped to the 
pit of your stomach,” Everett Alvarez stated. �e POWs agreed to a code 
of conduct, Michael Brazelton recalled, “You just stand it as long as you 
can. And when you �nally give up, you really give up. Your will is broken.” 
Torture’s purpose is to break the human spirit and gain intelligence; it is 
more e�cient at the former than the latter. POWs frequently lied to their 
interrogators. “I made up the next targets,” Richard Stratton stated. “I 
gave ’em the three targets that we were told that we would never be able 
to hit because there were Russians or Chinese there.” Douglas Hedgahl 

(Part 2 of 4)

Imprisonment
To many who served in Vietnam, the war was a measure of time. Hours, 
days, and months became markers to track the deployment to its end. To 
the POW, the “end” existed both as an abstract and concrete goal. With 
their life’s rhythms dictated by the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese, 
hunger, sickness, despair, resilience, inner strength, and their fellow 
prisoners accompanied them through the listless monotony of day-to-
day imprisonment.

Conditions in South Vietnam jungle camps were worse than in the North’s 
prisons. Prisoners were deprived of medicine and given little food, which 
usually consisted of rice and manioc (a starchy root similar to a yam). 
Faced with starvation, Jose Anzaldua decided, “Anything that I could �nd 
to eat I would eat, be it rats, bats, anything…to include maggots that were 
in ground toilet (sic).” �ough their captors sometimes executed POWs, 
malnutrition and disease were the primary causes of death. David Harker 
recalled that he buried six POWs within a three-to-four-month period: 
“Cannon died…And then we buried Top next. And then we buried Bob 
Sherman. �en we buried William David Port. And then in November 
of ’68 we…buried Edwin Russell Grissett, 1st Force Recon Marine. And 
then January 4th Fred Burns died. He was a Marine PFC, youngest guy—
he was 18 when he was captured, he was 19 when we buried him.”

Following his transfer from the South Vietnamese jungle camps to the 
North Vietnamese prison, Hal Kushner said, “I gained weight. . . .when 
I got to Plantation I weighed 44 kilos, which is like 90-some pounds. At 
the Plantation we got two meals a day: Hot water, a little piece of French 
bread, and this soup we called pumpkin soup….I mean, it was really a 
lot easier than the jungle. It was a jail….In the summertime it was 120 
degrees and….In the wintertime is was cold and dank. But it was nothing 
like the jungle.” �e North Vietnamese rotated between pumpkin and 
cabbage soup every six months, and David Harker recalled occasionally 
the POWs received “canned meat from downtown. It was the People’s 
Republic, so we had a little protein in our diet.” Since North Vietnam 
needed the POWs as bargaining chips in peace negotiations, the prisoners 
sardonically referred to their dietary improvements as “gastropolitics.”  

In North Vietnam prison camps, a loud gong signaled wakeup and bed 
time. In the morning before breakfast, the POWs emptied their bucket 
and took a brief wash in �lthy water. From there, Kenneth Cordier 
stated the prison’s rhythms revolved around the “�ve Bs.” Boards, a 
bare lightbulb, brick, a bucket and a box loudspeaker were all that made 
up their cells. �e prisoners slept on crude boards without cushion. A 
perpetually lit lightbulb hung from the ceiling. �e need for continual 
light owed to the brick from which the cells were made, which blocked 
out the outside world and with it, any natural light. �e bucket served 

�e Hanoi Hilton jail where American POWs were held captive. Following their release, the Air Force took aerial photographs of all North Vietnamese POW 
compounds: “the Plantation,” “the Zoo,” “the Dog Patch,” “Alcatraz,” “Little Vegas.” (Courtesy of National Archives)

Following a prescribed introduction, POWs tapped out the row and column. 
Tap three times, pause, then two times for “M.” Tap twice, pause, then four 
times for “I.” Tap one time, pause, then three times for “C/K.” Tap one time, 
pause, then �ve times for “E” to spell out “Mike.” Just as with modern texting, 
tappers used shorthand for common expressions. �e term GBU meant “God 
Bless You.” (Courtesy of National Archives)

Torture was not our major enemy. Our major enemy was whiling away the 
minutes, the hours, the days, the weeks, the years. 

— Eugene “Red” McDaniel

Illustrations of the rope torture technique, as drawn by Navy Captain 
Mike McGrath. (Courtesy of the United States Naval Institute)
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Introduction
While examining twentieth century U.S. Prisoners of War, Colonel R. 
J. Ursano, M.D., sagely remarked “�ere is no one POW experience.”
Vietnam War POWs made up a miniscule fraction of total war
casualties. Of the roughly 2.59 million veterans who served in
Southeast Asia, the U.S. Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency
estimates 684 Prisoners of War returned alive and 37 more escaped
captivity. Vietnam produced far fewer POWs than the Korean War or
World War II, yet, for their part, Vietnam POWs experienced longer
lengths of imprisonment. It was common for POWs to spend well
over one or even two thousand days in con�nement, equaling �ve
or more years; several prisoners endured more than eight years in
captivity. �e majority were o�cers and downed pilots. U.S. POW
returnees included 332 Air Force, 149 Navy, 121 Army, and 28 Marine
Corps servicemen, in addition to 54 civilians. �e following narrative
is drawn from the recollections of POWs and their loved ones.

Capture
Capture marked the transition from freedom to imprisonment, and 
occurred violently over the span of a few brief and terrifying minutes. 
Tension, fear, uncertainty, and the pervasive knowledge that execution 
may be imminent de�ned this moment. 

On August 5, 1964, Everett Alvarez thought to himself, “Good God. 
We’re going to war. �is is war. I mean, we’re gonna go in and hit a 
base.” Suddenly, his aircra� was hit. He thought, “Oh God. My poor 
wife. My mom. What are they gonna do?” He ejected and hit the water. 
Not long a�er, North Vietnamese soldiers pulled up in �shing boats. 
�ey all had ri�es. 

Parachuting to the earth, Joe Crecca saw an amorphous mass below 
him, a “black thing as a changing shape.” As he drew closer he realized, 
“it’s a horde of people…. and…actually they’re moving towards where 
I’m gonna land.” He thought, “I want my mommy.” 

Jose Anzaldua ran out of ammunition. “[My] M16 was gone, M79 
rounds were gone, the grenades were gone, .45 rounds were gone.” 
�ere he lay, his South Vietnamese Kit Carson Scout with him. 
Anzaldua had told him to �ee, but the man refused. “And they just 
overran us,” Anzaldua said. “�ey picked me up,” he said, and his 

stand. He had been wounded in several places during the �re�ght. 
He quietly sang the Marine Corps hymn. He got up and, step by step, 
Anzaldua walked to a prisoner of war camp deep in the jungle near 
the South Vietnam-Laos border. As weak and bad as his condition 
had le� him, when Anzaldua saw the other POWs he gasped. “�ey 
looked absolutely emaciated. I mean—I knew they were Americans….
�ey were grinning at me.” Anzaldua grinned back.

�e Viet Cong o�en constructed their ad hoc prisons in South 
Vietnam under the jungle canopy to prevent U.S. pilots locating them 
from the air. Smoke generated from the camps ran through a lengthy 
underground pipe that slowly dissipated the vapors, �zzling them out 
before they rose high enough to be seen from the sky. 

Many captured pilots downed inside North Vietnam were paraded 
in front of civilians before their incarceration. �e prisoners were 
blindfolded and thrown into the back of a vehicle, and the North 
Vietnamese stopped “in every village and hamlet.” �en, according 
to Richard Stratton the call went out: “�ey’d say, ‘Hey, we got one. 
Come on out and have free whacks.’” Michael Brazelton had a similar 
experience, “�ey led me on a trail for 20 minutes or so until I came 
to a dirt road…. And a bunch of people were gathered around there. 
And they stood me in front of one of the jeeps. And the man in charge 
of the crowd started giving a speech…. �ey were brandishing some 
farm implements in the background, a machete occasionally. �ey 
were throwing mud at me.” Civilians jeered, spit upon, and threw or 
swung objects at the prisoners. Here, before Vietnamese civilians, was 
proof of North Vietnamese strength and U.S. vulnerability. 

Depending on where they were captured, prisoners were taken to jungle 
camps in South Vietnam or prisons in North Vietnam. �e prisoners in 
North Vietnam named their detention facilities: “the Plantation,” “the 
Zoo,” “the Dog Patch,” “Alcatraz,” “Little Vegas.” However, none were 
more famous than Hỏa Lò Prison, the “Hanoi Hilton.”

captors made both men lie in camou�aged fox holes, which completely 
concealed them underground. 

Murphy Neal Jones staggered to his feet following his parachute 
landing. He had two pistols on him. As he looked up, he said it 
appeared as if 100 North Vietnamese soldiers were running toward 
him. “I cocked the pistol and levelled down.” �en, the futility of the 
situation overwhelmed him. As one of the NVA soldiers came toward 
him, Jones accepted his fate and said, “I decided I wasn’t John Wayne, 
and uncocked it, stuck the pistol butt toward him.” He then attempted 
to raise his arms over his head. �at’s when he realized his le� arm 
was broken. Jones was made doubly aware of the injury when another 
soldier came up and “put it in a hammer lock.”

�ey stuck a knife up to Joe Crecca’s throat. He felt the blade saw 
across his neck and a blanket of calm overtook him. “I thought, very 
matter-of-factly, they’re going to cut my head o�.” Years a�er his 
release, physicians told Crecca, “You were going into shock.” As it 
turned out, the blade was pointing away from his neck. “�ey were 
cutting my chin strap o�.” 

�e North Vietnamese Army and Viet Cong frequently cut the POWs 
from their clothing using knives or machetes. �ey were unfamiliar 
with pilot’s zippers and straps. Rather than unzip them, they cut them 
o�. �ey also took the prisoners’ boots; it was di�cult to �ee while 
barefoot. 

Michael Brazelton felt the nylon tape stretch around his neck, and 
looked up at the giant oak tree above him. In another circumstance, 
the oak tree’s sturdy branches might have provided comfort. Now, 
however, they loomed ominously. “�ey’re gonna hang me,” he 
thought. Next he felt a jerk on the rope. Curiously, “It wasn’t a jerk 
up; it was a jerk forward.” �is was not a noose, but a leash. “�ey 
were leading me.”

On the surface above the camou�aged foxhole he had been placed in 
Anzualda saw U.S. Marines who, unaware, “walked right over top of 
us.” From inside the hole, soldiers armed with AK-47s �anked him 
on both sides. Once the Marines departed, Jose Anzaldua’s guards 
chambered a round and put the AK-47 to his head. �ey demanded 
he walk or they would kill him. As evidence of their intent, they 
executed the Kit Carson Scout. Anzaldua was not sure he could 

The POW Experience in the

(Part 1 of 4)

U.S. Navy Lieutenant Commander Richard Stratton in his prison cell in 
North Vietnam. Stratton was shot down on January 5, 1967 and released 
on March 4, 1973. (Courtesy of National Archives)

 U.S. Navy Seaman Douglas Hegdahl standing in the courtyard of a North 
Vietnamese prison holding a broom. Hegdahl fooled his captors into believing 
he was a person with an intellectual disability. He was released in 1969, and 
promptly informed U.S. military o�cials of the whereabouts and circumstances 
of more than 250 POWs in captivity (Courtesy of the National Archives)

Prisoners of war were paraded before North Vietnamese citizens. In this photo, U.S. Air Force Captain Murphy Neal Jones stands in the bed of a truck as he is 
paraded around Hanoi. He said “�ere was a bamboo pole about three feet back from the cab. I had to stand up holding on to that, and….And we took about an 
hour tour through the city.” (Courtesy of National Archives)

And then a Viet [Cong] started beating my side of the bushes. And when he 
got in front of me he yelled. And I knew—the jig was up. 

— Michael Brazelton

1. The poster describes the moment of capture.  
a. What experiences were common to the POWs in the moment of capture? 
b. What resonated with you about these moments and why?  

2. Describe what imprisonment looked like for U.S. POWs. 
a. What were the conditions? 

While examining twentieth century U.S. Prisoners of War, Colonel R. J. Ursano, M.D., sagely remarked “There is 
no one POW experience.”  Though Vietnam produced far fewer POWs than the Korean War or World War II, for 
their part, Vietnam POWs experienced longer lengths of imprisonment.  It was common for POWs to spend well 
over one or even two thousand days in confinement, equaling five or more years; several prisoners endured more 
than eight years in captivity.  The majority were officers and downed pilots.  U.S. POW returnees included 332 Air 
Force, 149 Navy, 121 Army, and 28 Marine Corps servicemen, in addition to 54 civilians.  The following Poster is a 
description of the POW Experience in Vietnam and is drawn from the recollections of POWs and their loved ones.

Question Prompts
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b. What types of food were they given?  
c. How did the conditions and experiences of those held captive in the South differ from those held captive 
in the North? 

3. Why were the U.S. POWs tortured?  
a. How did they handle it?  
b. How effective do you think torture was in Vietnam?

4. What were the experiences of POW wives, mothers, and their children?  
a. How did they cope with their loved one’s captivity?  
b. What were some of their reactions?  

5. You are a POW who has been released after eight years of captivity.  Imagine the world you knew eight years 
ago.  

a. What would be different about the United States from eight years ago?  
b. What would be some of the difficulties readjusting to life after captivity?  

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/

Alexandra Vasiliadis, Social Studies teacher at Newton High School in New York, initiates Vietnam War lessons as 
part of the school’s pacing calendar. 
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At least four servicewomen were awarded the Purple Heart for injuries 
sustained while serving in Vietnam: Air Force Captains Mariana Grant 
and Camilla Wagner, Army First Lieutenant Sharon Lane, who died from 
shrapnel wounds, and Army Specialist Fifth Class Sheron Green. In 1970, 
Army Specialist Fifth Class Karen O�utt rescued Vietnamese adults and 
children from a �re near her Tan Son Nhut quarters at the risk of her own life. 
A recommendation for the Soldier’s Medal was downgraded to a Certi�cate 
of Achievement; reexamination of the circumstances in 2001 resulted in the 
belated award of the Soldier’s Medal. Chief Warrant O�cer �ree Doris 
“Lucki” Allen, who served three tours in Vietnam from 1967 to 1970, served 
�rst as a Specialist Seventh Class senior intelligence analyst, Army Operations 
Center, Long Binh, South Vietnam. In a report 50,000 Chinese, she 
informed her supervisors about a large number of Chinese troops amassing 
30 days before the January 1968 Tet O�ensive. “Unfortunately,” she stated, 
“the report fell on deaf ears.” In her second tour, she held the position of 
Supervisor, Security Division, O�ce of the Assistant Chief of Sta�, Security, 
Plans, and Operations, Headquarters, 1st Logistical Command, South 
Vietnam. In 1970, Specialist Seventh Class Allen was appointed to Warrant 
O�cer and assigned as the O�cer in Charge of the Translation Branch, 

Combined Document Exploitation 
Center, Saigon, South Vietnam. 
Her extraordinary contributions, 
leadership, and sel�ess service in 
each Vietnam assignment earned 
her the Bronze Star with 2 Oak Leaf 
clusters. In 2009, Chief Warrant 
O�cer �ree Allen was inducted 
into the Military Intelligence Corps 
Hall of Fame.

�e courage and ability American 
servicewomen demonstrated before 
and during the Vietnam War helped 
convince U.S. leaders to improve 
women’s standing in the military.  
Prior to the war, women had limited 
opportunities for advancement to 
higher ranks. In November 1967, 
Congress passed Public Law 90-130, 
which eliminated rank ceilings for 
women and lifted the two percent 
restriction on the number of women 

Dedicated in 1993, the Vietnam Women’s Memorial, located on the National 
Mall, Washington, D.C., serves as a lasting tribute to the servicewomen 
of the Vietnam War. A short distance across the Potomac River stands the 
Women In Military Service For America Memorial. Dedicated in 1997 at 
the gateway to Arlington National Cemetery, this memorial highlights the 
service, sacri�ce, and valor of American military women who served not 
only during the Vietnam War, but throughout American history. 

Women’s Army Corps (WAC) Director Colonel Elizabeth P. Hoisington meets cadre members of the WAC Detachment, Long Binh, South Vietnam, October 1967. Left to 
right, Specialist Fourth Class Rhynell M. Stoabs, Sergeant First Class Betty J. Benson (Acting First Sergeant), Colonel Hoisington, Captain Peggy E. Ready, Staff Sergeant 
Edith L. Efferson, and Private First Class Patricia C. Pewitt. U.S. Army photo.

Many servicewomen were given meritorious service awards, wartime 
citations, and decorations for their work during the Vietnam War.

line o�cers and enlisted personnel who could serve. Elizabeth P. Hoisington, 
Women’s Army Corps (WAC) Director, was promoted to brigadier general 
on June 11, 1970.* On July 16, 1971, Jeanne M. Holm was promoted 
to brigadier general, the �rst Air Force woman to achieve that rank. She 
became the �rst woman in the U.S. Armed Forces to attain the rank of 
major general on June 1, 1973. After the Vietnam War, Fran McKee became 
the �rst Navy woman line o�cer to be promoted to the rank of rear admiral 
(lower half ) on June 1, 1976. Nearly two years later, on May 11, 1978, the 
Marine Corps appointed Margaret A. Brewer to brigadier general.  

As a result of personnel shortages, the important contributions of military 
women during the Vietnam War, and the transition to an all-volunteer force, 
more career �elds and educational and leadership opportunities became 
available to servicewomen. Women began serving in previously restricted 
combat-related areas aboard surface warfare ships and in aircraft as pilots 
and navigators. Military accession and personnel policies regarding women 
also changed which opened the door for future educational and leadership 
opportunities. Women obtained the right to join reserve o�cer training 
programs and receive appointments to the service academies. �ey were 
also allowed to remain in the military after becoming pregnant.

First Sergeant Marion C. Crawford, Women’s Army Corps (WAC) Detachment, 
Vietnam, stands retreat with the WAC Drill Team, Tan Son Nhut Air Base, 
Saigon, South Vietnam, January 1967. U.S. Army photo.

Carmen P. Marshall is promoted to Lieutenant, U.S. Navy Medical Service Corps, 
while serving as a laboratory officer aboard the USS Repose on the South China 
Sea, off the coast of South Vietnam, January 1968. Left to right, Captain James 
M. Campbell, U.S. Navy, Commander, USS Repose, Lieutenant Marshall, and 
Captain Herbert Markowitz, U.S. Navy Medical Corps, Commander, Naval 
Hospital, USS Repose. Carmen P. (Marshall) Adams photo.

Woman Marine Sergeant Doris L. Denton receives the Joint Service 
Commendation Medal from Major General Richard F. Shaffer, Assistant 
Chief of Staff, Strategic Plans and Policy, Saigon, South Vietnam, March 5, 
1969. First Sergeant Doris Denton photo.

Women’s Army Corps (WAC) Specialist 
Seventh Class Doris “Lucki” Allen 
served as a senior intelligence analyst in 
Long Binh and Saigon, South Vietnam, 
from 1967 to 1970. Women’s Memorial 
Foundation Collection. 

References can be found on �e United States of America Vietnam War 
Commemoration website http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/.

*Military nurses were promoted to general/�ag rank in the early 1970’s. 

Retired Air Force Brigadier General Wilma L. Vaught, Vietnam War veteran and 
president of the Women’s Memorial Foundation, presents remarks at the Women  
In Military Service For America Memorial at Arlington National Cemetery,  
May 22, 2013. Photograph by Corporal Christofer P. Baines, U.S. Marine Corps.

U.S. Servicewomen in the

Flowers and momentos left at the Vietnam Women’s Memorial in Washington, 
D.C. on Veterans Day, 2010. Photograph by Fred W. Baker III, Department  
of Defense. 
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Women line o�cers, sta� o�cers, and enlisted personnel performed 
a range of military occupational specialties in the Army, Navy, Air 
Force, and Marine Corps. All of the women who served in Vietnam 
volunteered for military service. 

Captain Nancy J. Jurgevich assumes command of the Women’s Army Corps (WAC) Detachment, Vietnam, Long Binh, South Vietnam, October 16, 1968. Left to right: an 
unidentified WAC servicewoman, First Sergeant Katherine Herney receiving the WAC Detachment guidon, Captain Joanne P. Murphy, Commanding Officer (outgoing)  
and Captain Jurgevich. Lieutenant Colonel Nancy Jurgevich photo.

Lieutenant Elizabeth G. Wylie was the �rst female line o�cer in the 
Navy selected to serve in Vietnam. In June 1967, she arrived in Saigon 
and was assigned to the Command Information Center, Naval Forces 
Command. She was responsible for reports, including brie�ngs to 
visiting elected o�cials, dignitaries, and journalists. Seven additional 
Navy women line o�cers were assigned to Vietnam between 1968 and 
1973. Five o�cers were assigned to the Naval Forces Command sta� in 
Saigon and two served at the Naval Support Activity in Cam Ranh Bay.  

Commander Elizabeth Barrett was the highest ranking female naval 
line o�cer to serve in Vietnam. Arriving in Saigon in January 1972, she 
became the Navy’s �rst woman o�cer to hold a command in a combat 
zone. She commanded the Naval Advisory Group from November 
1972 to March 1973, supervising several hundred personnel.  

Another important step for women in the U.S. Navy occurred during 
the Vietnam War era outside the theater of operations. In September 
1972, two women line o�cers and 32 enlisted women were selected 
for a yearlong pilot program serving aboard the hospital ship USS 
Sanctuary as members of its crew. Lieutenant Junior Grade Ann Kerr 
served as an administrative assistant, and Ensign Rosemary Nelson was 
assigned as a supply o�cer. �eir service quali�ed them to be O�cers of 
the Deck. �e enlisted women performed their duties exceptionally in 
deck, administration, operations, and supply departments. Additional 
enlisted women were assigned to the ship’s hospital sta�.

�e �rst Woman Marine assigned to Vietnam was Master Sergeant 
Barbara J. Dulinsky. She arrived in March 1967 and was stationed at 
MACV combat operations center in Saigon. Between 1967 and 1973, 
eight o�cers and 28 enlisted Women Marines served in Vietnam. �ey 
were assigned to administrative billets within MACV headquarters 

Woman Marine Staff Sergeant Ermelinda Salazar was nominated for the 1970 Unsung 
Heroine Award presented annually by the Ladies Auxiliary to the Veterans of Foreign 
Wars. Staff Sergeant Ermelinda Salazar, determined to help the children of the  
St. Vincent de Paul Orphanage in Saigon, South Vietnam, in her off-duty hours, holds 
two of the youngsters, June 1970. U.S. Marine Corps photo, National Archives.

in Saigon. Many worked with the Marine Corps Personnel Section 
on the sta� of the Commander, Naval Forces, Vietnam. �e section 
provided administrative support to Marines stationed throughout the 
combat zone. Other Women Marines, such as Lieutenant Colonels  
Ruth J. O’Holleran and Ruth F. Reinholz, and Sta� Sergeant  
Ermelinda Salazar, served with the Military History Branch, Secretary, 
Joint Sta�, MACV. 

�ere are numerous instances of military servicewomen  
volunteering during their o�-duty time to help the local South 
Vietnamese civilian population. An excellent example is Woman 
Marine Sta� Sergeant Ermelinda Salazar. In 1970 she was recognized 
for her leadership and tireless work on behalf of Vietnamese  
orphans at the St. Vincent DePaul orphanage in Saigon. On her 
days o�, she volunteered at the orphanage, facilitated quality care by 
initiating a donation drive, and motivated other Marines to volunteer 
at the facility. She was nominated for the 1970 Unsung Heroine Award 
sponsored by the Veterans of Foreign Wars Auxiliary. In the same year 
she was awarded the Vietnamese Service Medal by the Republic of 
Vietnam for her philanthropic work. Sta� Sergeant Salazar was also 
awarded the Joint Service Commendation Medal for performance of 
her duties while serving with the Military History Branch. 

Commander Elizabeth Barrett was the highest-ranking woman naval line 
officer to serve in South Vietnam, and the first woman naval line officer to  
hold a command in a combat zone, serving as Commanding Officer of the 
Naval Advisory Group’s 450 enlisted men at Saigon from November 1972 to 
March 1973. U.S. Navy photo.

Women’s Army Corps (WAC) Detachment, Vietnam, cadre at Bien Hoa Airport on 
the occasion of the first commanding officer’s departure from South Vietnam, October 
1967. Front row, left to right, Private First Class Patricia C. Pewitt and Specialist 
Fourth Class Rhynell M. Stoabs. Back row, left to right, Staff Sergeant Edith L. 
Efferson, Sergeant First Class Betty J. Benson, Captain Joanne P. Murphy, (second 
Commanding Officer WAC Detachment, Vietnam, 1967-1968), Captain Peggy E. 
Ready (first Commanding Officer WAC Detachment, Vietnam, 1966-1967), and 
First Sergeant Marion C. Crawford. Vietnam Women Veterans, Incorporated photo. 

Women’s Army Corps (WAC) Specialist Fifth Class Marlene A. Bowen, of the U.S. 
Army 1st Aviation Brigade, comforts a young child at the Tan Mai Orphanage, 
Long Binh, South Vietnam, November 1971. Master Sergeant Marlene A. Bowen-
Grissett photo. Vietnam Women Veterans, Incorporated.

U.S. Servicewomen in the

Master Sergeant Barbara J. Dulinsky, who volunteered for duty in South  
Vietnam, became the first Woman Marine ordered to a combat zone when she 
reported to the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV) in Saigon on 
March 18, 1967. Women’s Memorial Foundation Collection. 
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U.S. Servicewomen in the

The first five enlisted Women in the Air Force (WAF) and the fourth WAF officer to be assigned to Vietnam arrive at Tan Son Nhut Air Base, South Vietnam. Left to 
right: two unidentified U.S. Air Force personnel, Lieutenant Colonel June H. Hilton, Airman First Class Carol J. Hornick, Airman First Class Rita M. Pitcock, Staff 
Sergeant Barbara J. Snavely, Airman First Class Shirley J. Brown, and Airman First Class Eva M. Nordstrom. June 1967, U.S. Air Force photo, National Archives.

Women line o�cers, sta� o�cers, 
and enlisted personnel performed 
a range of military occupational 
specialties in the Army, Navy, 
Air Force, and Marine Corps. 
All of the women who served in 
Vietnam volunteered for military 
service. More volunteered to 
serve in Vietnam than there were 
available positions. Military 
leaders, senior women line 
o�cers included, were reluctant 
to send women to Vietnam. 

Military women were not 
permitted or trained to carry 
weapons at the time, though 
they were regularly under threat 
of enemy attack while carrying 
out their duties. On bases they 
endured hardships like their male 
counterparts, and were often 

under �re from rockets and mortars. Women served in headquarters, 
sta� assignments, operations groups, and information o�ces. �ey 
performed in a variety of clerical, intelligence, medical specialist, and 
personnel positions. With their sister servicewomen in the continental 
United States (CONUS), Hawaii, Japan, Korea, Okinawa, �ailand, 
and the Philippines, they demonstrated extraordinary professionalism 
and belief in the importance of service during wartime.  

In March 1962, Major Anne Marie Doering, a Women’s Army Corps 
(WAC) plans o�cer, became the �rst woman sta� o�cer assigned to 
Vietnam as a member of the United States Military Assistance Advisory 
Group in Saigon. Major Doering had been born in Vietnam and spoke 
Vietnamese and French �uently. In January 1965, Major Kathleen 
I. Wilkes and Sergeant First Class Betty L. Adams became the �rst 
two U.S. WAC advisers to the newly formed Republic of Vietnam 
Women’s Armed Forces Corps (WAFC). With their leadership and 
command experience they assisted the WAFC Director and sta� in 

Women in the United States military during the Vietnam War held 
diverse and important roles supporting the war mission. Many 
servicewomen stationed in the combat zone served with distinction.

Major General Jeanne M. Holm: “Women o�cers served primarily 
in noncombat �elds such as supply, aircraft maintenance, public 
a�airs, personnel, intelligence, photo interpretation, meteorology, 
and administration. Enlisted Air Force women served primarily 
in administrative, clerical, personnel, data processing, and supply 
occupations.”  

Air Force women throughout CONUS and the Far East were essential 
to air operations in the Vietnam War. Women served in Strategic 
Air Command supporting bomber units. �ey served in Military 
Airlift Command preparing personnel, supplies, ammunition, and 
equipment for airlift to Vietnam. Others served in the Air Force 
Communications Service that provided global communication links 
critical during every phase of the war.  An estimated 144 line o�cers 
and 95 enlisted women of the U.S. Air Force served in Vietnam. 

developing systems for recruiting, training, and assigning enlisted 
South Vietnamese WAFC personnel and o�cer candidates.

From 1965 on, WAC o�cers, noncommissioned o�cers, and enlisted 
women served in a variety of capacities at Military Assistance 
Command, Vietnam (MACV) headquarters, support commands, 
and United States Army, Vietnam (USARV) headquarters. �eir roles 
included administration, �nance, intelligence, logistics, plans and 
training, and legal and civil a�airs occupation specialties. In September 
1966, the WAC Detachment, Vietnam, led by Captain Peggy E. Ready 
and First Sergeant Marion C. Crawford was established at USARV 
headquarters, Saigon. �e unit had an average strength of 90 enlisted 
women, mostly clerk typists and stenographers. It relocated with 
the command to Long Binh Post in 1967. Approximately 700 WAC 
personnel served in Vietnam during the war.   

In June 1967, Lieutenant Colonel June H. Hilton and the �rst 
contingent of Air Force women arrived in Saigon for duty at MACV 
headquarters. �ey were followed shortly by Air Force servicewomen 
of the 7th Air Force headquarters, assigned to Tan Son Nhut, Bien Hoa, 
and Cam Ranh Air Bases and several air bases in �ailand. Examples 
of Air Force servicewomen assignments in Vietnam, as described by 

Women in the Air Force (WAF) First Lieutenant Camilla L. Wagner, a member 
of the 377th Supply Squadron and the only WAF supply officer in Vietnam, 
operates the UNIVAC 1050-II computer, Tan Son Nhut Air Base, South Vietnam, 
February 1968. U.S. Air Force photo, National Archives. 

Women’s Army Corps (WAC) Staff Sergeant Carol A. Ogg, a member of the  
U.S. Army 509th Radio Research Group, and Specialist Fifth Class Jo Wilson 
in front of the Medford Bachelor Enlisted Quarters, Saigon, South Vietnam, 1970. 
Sergeant First Class Carol Ogg photo. 

Women’s Army Corps (WAC) Sergeant 
Evelyn Ford, an adviser to the South 
Vietnamese Women Armed Forces Corps, 
in the aftermath of the TET offensive, 
Saigon, South Vietnam, 1968. Sergeant 
First Class Carol Ogg photo.

Women in the Air Force (WAF) Captain Mary Marsh advises her Vietnamese 
counterparts, Lieutenant Do Thi Dong-Thao (foreground), Staff Sergeant  
Ly Thi Oanh (top) and Staff Sergeant Luc Thi Huc, June 1968. Captain Marsh  
is the first WAF assigned to the Air Force Advisory Group and functions in a  
dual role—personnel adviser to the Vietnamese Air Force and adviser to the  
Vietnamese Women’s Armed Forces Corps. U.S. Air Force photo, National Archives

Aerial view of Tan Son Nhut Air Base, South Vietnam. This air base was 
utilized by Army, Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps units throughout the 
Vietnam War. October 1972, U.S. Air Force photo, National Archives. 

1. Prior to the Vietnam War, what types of roles were permitted for women serving in the military?  
a. Were these roles based on gender or something else?  
b. How difficult was it to be given exemption from those policies?  
c. During the war, what type of support was provided for women to excel?

2. Women line officers, staff officers, and enlisted personnel performed a range of military occupational 
specialties in the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps.  All women who served in Vietnam volunteered for 
military service.  

a. Why do you think women volunteered for the war?  

Women in the United States military during the Vietnam War held diverse and important roles supporting the 
war mission.  Many servicewomen stationed in the combat zone served with distinction. Women line officers, staff 
officers, and enlisted personnel performed a range of military occupational specialties in the Army, Navy, Air Force, 
and Marine Corps.

Question Prompts
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b. Were there circumstances in American society that may have encouraged women to enlist?
3. Women served in Vietnam in every branch of the U.S. Armed Forces.  In each branch, women were able to rise 
in rank.  

a. Who were some of the first women in the Vietnam War that were recognized with distinction?  
i. What were their contributions?

b. What situation(s) provided increased opportunities for women in the armed forces?  
i. Were women able to receive recognition in every occupation within the armed services?  
ii. Were some branches more difficult to enter or receive promotion than other branches?  
iii. Did women experience discrimination?  If so, what did that look like? 

4. How did servicewomen volunteer during their off-duty time to help the local South Vietnamese civilian 
population?  
5. What were some of the initial improvements that the U.S. Armed Forces made in the interest of inclusion for 
women?
6. Imagine you are a young woman volunteering to serve in the Vietnam War.  

a. What might have encouraged you to sign up?  
b. Does your family support your decision to join the armed forces?  

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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President Lyndon B. Johnson is sworn in as President, following the 
assassination of President Kennedy. U.S. policy vis-a-vis Vietnam 
would change dramatically under Johnson’s Administration.

On August 2, 1964, North Vietnamese torpedo boats attacked the USS Maddox, a Navy 
destroyer, o� the coast of North Vietnam. Two days later, a second attack was reported on 

another destroyer, although it is now accepted that the 
second attack did not occur. In the wake of these attacks, 
President Lyndon Johnson presented a resolution to 
Congress, which voted overwhelmingly in favor on August 7. 
�e Tonkin Gulf Resolution stated that “Congress approves 
and supports the determination of the President, as 
Commander in Chief, to take all necessary measures to repel 
any armed attack against the forces of the United States and 
to prevent further aggression.”

U.S. military aircra� begin attacking targets throughout North 
Vietnam in the strategic bombing campaign—Operation 
ROLLING THUNDER.

As the situation deteriorated in South Vietnam and the 
United States ramped up its air war activities there, the Da 
Nang air base in northern South Vietnam became both 
signi�cant to those activities and vulnerable to attack by 
communist insurgents, the Viet Cong. To defend the air base, 
but speci�cally not to carry out o�ensive operations against 
the Viet Cong, President Johnson authorized the landing of 
the 9th Marine Expeditionary Brigade, about 5,000 strong, at 
Da Nang on March 8.

By May 1965, the situation had so deteriorated in South Vietnam that General William 
C. Westmoreland concluded that American combat troops had to enter the con�ict as 
combatants, or else South Vietnam would collapse within six months. Johnson announced his 
decision at a press conference on July 28: “We will not surrender and we will not retreat…we 
are going to continue to persist, if persist we must, until death 
and desolation have led to the same [peace] conference table 
where others could now join us at a much smaller cost.” On 
the same day he ordered the 1st Cavalry Division, Airmobile 
to Vietnam, with more units to follow. �e United States was 
now fully committed.

The United States  
Road to War in Vietnam

1963
November 22

1964
August 7

1965
March 2

1965
March 8

1965
July 28
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Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) is formed as a 
military alliance to check communist expansion, and included 
France, Great Britain, United States, Australia, New Zealand, 
the Philippines, �ailand, and Pakistan.

By 1955, France had given up its military advisory responsibilities 
in South Vietnam, and the United States assumed the task. To 
appropriately focus on its new role, on November 1 the United 
States redesignated MAAG, Indo-china as MAAG, Vietnam and 
created a MAAG, Cambodia. MAAG, Vietnam then became the 
main conduit for American military assistance to South Vietnam 
and the organization responsible for advising and training the South 
Vietnamese military.

In the face of South Vietnam’s failure to defeat the communist 
insurgency and the increasing possibility that the insurgency 
might succeed, Secretary of State Dean Rusk and Secretary of 
Defense Robert McNamara recommend to President John F. 
Kennedy, “to commit ourselves to the objective of preventing 
the fall of South Viet-Nam to Communism and that, in so 
doing so, …recognize that…the United States and other 
SEATO forces may be necessary to achieve this objective.”

President Kennedy substantially increased the level of U.S. military assistance to Vietnam. 
National Security Action Memorandum 111, dated November 22, stated that: “�e U.S. 
Government is prepared to join the Viet-Nam Government in a sharply increased joint e�ort 
to avoid a further deterioration in the situation in South Viet Nam.”

Kennedy’s decision resulted in sending to South Vietnam the 
USNS Core with men and materiel aboard (32 Vertol H–21C 
Shawnee helicopters and 400 air and ground crewmen to 
operate and maintain them). Less than two weeks later, the 
helicopters, �own by U.S. pilots, would provide combat 
support in an operation west of Saigon. 

Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV) is created and commanded 
by General Paul D. Harkins. Henceforth, MACV directed the conduct of the 
war and supervised Military Assistance and Advisory Group-Vietnam.

The United States  
Road to War in Vietnam

1954
September 8

1955
November 1

1961
November 11

1961
December 11

1962
February 8

1961
November 22
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1945
September 2 

1950
January 14

1950
February 27

1950
May 8

1950
September 17 

1954
May 7

1954
July 20

Ho Chi Minh, a Vietnamese nationalist who admired the works of 
Marx and wanted to establish a socialist state in his country, issues 
a “Declaration of Independence,” borrowing language from the U.S. 
Declaration and stating, “…we, members of the Provisional Government, 
representing the whole Vietnamese people, declare that from now on we 
break o� all relations of a colonial character with France.” Although France 
would initially acknowledge this Declaration of Independence, the stage 
was set for what would become a decade long con�ict between France and 
Ho Chi Min’s communist-backed Viet Minh forces. 


e People’s Republic of China formally recognized Ho Chi Minh’s 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam and began sending military advisers, 
modern weapons and equipment to the Viet Minh. Later in January, the 
Soviet Union extended diplomatic recognition of the Democratic Republic 
of Vietnam. 

President Truman signs NSC 64, a memorandum that recommended “that 
all practicable measures be taken” to check further communist expansion 
in Southeast Asia.

United States announces that it was “according economic aid and military 
equipment to the associated states of Indochina and to France in order to 
assist them in restoring stability and permitting these states to pursue their 
peaceful and democratic development.”

United States establishes the Military Assistance Advisory Group (MAAG), Indochina, in 
Saigon. Its primary function was to manage American military aid to and through France to the 
Associated States of Indochina (Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia) to combat communist forces.


e con�ict between French forces and the Viet Minh 
culminated in the battle at Dien Bien Phu. Between March 13 
and May 6, 1954, CIA contracted pilots and crews made  
682 airdrops to the beleaguered French forces. On May 7, 
French forces surrendered to the Viet Minh a	er a 55 day 
battle, marking the end to France’s attempt to hold on to its 
colonial possession.


e French defeat at Dien Bien Phu led to the Geneva Accords 
which established a cease-�re in Laos, Cambodia, and Vietnam 
and divided the country into a North and South Vietnam with 
a demilitarized zone along the 17th Parallel. French forces 
had to withdraw south of the parallel, the Viet Minh withdrew 
north of it. Within two years, a general election was to be held 
in both north and south for a single national government.

“Earthquake’s Final Flight” by Je�rey W. Bass. CIA Museum

“While historians know with certainty that the Duke of Wellington bested Napoleon at Waterloo on 18 June 1815, 
the Germans surrendered on the Western Front on 11 November 1918, and the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on 
7 December 1941, they must still live with ambiguity in offering answers to many complex historical questions.  The 
question of when the Vietnam War started for the United States falls into that category of ambiguity. It is impossible 
to state categorically that one date or another is the precise date on which the start of the war for the United States 
occurred.  Put differently and emphatically: no obvious and verifiable start date exists.  Probably the truest, though 
not the most satisfactory statement to be made is that the process by which the United States became embroiled 
in the war was evolutionary and incremental.” (Excerpt from a paper by Dr. John Carland, Historical Office of the 
Secretary of Defense titled, “When Did the Vietnam War Start for the United States.”)

This three-poster series outlines some of the significant political decisions and military events that incrementally 
committed the United States to deeper involvement in the Vietnam War.

CLASSROOM MATERIALS (CONTINUED)
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1. What happened that prompted the split of Vietnam into two independent countries?
a. What important event occurred that prompted a 10-yer conflict between France and communist Viet Minh 
forces?  
b. When did China and the Soviet Union recognize and support the Democratic Republic of Vietnam? Why?

2. What motivated the United States to provide economic aid to the associated states of Indochina and to France?
a. Why did the United States take France’s place in supporting South Vietnam?  What organizations were set 
up and what were they designed to do?
b. Why did President Kennedy decide to substantially increase the level of military assistance to Vietnam in 
1961?  

i. What was the result of that decision? 
3. What was the Southeast Asian Treaty Organization?

a. What purpose did it serve?
b. Was it successful?
c. What other types of similar organizations exist today?

Question Prompts

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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Posters

U.S. Allies in the Vietnam War
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United States Allies in the

Instead, the Philippine house and senate approved an appropriation for 
civic assistance. In August 1964, the Philippines sent a contingent of 16 
doctors, nurses, technicians, and civic action o�cers from the Philippine 
armed forces to assist “in the advisory e�ort directed toward psychological 
warfare and civil a�airs in III Corps,” according to the U.S. Military 
Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV) Command History (1964). �e 
group was called PHILCON (the Philippines Contingent).

Philippines Civic Action Group-Vietnam
In 1966, the Vietnamese government 
requested increased aid from the Philippines, 
including combat troops. In response, the 
Philippines sent a new detachment to 
South Vietnam to replace PHILCON. �e 
Philippines Civic Action Group-Vietnam 
(PHILCAG-V) included an engineer 
construction battalion, medical and 
rural community development teams, 
a security battalion, and a logistics and 
headquarters element. �ey set up base in 
Tay Ninh, 45 miles northwest of Saigon, in 
the summer of 1966. Over the next 40 months, 
PHILCAG-V performed a variety of civic 
action tasks, primarily in public works construction, rural development, 
and food and medical relief.

While made up of 2,068 Filipino soldiers at its peak, PHILCAG-V 
was a humanitarian mission, not a combat force. �e PHILCAG-V 
motto sums up the ethos: To build, not destroy; to bring happiness, 
not sorrow; to develop good will, not hatred. Nevertheless, the Filipino 
soldiers sacri�ced 9 dead and 64 wounded during their time in South 
Vietnam. PHILCAG-V was fully redeployed back to the Philippines by  
December 1969. 

PHILCAG-V brigadier general and Army of Republic of Vietnam Armored 
Forces major general discuss the civic action program being conducted in the 
hamlet of Ben Dinh, near Tay Ninh, September 1968. (National Archives)

Philippines (Part 5 of 5)

Operation Brotherhood
In 1954, a�er Vietnam had been divided into a communist North and 
a non-communist South, thousands of northern Vietnamese �ed south. 
Oscar Arellano, president of the Manila chapter of the Philippines Junior 
Chamber of Commerce (Jaycees) saw it as a humanitarian crisis and 
enlisted the support of Philippine President Ramon Magsaysay, who 
responded thus: “We have been assisted in our hour of need by generous 
friends. Shall we then deny our help to our neighbors when they are in  
need of it? Human misery knows no national boundaries. By all means, 
help them. And if there is anything that I and this government can 
do to help, please feel free to come to me.” Over the next two years, in 
what Filipinos designated Operation Brotherhood, the Jaycees, with the 
cooperation of the Philippine government, sent 235 doctors, nurses, 
social workers, dentists, and other workers, who treated some 730,000 
patients in medical facilities throughout South Vietnam.

Philippines Contingent
In 1964, in response to U.S. President Lyndon B. Johnson’s “More Flags” 
campaign, Philippines President Diosdado Macapagal sought funds 
from the Philippine congress to send combat troops to South Vietnam. 

PHILCAG-V sergeant treats a little girl for body sores while her mother holds 
her during the civic action program in the hamlet of Ben Dinh, September 1968. 
(National Archives)

PHILCAG-V provided medical care to Vietnamese families throughout Tay 
Ninh Province, September 1969. (National Archives)

Filipino medics �ght to keep a U.S. Special Forces sergeant alive at a small 
hospital in Vietnam in 1965.  (Mike Mealey, Stars and Stripes)

�e Philippines provided e�ective support to the United States and its allies in South Vietnam, initially 
with the Philippines Contingent (PHILCON) and later the Philippines Civic Action Group-Vietnam 
(PHILCAG-V). Most of the Filipinos who volunteered and were sent to serve in Vietnam did their duty with 
honor and dignity. And they achieved excellent results. �e United States thanks and honors the Filipino 
veterans who served in Vietnam.

Note on civic action groups from an Australian observer:
“Results [of civil aid programs] were also forthcoming from the 
military point of view. ... Villages receiving civic action stated that 
these activities were one of the major factors in helping them decide 
to return to the Government. One villager commented that projects 
were being completed which the Viet Cong had promised years before 
but had never carried out.”

— Ian McNeill,  
To Long Tan: �e Australian Army and the Vietnam War 1950-1966

Notably, Philippine senator Ferdinand Marcos had led the country’s  
refusal in 1964 to authorize combat troops to support the South 
Vietnamese war e�ort. Once he became president, however, he changed 
his position and agreed to provide a combat engineering battalion as part 
of an increased aid package. 

“Philuatan”
PHILCAG-V was an e�ective agent of humanitarian aid and civic action, 
and was appreciated by the South Vietnamese. Several members of the 
�rst PHILCAG-V remember that the South Vietnamese had a special 
nickname for the Filipinos: “Everywhere they went, they were called 
‘Philuatan.’ It means: ‘Filipinos are Number One.’” Apparently, Filipinos 
were remembered fondly by many Vietnamese people. Operation 
Brotherhood had le� its mark.

Air and Naval Bases
Perhaps the greatest contribution by the Philippine government to the 
U.S. war e�ort in Vietnam was the willingness to allow U.S. forces to 
continue operations out of Naval Base Subic Bay in Zambales and Clark 
Air Base at Angeles City in Luzon, both in the Philippines.

Cutters of Coast Guard Squadron One (RONONE) depart for Vietnam after 
being re�tted for combat service at Subic Bay, Philippines, 1965. (USCG)
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United States Allies in the

armored personnel carriers with .50-caliber machine guns. In the end, the 
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong broke o� contact. �e Aussies lost 18 killed 
and 24 wounded, while enemy casualties were o�cially estimated at some 245 
dead and 350 wounded.

Between 1962 and 1973, nearly 60,000 Australian Army, Air Force and Navy 
personnel served in South Vietnam. At their peak, there were more than 8,300 
Australians in-country at a time. More than 3,000 were wounded and 521 were 
killed during the course of the war.

New Zealand
Like Australia, New Zealand’s government was a reliable ally in the war in 
Southeast Asia. As early as 1963, they provided concrete support to the South 
Vietnamese people by sending a civilian surgical team to provide medical 
assistance in Qui Nhon. By the summer of 1964, they had sent 25 Army 
engineers to assist with infrastructure reconstruction projects. In the summer 
of 1965, they sent combat forces. 

�e 161st Battery of the Royal New Zealand Artillery arrived at Bien Hoa in 
July 1965, initially to serve with the Aussies under command of the U.S. Army’s 
173rd Airborne Brigade. �ey later moved with the Australian task force to 
Nui Dat, where they served with Royal Australian Artillery �eld regiments 
until May 1971. 

In 1967, New Zealand further committed two ri�e companies from the 1st 
Battalion of the Royal New Zealand Infantry Regiment, who fought side-by-
side with the Australians in the 1ATF.

�e nation also provided several New Zealand Royal Air Force UH-1 Iroquois 
helicopter pilots and, in 1969, sent a small troop of the New Zealand Special 
Air Service who were also attached to their Australian counterparts.

Between 1964 and 1972, about 3,500 New Zealand military personnel served 
in South Vietnam, though no more than 550 were in-country at any given 
time. �ey su�ered 187 wounded and 37 dead during that timeframe.

On August 18, 1966, Delta Company, 6th Battalion, Royal Australian 
Regiment—totaling about 108 men—set out to search and clear enemy forces 
from Binh Ba, an old French rubber plantation not far from Saigon. �ey were 
met by a combined Communist force of more than 1,500 North Vietnamese 
and Viet Cong troops. 

In the �rst serious exchange of gun�re, face to face with the enemy, the 
Australians su�ered most of the casualties they would su�er all day. Following 
their initial encounter, once Delta Company had set up a defensive perimeter, 
the Australian troops fought o� multiple waves of attacks over the next four 
hours in a heavy rainstorm. �ey were supported by artillery �re, resupplied 
by two Royal Australian Air Force UH-1 “Huey” Iroquois helicopter crews, 
and reinforced by another Australian company that arrived at nightfall in 

ANZAC (Part 4 of 5)

ANZUS
In 1951, Australia, New Zealand and United States signed a Security Treaty 
(ANZUS), which was a trilateral agreement designed to protect the nations’ 
mutual interests in the Paci�c. �ough the treaty was not formally invoked 
for the Vietnam War e�ort, Australia and New Zealand nevertheless sent 
forces—at their own expense—to support the United States in defending 
South Vietnam.

Australia
By 1961, the Australian government believed 
that defeating communism in South 
Vietnam was a matter both of principle and 
of self-defense, given the assumption that a 
communist-dominated Southeast Asia, just to 
Australia’s north, represented a threat. By the 
end of the summer of 1962 they had sent a team 
of 30 advisers, the Australian Army Training 
Team Vietnam (AATTV), to assist in training 
the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN). 
Two years later, the team more than doubled in 
size to 80 advisers embedded with ARVN �eld 
forces and  six Royal Australian Air Force  DHC-4 Caribou transport planes 
(with pilots).�ey also su�ered their �rst fatal casualty.

When the United States escalated its support for the South Vietnamese by 
sending combat troops in 1965, the Australians immediately followed suit. 
�ey committed the 1st Battalion Royal Australian Regiment (1RAR), plus 
support forces to serve under operational control of the US Army’s 173rd 
Airborne Brigade at Bien Hoa. By the end of 1965, 1RAR had expanded to 
include an artillery battery, an engineer unit, an army aviation reconnaissance 
�ight, and logistic support elements. 

�ough the Americans and Australians cooperated and fought well together, 
the Australian command structure did not wholeheartedly endorse American 
tactics, or American rules of engagement, which they sometimes perceived to 
be unnecessarily restrictive and counterproductive. �ey wanted to �ght their 
own way. So when, in 1966, the Australian government increased its troop 
commitment to a task force of two battalions with combat logistic support, 
the 1st Australian Task Force (1ATF), they took the opportunity to separate 
from the 173rd Airborne and become an independent command with its own 
area of operations in Phuoc Tuy Province, based at Nui Dat. �e 1st Australian 
Logistic Support group (1ALSG) was established nearby at the port and air�eld 
facility of Vung Tau.

�e Australian “diggers” (a term widely used to describe ANZAC troops since 
the Gallipoli landings in World War I) were e�ective and capable soldiers. �e 
Battle of Long Tan illustrates this point.

Platoon sergeant and radio operator of the 8th Platoon, C Company, 7th Royal 
Australian Regiment during an ambush patrol in the Nui �i Vai Hills, Febru-
ary 1968. (National Archives)

Members of the 1st Field Squadron of the Royal Australian Engineers use 
American mine detectors to search for mines on a small dirt road, August 1970. 
(National Archives)

Members of Royal New Zealand Artillery carry out a �re mission.  
(National Archives)

�ree Royal Australian Air Force Caribou aircraft arrive at Tan Son Nhut 
Air Base with crew and maintenance personnel to aid in the airlift support 
mission in South Vietnam, August 1965. (National Archives)

�e coalition of Australian and New Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC) were valuable allies in the �ght to 
prevent the spread of communism in Southeast Asia. While both countries faced growing antiwar sentiment 
at home, neither wavered in their commitment to the United States and to South Vietnam throughout the 
war. Most American soldiers who had contact with these service people from “down under” were impressed 
by their military professionalism and charmed by their bearing. �e United States is grateful to the 
Australian and New Zealand veterans of the Vietnam War.

�e Australian army’s only serving Victoria Cross recipients stand together in 
Saigon, May 1969. (Courtesy: Australian War Memorial)

�e takeover of South Vietnam would be a direct military threat to 
Australia and all the countries of South and South-East Asia. It must 
be seen as part of a thrust by Communist China between the Indian 
and Paci�c Oceans.

— Prime Minister Sir Robert Menzies, Hansard, 29 April 1965

�e [Australian] army took over a stretch of Back Beach at Vung 
Tau, on the coast near Saigon, and during the war ran its own 
forti�ed recreation centre complete with sur�oards, sailing boats, 
water skiing and go-karts, plus bars, a swimming pool, a concert 
stage and mini-golf beside the beachfront clubhouse. �e one nod of 
recognition that a war was actually going on was there in the barbed 
wire and machinegun emplacements. At the Peter Badcoe surf club, 
named a�er an Australian Victoria Cross winner, the soldiers could 
stow their weapons, have a hot shower, change into civilian clothes, 
enjoy a meat pie and a beer.

— Stuart Scott, Charlie Don’t Surf, But Aussies Do
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�irdly, �ailand’s location was strategically optimal for air operations 
in both North and South Vietnam (and also over Laos and Cambodia). 
�e U.S. Air Force began �ying missions from bases in �ailand in 
1961, and by the end of the war in 1975 it was operating out of all seven 
Royal �ai Air Force bases (Udorn, Ubon, Korat, Takhli, Nhakhon 
Phanom, U-Tapao, and Don Muang at Bangkok). �e U.S. spent $250 
million on construction at these bases, part of the $2 billion overall 
that was pumped into the �ai economy over the course of the war.

By October 1967, the �rst �ai combat troops had arrived in Vietnam 
to �ght alongside the Australians, New Zealanders, and U.S. Soldiers 
stationed at Camp Bearcat, near Bien Hoa, in II Corps. �ey were 
the Royal �ai Volunteer Regiment (a.k.a. the Queen’s Cobras). In 
1968, the Queen’s Cobras were replaced by the Royal �ai Army 
Expeditionary Division (a.k.a. the Black Panthers). 

Most observers reported that �ai soldiers fought bravely and well 
in Vietnam. �ey were generally well-liked by American service 
people, who apocryphally regarded them as the “luckiest” soldiers 
in Vietnam. Many �ai troops attributed this legendary luck to the 
protective powers of their Buddhist amulets, which they professed to 
believe rendered them bulletproof. Some Americans claimed to share 
that belief, and were grateful that the �ais were quite willing to share 
the talismans of their good fortune.

A controversy surrounding �ai soldiers erupted in the United States 
when the international press took note of their delight in American 
material goods and their rumored association with the Saigon black 
market. �at coupled with the revelation that the U.S. was subsidizing 
their involvement in the war led some antiwar activists to argue that 
�ai troops were mercenaries. 

�e �ai government did receive more U.S. foreign aid during the 
Vietnam War than any other country in Southeast Asia save South 
Vietnam. Like South Vietnamese troops, �ai soldiers were trained 
and equipped by the United States, transported in U.S. ships and 
planes, and funded by American taxpayers. 

Nonetheless, �ailand shouldered a signi�cant burden in the wars 
in Southeast Asia, both in Vietnam and in Laos, where the United  
States was embroiled in a covert war against the Communist Pathet 
Lao insurgency. �ough Laos did fall to a communist regime, the  
�ai strategy of containing the threat outside their own borders 
succeeded. �ai counterinsurgency skill and expertise helped stanch 
the spread of communism into their own country, which in turn 
furthered the U.S. goal of maintaining stable non-communist nations 
in Southeast Asia.

Between September 1967 and February 1972, nearly 40,000 �ai 
military personnel served in South Vietnam. Of those, 351 were 
killed and 1,358 were wounded. �e United States remained grateful 
for their service and sacri�ce.

Thailand (Part 3 of 5)

From the American government’s point of view, it was critical for 
American public support of the war that �ailand accepted shared 
responsibility for the defense of Southeast Asia. President Johnson’s 
1964 appeal to �ai Prime Minister Kittikachorn �anom is telling:

I am very much aware of and deeply appreciative of steady support 
you and your Government are providing. ... It is, nevertheless, 
my hope that �ailand will �nd ways of increasing the scale and 
scope of its assistance to Vietnam, as a renewed demonstration of 
Free World determination to work together to repel Communist 
aggression.

Several distinguishing factors made �ailand an excellent U.S. ally in 
the region. 

Firstly, the �ai government keenly believed that communism posed 
a danger not only to their own nation but also to all of Southeast 
Asia. �ey were determined to sti�e this threat before it could destroy 
them, which dovetailed nicely with American goals in the region.

Secondly, unlike most of �ailand’s neighbors, colonialism had not 
le� a mark on the collective psyche of the �ai people. �ailand had 
never been ruled by a colonial power, and while they had experienced 
pressure from the British in Burma to the west, and the French 
in Indochina to the east, they had never given up their national 
sovereignty. As a result, most �ais harbored notably less antipathy 
toward and distrust of Europeans and Americans than did their fellow 
Southeast Asians. 

Queen’s Cobra during a search and sweep mission in Phuoc �o, November 
1967. (National Archives)

Queen’s Cobra arrival in the Republic of Vietnam, unloading from U.S. 
Navy Troop Ship Navarro, September 1967. (National Archives)

�ai Queen’s Cobras on a search and sweep mission near the village of Phuoc �o, 
November 1967. (National Archives)

�ai lieutenant, wearing an assortment of Buddhist amulets, maps out 
the route the platoon will take for the day’s operations near Nhon Trac, 
October 1967. (National Archives)

�ailand was a staunch supporter of United States involvement in Vietnam from the outset. �ailand 
maintained that it sided with South Vietnam and the United States out of a desire to help the South 
Vietnamese and to halt the rise of communism in the region. Some have also pointed to the economic bene�ts 
they received from the U.S. for supporting the Saigon government as another motivating factor. Regardless, 
almost all agree that �ai participation bene�ted President Johnson’s Free World alliance. �e United States 
owes the �ai veterans of the Vietnam War a debt of gratitude.

United States Allies in the

�ailand is situated near Vietnam and it will be the next target of 
communists, as they have already proclaimed. �is is why �ailand 
realizes the necessity to send Military units to help oppose communist 
aggression when it is still at a distance from our country. �e 
government has therefore decided to send a combat unit, one battalion 
strong, to take an active part in the �ghting in South Vietnam in the 
near future.

 — Statement by the �ai government, January 3, 1967.
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documents that ordered NVA [North Vietnamese Army] units to avoid 
contact with ROKs at all cost, unless 100 percent certain of victory.” While 
most of the apocryphal stories about which units the North Vietnamese 
truly feared inevitably included the teller’s own, nearly every version of 
the tale included Korean troops.

An o�cial U.S. Army study perhaps summed up the general feeling best: 
“Considered opinion was that it was good the Koreans were ‘friendlies.’”

security of the coastal provinces of Binh Dinh, Phu Yen, Khanh Hoa and 
Ninh �uan in II Corps. �ey undertook the task with vigor. �e coastal 
areas, especially south of Qui Nhon down to Phan Rang, remained 
relatively secure from then onward under the watchful eye of the ROKs.

In September 1966, South Korea sent a second army division, the 9th “White 
Horse” Division, to take over operations in the southern part of II Corp’s 
coastal region. �is freed up the ROK marines to move north to assist the 
U.S. Marines in Quang Nam province, in I Corps, a dangerous and volatile 
region aptly nicknamed “Marine Country” by American servicemen. 

American military observers recorded that the ROK forces served with 
distinction and valor in Vietnam. Korean troops attained an almost 
mythic status among friends and foes alike, and some contemporaries 
also accused South Korean troops of using overly aggressive, even brutal 
tactics. Tales and legends abounded among U.S. service people of the 
ROKs’ strict discipline, toughness, and military prowess. �ey were said 
to be especially e�cient and e�ective in counterinsurgency warfare, small 
unit tactics and operations, and hand-to-hand combat.

One legend o�-related by American servicemen was particularly revealing. 
A typical version went something like this: “I’ve seen captured enemy 

The Republic of (South) Korea (Part 2 of 5)

South Korean military participation in the Vietnam War began in the 
autumn of 1965 and did not end until the last American combat troops 
departed. �e �rst Republic of Korea soldiers and marines (commonly 
referred to by American forces as ROKs, pronounced “rocks”) began 
arriving several months a�er the �rst American combat troops arrived. 
Military observers asserted that the ROKs fought bravely; many said 
�ercely. �eir tactics and techniques have o�en drawn criticism from 
some commenters as being unnecessarily brutal, but their bravery and 
discipline were not questioned, even by their enemies.

�e success and contributions of Korean forces in Vietnam are to some 
degree unsung and underappreciated outside of military circles. Indeed, 
for many Americans who served with them, their �ghting abilities were 
the stu� of legend. Korean troops recorded a high casualty ratio against 
Communist forces and captured a large number of prisoners and vast 
stores of weapons and war materiel. In so doing, they denied sanctuary 
to the communist insurgency and disrupted Viet Cong activity in their 
assigned areas of operation. 

Perhaps most importantly from the United States’ perspective, 
contemporaries believed Korean troops were as e�ective as their American 
counterparts in combat, which took the burden o� U.S. troops in the 
Koreans’ area of operations. �e United States subsidized Korean forces’ 
participation, and in some ways the Vietnam War proved an economic 
boon for the �edgling nation. 

From 1965 to 1973, more than 300,000 ROK soldiers and marines served in 
South Vietnam. �at number is second only to U.S. and South Vietnamese 
service members, and more than all the rest of the allies combined. Nearly 
5,000 Koreans sacri�ced their lives in the war.

ROK Areas of Operation
In March 1965, a CIA report described South Vietnam’s principal 
problem thus: “�e Viet Cong are continuing to make signi�cant gains 
… particularly along the low coastal regions. … �e [South Vietnamese] 
government is clearly on the defensive …. Paci�cation remains stalled 
and further deterioration of rural security is expected.”

�e response to the CIA’s assessment arrived in the form of the ROK Army 
Capital “Tiger” Division and the ROK 2nd Marine “Blue Dragon” Brigade. 
�ese Korean units were primarily responsible for the paci�cation and 

Korean troops use chart to show villagers types of Viet Cong booby traps. 
(National Archives)

�is is a famous picture in South Korea. �e words  
written across the center mean: “Do not aim at this area.” Above that is a girl’s 
name and an expression of loving sentiments.

Vietnamese students practice the art of Tae Kwon Do under the supervision 
of their Korean instructors, August 1968. (National Archives) 

Korean Tiger Division instructor supervises Vietnamese students on the ri�e 
range, August 1968. (National Archives)

�e Vietnam War was South Korea’s �rst major military engagement since the 
signing of the Korean War armistice in 1953. All Korean troops in Vietnam were 
volunteers. �e United States thanks and honors the Korean veterans who served 
in Vietnam.

United States Allies in the

�e Koreans were thorough in their planning and deliberate in their 
execution of a plan. �ey usually surrounded an area by stealth 
and quick movement… �e enemy feared the Koreans both for their 
tactical innovations and for the soldiers’ tenacity... �e Koreans 
might not su�er many casualties, might not get too many of the enemy 
on an operation, but when they brought in seventy-�ve or a hundred 
weapons, the Americans wondered where in the world they got them. 
�ey appeared to have a natural nose for picking up enemy weapons 
that were, as far as the enemy thought, securely cached away.

(Vietnam Studies: Allied Participation in Vietnam, by Lieutenant 
General Stanley Robert Larsen & Brigadier General James Lawton 
Collins, Jr., U.S. Department of the Army)

A squad leader keeps in touch with other elements as 1st Battalion, Cavalry 
Regiment, ROK Tiger Division move through dense Central Highlands near 
Binh Khe in search of enemy, September 1969. (National Archives)

ROK code of conduct in the Vietnam War: 
To the enemy, be courageous and fearless.  
To the Vietnamese people, behave with kindness and warmness.  
To our allies, show them we are well disciplined and reliable.

An analysis of a combat action by Korean Capital Division forces from 
January 1968 clearly illustrates the Korean technique. A�er contact 
with an enemy force near Phu Cat, the Koreans “reacting swi�ly . . . 
deployed six companies in an encircling maneuver and trapped the 
enemy force in their cordon. �e Korean troops gradually tightened 
the circle, �ghting the enemy during the day and maintaining their 
tight cordon at night, thus preventing the enemy’s escape. At the 
conclusion of the sixth day of �ghting, 278 NVA had been KIA with 
the loss of just 11 Koreans, a kill ratio of 25.3 to 1. 

(Vietnam Studies: Allied Participation in Vietnam, by Lieutenant 
General Stanley Robert Larsen & Brigadier General James Lawton 
Collins, Jr., U.S. Department of the Army)
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By the Numbers
A quick glance at the numbers provides an indication of the service and 
sacri�ce of the Free World allies. �e New Zealanders had the highest 
ratio of fatal casualties to participants at 2.18 percent, with the Americans 
a very close second at 2.15 percent. �e South Koreans were next at 1.4 
percent, and both the �ais and Australians were under 1 percent. Nine 
Filipinos were killed in the con�ict. Of the allies, the Australians served 
in Vietnam for the longest period of time, but they deployed relatively 
few military personnel before 1965, and, as with the Americans, they 
were advisers rather than combatants before then. �e �rst South 
Korean combat troops arrived shortly a�er the Americans escalated their 
involvement by deploying combat troops in 1965.

did not. For many people in these nations, Communist revolutionaries 
represented a grave national threat. From their perspective, the war in 
Vietnam successfully halted that threat. To one degree or another, leaders 
in these countries acknowledge that the multi-decade American presence 
in Southeast Asia—and the Vietnam War in particular—was a positive 
factor in the prevention of communist domination in the region.

More Flags
On April 23, 1964, President Lyndon B. Johnson for the �rst time publicly 
stated, “I would hope that we would see some other �ags in [South 
Vietnam] … and that we could all unite in an attempt to stop the spread of 
communism in that area of the world, and the attempt to destroy freedom.” 
His appeal became the basis of the American “More Flags” campaign, an 
endeavor to encourage wider international participation in the security 
of South Vietnam. �e United States used the term “Free World” in its 
e�orts to garner participation especially by Western Bloc and other non-
communist countries. Bilateral diplomacy was also brought to bear.

Free World Allies
�e contributions of the Free World combat allies in Vietnam were 
signi�cant, both from political and military standpoints. Historians 
and commentators di�er in interpreting the motivations not only of the 
participating governments, but also of the individual participants. �e 
South Koreans, �ais, and Filipinos received considerable American 
�nancial support to facilitate their military participation in South 
Vietnam. �e Australians and New Zealanders, by contrast, served 
in Vietnam at their own expense. Negative or ambivalent political 
impressions notwithstanding, there was a general consensus among 
American military leadership at that time that the Free World allies fought 
well. Taken as a whole, the combat e�ectiveness of the Free World forces 
relieved signi�cant pressure on American troops, and played a critical role 
in pacifying and securing their assigned areas of operation. Perhaps even 
more importantly from the American psychological perspective, every 
allied soldier, sailor, marine, or airman who served in Vietnam meant 
one less American Soldier, Sailor, Marine, or Airman who had to deploy. 
For that simple (if imperfect) calculus alone, Americans were grateful.

United States Allies in the

Introduction (Part 1 of 5)

�e inauguration ceremony marking the formal opening of the 
International Military Assistance O�ce building (IMAO) of the Republic 
of Vietnam. �e Color Guards represent South Vietnam, the United 
States, the Republic of China (Taiwan), Australia, the Philippines, the 
Republic of Korea (South Korea), New Zealand, and �ailand. Cholon, 
Vietnam, April 8, 1965 (National Archives)

�e Free World Military Assistance Forces Headquarters building in 
Saigon. An Australian Land Rover 1/4 ton truck and three Volkswagen 
Kombi Vans (with red kangaroos) are parked in the car park.  
(U.S. Department of the Army)

An American and Korean o�cer inspect a unit of Korean, American, 
Australian, and Vietnamese military policemen in Saigon. (National Archives)

American Soldiers, Sailors, Marines, and Airmen fought side by side with their counterparts 
from �ve allied nations in defense of the Republic of (South) Vietnam. �e American people 
thank, honor, and commend the �ghting forces of our allies in the Vietnam War for their 
service and sacri�ce.

United States of America 1962–1973 2,709,918 58,318

Republic of Korea 1965–1973 320,000+ 4,407

Australia 1962–1972 61,000+ 500

�ailand 1965–1972 40,000+ 351

New Zealand 1964–1972 3,800+ 83

Philippines 1966-1969 10,000 9

Allied Nation Total Number 
Killed

Total Number of  
Military Participants

Timeframe

Source: �e Encyclopedia of the Vietnam War: A Political, Social, and Military History, edited by Spencer C. Tucker

Allied Strength in Vietnam, 1964–1972
Year Australia South Korea New Zealand Philippines �ailand

1964 200 200 30 20 __

1965 1,560 20,620 120 70 20

1966 4,530 25,570 160 2,060 240

1967 6,820 47,830 530 2,020 2,220

1968 7,660 50,000 520 1,580 6,000

1969 7,670 48,870 550 190 11,570

1970 6,800 48,540  440 70 11,570

1971 2,000 45,700 100 50 6,000

1972 130 36,790 50 50 40

For the United States and its allies, the Vietnam War was a multinational 
e�ort to stem the tide of communist expansion—supported by America’s 
Cold War rivals, the Soviet Union and China—in Southeast Asia. South 
Vietnam was a hot spot in a larger Cold War context. As in all con�icts, 
a complex web of motivating forces animated the combatants. Lo�y ideals 
such as friendship, allegiance, and freedom spurred some to engage. 
Money, recognition, shared interests, and geo-political advantage played 
important roles in inciting action as well.

Many nations provided assistance, both military and humanitarian, to 
the South Vietnamese people from the mid-1950s to the mid-1970s. A 
total of six nations sent combat troops to �ght in South Vietnam against 
North Vietnam and the southern-based Viet Cong insurgency in the 
1960s and 1970s. �ese nations were the United States, Australia, New 
Zealand, Republic of (South) Korea, �ailand, and the Philippines. 

In 1965, when the U.S. military moved massively into South Vietnam, 
�ailand, Malaysia, and the Philippines faced internal threats from 
armed communist insurgencies, and the communist underground 
was still active in Singapore. . . . America’s action … enabled non-
communist Southeast Asia to put their own houses in order. By 1975, 
they were in better shape to stand up to the communists. Had there 
been no U.S. intervention, the will of these countries to resist them 
would have melted and Southeast Asia would most likely have gone 
communist. �e prosperous emerging market economies of ASEAN 
[the Association of South East Asian Nations] were nurtured during 
the Vietnam War years.
                                     —  Lee Kuan Yew, Prime Minister of Singapore

U.S. citizens and their allies continue to wrestle with the Vietnam 
War’s legacies. While western nations mostly regard the war’s outcome 
as a defeat of the United States and its allies, that is not the consensus 
everywhere. �ailand, for example, celebrates “the American War” as an 
unmitigated victory, and it is a viewpoint shared by others in Southeast 
Asia. While Laos, Cambodia, and South Vietnam came under Communist 
regimes, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines, and �ailand 

1. What countries joined the United States in their mission to support the Republic of Vietnam against 
communist aggression and expansion?  
2. What does President Lyndon B. Johnson mean by the phrase “to destroy freedom” and how is that idea 
associated with the spread of communism?   

The Vietnam War was a multinational effort to stem the tide of communist expansion supported by America’s Cold 
War rivals, the Soviet Union and China in Southeast Asia.  As in all conflicts, a complex web of motivating forces 
animated the combatants.  Lofty ideals such as friendship, allegiance, and freedom spurred some to engage.  Money, 
recognition, shared interests, and geo-political advantage played important roles in inciting action as well.  Five 
nations joined the United States in sending combat troops to fight in South Vietnam against North Vietnam and 
the southern-based Viet Cong insurgency in the 1960s and 1970s.  These nations were Australia, New Zealand, 
Philippines, Republic of Korea, and Thailand.  This poster series describes their contributions and sacrifices during 
the Vietnam War.

Question Prompts

CLASSROOM MATERIALS (CONTINUED)
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a. Why did the United States use the term “free world” when appealing to Western Blue noncommunist 
countries?  

3. What skills did the Korean soldiers have that were advantageous to them against the communist forces? 
a. In what ways did Korean soldiers support American soldiers?  
b. Describe the relationship that the American forces appeared to have with the Korean armed forces.  

4. What were the distinguishing factors that made Thailand an excellent U.S. ally in the Southeast Asian region?  
a. Why did American servicemembers refer to Thai soldiers as “luckiest” soldiers in Vietnam?
b. How did Thailand help to meet the goal of the United States to hinder the spread of communism?

5. What does ANZUS stand for and what was it designated to be?
a. In the initial stages of Australian soldiers’ deployment to Vietnam, how did they support South Korea?  
b. In what way(s) did Australia support American armed forces?
c. In what way(s) did New Zealand support South Korea’s war efforts?  

6. What do the PHILCON) and the PHILCAG-V stand for and what were they designated to do? 
a. Why did the Filipino government view the war in Vietnam as a humanitarian crisis?
b. Why did they feel compelled to help the United States?  
c. What may have been the reasons why the Philippines chose to send medical staff rather than soldiers in 
the early years of the war?
d. What action(s) may be considered the Philippines’ greatest contribution(s) to the U.S. war effort? 

7. What might be the reason(s) why opinions about the Vietnam War vary so much among participating nations?  

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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U.S. Army Airmobility in the Vietnam War
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Open terrain exposed helicopters, their crew, and dismounting infantry to enemy �re. Air assaults required close coordination for helicopters to land, dismount 
troops, and depart expeditiously. (Courtesy of the Army Aviation Museum)

Part 3 of 3

Aeromedical Evacuation
�e U.S. Army’s medical practices evolved out of the “Letterman System,” 
named a�er Major Jonathan Letterman, Medical Director of the Army 
of the Potomac, who recommended sweeping reforms to the ambulance 
system during the Civil War to create an orderly group of medical clearing 
stations to the immediate rear of the Army’s frontline units. Ambulances 
were to bring all casualties to the clearing stations as safely and quickly as 
possible, and the clearing stations in turn would determine the casualty’s 
needs. �is process was called triage. From the Civil War through the 
World Wars, U.S. Army ambulances transported casualties by land. �e 
Army’s successful employment of H-13 Siouxs’ in Korea led the service 
to build a helicopter ambulance capable of transporting the injured and 
medical personnel. Vietnam’s lack of secure roads and the remote locations 
of much of the �ghting ensured its use. 

Originally, incoming aeromedical units identi�ed themselves by the 
signal “Army” followed by the last digits on the aircra� (i.e., Army 789). 
In late 1963, Major Lloyd Spencer, then the 57th medical Detachment’s 
Commander, decided to standardize the 57th’s call sign. Since the 57th 
Medical Detachment operated in dusty locations in Vietnam, Major 
Spencer designated the call sign “Dust O�,” a nickname that soon 
became part of military parlance. 

Major Charles Kelly and his successors, including Medal of Honor 
recipients Major Patrick Brady and chief Warrant O�cer Michael 
Novosel, popularized the term “Dust O�.” Previously, during the 
Korean War, the Army landed aircra� in secure locations to retrieve 
stable patients and �y them to hospitals in rear areas. In Vietnam, 
daring pilots snatched the wounded from the point of injury, o�en at 
“hot” landing zones under enemy �re. In some cases, “Dust O� ” pilots 
made multiple stops on a single mission to evacuate as many patients as 
possible. In total, the 57th Medical Detachment evacuated more than 
100,000 patients during its 11 years spent in Vietnam.

Although the 57th Medical Detachment could not have fathomed it at 
the time, “Dust O� ” became the term that remains the Army’s call sign 
for aeromedical evacuation to this day. In the Army’s current lexicon, 
“Dust O� ” is synonymous with hope, the idea that “help is on the way.” 

Air Assault
�e Army conducted air assaults to rapidly close with and destroy 
the enemy. Air assault missions required uni�ed logistical, transport, 
reconnaissance, and aeromedical helicopter support. �e Chinook 
supplied �re support bases, and the infantry in turn called upon artillery 
support frequently; the “Loach” and Cobra conducted reconnaissance 

and, if necessary, engaged the enemy from above; and the “Huey” 
inserted soldiers on the battle�eld and retrieved the wounded.

Reconnaissance attempted to mask the air assault’s movement to retain 
the element of surprise. Reconnaissance also determined separate  
points of entry if the enemy defended the chosen landing zone. To avoid 
revealing their location for fear of Cobra attack, the enemy o�en sought 
to ambush United States forces at the point of landing. Sometimes the 
enemy mined landing zones or drove stakes into the ground to render 
them inoperable.

“Hueys” frequently �ew in a “V” formation because it improved versatility 
and observation. Army helicopter pilots trained to synchronize their 
landings; to land one at a time singled out the helicopters for enemy 
to target. Synchronized landing was di�cult due to varying helicopter 
altitudes, rotor wash during descent, landing zone size, and, most 
importantly, enemy resistance. On landings, Lieutenant General John 
Tolson wrote, “two minutes were considered average unloading time 
for a twelve-ship formation. �is two minutes seems an eternity when 
one is expecting enemy �re any second.”

Army pilots �ew thousands of missions in Vietnam, it is safe to say 
there were thousands of eternities. �eir courage, professionalism, and 
dedication to the mission forged Army Aviation’s legacy. Air assaults 
are a staple of the Army’s operations to this day.

Conclusion
Vietnam is justi�ably known as the “helicopter war.” In addition to the U.S. 
Army, the Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps also employed helicopters 
in medical, logistical, and combat operations, though the Army possessed 
the most helicopters by far. True to its namesake, airmobility came to 
embody the Army’s concept of operations in Vietnam. To �nd, close with, 
and destroy the enemy, the Army employed helicopters to carry soldiers 
to battle, supply its units, establish and sustain �re support bases, observe 
and provide gunship support, and conduct aeromedical evacuation. In 
performing all of these functions, the helicopter earned its place in the 
U.S. Army’s organizational structure and achieved its greatest legacy: the 
helicopter is a �xture in all contemporary military operations. 

Vietnam ground conditions, to include mountainous terrain or waterlogged 
paddies, frequently forced UH-1 “Hueys” to hover o� the ground as 
infantrymen dismounted. (Courtesy of the Army Aviation Museum)

Cobra gunships provided escort for UH-1 Huey formations, their 
maneuverability and formidable arsenal supported helicopters and 
ground troops alike. (Courtesy of the Army Aviation Museum)

A CH-47 Chinook helicopter lifting o� with a 105mm howitzer, Vietnam, 1967–
1968. (Courtesy of U.S. Army)

Prior to Vietnam, casualties would be removed from the battle�eld and 
taken to a nearby aid station before extraction. In Vietnam, aeromedical 
evacuation often came to the wounded near the point of injury. (Courtesy 
of the Army Aviation Museum)

U.S. Army Airmobility in the

�e Huey, the Cobra, the light observation helicopter, and the Chinook were the 
essential vehicles of airmobility combat and combat support.

 — Lieutenant General John J. Tolson, 1973
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Cobra supplemented Huey gunships, whose weapon systems made 
them unwieldy. For its part, the OH-6 replaced the OH-13 Sioux and 
was commonly referred to as the “Loach,”—the helicopter’s nickname 
derived from having won the 1962 U.S. Army Light Observation 
Helicopter Competition.

During the Vietnam War, most combat aircra� attempted to �y at 
altitudes and speeds great enough to avoid ground �re, but the “Loach” 
�ew low to draw out enemy �re and locate them. Once the enemy 
engaged, the “Loach” pulled away and marked the target by dropping 
smoke grenades. �en the lethal Cobra swooped down and attacked 
using rockets and, where necessary, a rapid �ring minigun. O�en the 
“pink” team �ew ahead of “Hueys” carrying troops to observe, engage, 
and clear a path. �e “Hueys” also conducted evacuation missions, if a 
“Loach” or Cobra was downed by enemy �re. 

Armed helicopter reconnaissance proved its worth in Vietnam, and 
continues to �nd use in contemporary operations. �e OH-58 Kiowa 
saw service in Vietnam as the “Loach’s” replacement; its D variant, 
the Kiowa Warrior, acted as an assault reconnaissance helicopter in 
support of ground servicemembers in Iraq and Afghanistan until 
retirement in 2017. Like its predecessor’s pairing with the Cobra, the 
Kiowa frequently joined with the Army’s current attack helicopter, 
the AH-64 Apache. 

millimeter and 155 millimeter artillery to establish �re support bases, 
o�en on Vietnam’s high ground. Fire support bases provided accurate 
and devastating artillery �res in the support of infantry operations.

In Vietnam, the U.S. Army created a vast aerial supply network that 
served as a benchmark for future Army operations. In contemporary 
operations, the Army employs Forward Operating Bases and Combat 
Outposts, which it supplies through a variety of aerial means, including 
the Chinook, which is one of the few aircra� developed in the 1960s 
that is still on duty to this day.

Armed Reconnaissance
Before joining as a single team, observation helicopters �ew together 
in what were called “white” teams while gunships �ew in “red” teams. 
In 1967, when the OH-6 Cayuse observation helicopter and the AH-1 
Cobra attack helicopter arrived in Vietnam, the two helicopters 
joined to perform armed reconnaissance as “pink” teams. �e agile 

An infantryman and radio operator look above to UH-1 “Hueys” �ying in formation. (Courtesy of the Army Aviation Museum)

Part 2 of 3

�e Howze Board 
In April 1962, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara issued a 
memorandum to the Secretary of the Army directing the service 
to thoroughly examine the potential for airmobility. Known for 
his devotion to e�ciency, McNamara believed the Army needed to 
reexamine its aviation requirements and conduct analytical studies, 
exercises, and �eld tests to obtain maximum mobility in the combat 
area. To initiate these studies, McNamara established the Army 
Tactical Mobility Requirements Board, or the “Howze Board.”

�e Howze Board (named for its chair, Lieutenant General Hamilton 
Howze) quickly got to work. �e board submitted its �nal report on 20 
August 1962. �is dense and meticulous work endorsed the creation 
of the airmobile division as the next logical step to the Army concept of 
operations. In the airmobile division, all equipment was light enough 
to be carried by helicopter. In Vietnam, airmobility received its �rst 
test, and though the Army employed many helicopters in theater, the 
most famous was the UH-1 Iroquois, known far more commonly as 
the “Huey” due to the pronunciation of its original designation: “HU-
1.” Although the Army’s 1st Cavalry and 101st Airborne Divisions 
were designated airmobile divisions, most Army units employed 
some degree of airmobility.

Logistics and Transportation
�e Army’s Logistics Branch and Transportation Corps were among 
the earliest to grasp the helicopter’s potential. Overseas Cold War 
deployments sent the Army into remote locations which possessed 
limited infrastructure. �ese locales threatened to bog down a 
roadbound military and compromise its �ghting strength by forcing 
it to develop and defend road networks. �e helicopter permitted the 
Army to transcend the landscape and expand its area of operations. 
In Vietnam, the Army created an aerial supply network. �e CH-47 
Chinook and CH-54 Tarhe (more commonly known as the “Skycrane”) 
provided medium and heavy li� capabilities. With the capacity to 
haul tons of weight, these helicopters became the Army’s workhorses. 
In addition to delivering vital provisions, the helicopters li�ed 105 

A CH-47 Chinook helicopter slings its load above the jungle surrounding the 
raw red clay occupied by the 1st Air Cavalry Division �rebase. Chinook’s loads 
frequently held everything from letters from home to an artillery piece. (Courtesy 
of U.S. Army)

A CH-54A “Skycrane” (also known as “Flying Crane”) lowers its hook to 
recover a U.S. Air Force plane in Vietnam, circa 1966. (Courtesy of U.S. Army)

The OH-6 “Loach” and the AH-1 Cobra were among the Army’s most 
maneuverable helicopters in Vietnam. However, due to the nature of 
their mission, they were also among the most vulnerable. “Loaches” were 
particularly exposed due to their low �ight paths to spot the enemy and 
draw �re. (Courtesy of the Army Aviation Museum)

Helicopters enabled the U.S. Army to establish and supply �re bases on high 
ground entirely from the air. �ese bases became instrumental in providing 
artillery support to infantrymen in the �eld, and, owing to their destructive 
capability, were high value targets for the North Vietnamese and Vietcong. 
(Courtesy of the Army Aviation Museum)

U.S. Army Airmobility in the

The Board has only a single, general conclusion. Adoption by the Army of the 
airmobility concept...is necessary and desirable. In some respects the transition 
is inevitable, just as was that from animal mobility to motor.

—Howze Board 1962
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U.S. Army Airmobility in the

UH-1 Hueys �ying in close formation in preparation for an air assault. Door gunners maintain watch as the helicopters �y over Vietnam’s terrain.  
(Courtesy of the Army Aviation Museum)

Part 1 of 3

�e United States Army is an organization of movement. Mobility 
grants the Army capability, adaptability, and lethality within its 
area of operations. Whether rapidly transporting infantry to the 
battle�eld, providing supporting �res, supplying servicemembers 
with vital provisions, or evacuating the wounded, mobility is vital 
to the Army’s success. On 20 September 1954, Secretary of the Army 
Robert Stevens spoke before the National Defense Transportation 
Association, where he stated the Army was “on the threshold of a 
degree of strategic and battle�eld mobility unparalleled in military 
history.” Stevens was talking about the helicopter. �e Army �rst 
employed rotary aircra� in mass during the Korean War. In the years 
that followed, the Army invested heavily in manpower and research 
to advance and incorporate helicopter technology into its concept of 
operations. By the onset of the Vietnam War, the Army’s in theater 
concept of operations centered on the helicopter. 

Contested Roles and Missions
�e Army’s adoption of the helicopter was far from guaranteed. 
Following the U.S. Air Force’s establishment in 1947 as an outgrowth 
of the U.S. Army Air Corps, the Army and Air Force engaged in 
extended and contentious discussions. Seeking to de�ne, advance,  
and defend its organizational culture and mission, the Air Force 
sought to limit Army Aviation and act as the principle means by which 
the U.S. achieved air dominance throughout the Cold War. For the 
Army’s part, the service increasingly saw the developments of organic 
aviation assets as vital to its success.

Prior to the Korean War, the two services clari�ed aviation roles over 
a series of meetings and memorandums. Most notable were the Key 
West Agreement in 1948, and two memorandums of understanding 
in October 1951 and November 1952. �ese organizational 
understandings led to an expansion of Army mission roles and aircra� 
capabilities, yet Army and Air Force joint regulation agreements 
continued to limit Army aviation. For instance, Army helicopter 
weight was not to exceed 4000 pounds, which limited the helicopter’s 
overall size, engine power, range, and capabilities. 

projectiles, against such destructive power, the general surmised, “the 
only counter-measure possible is to reduce drastically the numbers of 
soldiers per square mile in the battle area.” �e helicopter provided 
the Army with an answer to the nuclear threat, it enabled the Army to 
rapidly disperse and reconstitute. As military planners devised new 
ways to employ helicopters, the Army rapidly expanded its aviation 
school and incorporated helicopters with greater size, capacity, and 
range into its force structure. To screen and protect its aviation and 
ground forces, the Army developed armed escort helicopters. �e 
Army’s development of airmobility anticipated a nuclear war with 
conventional forces fought in Europe against the Soviet Union. As it 
turned out, airmobility arrived for an unconventional, low-technology 
war in Southeast Asia.

�e Army primarily relied upon the H-13 Sioux in Korea, a helicopter 
that served in a number of roles including aerial observation and 
reconnaissance, laying wire, transporting supplies and equipment, 
and emergency aeromedical evacuation. For its work saving lives of 
the wounded, the H-13 earned the moniker “Angel of Mercy.” Known 
for its distinctive soap bubble canopy; in addition to serving in Korea 
and Vietnam, U.S. audiences became familiar with the “Angel of 
Mercy” during the opening credits of the television sitcom “M.A.S.H.”

�e Nuclear Battle�eld, Dispersion,  
and Airmobility
�e threat of nuclear weapons on the battle�eld hastened the Army’s 
search for greater mobility.  Army thinkers such as Lieutenant General 
James Gavin believed that if the Army came under attack from 
nuclear weapons in the form of bombs, guided missiles, or artillery 

To be successful, the U.S. Army required dispersion on the nuclear 
battle�eld. Here the U.S. Army’s 280mm artillery �res a 15 kiloton 
nuclear armament XX-69 GRABLE on 25 May 1953 at the Nevada Test 
Site. (Courtesy of National Nuclear Security Administration)

An external litter pod on an H-13 Sioux helicopter. �e helicopter was 
able to carry two litter pods, and these were often �tted with acrylic glass 
to insulate the medical evacuee from the cold environment. (Courtesy of 
U.S. Army Medical Department)

Pictured here as a Major General, Lieutenant General James Gavin was 
instrumental in shifting Army thinking toward the use of helicopters. He 
famously wrote “Cavalry, and I don’t mean horses” in the April 1954 issue 
of Harper’s Magazine. (Courtesy of the Pennsylvania State Archives)

�e armies of the world no longer need be tied to the ground.
 — Lieutenant Colonel Robert R. Williams, Army Aviator, 1952

H-21 helicopters contour-�ying to the landing zone, where Army Republic of 
Vietnam troops o�-load near Ap Loi An, 20 miles south of the staging area, 
17 April 1963. (Courtesy of the National Archives)

1. What led the Army to consider adding helicopters to its forces? 
a. What factors about the helicopter made it appeal to the Army in particular?  
b. Why did some initially resist using the helicopter in the U.S. Army?   

Viewers will note in the poster below the use of the term “Airmobility” as a single word. When the U.S. Army 
began developing the air mobile concept, it originally coined the term “Airmobility” as a single word.  The History 
& Legacy Branch has elected to keep that term in the poster below to maintain historical integrity. That language 
has evolved over time and today, the correct use of the term, as stated in the DOD Dictionary of Military and 
Associated Terms, is two words - Air Mobility. Vietnam is justifiably known as the “helicopter war.”  The U.S. Army 
employed helicopters to carry soldiers to battle, supply its units, establish and sustain fire support bases, observe and 
provide gunship support, and conduct aeromedical evacuation.  In performing all these functions, the helicopter 
became the centerpiece of Army operations in Vietnam, earned its place in the U.S. Military’s organizational 
structure, and achieved its greatest legacy:  the helicopter as a fixture in all contemporary military operations.

Question Prompts

CLASSROOM MATERIALS (CONTINUED)
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2. During the Vietnam War, armed forces used helicopters to fly at different heights.  How were decisions made 
in terms of how high a pilot flew a helicopter?  

a. How did the mission or assignment change based on the height flown?  
b. How was the strategy used in warfare to locate and defeat the enemy?  

3. How did using a helicopter to transport injured and sick servicemembers to safety during the Vietnam War 
change the nature of military medicine?    

a. What is the “golden hour” in medicine? 
b. What is the “10-minute ruling”?
c. Considering the platinum 10 minutes and the golden hour, how has the helicopter impacted medicine?  

4. How did the aeromedical helicopter get to be called “Dust Off ”?  
a. What is the enduring legacy of the term “Dust Off?”  
b. Why do you think the term has sustained over the years since the Vietnam war? 

5.  What was the Army Tactical Mobility Requirements Board, or the “Howze Board” and what was it designed 
to do?  

a. How did the results of the study change the face of helicopter usage during the war?  
b. Considering helicopter usage today, how has it effected the lives of civilians?

6. What was Secretary Stevens referring to by the quote, “ … on the threshold of a degree of strategic and 
battlefield mobility unparalleled in military history”?  

a. Since the Vietnam War ended, was Secretary Stevens correct about how important the helicopter would 
become?  Please explain and give examples to support your answer.

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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U.S. Sensor Technology in the Vietnam War
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Sensor improvements and microchips now enable faster processing 
of signals so that the source (people, trucks, tanks, helicopters, etc.) 
can be instantly recognized. GPS technology provides accurate 
position location. Communication systems link the sensors to �re 
control computers in the air (for example, drones and aircra� such 
as the AH-64D Apache helicopter) or on the ground (such as tanks, 
and even infantry based weapons). Communication systems and 
precision weapon guidance enable accurate attacks against targets. 

Unattended Ground Sensors (UGS) are devices that automatically 
gather sensor data on a remote target, interpret the data, and 
communicate information back to a receiver without the need for a 
human operator. UGS “sense” targets by monitoring their emissions. 
Types of emissions include acoustic, seismic, electro-magnetic waves, 
optical, infrared, ultraviolet, electro-magnetic �elds, chemical, and 
nuclear radiation. 

Sensor technology is now common in the private sector as well. For 
example, motion detection sensors attached to lights found in homes 
and o�ces activate lights by sensing movement. Sensors in a “�uid 
environment,” such as an automobile, aid in parking, avoiding front 
end collisions, and detecting objects in blind spots. Wristband sensors, 
for instance a Fitbit, contain an accelerometer, ambient light sensor, 
and optical heartbeat sensor. Finally, many smartphones contain 
light, proximity, magnetometer, and thermometer sensors.  

PFC Ariel A. Tolentino, a radio operator with the 22nd Marine 
Expeditionary Unit ground sensor platoon prepares “unattended static” 
ground sensors used to detect movement, sounds, and vibrations in the 
�eld. (U.S. Marine Corps)

Conclusion

Since the Vietnam War, sensors have grown exponentially in their use 
and roles. In 1970, Air Force pilot Lieutenant Colonel John Halliday, 
who �ew numerous interdiction missions over the Ho Chi Minh Trail in 
Laos, intimated sensor technology was ahead of its time: “Step out of 
the jungle and inside the [ISC] building, you step into America — but 
an America 15 years from now.” Halliday and the others who served 
in support of Operation IGLOO WHITE were on the cutting edge 
of sensor technology, the legacy of which can be seen on the modern 
battle�eld and in the homes, cars, and in the hands of Americans to 
this day. From Operation IGLOO WHITE to the battle�elds of the 21st 
century, sensors have consistently earned their place in the arsenals of 
contemporary militaries, in the defense of the nation, and in everyday 
features of civilian life.

Part 3 of 3

Sensor Technology in the 21st Century

Sensor technology grew exponentially in the years following the 
Vietnam War and has become a key part of the U.S. military’s 
arsenal. Modern “network-centric warfare” is the direct outgrowth 
of successful sensor use in Vietnam. During combat operations in 
Afghanistan and Iraq, sensors are networked into area surveillance 
and communication systems that not only locate the enemy and 
materiel but are capable of calling in artillery �re and close air support 
to neutralize threats. 

Task Force Alpha’s In�ltration Surveillance Center, Nakhon Phanom Air Base, �ailand, 1971. (Air Force Historical Research Agency)

�e AH-64 employs a combination of sensors and armament systems to gain a 
position of advantage for the ground commander. (U.S. Army)

U.S. Sensor Technology in the

An information technology specialist inputs sensor data in to an IBM System 
360/65 [super] computer. �e computer digests and analyzed the data. Only 
then is the information presented to a targeting board to direct air strikes 
against the enemy.(Air Force Historical Research Agency)

An enemy target (detected by sensor activation) is con�rmed through the 
Ground Surveillance Computer System. (Air Force Historical Research Agency)

Operations and intelligence personnel planning an air strike. �e operation 
is seen on the In�ltration Surveillance Center Targeting Board. (Air Force 
Historical Research Agency)

On the battle�eld of the future, enemy forces will be located, tracked, and 
targeted almost instantaneously through the use of data links, computer assisted 
intelligence evaluation, and automated �re control. 

— General William J. Westmorland, 1969 speech

A soldier sets up a tactical unattended ground sensor to monitor an area his 
unit just cleared. �rough seismic, acoustic, radiological, and electro-optic 
nodes, enemy personnel and vehicles are detected, tracked, and identi�ed. 
(U.S. Army)
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On the American home front, sensor technology developed for the 
military in the Vietnam War was shared with the U.S. Border Patrol. 
Sensors deployed along the Texas-Mexico border demonstrated 
that they could detect illegal crossings into the United States. More 
advanced sensors than those developed by the DCPG continue to be 
used on U.S. borders today. enemy, and to respond very rapidly to enemy attempts” to attack  

from Cambodia.” 

�e U.S. Navy also tested the e�ectiveness of the reconnaissance-
strike system in the Mekong Delta waterways of South Vietnam. In 
the experiment, a suite of sensors was distributed along in�ltration 
routes to a major river that was used by the Viet Cong to move people 
and supplies, and the sensor �elds were covered by artillery �re. 
�e sensors promptly detected Viet Cong movement, and the U.S. 
launched barrages of artillery in response. Subsequently, the Viet 
Cong halted in�ltration into the area.  

�e e�cacy of sensor technology soon lead to its use in other regions. For 
example, at the same time the Vietnam War was underway subversives 
from North Korea conducted small-scale attacks across the Korean 
DMZ. Members of the DCPG and their sensor technology were tasked 
by the U.S. military to create an electronic fence adept at detecting 
enemy movement in the Korean DMZ. To this day sensors are used in 
the Korean DMZ and many aspects of the program remain classi�ed.

Air Force personnel prepare to load sensor canisters from a bomb trailer 
to an A-1E Aircraft. Nakhon Phanom Air Base, �ailand. June 10, 1968. 
(National Archives)

Part 2 of 3

Sensors in the Fluid Combat Environment 

In January 1968, as a part of the Tet O�ensive, NVA forces massed 
in the northwestern corner of South Vietnam near a U.S. Marine base 
in the town of Khe Sanh. On January 18, 1968, while the Battle of 
Khe Sanh was underway a team from the DCPG demonstrated the 
capabilities of sensors at the Marine base. Within 48 hours the 7th Air 
Force dropped seismic and acoustic sensors around the perimeter. 
Almost immediately the sensors picked up NVA activity. 

�e sensors reported the movement of soldiers and equipment, and the 
data generated over the next few months of the battle gave the Marines 
such accurate information that, according to Colonel David Lownds, 
commander of the 26th Marine Regiment at Khe Sanh, the Marines 
were able to “in�ict devastating �repower to break up the attack.”  
�e successful deployment of sensor technology used in concert with 
artillery and air power strikes around Khe Sanh demonstrated a highly 
e�ective “reconnaissance-strike system” in perimeter and patrol 
defenses and saved American lives. During a Senate hearing following 
the Battle of Khe Sanh Colonel Lownds testi�ed that without the use 
of the sensors “his casualties would have almost doubled.” �e siege of  

Khe Sanh ended in April 1968. 
�is marked a sound defeat for 
the NVA. 

Later in 1968, the reconnaissance-
strike system was successfully 
deployed again in the U.S. 
Army’s 25th Infantry Division 
area of operations to the 
north, east, and west of Saigon. 
According to Major General 
Ellis Williamson, the division 
commander at the time, “the 
division utilized sensors along 
with other detection methods 
to intercept movement of enemy 
forces, disrupt mine-laying and 
booby-trapping activity by the 

An Air Force F-4D pilot of the 25th Tactical Fighter Squadron prepares 
to airdrop sensors above the Ho Chi Minh Trail. January 30, 1969. 
(National Archives)

Two Air Delivered Seismic 
Intrusion Detectors on the pylon 
of a Navy OP-2E air craft prior 
to their being deployed in Laotian 
airspace over the Ho Chi Minh 
Trail. (National Archives)

U.S. Air Force personnel  load acoustic sensors into a rearward �ring dispenser, 
July 1968 (National Archives)

U.S. Sensor Technology in the

An Airman deploys an Air Delivered Seismic Intrusion Detector from the side door of a CH-3E helicopter. �e device senses ground movement and determines 
whether the source is a person or a vehicle. January 1969. (National Archives)

An Air Force sergeant decodes sensor signals aboard a C-121 aircraft in 
support of Operation IGLOO WHITE, April 10, 1968. (National Archives)

Khe Sanh was a turning point for the sensors — for their acceptance into 
America’s technological arsenal. 

—  Rebecca Ullrich, Building On and Spinning O�:   
Sandia National Labs’ Creation of Sensors for Vietnam, 1996

Left:  �e Helicopter Emplaced Seismic Intrusion Detector. A seismic 
sensor detects vibrations and movement from passing footsteps or vehicles. 
It is designed to be launched from a pod attached to a CH-3 helicopter or 
tossed from its side door while the aircraft is hovering. (Defense Technical 
Information Center)
Right:  An Air Delivered Seismic Intrusion Detector. With its nose buried 
deep into the ground the sensor’s tail remains above the surface. �e 
sensor blends in with the jungle foliage due to the green antenna that 
camou�aged it to look like a plant.  (National Archives)
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U.S. Sensor Technology in the

�e Ho Chi Minh Trail originated in North Vietnam and wound through 
Laos and Cambodia into South Vietnam. (O�ce of the Secretary of 
Defense Graphics)

Part 1 of 3

U.S. Sensor Technology in the Vietnam War

�e North Vietnamese Army (NVA) constructed a substantial 
logistics network known as the Ho Chi Minh Trail (the Trail) to 
in�ltrate manpower, weapons, ammunition, and materiel into South 
Vietnam along an approximately nine thousand mile network of 
ancient footpaths and dirt roads. �e Ho Chi Minh Trail served as 
the NVA’s supply route through Laos and Cambodia and, in response, 
the U.S. launched air interdiction campaigns. In 1964 and 1965, the 
U.S. Air Force conducted Operations BARREL ROLL and ROLLING 
THUNDER, respectively, to disrupt NVA operations at junctures 
along the Trail. �e NVA proved di�cult to target, with much of the 
Ho Chi Minh Trail running through dense rainforests that concealed 
the NVA from airborne assets under a natural jungle canopy. 

In 1966, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara tasked a group 
of prominent American scientists to study options for interdicting 
the Trail in hopes of o�ering alternative solutions vis-a-vis strategic 
bombing. Of the solutions proposed, McNamara settled on sensor 
technology. He established the Defense Communications Planning 
Group (DCPG), which was a Department of Defense (DOD) joint 
task force whose mission was to develop sensor technology capable 
of operating in the unrelenting heat, monsoons, and dense jungles of 
Southeast Asia. 

Under the command of Lieutenant General Alfred Starbird, U.S. 
Army, the DCPG brought together technical experts from across 
several agencies within the U.S. government, DOD, governmental 
laboratories, and commercial manufacturers to fast-track the research,  
development, and deployment of acoustic, seismic, electromagnetic,  
and infrared sensors to Southeast Asia. �e result produced two 
methods of sensor use, static and �uid. Static sensors were embedded 
in the ground or hung in jungle canopies to relay information about 
enemy locations and movement along the Ho Chi Minh Trail; sensors 
were also used in support of a �uid combat environment as seen in 
the Battle of Khe Sanh. 

Static Sensors

In 1967, the United States began building a static sensor trip wire across 
the panhandle of Laos and the northwestern border of South Vietnam. 
Nicknamed IGLOO WHITE, this clandestine sensor project was 
designed to detect enemy movement anywhere in two large sections 
of the Ho Chi Minh Trail. An antivehicle sector covered the road 
network in a 100 kilometer x 40 kilometer region of central Laos, and  
an antipersonnel sector blanketed the trail network in a 100 kilometer  
x 20 kilometer area extending from eastern Laos into the western 
portion of South Vietnam, just below the demilitarized zone (DMZ).  

�e functional components of IGLOO WHITE were several 
thousand sensors dropped by aircra� throughout the anti-in�ltration 

We wired the Ho Chi Minh Trail like a drugstore pinball 
machine, and we plugged it in every night.

— Air Force analyst, Armed Forces Journal, 1971

ISC operations personnel veri�ed each enemy target and noti�ed 
combat commanders who then sent the closest attack aircra� to 
neutralize the target. An Air Force pilot who �ew interdiction 
missions over Laos described the ISC operations center this way,  
“�e main control room looks like the one we saw on TV during the 
Apollo moon shots, or maybe something out of a James Bond movie. 
�ere’s computer terminals everywhere…a [technician] can point a 
handheld red-light gun and activate one of the sensors and listen in. 
Sometimes you can hear the drivers’ voices...or an airstrike.”

�e sensors on the Trail aided in the interdiction of enemy supplies 
and reinforcements. For example, in December 1970, a group of 
American forward air controller (FAC) pilots �ying observation 
aircra� were searching for NVA trucks and supply dumps hidden 
in the jungles of Laos. �ey received word that acoustic and seismic 
sensors had detected heavy vehicle tra�c in their area of operations. 
�is intelligence lead to the discovery of a large NVA storage complex 
near the deserted Laotian village of Ban Bak. Over the next ten days 
U.S. airstrikes destroyed approximately 46 enemy trucks, 10,000 
rounds of ammunition, 1,000 tons of supplies, and countless drums 
of fuel. While “static” sensors quickly garnered success in interdiction 
operations, they also found use in more �uid combat environments 
where they provided direct support to U.S. Soldiers and Marines. 

zones to detect enemy foot or vehicular movement. Some sensors 
detected seismic disturbances created by passing trucks, others used 
microphones to pick up nearby voices, and still others detected both 
seismic disturbances and voices. F-4 Phantoms, CH-3 helicopters, 
and other aircra� dropped sensors (designed to look like plants) that 
struck the ground like lawn darts, burying themselves up to their 
antenna. Acoustic sensors delivered by camou�aged parachute 
would catch in trees and hang high out of sight in the foliage. All 
sensors were autonomous. �ey were equipped with battery packs 
and transmitters in addition to their sensors. 

Orbiting aircra�, such as an EC-121R “Batcat” or the Beech QU-
22B worked with signal relay platforms and navigation systems to 
continuously monitor the sensor �elds and transmit their signals 
to the In�ltration Surveillance Center (ISC) in Nakhon Phanom, 
�ailand. �e ISC processed and interpreted the data signals 
through two IBM 360-65 mainframe computers—the most powerful 
computers available at the time—to produce reliable intelligence 
data for planning interdiction operations. An analyst stationed at the 
ISC compared the �ow of data from the sensors through the ISC’s 
computers to an arcade akin to a modern day video game system. 

An Air Force report circa 1968, depicts IGLOO 
WHITE sensors in Laos and South Vietnam.  
Note: the Strong Point Obstacle Sector appearing 
below the DMZ is never constructed as planned. 
Sensor technologies slated for the “McNamara Line” 
are utilized for perimeter and patrol defense instead.  
(Defense Technical Information Center)

Cutaway drawing of an Acoustic Seismic Intrusion Detector III. (National 
Museum of the U.S. Air Force)

Left:  An Acoustic Seismic Intrusion Detector. �is sensor detects sound and movement. �ese 
capabilities enable sensor technicians to listen to voices and the movement of vehicles, or use 
vibrations from passing footsteps and wheels to pinpoint the enemy’s location and monitor activity 
on the ground. (Defense Technical Information Center)
Right:  An Acoustic Seismic Intrusion Detector remains suspended high above the jungle �oor by 
its camou�aged parachute. (National Archives) 

�e Patrol Seismic Intrusion Detector uses a spike (seismic sensor) inserted 
into the ground by hand to guard a patrol’s camp perimeter. �e small box 
contains a battery, transmitter, and antenna. �e transmitter indicates near-
by vibrations picked up by the sensor. �e vibrations are transmitted over 
a long wire (over 200 yards). Each spike [sensor] transmits a di�erent beep 
providing the operator with a clear indication of the enemy’s location and 
movement. (Secretary of Defense Graphics)  

An EC-121R “Batcat” orbiting above the Ho Chi MinhTrail. �e aircraft 
receives sensor signals and transmits the signals to Task Force Alpha’s 
Information Surveillance Center, Nakhon Phanom, �ailand. (National 
Museum of the U.S. Air Force)

In 1966, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara tasked a group of prominent 
American scientists to study options for interdicting the Ho Chi Minh Trail. 
Of the solutions proposed, McNamara settled on sensor technology. 

1. Vietnam was one of the first wars to employ sensors capable of detecting movement for intelligence gathering.  
What were its strengths?  What were its weaknesses?  
2. Why did the North Vietnamese construct the Ho Chi Minh Trail and what was it used for?  

a. Why was that trail so significant to the North Vietnamese and so detrimental to the American forces?
3. In its beginning stages, how effective was sensor technology in detecting movement of the enemy in the 
Vietnam War?  

The North Vietnamese Army used the Ho Chi Minh Trail to move men and materiel through Laos and Cambodia 
into South Vietnam.  In response, the Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara approved deploying sensor 
technology along the trail to detect movement and their path of incursion.  Static sensors were embedded in the 
ground or hung in jungle canopies in Laos and Cambodia to aid American aircraft in targeting communist troop 
and truck supply trains.  Sensors also proved vital in combat to U.S. forces during the Battle of Khe Sanh. In the 
years following the Vietnam War, sensor technology has advanced significantly, and has made its presence felt on not 
only the modern battlefield, but in the everyday lives of American citizens.

Question Prompts
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a. In what ways did sensor technology evolve as the needs of the military changed throughout the war’s 
duration?  
b. As the war progressed, what types of sensors were developed, what were their names, and what were they 
designed to do?
c. Did the U.S. Coast Guard find ways to apply sensor technology in its efforts to guard the borders?  Please 
explain.  How did the Navy apply sensor technology to fight the enemy?

4. The efficacy of sensor technology soon led to its use in other regions of Southeast Asia.  What were some of 
those regions/countries and how was the technology used to meet agendas and missions?
5. What do modern applications of sensor technology look like today in civilian life? 

a. In your experience, how is sensor technology used in your life?  In the lives of your parents?  
b. How has it changed or influenced your behaviors in school, at home, and in your personal experiences?  

See Posters at: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/posters/
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LIST OF ANNUAL  
HOLIDAYS  
AND OBSERVANCES
Please note that dates below are a combination of 
military and non-military holidays and observances that 
can be connected to the suggested events and activities 
throughout the year. 

JANUARY

January 1 – New Year’s Day

Third Monday in January – Martin Luther King Jr. Day

FEBRUARY

February 3 – Four Chaplains Day
A day set aside to honor the four U.S. Army chaplains who gave their lives to save others when the troop ship USAT 
Dorchester sank during World War II.  
Learn more at:  http://www.fourchaplains.org/

February 14 – Valentine’s Day
 
Third Monday in February – President’s Day

February 19 – Coast Guard Reserve Birthday
Learn more at: http://reserve.uscg.mil/

MARCH

Month of the Military Caregiver
During the Month of the Military Caregiver, Americans recognize and honor military caregivers’ sacrifices and 
successes.  
Learn more at:  http://www.elizabethdolefoundation.org/how-we-help/military-caregivers-week/

March 3 – Navy Reserve Birthday
Learn more at:  https://www.navyreserve.navy.mil/Pages/default.aspx

March 5 – Seabee Birthday
Learn more at:  https://seabeemuseum.wordpress.com/tag/seabee-birthday/

March 17 – St. Patrick’s Day
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LIST OF ANNUAL HOLIDAYS AND  
OBSERVANCES (CONTINUED)

March 25 – National Medal of Honor Day
A day set aside to remember the courage and selfless sacrifice of Medal of Honor recipients. 
Learn more at:  http://www.blogs.va.gov/VAntage/18481/national-medal-of-honor-day-march-25th/

March 29 – Vietnam Veterans Day
President Trump signed into law the Vietnam War Veterans Recognition Act of 2017, officially designating March 
29 as National Vietnam War Veterans Day.  The day calls for the U.S. flag to be flown, and to show honor and 
respect to our Vietnam Veterans. Learn more at:   
http://www.ncsl.org/research/military-and-veterans-affairs/vietnam-veterans-day-legislation-and-statutes.aspx

APRIL

Month of the Military Child
An opportunity to recognize military children and youth for their heroism, character, courage, sacrifices and 
continued resilience. Learn more at:  http://www.nctsn.org/resources/public-awareness/month-military-child

April 5 – Gold Star Wives Day
A day set aside to recognize the sacrifices of Gold Star wives.   
Learn more at:   http://www.goldstarwives.org/?

April 14 – Air Force Reserve Birthday
Learn more at:   http://www.military.com/air-force-birthday

April 23 – Army Reserve Birthday
Learn more at:   http://www.usar.army.mil/Featured/Special-Features/Army-Reserve-Birthday/

April 30 – National Military Brats Day
A day set aside so Americans can say thank you to these patriots, young and grown, for their dedication and sacrifice 
in the service of their country.  
Learn more at:  https://warriorgirl3.wordpress.com/2016/04/30/national-military-brats-day/comment-page-1/

MAY

National Military Appreciation Month
A month to recognize and show appreciation to the Armed Forces of the United States of America.  
Learn more at:  http://www.military.com/military-appreciation-month

May 1 – Silver Star Service Banner Day
A day set aside to honor our wounded, ill and dying military personnel by participating in flying a Silver Star 
Banner.  Learn more at:   http://silverstarfamilies.org/home.aspx

Friday before Mother’s Day in May – Military Spouse Appreciation Day
A day set aside to acknowledge the contributions and sacrifices of the spouses of the U.S. Armed Forces.  Learn more 
at:  https://www.daysoftheyear.com/days/military-spouse-appreciation-day/

May 13 – Children of Fallen Patriots Day
A day to honor the families our Fallen Heroes have left behind – especially their children. It’s a reminder to the 
community that we have an obligation to support the families of our Fallen Patriots.  
Learn more at:  http://www.fallenpatriots.org/
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LIST OF ANNUAL HOLIDAYS AND  
OBSERVANCES (CONTINUED)

Second Sunday in May – Mother’s Day

Third Saturday in May – Armed Forces Day
A day set aside to pay tribute to men and women who serve in the United States’ Armed Forces.  
For a downloadable poster, and to learn more at:  http://afd.defense.gov/

Last Monday in May – Memorial Day (Decoration Day)
A day set aside to commemorate all who have died in military service for the United States. Typically  
recognized by parades, visiting memorials and cemeteries.  
Learn more at:  http://www.usmemorialday.org/?page_id=2

JUNE

June 14 – Flag Day
A day to commemorate the adoption of the United States flag.  
Learn more at:  http://nationalflagday.com/default.asp

June 14 – Army Birthday
Learn more at:  http://www.history.army.mil/html/faq/birth.html

Third Sunday in June – Father’s Day

JULY

July 4 – Independence Day

July 29 – Anniversary of the Army Chaplain Corps
Learn more at:   https://armyhistory.org/u-s-army-chaplain-corps/

AUGUST

August 4 – Coast Guard Birthday  
Learn more at:   http://wow.uscgaux.info/content.php?unit=130-05-02&category=city-proclamation

August 7 – Purple Heart Day
National Purple Heart Day honors the men and women who have been wounded or killed in  
military service.  Learn more at:   https://purpleheartfoundation.org/about-us/blog/2015/08/ 
purple-heart-day-day-celebrate-courage-and-sacrifice-combat-wounded-veterans/

August 29 – Marine Forces Reserve Birthday
Learn more at:  http://www.marforres.marines.mil/
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LIST OF ANNUAL HOLIDAYS AND  
OBSERVANCES (CONTINUED)

SEPTEMBER

First Monday in September – Labor Day

September 11 – Patriot Day
Patriot Day is an annual observance on September 11 to remember those who were injured or died during the 
terrorist attacks in the United States on September 11, 2001. 
Learn more at:  https://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/us/patriot-day

Third Friday in September – POW/MIA Recognition Day
A time set aside to remember those who were prisoners of war (POW) and those who are missing in action (MIA), 
as well as their families.   
Learn more at:  http://www.pow-miafamilies.org/events/recognition-day/

September 18 – Air Force Birthday
Learn more at:   http://www.military.com/air-force-birthday

Last Sunday in September – Gold Star Mother’s and Family’s Day
A day set aside to honor the families of our nation’s fallen service members.  
Learn more at:   https://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/us/gold-star-mothers-day

OCTOBER

Second Monday in October – Columbus Day

October 13 – Navy Birthday
Learn more at:   https://www.history.navy.mil/browse-by-topic/commemorations-toolkits/navy-birthday.html

NOVEMBER

Military Family Month
A month to honor and celebrate the contributions and sacrifices of the families of the U.S. Armed Forces.   
Learn more at:  https://www.army.mil/article/158106/November_designated_as_Month_of_the_Military_Family/

November 10 – Marine Corps Birthday
Learn more at:   http://www.military.com/marine-corps-birthday

November 11 – Veterans Day
The anniversary date of the signing of the armistice which ended the World War I. Also a day set aside to thank 
military veterans for their service.  
Learn more at:  https://www.va.gov/opa/vetsday/vetdayhistory.asp

Fourth Thursday in November – Thanksgiving Day
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LIST OF ANNUAL HOLIDAYS AND  
OBSERVANCES (CONTINUED)

DECEMBER

December 13 – National Guard Birthday
Learn more at:  http://www.nationalguard.mil/About-the-Guard/How-We-Began/

December 25 – Christmas Day

December 31 – New Year’s Eve

MISCELLANEOUS

Alive Day
Commemorates the day a veteran suffered near-fatal battlefield injuries yet managed to survive.  
Learn more at:  http://www.operationward57.org/2012/04/celebrating-alive-day/

National Wreaths Across America (December and January)
An annual laying of wreaths at Arlington National Cemetery and other veterans cemeteries across  
the nation and abroad.  
Learn more at:  http://www.wreathsacrossamerica.org/#join-us

Red Shirt Friday (RED - Remembering Everyone Deployed)
Wear a red shirt on Friday to show support of our service men and women.        
Learn more at:  http://redshirtfridays.org/

Support Military Personnel
Organizations that support military personnel and their families in various ways.     
Learn more at:  http://militaryfamily.com/helping-heroes/

Please note that the List of Annual Holidays and Observances is not exhaustive and may change over time as result of more 
official holidays being added to the calendar year. Suggestions or ideas for additional observances are welcome.
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RELATED RESOURCES

RELATED  
RESOURCES

• Websites, Elementary to College Lessons, 
STEM + History, Online Exhibits,  
Digital Media, Vietnam Memorials and 
Museums to Visit, Oral Histories,  
Films, and Books

WEBSITES
The Vietnam War Commemoration

http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/education/ 
Summary:  The Vietnam War Commemoration website provides resources such as historically accurate materials and 
interactive resources, posters, fact sheets, primary sources, and maps.

http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/links/?category=Ge4iYsIUOMxGhezscKLo4IfcijN1zhyTgyTZVAWuwmU%3d 
Summary:  This link lists many websites with resources and information focused on the military and veterans. 

Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund
http://www.vvmf.org 
Summary:  The official website for the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund, founders of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
(The Wall) on the National Mall in Washington, D.C.  The Memorial includes the names of over 58,000 servicemen and 
women who gave their lives in service in the Vietnam War.  Also, on the grounds of the Memorial is “The Three Service-
men” statue and the Vietnam Women’s Memorial.

The National League of POW/MIA (Prisoner of War/Missing in Action) Families
http://www.pow-miafamilies.org/ 
Summary:  The official website for The National League of POW/MIA Families provides information on the League 
and its commitment to accounting “as fully as possible”for Americans still prisoners, missing, and unaccounted from the 
Vietnam War.
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RELATED RESOURCES

WEBSITES
POW/MIA Flag

http://www.va.gov/opa/publications/celebrate/powmia.pdf 
Summary:  Description of the development and significance of the POW/MIA Flag.  Congress designated the third Fri-
day of September as National POW/MIA Recognition Day and ordered prominent display of the POW/MIA flag on this 
day and many other national observances.

Sons and Daughters in Touch
http://www.sdit.org/  
Summary:  The website for Sons and Daughters in Touch provides support to the Gold Star “sons and daughters” and 
other family members of those who died or remain missing as a result of the Vietnam War.  This includes periodic news-
letters and promotes healing through networking opportunities and special events, as well as educational outreach to high 
school and college students by addressing the “historical and emotional legacy of war.”

Paralyzed Veterans of America
http://www.pva.org/site/c.ajIRK9NJLcJ2E/b.7535477/k.7D0E/Volunteer_Opportunities.htm 
Summary:  Paralyzed Veterans of America is “an organization dedicated to veteran’s service, medical research, and civil 
rights for people with disabilities.”  This site provides meaningful volunteer opportunities that not only make a life-chang-
ing difference to veterans, their families, and their communities, but also helps those that serve as volunteers to develop 
leadership skills and make a positive impact on others.  

The National Museum of the Marine Corps
http://www.usmcmuseum.com/Education_teachers.asp 
Summary:  The National Museum of The Marine Corps website provides all kinds of resources such as teaching trunks, 
workshops, lessons, and social study guides aligned with standards of learning, and topics that address issues such as Viet-
nam, diversity, women, Hispanics, African Americans.

The John F. Kennedy (JFK) Presidential Library and Museum 
http://www.jfklibrary.org/Search.aspx?nav=Ntk:SearchAll|vietnam|1|,N:15 
Summary:  The JFK Library presents a compilation of research documents, lessons for 9-12th grade students, photos, 
videos, and transcriptions from audio recordings dating back to the Vietnam era.  

Teaching History
http://teachinghistory.org/history-content/website-reviews/22992 
Summary:  The Teaching History website presents nearly 1 million pages of Vietnam War-related research materials. It 
includes the full text of more than 80,000 documents, 60,000 photos and slides, hundreds of interviews with veterans and 
other participants, streaming audio and video recordings, and much more.

The National Archives
http://www.archives.gov/research/alic/reference/military/vietnam-war.html 
Summary:  The National Archives provides a diverse collection of materials via web links to resources such as documents, 
photos, audio and video recordings, military records, collections, chronologies, and maps.
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The National Coalition for Homeless Veterans
http://nchv.org/ 
http://nchv.org/index.php/service/service/start_a_homeless_vet_program/ 
Summary:  The official website of the National Coalition for Homeless Veterans (NCHV) provides a plethora of re-
sources and information about homeless veterans in the United States, the programs, and the “people who are working 
to save their lives and restore their hope.”  The second web link explains “How to Start a Homeless Veteran Program” 
that includes ideas for developing a marketing campaign, partnerships, and facts sheets on homeless veterans and how to 
advocate for them.

Project Look Sharp
http://projectlooksharp.org/?action=war 
Summary:  Project Look Sharp analyzes Newsweek’s coverage of the Vietnam War, Gulf War and the War in Afghanistan.  
High school to college-age students will learn core information about the wars in Vietnam, the Persian Gulf, and Afghani-
stan, how media influences public opinion of current events, and how to ask key media literacy questions and identify bias 
in the news.

The Congressional Medal of Honor Foundation 
http://www.cmohfoundation.org/   
Summary:  The Congressional Medal of Honor Foundation developed the Character Development Program to incorpo-
rate the ideals of courage and selfless service into middle and high school curriculum, and awards STEM scholarships to 
students.  

Veterans of Foreign Wars  
http://www.vfw.org/community/youth-and-education 
Summary:  Information on the various youth and teacher programs, scholarships, and helpful resources dedicated to 
addressing topics related to United States veterans of overseas conflicts, as well as sources and monthly webinars discussing 
character development.

Women in Military Service For America Memorial
http://www.womensmemorial.org/education 
Summary:  The official website of the Women in Military Service For America Memorial Foundation, Inc. provides 
myriad resources to help visitors to the Women’s Memorial to learn about American history, patriotism and women’s rich 
heritage of service through tours, education programs, education/poster kits containing materials and activities, historical 
articles, bibliographies, and more.

The Virtual Wall
http://www.virtualwall.org/ 
Summary:  This website is dedicated to honoring those who died in the Vietnam War.  Names of the fallen service mem-
bers from across the country are listed alphabetically, along with biographical information, photographs, personal remem-
brances, and poems left by relatives and friends.  

RELATED RESOURCES

WEBSITES
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RELATED RESOURCES
ELEMENTARY TO COLLEGE LESSONS

Elementary

Enchanted Learning
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/crafts/veterans 
Summary:  The Enchanted Learning website presents ideas for crafts, projects, worksheets, books and printouts related to 
honoring veterans.

The National Education Association
http://www.nea.org/tools/lessons/veterans-day-activities-gradesk-5.html 
Summary:  The National Education Association provides lesson plans, activities, and educational resources focused on 
wartime service and sacrifice for K-5th grade students.

The Nixon Presidential Library & Museum
http://www.nixonlibrary.gov/forkids/index.php 
http://www.nixonlibrary.gov/forteachers/resources/index.php 
Summary:  The Nixon Presidential Library & Museum website provides teachers with lesson plans and primary sources 
such as photographs, speeches, audio transcripts, audio clips and more in order to specifically engage young children and 
learn about Nixon and his administration via these two weblinks.

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund
http://issuu.com/vvmf/docs/field_trip_guide_for_web_and_mobile 
Summary:  The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund’s field trip guide is an excellent resource for self-guided or teacher-led 
exploration of the Memorial (The Wall).  The guide includes various onsite activities, as well as activities for the classroom.       

Middle School and Secondary School

MiddleSchool.Net 
http://www.middleschool.net/curlink/ss/vietnam/vietnam.htm 
Summary:  Middle School.Net is a website created “for teachers by teachers” that includes a wealth of resources including 
lesson plans, activities, quizzes, and other educational materials.  Also, highlights weblinks specifically related to ser-
vice-learning and the study of the Vietnam War.

The University of North Carolina, School of Education
http://www.learnnc.org/lp/pages/4206 
Summary:  The UNC School of Education introduces 7th grade students to Vietnam’s geography, climate, culture, 
history, natural history, arts, economics, and government.  Students will view a collection of documentary photographs 
and use these for making logical observations, drawing conclusions, and as a basis for creative writing.  Lesson focuses on 
Language Arts, Information Skills, and Social Studies.

The National Museum of the Air Force
http://www.nationalmuseum.af.mil/Upcoming/PressRoom/News/ArticleDisplay/tabid/466/Article/630261/museum-an-
nounces-sixth-annual-student-writing-competition.aspx 
Summary:  The National Museum of the Air Force oversees an annual writing competition open to public and private 
schools and homeschooled 6-12th grade students.   It is an opportunity to secure a scholarship and showcase writing skills 
by answering an overarching question comparing the media coverage of Vietnam to Operation Desert Storm.
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RELATED RESOURCES
ELEMENTARY TO COLLEGE LESSONS (CONTINUED)

Teacher Vision
https://www.teachervision.com/veterans-day/teacher-resources/6674.html 
Summary:  Use TeacherVision’s cross-curricular Veterans Day lessons, print outs, and resources to help  
students understand the contributions veterans have made to the country.  There are Veterans Day worksheets to honor 
heroes, facts about flags, pop-up art books to make, literature guides, patriotic songs,  
historical references, and more educational activities for students of all grade levels.

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund, Hometown Heroes
http://www.vvmf.org/hometown-heroes 
Summary:  The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund engaged the Veterans History Project (at the Library of Congress), to 
create the Hometown Heroes Service Learning Project.  Through four separate lesson plans, 6-12th grade students have an 
opportunity to learn about local veterans who served and sacrificed  
in Vietnam.

The Vietnam Center and Archive at Texas Tech University  
https://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/teachers/pages/teachers04.php 
Summary:  The Vietnam Center and Archive, Texas Tech University provides 6-12th grade students history resources, 
exhibits, classroom instruction, educational programs, and publications covering all aspects of the American Vietnam 
experience. The website has a growing collection of lessons, with plans to add elementary lessons.

The Armed Forces Museum
http://armedforcesmuseum.com/education-opportunities/ 
Summary:   The Armed Forces Museum offers 5-12th grade students hands on experience with authentic artifacts for in-
classroom learning.  The Duffle Bag Program is free of charge to teachers and homeschoolers in selected geographic areas.  
Check directly with the museum for availability.

Secondary School

National History Education Clearinghouse – Teachinghistory.org
https://teachinghistory.org/history-content/website-reviews/14724 
Summary:  An online exhibition called Battlelines: Letters from America’s Wars consists of letter text and audio from 
soldiers of all ranks and their families, from the American Revolution to American involvement in the Iraq war. Each 
letter includes and image and transcript.

National for the Endowment of Humanities, EDSITEment!
http://edsitement.neh.gov/lesson-plan/gulf-tonkin-resolution-and-escalation-vietnam-war 
Summary:  This website provides a lesson plan on The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution and Escalation of the Vietnam War.  
Myriad photographs, lessons, activities, as well as web resources, video clips, and historical documents are also available.

The John F. Kennedy (JFK) Presidential Library and Museum
https://www.jfklibrary.org/Search.aspx?nav=N:4294882426 
Summary:  The JFK Library provides a lesson plan called, Military Advisors in Vietnam: 1963 Lesson Plan.  Students have 
an opportunity to analyze primary sources, discuss US involvement in the Vietnam conflict prior to 1963, and evaluate 
the “domino theory” from the historical perspective of Americans living in 1963.
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George Mason University, Center for History and New Media
http://chnm.gmu.edu/mcpstah/lesson-plans/1950-to-present/?planid=15 
Summary:  Vietnam Primary Source Analysis, a lesson plan developed by a high school teacher and made available by 
George Mason University’s Center for New Media and History.

http://chnm.gmu.edu/mcpstah/source-analysis/vietnam-war-cartoon/lesson-plan/ 
Summary:  Vietnam War Cartoon: Voices from the My Lai Massacre, a lesson plan developed by a high school teacher for 
AP classes, and made available by George Mason University’s Center for New Media and History.

Secondary School and College

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund, Echoes From The Wall
https://www.vvmf.org/Echoes/ 
Summary:  The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund provides an online interactive guide, Echoes From the Wall Curriculum 
Guide, that focuses on four main topics: Social, Military, Media, Politics tackling subtopics such as the draft, film and war, 
movies and war, protests, medical advancements, news, and stories of the war,

U.S. involvement, coalitions, and withdrawal. For an electronic version of the curriculum, please refer to the associated 
Teachers’ Guide at: http://issuu.com/vvmf/docs/echoesguide

HistoryNet. com
http://www.historynet.com/vietnam-war 
Summary:  This website provides videos, photos, facts and other relevant information on the Vietnam War, including 
articles that can be read and viewed online from the Vietnam Magazine.

RELATED RESOURCES

ELEMENTARY TO COLLEGE LESSONS (CONTINUED)
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RELATED RESOURCES

STEM + HISTORY 
(MIDDLE SCHOOL AND SECONDARY SCHOOL)

The American Helicopter Museum & Education Center
https://americanhelicopter.museum/programs/girls-in-science-and-technology/ 
https://americanhelicopter.museum/programs/steam-storytime/ 
https://americanhelicopter.museum/programs/stem-workshops/ 
Summary:  The American Helicopter Museum & Education Center’s Women in Aerospace and Technology Program 
(WATP) is a collaborative effort developed by the AHMEC and the Girl Scouts of Eastern Pennsylvania to offer a fun and 
educational hands-on program where girls explore different topics through hands-on activities and fun interactives related 
to STEM.  

The National Museum of the United States Navy
http://www.usnavymuseum.org/Education.asp 
Summary:  The National Museum of the United States Navy located at the Navy Yard in Washington, D.C. provides les-
son plans that “incorporate the rich multimedia found in the Cold War Gallery Virtual Tour to make learning an engag-
ing and fun experience for middle school and high school students.”

The Naval Historical Foundation
http://www.navyhistory.org/programs/stem-teacher-fellowships/ 
Summary:  The National Historical Foundation in Washington, DC hopes to offer fellowships for high school teachers 
of science, technology, engineering, math and U.S. History to work in teams developing classroom lesson plans at many 
more participating Navy museums.  Watch for future fellowship announcements at the web link noted above.

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial, Lesson Plan D - Design a Memorial
http://issuu.com/vvmf/docs/hometown_heroes_slp 
Summary:  The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund’s Hometown Heroes Service Learning Project– Lesson Plan D rec-
ommends students “Design a military memorial” using Google SketchUp.  This project incorporates science, technology, 
engineering, mathematics, and history.  Refer to the web link to preview a digital copy of the Hometown Heroes curricu-
lum.
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RELATED RESOURCES

ONLINE EXHIBITS
The Vietnam War Commemoration, Timeline

https://www.vietnamwar50th.com/history_and_legacy/timeline/ 
Summary:  The Vietnam War Commemoration presents an interactive timeline on the Vietnam War.  An updated version 
of the timeline will be available  at the launch of a new website in 2017.

The Women in Military Service For America Memorial Foundation, Inc.
http://www.womensmemorial.org/timeline 
Summary:  “The Women’s Memorial” provides a Timeline on women in the military from the American Revolution to 
the Iraq War.

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund, VVMC
http://www.vvmf.org/items/ 
Summary:  More than 400,000 items have been left at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial by visitors as remembrances and 
tributes. The National Park Service collects, catalogs, and preserves these objects as part of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Collection (VVMC), with curatorial support from the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund. 

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund, The Wall of Faces
http://www.vvmf.org/Wall-of-Faces/ 
Summary:  The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund has collected and digitized the photos and biographies of more than 
half of the 58,000 plus names inscribed on The Wall.  Teachers and students can help find and collect the missing photos 
of the remaining soldiers to complete The Wall of Faces or use the information on the website for a classroom project.

The Vietnam Center and Archive at Texas Tech State University
http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu 
Summary:  The official website of The Vietnam Center and Archive supports and encourages research and education 
regarding all aspects of the American Vietnam experience, as well as collects and preserves the documentary record of the 
Vietnam War via oral histories, artifacts, and photographs.

The Lyndon Baines Johnson (LBJ) Presidential Library 
http://www.lbjlibrary.org/exhibits/the-vietnam-conflict 
Summary:  The LBJ Presidential Library located in Austin, TX provides a window into President Johnson’s life through 
his daily journal entries, in addition to photographs, select speeches, telephone conversations, video clips, oral histories, 
and a presidential timeline.

The Nixon Presidential Library & Museum
http://www.nixonlibrary.gov/virtuallibrary/index.php 
Summary:  The Nixon Presidential Library & Museum located in Yorba Linda, CA provides a plethora of resources for 
teachers and students.  This includes downloadable lessons, primary sources, and online exhibits such as Memoirs v. Tapes: 
President Nixon & the December Bombings, a multimedia presentation that incorporates documents, tapes, and videos 
relevant to understanding the decision-making related to the December 1972 bombing of North Vietnam. 

 The Jimmy Carter Presidential Library and Museum
http://www.jimmycarterlibrary.gov/library/ 
Summary:  The Jimmy Carter Presidential Library & Museum located in Atlanta, GA is part of the Presidential Library 
system administered by the National Archives and Records Administration.   The museum offers professional development 
workshops for educators, school tours and programs and myriad resources for teachers and students, grades 2-12.
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RELATED RESOURCES

ONLINE EXHIBITS (CONTINUED)
The Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library and Museum

http://www.fordlibrarymuseum.gov/library/exhibits/vietnam/vietdocs.asp 
Summary:  The Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library and Museum located in Ann Arbor, MI provides online access and 
viewing of  the Library’s collection of digitized declassified documents, records, press releases and photographs from 1953 
to 1977. 

Digital History
http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu/era.cfm?eraid=18&smtid=1 
http://www.digitalhistory.uh.edu/era.cfm?eraID=18&smtID=11 
Summary:  This site provides a wealth of resources that includes historic documents, multimedia and images from the era, 
lesson plans, and online textbook to help educators teach about Vietnam.  

The National Museum of the United States Navy and Naval Historical Foundation
http://www.usnavymuseum.org/Ex9_LionsDen.asp 
Summary:  The National Museum of the Unites States Navy and Naval Historical Foundation (NHF) in Washington, 
D.C. provides lesson plans that “incorporate the rich multimedia found in the Cold War Gallery Virtual Tour to make 
learning an engaging and fun experience for middle school and high school students.”

The Public Broadcasting System
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/vietnam/ 
Summary:  The Public Broadcasting System (PBS) presents an online resource for use in the classroom along with the DVD, 
Vietnam: A Television History, the Emmy Award-winning television series.  It offers a detailed chronicle of the war and insights into 
topics such as foreign policy in Southeast Asia, the threat of Communism, the Cold War, the media’s role in wartime, portrayals of 
war in popular culture, and more.  This series was produced by PBS and funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities to 
teach high school students to think critically about the War.

Stars and Stripes
http://www.stripes.com/news/special-reports/vietnam-at-50/1965 
Summary:  Stars and Stripes are an independent news entity that provides information to the U.S. military community, 
comprised of active-duty service members, DoD civilians, contractors, and their families.  This site presents an online 
interactive exhibit (e.g., timeline, maps, articles, and historic photographs) about the United States active role in the 
Vietnam War, starting in 1965, and how it impacted America.

The U.S. Army Center for Military History
http://www.history.army.mil/news/2015/150900a_beforeVietnam.html 
Summary:  This web link highlights the U.S. Army Center for Military History’s article, The U.S. Army Before Vietnam, 
1953–1965 in the CMH Publication, along with other related publications on Vietnam.   
A valuable resource for students learning about the Vietnam War.

The U.S. Coast Guard Museum
https://www.history.uscg.mil/Browse-by-Topic/Notable-People/Minorities/African Americans/African-American-History-
Chronology/

https://www.history.uscg.mil/Browse-by-Topic/Notable-People/Minorities/African-Americans/

Air Mobility Command Museum
http://amcmuseum.org/collections/?fwp_eras=vietnam-war 
Summary:  The Air Mobility Command Museum is located on the Dover Air Force Base in Delaware.  This link provides 
access to an online collection focused on U.S. Air Force history from WWI to today.  A great resource for an up-close look 
at artifacts from the Vietnam era.

U.S. Government Publishing Office (GPO)
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/search/searchresults.action?st=Vietnam 
Summary:  This site provides digitized PDF’s of government publications on the topic of Vietnam.
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RELATED RESOURCES

VIETNAM MEMORIALS AND 
MUSEUM EXHIBITS TO VISIT

The Vietnam War Exhibit at the Pentagon 
https://pentagontours.osd.mil/Tours/ 
Summary:  The Vietnam War  Exhibit is the first and only large-scale historical exhibit at the Pentagon devoted to 
the history of U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia from 1945 to 1975.  The exhibit officially opened to the public in 
December 2016, and was awarded the 2017 John Wesley Powell Prize for an exemplary display of historic preservation and 
presentation.  To view this award-winning exhibit along with other military displays throughout the building, contact the 
Pentagon to schedule a 60-minute walking tour at the website.

The Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of American History 
http://amhistory.si.edu/militaryhistory/ 
Summary:  The Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History’s Price of Freedom exhibit in Washington, DC is 
open to the public and features artifacts, lessons, and videos about Vietnam.

The Women’s Memorial
http://www.womensmemorial.org/ 
Summary:  Also known as the Women’s Memorial at Arlington National Cemetery, in Arlington, Virginia, was dedicated 
on October 18, 1997.  It is the only major national memorial honoring women who have served in America’s defense 
during all eras and in all services, including an exhibit on Vietnam. Approximately 200,000 people visit the Memorial 
annually. Admission is free.

Wisconsin Veterans Museum
http://www.wisvetsmuseum.com/ 
Summary:   Located on the capitol square in Madison, the museum contains artifacts, an exhibit on Vietnam, and other 
programs related to military history and Wisconsin’s veterans.

The Patriots Point Naval & Maritime Museum
http://www.patriotspoint.org/explore/vietnam-exhibit/ 
Summary:  The Patriots Point Naval & Maritime Museum located in Mt. Pleasant, SC uses state-of-the-art technology 
to bring the history of the Vietnam War to life in the “Vietnam Experience Exhibit.”  The museum also uses the USS 
Yorktown, a historic ship that has a long history of service between 1943 and 1970, as a place for hands-on learning 
opportunities for elementary to high school level students specifically in history, science, and 21st-century STEM 
curriculum.

The New Jersey Vietnam Veterans Memorial & Education Center
http://www.njvvmf.org/educational-resources 
Summary:  The New Jersey Vietnam Veterans Memorial & Education Center in Holmdel, NJ is open for tours and class 
field trips.  Temporary exhibits featured in the theater area and lobby of the Museum, focus on a varirty of Vietnam-era 
themes such as popular culture and military history, in addition to veteran-created art and photography.   A resource 
room, space for workshops, and educator resources such as traveling trunks are available to local schools.  

Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund, The Wall That Heals
http://www.vvmf.org/twth 
Summary:  The Wall That Heals is a half replica of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C., designed to 
travel to communities throughout the United States to assist in the healing process for millions of veterans and their 
families.  You can request The Wall to come to your community by directly contacting the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
Fund.
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RELATED RESOURCES

VIETNAM MEMORIALS AND 
MUSEUM EXHIBITS TO VISIT (CONTINUED)

The Maryland Public Television, Traveling Exhibit
http://vietnam.mpt.org/travelingexhibit/ 
Summary:  The Maryland Public Television (MPT) salutes Vietnam Veterans Traveling Exhibit, made possible in part 
to the SunTrust Foundation, is an exhibit making its way around Maryland through June 2016 to celebrate the military 
service of Marylanders during the Vietnam War.  Check the website for the schedule of more than two dozen stops 
planned throughout Maryland and D.C.

The Newseum
http://www.newseum.org/tag/vietnam-war/ 
Summary:  The Newseum in Washington, DC has a new provocative exhibit, “Reporting Vietnam” that marks the 50th 
anniversary of the Vietnam War, America’s first televised war. The exhibit explores the dramatic stories of how journalists 
brought news about the war to a divided nation with powerful photos and news footage, evocative music and more than 
90 compelling artifacts, as well as historic newspapers and magazines that will take visitors back to a divisive era.

The National Museum of The Marine Corps
http://www.usmcmuseum.com/vietnam.html 
Summary:  The National Museum of The Marine Corps is situated on a 135-acre site adjacent to Marine Corps Base 
Quantico, Virginia and comprised of interactive exhibits and artifacts that immerse visitors in “the sights and sounds of 
Marines in action,” from the past to the present.  

The Cold War Museum
http://www.coldwar.org/articles/60s/index.asp 
http://www.coldwar.org/articles/70s/index.asp 
Summary:  These two web links provide resources and detailed summaries about significant events during the 60s and 
the 70s, including the Vietnam era.  The Cold War Museum is located in Vint Hill, VA, and open to visitors on weekends 
and by appointment on weekdays.

The National Museum of the Air Force
http://www.nationalmuseum.af.mil/Visit.aspx 
Summary:  The National Museum of the U.S. Air Force is located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base near Dayton, Ohio.  
It is the world’s largest military aviation museum and features more than 360 aerospace vehicles and missiles, as well as 
thousands of artifacts in the exhibit spaces. 

National Veterans Art Museum
http://www.nvam.org/Module/Event/EventExhibitionsList 
Summary:  Inspired by Tim O’Brien’s book, The Things They Carried, this permanent exhibit at the museum in Chica-
go, Illinois presents a unique collection of artifacts and artwork that connect to the physical and emotional weight that 
soldiers carried during and after the Vietnam War.

National Park Service
http://www.nps.gov/vive/index.htm 
Summary:  The National Park Service oversees the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, located north of the Lincoln Memorial near the 
intersection of 22nd St. and Constitution Ave. NW in the District of Columbia.  The Memorial is free to visit and open 24 hours 
a day.  Also, check the link for more details on volunteering and planning a visit to the neighboring Korean Memorial, Lincoln 
Memorial, World War II Memorial and Washington Monument.

The Intrepid Museum
http://www.intrepidmuseum.org/ontheline.aspx 
Summary:  The Intrepid Museum in New York City has a new exhibition, On the Line: Intrepid and the Vietnam War that explores 
the events and impact of the Vietnam War through the lens of Intrepid’s history.  The exhibition includes artifacts, photographs and 
film clips from the Museum’s collection, many of which are on display for the first time.
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RELATED RESOURCES

ORAL HISTORIES
The United States of America Vietnam War Commemoration Oral History Collection
https://www.vietnamwar50th.com/history_and_legacy/oral_history/full_oral_history_collection/ 

Summary:  The U.S. Vietnam War Commemoration Oral History Project collects and preserves video-recorded interviews of 
Vietnam veterans and their family members.  Their stories provide the public with a clearer picture of military service and the 
effect of that service on the people waiting back home so that future generations may hear directly from veterans and better 
understand the realities of the Vietnam War.

Library of Congress, Veterans History Project
http://www.loc.gov/vets/about.html 
Summary:  Library of Congress’ Veterans History Project of the American Folklife Center “collects, preserves, and makes 
accessible the personal accounts of American war veterans so that future generations may hear directly from veterans and better 
understand the realities of war.”

Library of Congress, Native Americans
http://www.loc.gov/vets/stories/ex-war-nativeamericans.html 
Summary:  Library of Congress’ interviews of Native American men and women who served in the U.S. Armed Forces from 
World War II to Iraq/Afghanistan.

The Vietnam Women’s Memorial Foundation
http://vietnamwomensmemorial.org/storytelling.php 
Summary:  The Vietnam Women’s Memorial Foundation has collected several video interviews of women who served in the US 
Armed Forces during the Vietnam War. This web link shares their stories as expressed in their own words.

The Stories of Service - Digital Clubhouse
http://digitalstorylab.com/digital-clubhouse/ 
Summary:  The Stories of Service - Digital Clubhouse website features stories and short autobiographical video clips 
about veterans who served in WWII, Vietnam, Korea, and Afghanistan.

Witness to War
http://www.witnesstowar.org/ 
Summary:  Search the collection of more than 3,600 videos, photographs, and interviews of those who served in WWII, 
Korea, Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq and other theaters.

Brown University, The Choices Program
http://choices.edu/ 
Summary:  The Choices Program produced by Brown University uses historical backgrounds, original documents, and 
videos of scholars discussing the key decision points leading to U.S. involvement in Vietnam

The Vietnam Center and Archive at Texas Tech University, Women
http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/exhibits/whm/nurses.php  
Summary:  The Vietnam Center and Archive’s, Women of the Vietnam War: Nurses focuses on the young women from all over 
the nation who volunteered to serve as nurses in the hospitals and medical facilities in South Vietnam.  Historic photographs 
and interviews provide snapshots into the lives of these dedicated service women. 

The Vietnam Center and Archive at Texas Tech University, African Americans
http://www.vietnam.ttu.edu/exhibits/blackhistorymonth/ 
Summary:  The Vietnam Center and Archive honors the African American infantryman, medic, pilot, sailor, marine, nurse 
and soldier for Black History Month by highlighting photographs, artifacts, interviews, newspaper articles, and other historical 
documents.  These young men played a key role in Vietnam by serving their country in a time of war.  
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RELATED RESOURCES

DIGITAL/SOCIAL MEDIA 
(PODCASTS/VIDEOS/BLOGS)

The Vietnam War Commemoration
https://www.youtube.com/embed/aVeBtnfAxP8 
Summary:  Watch a 5-minute video tribute narrated by actor, Sam Elliot.  The Commemoration’s main focus is to thank 
and honor Vietnam veterans and families for their service and sacrifice.

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/vietnam-voices/id720274735 
Summary:  The Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund’s Vietnam Voices brings experts, academics, military leaders, volunteers, 
and veterans to share their experiences related to the Vietnam War and era via podcasts for grades 6-12.

National Park Service
http://www.nps.gov/media/video/view.htm?id=F7122BC7-1DD8-B71C-07CC0CDC91E91CFA  
Summary:  A National Park Service Park Ranger describes the significance of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial via a brief 
video clip for all ages.

The Army Historical Foundation
https://armyhistory.org/first-lieutenant-sharon-ann-lane/ 
Summary:  The Army Historical Foundation provides an overview of Sharon Ann Lane, one of eight American military 
nurses who died while serving in Vietnam but the only American nurse killed as a result of hostile fire.  The names of all 
eight nurses are inscribed on The Wall.

Teacher Vision
https://www.teachervision.com/holidays/veterans-day 
Summary:  This site provides teachers with myriad Veterans-related resources such as videos and activities that focus on 
the history and meaning of Veterans Day for grades 1-12.

Wisconsin Veterans Museum
https://wisvetsmuseum.com/blog/ 
Summary:  Blog entries highlight service members’ personal stories, photos, and artifacts.  To learn more about Vietnam 
veteran, James Mosel, please read the April 16, 2016 blog, “Grim Reaper.”

Step Into Their Boots
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89WrtbYFP28 
Summary:  The video describes the “Step Into Their Boots” program of The United War Veterans Council.  A program 
that encourages the participant to serve in their own community by promoting volunteerism and honoring fallen service 
members by wearing boots and taking the “steps” they can no longer take while raising funds for the families and injured 
comrades.  An excellent way to thank and honor veterans while completing community service.

The Disabled American Veterans
http://www.dav.org/learn-more/news/ 
Summary:  The Disabled American Veterans’ website posts articles on women veterans, senior veterans, disability 
compensation, caregiver support, and other current topics of interest.  This includes opportunities to volunteer, support 
and advocate for veterans.
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RELATED RESOURCES

DIGITAL/SOCIAL MEDIA 
(PODCASTS/VIDEOS/BLOGS) (CONTINUED)

The Public Broadcasting System, Last Days of Vietnam
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/films/lastdays/ 
Summary:  Last Days of Vietnam, an Academy Award® Nominee for Documentary Feature in 2014, produced by Rory 
Kennedy.  In April 1975, “the North Vietnamese Army was closing in on Saigon as South Vietnamese resistance was 
crumbling.  Approximately 5,000 Americans remained with roughly 24 hours to get out.”  This site shows the first chapter 
of the film.

The Public Broadcasting System, My Lai Massacre
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/films/mylai/ 
Summary:  PBS’ American Experience focuses on the 1968 My Lai massacre, its subsequent cover-up, and the heroic 
efforts of the soldiers who broke ranks to try to halt the atrocities, and then bring them to light.  This film is appropriate 
for high school and college level students.

TeachingVietnam.net 
http://lindypoling.com/lindy-poling-blog/ 
Summary:  Lindy Poling, a nationally recognized history teacher, shares insights about her Community in the Classroom 
approach to studying history and her Lessons of Vietnam Program at Millbrook High School in Raleigh, NC.  Her 
website provides engaging lesson plans and valuable resources, including sample interview questions for veterans, 
recommended films and documentaries, publications, and more than 35 digital copies of the award-winning Bridges--The 
Lessons of Vietnam student newsletter. 

Watch.Know.Learn.org
http://www.watchknowlearn.org/Category.aspx?CategoryID=1858 
Summary:  This site is specifically geared towards providing teachers with educational videos, including access to over 100 
brief videos and speeches on the Vietnam War. Teachers should check to ensure the videos are age appropriate.
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Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/VietnamWar50th 

Twitter - http://www.twitter.com/vietnamwar50th 

Instagram - htps://www.instagram.com/vietnamwarcommemoration/?hl=en

YouTube - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NO7W_s-twWs

#VietnamLegacies

RELATED RESOURCES

U.S. VIETNAM WAR COMMEMORATION 
SOCIAL MEDIA
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RELATED RESOURCES

FILMS: 
(Recommend teachers check films for age appropriateness)

Dear America:  Letters Home from Vietnam, (HBO, 1988).   
A collection of letters, newsreels, and home movies compiled from people who served in Vietnam.

Gold Star Children, (2008).  
An award-winning documentary, written and directed by Mitty Griffis Mirrer, tells the compelling stories of American 
children who lost a parent to war while serving in Vietnam, Afghanistan and Iraq.  

In the Shadow of the Blade, (Arrowhead Films, 2004).  
“The film follows the cross-country journey of a restored Vietnam War UH-1 Huey helicopter to capture the stories of 
people affected by the war three decades after its end.”   The official website  provides educational resources in conjunction 
with the film, including a recommended teacher’s guide, discussion questions, and research projects.

Into Harm’s Way, (The Documentary Group, 2011).  
This documentary and first person chronicle featuring a 1967 West Point graduate, sharing honestly about war-time expe-
riences and how the Vietnam War continues to impact “the American psyche” until this day. 

Last Days of Vietnam, (2014).  
Produced by Rory Kennedy, this documentary details the last days leading up to exit of thousdands of Americans and 
South Vietnamese and the eventual fall of Saigon in 1975.

Maya Lin: A Strong Clear Vision, (1994).  
An Academy Award winning documentary written and directed by Frieda Lee Mock that explores the story of The Wall 
and the creative work of the architect, Maya Lin.

Return with Honor, (PBS, 1999).  
The story of American Airmen held as prisoners of war in North Vietnam.

To Heal a Nation, (1988).  
The true story of Jan Scruggs, founder of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial on the National Mall in Washington, D.C.  Jan, 
who served as an Army infantryman in the War, returns a broken man, and struggles to make sense of loss that comes 
from war.  However, with the help of his loving wife Becky, he begins to find a new life for himself, and a personal goal to 
build a memorial to remember the more than 58,000 men and women who served and sacrificed.

Vietnam in HD, (HISTORY, 2011).  
This documentary  format tracks key events of the Vietnam War and their impact on the war effort and the American 
public.  Presented in High Definition video format, HISTORY incorporates vintage footage and narration veterans and 
Hollywood actors. 
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RELATED RESOURCES

CHILDREN’S BOOKS
Always to Remember: The Story of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. Ashabranner, Brent.   

Scholastic, 1992.

Pepper’s Purple Heart: A Veterans Day Story. Henry, Heather French.  
Cubbie Blue Publishing, 2003.

Portrait of a Tragedy: America and the Vietnam War. Warren, James A.    
Lothrop, Lee and  Shepard Books,1990.

The Vietnam Memorial (Cornerstones of Freedom). De Capua, Sarah.  
Children’s Press, 2003.

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial (American Symbols & Their Meanings). Ferry, Joseph.  
Mason Crest Publishers, 2002.

The Vietnam Veterans Memorial (The Library of American Landmarks). 
Sevastiades, Patra McSharry.  
PowerKids Press, 1994.

The Wall. Bunting, Eve.   
Clarion Books, 1992.

Veterans Day, 2nd Edition. Ansary, Mir Tamim.  
Heinemann, 2001.  Also in Spanish.

Veterans Day (Pebble Books). Schuch, Mari C.   
Capstone Press, 2003.

Veterans Day (American Holidays). Worsley, Arlene.   
Weigl Publishers, 2006.

Veterans Day: Remembering Our War Heroes (Finding Out About Holidays). Landau, Elaine.  Enslow 
Elementary, 2002.

Vietnam Veterans Memorial (We the People). Rosinsky, Natalie.   
Compass Point Books, 2006.
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RELATED RESOURCES

ADDITIONAL BOOKS 
Please note that the list of films and books are not exhaustive, and more books will be  
added accordingly.

America’s Longest War: The United States and Vietnam, 1950-1975. Herring, George C.    
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1979.

A Piece of My Heart. Walker, Keith.    
Ballantine Books, 1991.

Carried To The Wall. Hass, Kristin Ann.    
University of Chicago Press, 1998.

Dear America: Letters Home from Vietnam. Edelman, Bernard, ed.   
ReAnimus Press, 2014, 1985.

Letters on The Wall: Offerings and Remembrances from the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.  
Sofarelli, Michael.    
Collins Publishing, 2006.

Matterhorn: A Novel of the Vietnam War. Marlantes, Karl.    
Grove/Atlantic, 2011.

Memorial Mania: Public Feeling in America. Doss, Erika.    
University of Chicago Press, 2010.

Offerings at The Wall: Artifacts from the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Collection.  
Allen, Thomas B.  
Turner Publishing, 1995.

Out of Fire and Valor, The War Memorials of New York City. Snyder, Carl.    
Bunker Hill Press, 2005.

Shrapnel in the Heart: Letters and Remembrances from the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.  
Palmer, Laura.   
Vintage, 1988.

The Mourner’s Song: War and Remembrances from Iliad to Vietnam. Tatum, James.     
The University of Chicago Press, 2004.

The Things They Carried. O’Brien, Tim.  
Mariner Books, 2009.
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RELATED RESOURCES

ADDITIONAL BOOKS (CONTINUED)
The Tragedy of Vietnam. Hearden, Patrick J.    

Purdue University, 2012.

The Vietnam War: A Concise International History. Lawrence, Mark A.    
Oxford University Press, 2010.

The Vietnam War in Popular Culture [2 volumes]: The Influence of America’s Most Controversial 
War on Everyday Life. Milam, Ron, ed.   
Praeger, 2016.

The Wall: Images and Offerings from the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. Lopes, Sal, ed.    
Collins, 1987.

To Heal a Nation. Scruggs, Jan and Swerdlow, Joel L.   
Harper Paperbacks, 1986. 

Vietnam, A History. Karnow, Stanley.    
Penguin USA, 1997.

War Letters: Extraordinary Correspondences from American Wars. Carroll, Andrew.    
Scribner, 2002.

Warriors Remembered: Vietnam Veterans – Welcome Home. Nahas, Albert J.    
IBJ Book Publishing, 2010.
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THE COMMEMORATIVE PARTNER 
PROGRAM MISSION

The Commemorative Partner Program is an organizationally based, hometown-centric, veteran-focused program 
designed for federal, state, and local organizations to assist a grateful nation in thanking and honoring our Vietnam 
veterans and their families where they live and work. It is the primary vehicle by which our nation thanks and 
honors our Vietnam veterans and their families. Commemorative Partners participate by planning and conducting 
events or activities that recognize Vietnam veterans and their families’ service and sacrifice. Commemorative Partners 
must commit to conducting two events or activities each year for a three-year period.

Commemorative events and activities should be dignified, memorable occasions that show a sensitivity and 
appreciation for the solemnity of war, the losses suffered by many and the sacrifices of all who served. Events or 
activities should meet one or more of the congressionally articulated objectives (below) of the program, and as a 
minimum, with an emphasis on the first:

1. To thank and honor veterans of the Vietnam War, including personnel who were held as prisoners of war 
or listed as missing in action, for their service and sacrifice on behalf of the United States and to thank and 
honor the families of these veterans.

2. To highlight the service of the Armed Forces during the Vietnam War and the contributions of Federal 
agencies and governmental and non-governmental organizations that served with, or in support of, the 
Armed Forces.

3. To pay tribute to the contributions made on the home front by the people of the United States during the 
Vietnam War.

4. To highlight the advances in technology, science, and medicine related to military research conducted 
during the Vietnam War.

5. To recognize the contributions and sacrifices made by the allies of the United States during the Vietnam 
War.

It costs nothing to become a Commemorative Partner. Organizations simply submit a completed application and 
Statement of Understanding (SOU). To obtain an application, organizations can visit www.vietnamwar50th.
com then click on the Commemorative Partner Program tab for further information on how to apply. Once a 
completed application and SOU are submitted, the approval process should take no longer than 30 days. Partners 
are kept informed through electronic notifications. Once approved, organizations will receive a starter kit consisting 
of a commemorative flag, Commemorative Partner certificate, and other materials. Additionally, they will have 
authorization to use The United States of America Vietnam War Commemoration Commemorative Partner seal for 
approved purposes and access to the Commemorative Partner Portal to order additional materials for events.

• For questions regarding the application process: WHS.VNWar50th_CPP@mail.mil 

• or online application forms: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/commemorative_partners/online_
application_forms  

• To download printer-friendly application forms: http://www.vietnamwar50th.com/commemorative_
partners/application_forms

Appendix C
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APPENDIX D - PROFESSIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS FOR TEACHERS

Professional organizations provide a variety of benefits to educators such as access to educational journals, conference 
participation, and professional development resources related to a specific content area.  By utilizing membership, 
professional organizations offer opportunities to attend conferences where networking and collaboration take place 
in building one’s craft.  Furthermore, educators across the globe have opportunities to share skills, strategies, and 
suggestions with colleagues within their field.  Thus, the U.S. Vietnam War Commemoration (VWC) encourages 
involvement as educators may highlight veterans by making a presentation on a classroom service-learning project or 
school program at an annual subject area Professional Organization conference.  For your convenience, a brief list of 
subject areas and their referenced professional organization(s) is provided below:

Subject Area
Art

Engineering

English 
Language Arts
Mathematics

Music

Science

Name of Professional Organization Link
The National Coalition for Core Arts 
Standards

https://www.nationalartsstandards.org/

The Art and Creative Materials Institute https://www.acmiart.org/
National Art Eduction Association https://www.arteducators.org/
The American Association of Engineers https://www.asce.org/
American Association of Engineering 
Societies

https://www.giw2017.org/organizations/ameri-
can-association-engineering-societies/

National Society of Professional Engineers https://www.nspe.org/
Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers

https://www.ieee.org/

National Council for the Teachers of 
English

https://mcte.org/

Mathematical Association of America 
(MAA)

https://www.maa.org/

Math for America (MfA) - this organization 
develops science and mathematics teachers

https://www.mathforamerica.org/

National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics (NCTM)

https://www.nctm.org/

Music Teachers National Association https://www.mtna.org/
American Choral Directors Association https://acda.org/
American Orff-Schulwerk Association 
(AOSA)

https://aosa.org/

National Science Foundation https://www.nsf.gov/
National Science Teachers Association 
(NSTA)

https://www.nsta.gov/

American Association of Physics Teachers https://www.aapt.org/
American Chemical Society https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en.html
Math for America (MfA) - this organization 
develops science and mathematics teachers

https://www.mathforamerica.org/
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Social Studies

Technology

Association of Teachers of Social Studies https://www.socialstudies.org/

Center for Civic Education https://www.civiced.org/
Council for Economic Education https://www.councilforeconed.org/
National Center for History in the Schools https://phi.history.ucla.edu/nchs/
National Council for Geographic 
Education

https://ncge.org/

National Council for History Education https://ncheteach.org/
National Council for Social Studies https://www.socialstudies.org/
National Teachers of Social Studies https://www.socialstudies.org/
Future Ready Schools https://futureready.org/
Association for the Advancement of Com-
puting Education

https://www.aace.org/

Association for the Educational 
Communications and Technology

https://www.aect.org/

International Society for Technology in 
Education

https://www.iste.org/

Society for Information Technology and 
Teacher Education

https://site.aace.org/
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This Toolkit was prepared by the History & Legacy Branch at the U.S. Vietnam War Commemoration. Any 
questions or comments, please contact Dr. Dianne A. Carson at 703-697-4967 or dianne.a.carson.civ@mail.mil, or 

Mark Franklin at mark.r.franklin.civ@mail.mil or 703-697-4849.
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